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FOREWORD 
For the last 50 years, the conference of the Italian Association of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics has been an important meeting place for scientists working in the field of general, 
fluid, solid and structural mechanics, as well as mechanics for machines and mechanical 
systems. 

The aim of the meeting is to promote an exchange of ideas and expertise among the participants, 
to stimulate interest in novel research topics, and to share the most recent scientific results in 
the field. The conference’s topics are related to all aspects of scientific research in mechanics, 
including theoretical, computational and experimental techniques and technological 
applications. The meeting also covers new multidisciplinary approaches.  

The XXIV Conference of the Italian Association of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 
(AIMETA 2019) was organized with the support of the Sapienza Università di Roma and held 
in Rome, Italy, on 15th-19th September 2019.  

There were five plenary lectures covering different areas of the conference: Chiara Daraio 
(Division of Engineering and Applied Science, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, 
CA, USA), Massimo Ruzzene (School of Aerospace Engineering Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA), Anna Pandolfi (Politecnico di Milano, Italy), Roberto di 
Leonardo (Sapienza Università di Roma, Italy), and Paolo Carafa (Sapienza Università di 
Roma, Italy). 

About 400 contributions were presented at the conference’s four thematic sessions and 15 mini-
symposia. 

 

The Organizing Committee 
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Mechanics of robotic matter 
 
Chiara Daraio 
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Architected materials (aka. metamaterials) blur the boundaries between what is conventionally 

defined a structure and a material in mechanics. More recently, the use of active and/or responsive 
materials as constitutive elements in architected materials blurs the boundaries between robots and 
materials as we know them. Rapidly evolving 3D manufacturing approaches now allow fabrication 
of objects with almost arbitrary architecture, different constitutive properties and ad-hoc pre-stress 
distribution, opening the door to new functionalities. For example, architected sheets of responsive 
materials can morph into relatively complex three-dimensional shapes. In this talk, I will discuss 
recent progress in the design of micro- and macro-scale, nonuniform materials that can bend into 
freeform objects, in response to environmental stimuli, prestress or with simple application of point 
loads. Engineering the distribution of residual stresses, stiffness gradients and/or cut patterns, we 
control the material’s bending and buckling, at both local and global scales. The designed 
distribution of responsive materials in the sheets provides a time-dependent control of the 
developing shapes. Programming 2D sheets into rigid, 3D geometries expands the potential of 
existing manufacturing tools for efficient and versatile production of 3D objects. Finally, I show 
how the use of responsive materials, like shape memory polymers and liquid crystal elastomers, 
allows creating new, passive soft robots. 
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Metastructures for wave and vibration control: internal resonances, 
edge states and quasi-periodicity 

Massimo Ruzzene 
School of Aerospace Engineering Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA 
E-mail: ruzzene@gatech.edu

Beyond the mere notion of a material, metastructures draw their unique characteristics from their 
finite size and the existence of interfaces. The resulting structural assemblies feature unprecedented 
performance in terms of stress wave mitigation, wave guiding, acoustic absorption, and vibration 
isolation.  

The talk illustrates the frequency-selective properties of periodic metastructures, which result in 
their ability to direct waves in preferential direction and attenuate vibrations at certain frequencies. 
Such properties are observed in complex structural lattices, and in structural components equipped 
with periodic arrays of adaptive electromechanical resonators. The presentation will also introduce 
basic concepts that govern the onset of localized, interface wave modes. Specifically, spring-mass 
systems, lattices, and plates with internal resonators will be presented as part of a framework that 
seeks for mechanical lattices that exhibit one-way, edge- bound, defect-immune, wave motion. 
Finally, quasi-periodic structural assemblies are introduced as configurations that support vibration 
confinement in systems that are not ordered, but are described by deterministic property 
distributions. Results for beam and plate structures with quasiperiodic arrangements of grounding 
springs and lumped masses are presented to illustrate the unique dynamic behavior characterized by 
a multitude of highly localized modes of vibration. 
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OTM: combining optimal transportation theory and meshless 
discretization for the simulation of general solid and fluid flows 

Anna Pandolfi 
Civil and Environmental Engineering Department, Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy 
E-mail: anna.pandolfi@polimi.it

Keywords: meshfree methods, optimal transportation theory, diffusion, fracture.

The optimal transportation meshfree (OTM) method has been developed for simulating general 
solid and fluid flows, including fluid-structure interaction [1]. The approach combines materi-al-
point sampling and max-ent meshfree interpolation [2] with concepts from optimal transpor-tation 
theory. The OTM method generalizes the Benamou–Brenier differential formulation of the of 
optimal mass transportation [3] to problems including arbitrary geometries and constitu-tive 
behavior. The method enforces exactly mass transport and essential boundary conditions, conserves 
linear and angular momentum, and is free from tension instabilities. The OTM meth-od has been 
proved to be predictive when combined with eigenerosion methods [4] in the simu-lation of dynamic 
fracture [5]. Innovative particle methods based on OTM have been devel-oped recently for the 
solution of advection-diffusion problems, by approximating the density of the diffusive species by 
Dirac measures [6]. Relying on the optimal transport theory and in al-ternative to traditional schemes 
formulated in linear spaces, the method hybridizes elements of a Galerkin approximation with those 
of an updated Lagrangian approach. The time discretiza-tion of the diffusive step is based on the 
Jordan-Kinderlehrer-Otto (JKO) variational principle [7]. The JKO functional characterizes the 
evolution of the density as a competition between the Wasserstein distance (which penalizes 
departures from the initial conditions) and entropy (which tends to spread the density and it make 
uniform over the domain), and is regarded as a functional of an incremental transport map which 
rearranges the density over the time step. The resulting update is geometrically exact with respect to 
advection and volume. In applica-tions, the JKO functional is discretized in space using one 
discretization for the density and an-other discretization for the incremental transport map. By 
exploiting the structure of the Euler-Lagrange equations, which are linear in the density, the density 
is treated as a measure and coherently approximated as a collection of Diracs. A few examples will 
demonstrate the ap-plicability of the approach. The work has been developed in collaboration with 
Bo Li (Case University, OH), Livio Fedeli and Michael Ortiz (Caltech, CA and Bonn University, 
Germany). 
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The statistical and fluid mechanics of swimming bacteria 

Roberto Di Leonardo 
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Dense suspensions of swimming bacteria display striking motions that appear extremely vivid 
when compared to the thermal agitation of colloidal particles of comparable size. These suspensions 
belong to a broader class of non-equilibrium systems that are now collectively referred to as active 
matter. Fundamental research in the physics of active matter investigates the basic principles 
governing non equilibrium phenomena such as self-propulsion, collective behavior and rectification. 
From a more engineering point of view, however, active particles could potentially provide the 
active "atoms" of a new class of smart materials with unique response characteristics. Using 
advanced 3D optical imaging, micromanipulation and microfabrication tools, we study complex 
phenomena in active matter using direct and quantitative methods. I will review our recent work in 
this direction, from the fluid and statistical mechanics of bacterial movements in structured 
environments  to the use of genetically modified bacteria as propellers for micromachines or as a 
"living" paint that can be controlled by light. 
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High-frequency pressure waves (up to TeraHertz, 10^12 Hz), produced by mechanical 
instabilities at the nano-scale, can trigger fracto-emission signals in the form of Acoustic Emission 
AE, Electromagnetic Emission EME, and Neutron Emission NE [1]. The same phenomenon can 
take place during the early stages of a seismic event. Cracking is a multi-scale phenomenon within 
the earthquake preparation zone [2,3], nano-cracks coalesce to form larger ones, and the 
preparation area shrinks until coinciding with the quake epicentre. At the same time, pressure 
wave frequencies vary from THz for fracture at the nano-scale up to the simple Hz at the kilometre 
scale, which is the typical frequency of seismic oscillations. In this framework, fracto-emissions 
can represent a promising tool in seismology, not only for their monitoring capabilities during the 
earthquake, but also for their forecasting potentialities before the event [2,3]. 

Another important seismic precursor is represented by the temporal variation of b-value, a sort 
of statistical parameter deriving from the magnitude-frequency relation proposed by Gutenberg 
and Richter [4], that is also successfully applied to study the cracking process. In general terms, 
the fracture moves from nano to macrocracks and the b-value decreases from about 1.5 in the 
initial stages to 1.0 or less approaching the final collapse. In seismology values of unity are 
commonly related to an incoming seismic event: i.e. an earthquake is often preceded by a b-value 
decrement in the weeks to few days before the quake occurrence. 

Since July 2013, an in-situ experimental campaign has started at a gypsum mine located in 
Northern Italy, revealing the strong seismic forecasting potentialities of the fracto-emissions by 
means of a dedicated monitoring platform and a multi-modal statistical analysis. In particular, AE, 
EME, and NE tend to anticipate the next seismic swarm peak with an evident and chronologically 
ordered shifting of about one day, three-four days, and one week, respectively [2,3]. 

On the other hand, the b-value trend, estimated for all the major seismic swarms observed 
during the in-situ monitoring, shows a decrement to values below 1.0 approximately two days 
before the swarm peak occurrence. 
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In the present paper we present the thermodynamic system of balance equations for a binary mixture
of fluids such as the system of a single fluid, in addition to that pertinent to the relative motion, using
a mere change of variables [1]. Next, we follow [2] to recognize all the thermo-mechanical fields as
defined in the motion of the mixture as a whole and in the diffusive motion, so as to verify the three
metaphysical principles of [3] and, further, we assume that the entropy flux is not equal to the heat
flux divided by the temperature [4].

Furthermore, we recover the kinetic energy theorem for the binary mixture directly from the
mechanical equations in order to propose the expressions of growths for the body by minimizing the
production or destruction of mass and linear momentum: the different proposals take into account
the essential features of classical models of two-phase mixture of fluids in the presence of production
terms capable of describing the effects of diffusion, virtual inertia, inviscid inertial drag, and so on
(see, e.g., [5, 6, 7]).

Finally, we consider two examples, such as the superfluid helium and a mixture of Euler fluids,
and study the propagation of small vibrations near an undisturbed state of equilibrium for the mix-
ture to verify the influence of the growth terms on the linear solutions.
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The formation of ripple over a saturated sand bed has been the object of a recent work [1]. They
study the role of turbulence in sediment resuspension in absence of mean shear. Following this idea,
we do something simpler and carry out an experiment to study bedform in a water tank with a particle
bed. This is one of the activity of the project “Theoretical, numerical and experimental analysis of
elastic and acoustic waves in a fluid-saturated aggregate of particles” supported by Office of Naval
Research (ONR-Global, London).

A pressure gradients is generated in fluid saturated particle bed by a plate oscillating in the water
above the bed surface. Because the flow is oscillatory, there is no mean shear stress on the bed and
no force within it. However, fluctuations in pressure and shear stress occur and, consequently, a
heap develops over the bed. In this new experiment [2], we show failure of the bed induced by a
gradient pressure that is able to lift particle from the bed and this, essentially, creates a heap below
the oscillating plate. These vertical pressure gradients facilitates particle displacement in its interior
and transport at and near its surface.
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Because of their almost zero friction and wear, aerostatic pads are used in applications were 
very precise positioning are requested, e.g, medical equipment, measuring and machine tool [1]. 
However, when compared to their hydrostatic and rolling counter parts, air bearings exhibit low 
specific stiffness and poor damping. Using compensation methods represents a solution to increase 
air bearings performance [2]. It is possible to distinguish passive and active compensation 
methods. The classification of these two methods depends on the type of energy which is exploited 
to compensate for air gap variations. Active compensation solutions need external sources of 
energy, e.g., actuators, sensors and digital controller. Conversely, passive compensated systems 
use only the energy associated with the pressurized air supplied to the system. 

  
This paper presents a new actively controlled pad with a feedback pressure control. The 

proposed compensation system was inspired by a larger scale solution proposed by Raparelli et al. 
[3, 4]. The proposed solution consists in the integration of a conventional air pad with a regulating 
valve similar to that presented in [3, 4]. To make it possible the integration on the pad, some parts 
of the valve was modified. These changes allowed valve dimensions to be reduced of about 35% 
keeping the same working principle. The performance of the system has been tested in static 
conditions to obtain the characteristic curve of the active pad. Experimental results demonstrate 
that the static stiffness of the bearing can be increased up to the 75% at the cost of little reduction 
of the load capacity. 
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A class of steady solutions of two-dimensional, inviscid, incompressible Euler equations involving
uniform polygonal vortices [1] is investigated. The vorticity takes the uniform (and constant) value
ω inside a polygonal domainP , while it vanishes outside, and the vortex rotates about its center of
vorticity (assumed on the origin) without changing the shape of its boundary. The aim of the present
analysis lies in finding the boundary∂P , as well as its rotation speedΩ.

The proposed approach is based on Complex Analysis and, in particular, uses the Schwarz func-
tionΦ of the boundary∂P (Φ is the conjugatex of x in anyx ∈ ∂P and it is analytically continued
in a suitable neighbourhood of that curve, see [2]). The induced (conjugate) velocity is related to
this function [3] by means of a Cauchy integralC:

u(x) =
ω

2i

[

χP (x) x−C(x)
]

with: C(x) =
1

2πi

∫

∂P

dy
Φ(y)

y − x
(1)

in which χP holds1 insideP , 0 outside and1/2 on the boundary∂P . Equation (1) represents a
significant improvement of the Biot-Savart law, in order to analytically handle the kinematics and
the dynamics of uniform vortices.

Assume that the vortexP is steady. At a given timet > 0 any pointx ∈ ∂P (t) is the image of a
pointξ ∈ ∂P (0) through the relationx = ξ eiΩt (notice that this relation has a purely geometrical
meaning: it should be not confused with the flow, which behaves in a more complicated way also on
the vortex boundary). By inserting this relation inside the above form of the velocity, it is found that
the initial Schwarz function satisfies the nonlinear eigenvalue [λ = Ω/(ω/2)] problem

[ (

λ−
1

2

)

Φ(ξ) +C(ξ)
]

+
dΦ

dξ
(ξ)

[ (

λ−
1

2

)

ξ +C(ξ)
]

= 0 . (2)

The main difficulty in the analytical handling of the problem (2) is due to the presence of the un-
known boundary∂P (0) as domain of integration of the integralC. In the present analysis it is
overcame by enforcing suitable regularity hypotheses on the Schwarz function outsideP and using
classical results [4] about its integral representation on the vortex boundary. In particular, polygonal
solutions of the problem (2) are approximated by assuming a polynomial behaviour ofΦ at infinity:
a polygonal vortex withn sides is obtained by takingΦ(ξ) ∼ ξ

n−1 asξ → ∞. More details will be
given in the talk.
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Hydrophobic nanotextured surfaces, also known as superhydrophobic surfaces, have a wide range of
technological applications, including self-cleaning, anti-moisture, anti-icing and anti-fogging mate-
rials, friction/drag reduction, and many more. The accidental complete wetting of surface textures,
which destroys superhydrophobicity, and the opposite process of recovery are two crucial processes
that can prevent or enable the technological applications mentioned before. Porous lyophobic materi-
als can be used for energy storage and dissipation, and shock absorption, depending on the hysteresis
of the pressure-volume curve in intrusion/extrusion cycles. These examples show how controlling
the intrusion/extrusion of liquids in/from lyophobic pores may enable a wide range of engineering
applications of textured surface and porous media. Key to this objective is the understanding of the
dynamics of a fluid in corrugations and its dependence on the morphology, geometry and chemistry
of the pores.

The theoretical investigation of the intrusion/extrusion of liquids in/form hydrophobic (nano)pores
is challenging because the process is typically characterized by (large) free energy barriers. In other
words, in order to enters in/exits from the (nano)pores the liquid has to overcome a barrier. This
barrier is responsible, for example, of the well known metastability of the Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel
states [1]. Special techniques must be used in these cases known as methods for rare events. These
techniques, originally developed in the field of chemistry and molecular physics, were recently ex-
tended to investigate the dynamics of confined fluids [2]. Standard techniques neglect liquid inertia,
i.e. they assume that the liquid enters in/exits from the (nano)pores so slowly that its meniscus can
achieve the equilibrium morphology at each degree of progress of the process. In fluid dynamics it
is well known that inertia forces can play a key role depending on the value of the Womersley num-
ber. However, in nanofluidics thermal fluctuations, which are neglected in continuum fluid dynamics
(Navier-Stokes) equation, plays a central role in presence of free energy barriers and this might alter
the relative importance of inertial vs viscous forces vs thermal forces.

In this work we performed advanced atomistic simulations of the intrusion and extrusion of a
liquid from a nanopore of ∼ 30 nm. We show that there are pressure regimes in which the effect
of inertia is negligible on the wetting path and kinetics, and other where inertia, though non domi-
nant, alters the wetting/dewetting mechanism significantly. Our results reconcile theory and exper-
iments [3] and open new avenues for the in silico design of textured surfaces and porous systems
with tailored intrusion/extrusion properties for novel nanofluidic technologies.
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In the last few years Synthetic Jet (SJ) actuators have shown their full potential in controlling and
manipulate an incoming crossflow. Indeed, these devices have been able to control separated flows
over aerodynamic bodies, delay or anticipate transition to turbulence, suppress or enhance turbulence
and control liquid jets and sprays. In many applications arrays of SJ actuators or multiple-orifice (or
multi-slot) devices are preferred to single-orifice/single-slot actuators. Multi-orifice strategies have
been often employed for the control of separated flows, in order to cover the entire spanwise length
of the flow to be controlled or to introduce a spanwise modulation of the control. Moreover, such
devices are also employed in cooling applications, since multiple-orifice devices exhibit a larger heat
dissipation with respect to a single, centred orifice one.

Despite this fact, a great part of the studies concerning the design of a SJ actuator have been
based on single-slot or single-orifice configurations. As a consequence, the present work is focused
on the interaction between the jets generated by a multiple-orifice actuator. In particular, the external
flow field generated by a double-orifice SJ actuator is investigated. The analyzed actuator is sealed
at one side by an elastic diaphragm, which is composed of a piezoelectric disk and a flexible shim,
and connected to the external environment via two circular orifices. The numerical setup matches
the flow parameters of the experiments and the preliminary numerical simulations reported in [1].

A series of numerical simulations are carried out, varying the distance between the orifices.
The computational domain includes the entire cavity, the orifices, and the external environment.
Differently from [1], the investigation focuses on the development of the external flow field, rather
than on the vortex motion near the exit plane and within the cavity. The instantaneous flow field is
characterized by the presence of two, in-phase, zero-net-mass-flux jets. These jets become turbulent,
converge towards each other and merge. The characteristics of the flow are strongly dependent on
the distance between the orifice centers and their momentum [2]. It is important to find a scaling
law for the merging point streamwise position as a function of these parameters, since jet merging
is responsible for circulation cancellation and could be detrimental for flow control applications.
Time-averaged flow fields are obtained, and their features are compared with the (time-averaged)
characteristics of three-dimensional, continuous twinjets [3]. Moreover, time and phase-averaged
velocity fields and fluctuations are compared with those of single-orifice actuators.

Finally, spectral analysis of probes (located along the jets trajectories) and dynamic mode de-
composition (DMD) are used to investigate the inner shear-layer interactions and recognize shifts in
the dominant frequency along the streamwise direction. The latter analyses are useful to detect the
vortical motions which are responsible of the jet convergence, of the entrainment of external fluid
and of the far-field behaviour of the jet.
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In this work we explore by means of experiments, theory, and molecular dynamics the effect
of pore morphology on the spontaneous extrusion of liquids from lyophobic nanopores [1]. Under-
standing and controlling this phenomenon is of importance for displacing nanoconfined liquids, e.g.,
in nanofluidic applications, drug delivery, and oil extraction. Qualitatively different extrusion behav-
iors were observed in high-pressure water intrusion and extrusion experiments on porous materials
with similar nominal diameter and hydrophobicity: macroscopic capillary models and molecular
dynamics simulations were the key to understand that the possibility of achieving extrusion, i.e., to
dewet the pores after completely wetting them, is connected to the internal morphology of the pores
and, in particular, to the presence of small-scale roughness or pore interconnections. Additional
experiments with mercury confirmed that this mechanism is generic for nonwetting liquids and is
connected to the pore topology. The present results suggest a rational way to design heterogeneous
systems for energy and nanofluidic applications in which the extrusion behavior can be controlled
via the pore morphology.
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The study of sap flow in xylem and sap-feeding insect foregut is important to understand the nutrition
of plants and insects and can shed light on the transmission of xylem limited pathogens that cause
dangerous plant diseases worldwide. The model frequently used in literature ([1, 2]) for xylem-sap
flow in vessels is the Poiseuille law, where the vessel is approximated with a smooth circular straight
pipe, the flow is laminar and the fluid has the same characteristics of the water. However, this model
leads to inconsistencies in the evaluation of the xylem sap tension (see e. g. [3]). In particular, the
flow should occur under significant negative pressures, which could trigger nucleation and cavita-
tion of the fluid, preventing the sap from flowing and the insect from feeding. On the other hand,
the actual pressures in the plant vassels and in the insect foreguts has never been measured, since
instruments would trigger cavitation in plant vassels or kill the insect. Therefore, a theoretical model
is necessary for the evaluation of xylem sap tension, but the Poiseuille model must be overcome,
relaxing some of the assumptions on the fluid viscosity and on the boundary conditions. The low
content of nutrients suggested that the fluid viscosity is the same of water ([4, 5]), but the viscosity
was never directly measured. Schenk et. al. [6] suggested that the presence of surfactants in xylem
can trigger the formation of nanobubbles, affecting the fluid viscosity. Moreover, some slip at the
microchannel walls occurs when wall surface are hydrophobic [7]. In view of these issues, we use
the analitical solution proposed by Wu et. el. [8], to perform a parametric study of the pressure
gradient necessary to drive the flow in a microchannel with slip boundary condition, varying the
viscosity and the slip lenght The aim of this study is to evaluate more realistic pressure gradients,
estimate the viscosity and slip lenght influence, and identify possible working condition of xylem
sap flow and sap-feeding insect suction.
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Numerical investigations of high enthalpy flows is important to design new space and hypersonic 

vehicles. Indeed, at hypersonic speed, such that experienced during an atmospheric entry, a strong 

shock wave forms in front of the vehicle; through this wave kinetic energy is converted into 

internal energy of molecules among different degrees of freedom (translational, rotational, 

vibrational and electronic) causing also dissociation and ionization. Speed can be so high that 

some of the characteristic times of internal modes and chemical reactions are of the same order of 

the fluid dynamic characteristic time, thus the flow is in thermochemical non-equilibrium.  

A classical approach to thermochemical non-equilibrium is the multi-temperature model 

proposed by Park [1] assigning a single temperature to translational and rotational modes 

(translational temperature) and supposing a Boltzmann distribution for vibrational levels at a 

different temperature (vibrational temperature). In order to take into account the important effects 

that vibration has on chemical reactions, reactions rate coefficients are modeled by using the 

Arrhenius law with a controlling temperature that is a weighted geometric mean of the 

translational and vibrational ones. However, supposing Boltzmann distributions is a strong 

assumption that if not verified can lead to a wrong evaluation of reaction rates, strongly depending 

on high energy levels. In order to overcome this limitation, we implemented in a 2D 

axial-symmetric finite volume solver of the Navier-Stokes equations the so called State to State 

(StS) approach [2]. Such model determines the distribution of internal states by considering each 

vibrational level as a separated species that evolves according to vibrational-translational and 

vibrational-vibrational energy exchanges, thus allowing to take into account the effects that high 

energy levels have on dissociation rates. However, the higher accuracy of the StS approach implies 

a huge computational cost. To overcome this obstacle we adopted an MPI-CUDA approach 

allowing us to obtain speed-up values of a single GPU against a single core CPU of about 150 [2].  

In order to compare the predictive capabilities of the Park and StS models, we considered a 

hypersonic flow past a sphere whose condition are given in Ref. [3]. We found that, with respect to 

the Park model, the StS approach predicts a stand-off distance that is in better agreement with 

experimental findings. Such behavior is due to non-Boltzmann distributions that lead to different 

reaction rates of oxygen dissociation, thus showing the importance of a detailed StS kinetics when 

dealing with high enthalpy flow in thermochemical non-equilibrium [3].    
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The aim of this work is to investigate the use of the Pump as Turbine (PAT) technology to produce 

energy in a sustainable way, at a relatively small scale. PATs represent a smart solution which enables 

to obtain pressure regulation and electrical energy production, significantly reducing both design and 

maintenance costs if compared to traditional turbine [1]. Nevertheless, their performance curves are 

generally not provided from manufacturers and investigation of such issue is of great importance. 

Energy generation from domestic and urban water supply systems has been tackled by exploiting 

an experimental facility available in the Laboratory of Hydraulics and Maritime Constructions of 

the Università Politecnica delle Marche (Ancona, Italy). The facility has been equipped with a 

recovered/recycled pump (now used as a turbine), a feed pump, two flowmeters and three pressure 

gauges (Fig.1a). A bypass pipe has been added to cooperate with the regulating valves, simulating 

the PAT application to typical Water Distribution Networks (WDN), and to properly adjust water 

head and flow rate entering the turbine. A transparent PVC pipe has also been installed downstream 

of the PAT, with the aim to visualize the vortices generated at the PAT exit, mainly due to turbulence 

generation and cavitation phenomena at specific regimes. A set of four pressure taps has been located 

at the PAT exit to investigate possible pressure variations induced by such vorticity generation. To 

measure the output power, the torque and the specific speed induced by the water flowing in the PAT, 

a test bench has also been used. 

Tests are mainly focused on understanding the main characteristics of the pump when working 

in the traditional way (direct mode) or as turbine (reverse mode). Another goal is that of mimicking 

a real-world application and estimating the actual energy production at the different tested regimes, 

i.e. varying both hydrodynamic (water discharge and pressure) and mechanical (braking/torque and 

impeller speed). Preliminary results, e.g. mechanical power generated with changing water discharge 

(Fig.1b), will be discussed at the conference. 

a)    b)  
Figure 1 a) Experimental setup, b) Generated power curve. 
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Detached eddy simulation of an over-expanded nozzle flow is carried out at a Reynolds number,
based on the nozzle throat diameter and the stagnation chamber properties, equal to 1.75×107. Dur-
ing the start-up phase of rocket nozzles, an overexpanded flow is encountered, with a shock induced
separation located inside of the nozzle. This non-stationary flow, characterized by a self-sustained
shock oscillation, induces local unsteady loads on the nozzle wall as well as global off-axis forces,
which are the most excessive experienced by the engine’s operation cycle [1]. Despite the several
studies in the last decades, a physical understanding is still lacking. Detailed numerical simulations
can be very helpful, due to the higher amount of data they can provide. However, the Reynolds num-
ber of this kind of flow is too high to carry out a large eddy simulation, therefor a hybrid RANS/LES
[2] technique has been adopted to simulate the separated flow in the nozzle. The geometry under
investigation is a sub-scale truncated ideal contour (TIC) nozzle, which has been tested at the Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin [3]. In this study the analysis has been focused on the unsteady pressure
signature on the nozzle wall. The classical Fourier spectral analysis has been conducted to investi-
gate how the energy content of the pressure oscillation is distributed in frequency. The comparison
with the experimental data is rather good: the power spectra are characterized by a large bump in
the low frequency range (linked to the shock movement), a broad and high amplitude peak at high
frequencies (the trace of the shear layer) and a high and narrow peak at an intermediate frequency.
The analysis of the Fourier azimuthal pressure modes indicates that this intermediate-frequency peak
belongs to the first (non-symmetrical) pressure mode and therefore it should be linked to the side-
load generation.
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Cavitation is a topic of great interest in the field of high-speed hydrodynamic devices [1]. The
study of development and evolution of vapour/gas bubbles inside a liquid, consequent to the dynamic
generation of low-pressure field, is a fundamental tool to improve the knowledge of the phenomenon,
and elaborate proper countermeasures [2]. Thus, the search for a better understanding of crucial
aspects of bubble dynamics has received increasing attention.

In previous papers [3, 4] the authors derived from first principles and refined a model for the radial
and translational dynamics of a spherical bubble, rising due to gravity through an inviscid liquid. The
obtained formulation extends the famous Rayleigh-Plesset equation for the time evolution of the
bubble radius, and is based on the hypothesis that the motion of translation would not significantly
affect the bubble shape.

The present study consists in another step of a path finalised to investigate, with proper analytical
methods, hydrodynamic cavitation. It is aimed, eventually, to predict the bubble motion, when the
bubble lies in a prescribed flow, as it would be in the presence of hydrodynamic devices. Although
this could induce significant bubble deformations, the simplifying assumption of dealing with a
spherical bubble is maintained here, in view of the facts that: i) in many cases the spherical shape
of the bubble proves to be stable against pressure perturbations; ii) important features of bubble
behaviour under the action of a pressure disturbance (as the sound generation) can be studied by
neglecting its deformations. Moreover, results of the present investigation can then be adopted as a
reference when the task of studying the evolution of a non-spherical bubble is undertaken.

The present method closely follows the formulation developed for the study of the rising bub-
ble, although it is suitable to deal with problems of three-dimensional dynamics of the bubble. The
motion, within a fluid at rest, of a bubble in a plane parallel to the gravity field is study here, as a
first step to investigate the behavior of the bubble when subject to transport of a background two-
dimensional flow field.
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When liquid water is confined by nanometric hydrophobic surfaces, the combined effect of hy-
drophobicity and geometric confinement favours the evaporation of the liquid phase and the forma-
tion (nucleation) of vapour bubbles [1]. This peculiar behaviour holds great importance in a number
of fields spanning from surface physics to engineering and biology. In order to name a few phenom-
ena in which confinement-induced drying plays a major role we may recall the unusual robustness
of superhydrophobicity at the nanoscale [2], the remarkable properties hydrophobic nanoporous ma-
terials [3] and self-assembly mechanisms of biological molecules [4].

In the present contribution we focus our attention on the formation of vapour between two par-
allel infinite hydrophobic plates. This simple geometry constitutes a minimal example of the ac-
celerated drying induced by hydrophobic confinement and a widely studied model for the study of
nanoconfined nucleation [4-6].

Previous studies on the subject have been showing how, as the confinement between the plates ap-
proaches the nanometer, the results of molecular simulations seem to deviate (in terms of nucleation
free energies and mechanisms) from those of simple, classical, capillary-based vapour nucleation
models. Non-classical effects, including elusive line tension contributions and nanoscale phenom-
ena have been invoked as the cause of such deviations [5-6].

In this contribution an exact Classical Nucleation Theory for the nucleation of vapour beetween
two hydrophobic plates is formulated, including line tension effects. Comparison with available
Molecular Dynamics simulations allows us to critically discuss the relevance of nonclassical and
nanoscale contributions and the role of the triple line tension for the dewetting of planar hydrophobic
plates.
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In recent years, the research in the field of Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWT) has increased sig-
nificantly because of the capability of these wind energy systems to work with omni-directional wind
with no yaw mechanism. However, VAWTs are commonly affected by a dynamic stall condition that
influences both aerodynamic and structural performances. This phenomenon is typically induced by
a steep variation of the angle of attack of the blades during the turbine motion, increasing the noise
and reducing the fatigue life of mechanical components. A consolidated strategy to delay the dy-
namic stall, increasing the power, contemplates consists in a dynamic variation of the blade pitch
angle.
In literature, both active and passive variable-pitch systems have been presented to reproduce an
assigned variable-pitch law. An active variable-pitch system changes the blade pitch angle con-
tinuously during the turbine rotation by using actuators that modify the blade aerodynamic layout,
achieving the desired angle of attach (typically, the current max-lift angle). An active system com-
monly assumes blades actuated by pushrods driven by a central cam, which produces a pre-scheduled
pitch variation. A major issue of such systems is a capped amplitude of the pitch variation, as it is
fixed by the cam geometry. A passive variable-pitch system is conceived to remove this issue. In
this case the pitch angle is directly modified by a combination of aerodynamic forces and inertial
loads acting on the blade. However, the set-up of passive variable-pitch mechanisms presented in
literature results quite complex; moreover, a relatively high thickness of blade cross-section is often
required with a direct impact on the VAWT overall scale.
In the present paper, two preliminary designs of variable pitch systems are proposed, the first one is
based on an active approach while the second is passive. The active pitch system is characterized
by the following components: an eccentric point with respect to the main rotational axis, which
relative position varies dynamically during the turbine motion by means of two linear actuators; an
additional linear actuator that induces a variation of the current distance between a specific hinge
on the airfoil chord and the eccentric point. An optimization procedure based on a binary genetic
algorithm is performed to determine actuators stroke variation during the turbine motion to reply an
a-priori known, effective variable-pitch law.
The alternate passive system is conceived to be mounted externally to the main VAWT structure
(ground fixed) in order to allow the implementation also in small scale VAWT systems characterized
by a limited airfoil thickness. In this case the blades are hinged at a quarter of chord to allow a pitch
variation; a pin mounted on a rear point along the chord at the blade bottom is left free to slide into
a curved (circular) slot cut out from the shield disk. The pin end is then constrained to follow the
radial profile of an external loop during the turbine rotation. The conformation of the external loop
has been determined using a genetic algorithm to replicate the kinematics of a previously achieved
optimal pitch law.
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The conceptual design of next generation Reusable Space Vehicles (RSVs) for manned and 
unmanned space missions is currently overstressed. Newly introduced mission requirements 
demand for RSVs with advanced features as gliding re-entry, reusability, and low-g landing on 
conventional runways, even though limited economic budgets and short turnaround times interval 
are highly envisaged. As a consequence, conceptual design routinely contemplates trade-off 
processes among non-linear conflicting design objectives, while satisfying, at the same time, a 
number of constraints functions [1]. For instance, the design of the Thermal Protection System 
(TPS) of RSVs performing a lifting re-entry, requires a mandatory compromise between the 
maximum allowed peak heating, and the integrated heat load. This scenario also involves the 
choice and distribution of specific thermal protections materials (TPMs) to shield the vehicle from 
the aerodynamic heating and minimize the vehicle mass. Typically, the capability to resolve and 
capture objectives and constraints may lead to many design variables involved in the vehicle 
design. Therefore, the adoption of an efficient parameterization represents the only viable 
approach in a conceptual design phase. Within this multidisciplinary framework, we intend to 
promote and test a proprietary SBISO (Skeleton-Based Integral Soft Object) methodology, 
originally developed for free topology generation and optimization of self-stiffened aerospace 
structures [2], to allow a free topology generation and design of a vehicle TPS. The basic idea is to 
define thermal shield models that can be controlled through special mathematical objects (i.e., 
SBISO primitives). These objects or “agents” can be arbitrarily placed on a flat grid and then left 
free to interact with each other according to specific rules with the purpose to enable a highly 
sensitive, powerful and arbitrary assignation of different insulating materials, each one 
dynamically linked with its own thickness map. To make this desirable scenario possible, the 
SBISO agents are applied on the topological (invariant) map associated to the current instance of 
the aerodynamic shape. Parametric objects are organized in different clusters; the first one is 
devoted to the arbitrary mapping of different types of insulating materials on the aerodynamic 
surface with no topological constraints (this means that different materials could be potentially 
placed in whichever sequence or alternance, for example, banded, spotted, or any combination), 
while the remaining clusters of SBISO primitives model the continuous thickness maps specific 
for each material. A major advantage derived by SBISO methodology is that a high degree of 
complexity can be managed through a relatively small number of decoupled parameters that do not 
have to undergo any functional constraint to remain self-consistent. In the present context, this 
circumstance is likely to produce very positive effects in an optimization procedure called to 
explore and manage a huge variety of configurations (shape and properties) of the space vehicle.  
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In drug delivery, therapeutical agents are most often injected systemically in the circulation raising 
concern for uptake efficiency at target tissues. Indeed, large molecule permeation through the 
endothelial barrier lining the blood vessels is a necessary and difficult step [1]. Here we report on 
our recent multidisciplinary efforts to fabricate a microfluidic chip endowed with a living 
endothelial layer (blood-vessel-on-a-chip) to study cavitation enhanced endothelial permeability 
(Figure 1, left). The endothelium is grown under physiological shear stress conditions and let 
maturate under flow in order to form well developed junctions between neighboring cells. A 
biological barrier that prevents diffusion of large solutes from the vessel to the central tissue 
compartment is then formed. To permeabilize the barrier, stabilized microbubbles (MBs) are 
injected in the vessel and irradiated with ultrasound (US). The protocol results in the transient 
formation of gaps between cells that temporarily increase the permeability of the endothelium 
(Figure 1, right). Crucial for clinical applications, after irradiation a compact endothelium reforms, 
recovering the barrier biological functionality. In the talk fabrication and bio-functionalisation 
issues and the related microfluidics will be addressed touching upon the idea of the so-called 
organs-on-a-chip expected to pave new avenues for high precision medicine. 

Acknowledgment. Work supported by ERC under the ERC-2017-PoC Grant no. 779751.  
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Figure 1. Left, artificial vascular channel with endothelial layer. Right, gap opening under 
USMB irradiation and recovery 40 min after irradiation (area in px units). 
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Homogeneous nucleation of liquid droplets in hot vapour stream, mixing with a cooler and dry
external environment, occurs in many technological applications which could benefit from a better
understanding of such multi-physics turbulent flows. Many experiments [1, 2] using DBP or water as
condensing species, investigated the sensitivity of nucleation rates to the underlying turbulent flow.
Some numerical simulations, RANS/LES [3, 4] and DNS [5], have been carried out, but a steam jet
DNS is still missing despite the multitude of experiments and its relevance for applications.
The nonlinear interplay between homogeneous nucleation and turbulent fluctuations within a mul-
tiphase flow, leads to a non-trivial physical situation, where it is crucial to take into account cross-
coupling phenomena. Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT) prescribes rates and critical diameters at
which droplets nucleate, strongly depending on the local thermodynamical state. DNS allows to
capture without any modelling the underlying turbulence, while additional effects such as the dis-
perse phase back-reaction are accounted in the so called two-way coupling regime. In the low Mach
number formulation, a full description of the droplet nucleation in turbulent steam jets is addressed
through DNS accounting for the small droplets under the point-particle approximation including all
the coupling effects i.e. mass, momentum and energy transfer between the different phases. Each
conservation equation has a singular source term, regularized and time-delayed, in a physically con-
sistent way [6].
During the talk, the relevance of the effects arising in the two-way coupling regime will be discussed.
Because of the particles back-reaction on the thermodynamics, we are able to account for the whole
effect of the phase change process. Moreover, following a Lagrangian description of the disperse
phase dynamics, each particle trajectory is drawn and every observable can be fully characterized
from a statistical point of view, contrary to the approaches adopted in literature [3, 5].
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The study of impinging jets is relevant to heating and cooling processes because they may enhance 
the local heat transfer by more than an order of magnitude, compared to classical wall boundary 
layers [1]. Recent investigations and experiments have been focused to maximise the heat transfer 
efficiency of impinging jets. Different techniques have been proposed [2]; in particular, it has been 
demonstrated that the use of a pulsating inlet with an appropriate pulsation frequency can result in 
a 40% enhancement of heat transfer compared to a non-pulsating configuration. Such effect is 
related to the enlargement of the generated toroidal vortices which cause higher wall shear stresses 
[3]. The mechanism underlying the generation of these larger vortex rings at a specific frequency 
is still unclear and the explanation of the effects of pulsation on heat transfer is still an open 
question. In this work we focus on a subsonic impinging round jet confined between two walls 
with a nozzle-to- plate distance of h/D = 5. We first perform a DNS of the jet at Ma = 0.8 and Re = 
3300 (fig. 1a) and analyse the characteristics of the resulting flow fields, including dominant 
frequencies and the heat transfer at the wall. In a second step we perform a global stability (fig. 1b) 
and sensitivity analysis: the characteristics and the nature of the resulting unstable modes will be 
presented and the effect of the instability on the heat flux at the target plate will be analysed. A 
comparison between the eigenfrequency of the dominant modes and the optimal inlet pulsation 
will be presented and possible adjoint-based control strategies based on linear stability analysis 
will be discussed. 
 
                 (a)                                                                           (b)       

                                             
Figure 1: (a) Snapshot of DNS at Ma = 0.8 and Re = 3300: temperature field. (b) Leading unstable 
eigenmode at M a = 0.8 and Re = 2500: real part of the pressure field. 
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An important challenge for the future aicraft design is the reduction of the interior noise, which
influences both comfort and health indices of the passengers, pilots and attendants. This annoyance
is the product of several noise sources: the propulsion system, high speed flow over the vehicle
surfaces and the operations of on board system. Nowadays the noise produced by the propulsion
system, in particular considering the Jet engines in installed configuration, becomes an important
aspect of investigation for the new generation of ultra high bypass ratio (UHBPR) engines. The
increase of the nozzle diameter will bring about more aggressive close-coupled configuration leading
to an increase of the pressure load on the wing and the fuselage surface, causing panel stress and
vibrations. In order to clarify this issues several studies have been carried out to investigate the
wall pressure fluctuations induced by non compressible and compressible jet flows over a flat plate,
varying the jet initial conditions (see among: [2, 3, 4]) and providing also a preliminary coherence
modeling using the Corcos’ exponential fit. This model is usually used to predict the coherence
functions in non compressible flows, but at high subsonic Mach numbers it provides a quite good
fit for a short frequencies range [4], lacking the prediction of the low frequency region which is of
particular interest for the possible connection with the structural modes. Furthermore with the aim
to provide a complete prediction of the wall pressure coherence functions induced by a compressible
jet flow over a flat plate, the authors modified the Efimitsov model [1] normally used for the classical
Turbulent Boundary Layer. In this work a mathematical model able to reconstruct the wall pressure
coherences over a flat plate will be provided using as input only the nozzle exhaust diameter (D)
and the jet Mach number (Mj). This analysis, that concerns also the assessment of the model, is
carried out in streamwise direction, downstream of the jet impact point over the plate surface and for
different radial positions of the flat plate (H).
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Shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions [1] occurring within a high speed flow can greatly 

affect the performance of a vehicle or a propulsion system due to the presence of large recirculation 

regions, intense local heating and a loss of efficiency of the aerodynamic control surfaces. 
In the proposed paper we will be mainly concerned with different test cases involving shock-

wave/boundary-layer interactions. In this abstract we show results for shock-induced separation on 

a compression ramp in hypersonic laminar flow. The numerical simulations have been performed 

using both a state-of-the-art shock-capturing code and a novel shock-fitting algorithm [2], both 

working on 2D unstructured triangular grids. The shock-fitting technique consists in identifying the 

shock as a polygonal curve, which is treated as an internal boundary by a CFD code, and computing 

the shock motion and the shock-upstream and shock-downstream states according to the Rankine-

Hugoniot equations. We will show that shock-fitting allows to overcome most of the numerical 

troubles incurred by shock-capturing schemes when used on unstructured grids. These include: the 

finite shock-thickness (often spanning several mesh intervals) that characterizes captured shock-

waves and the spurious disturbances that pollute the shock-downstream regions even when fine grids 

are used. The comparison between the pressure distribution obtained using the same CFD code, 

working both in shock-capturing and shock-fitting mode, is shown in figures 1 and 2. More details 

about this simulation and other test-cases (e.g. biconvex transonic airfoil) involving different kinds 

of shock/boundary-layer interactions will be discussed and analyzed in the full paper. 
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Micro-mixers and micro-reactors, constituted by micro-channels of width ≤ 1 mm, in which
two fluid streams are fed through inlet branches and mix and possibly react in the outlet channel,
are interesting for several engineering applications. They offer, e.g., continuous operation and high
heat transfer capacity due to the very high surface to volume ratio. Efficient mixing is fundamental
to have high reaction yield. The main issue is to obtain efficient mixing at low Reynolds numbers
(laminar flow).

The simplest and most studied configuration is the so-called T-mixer, in which the inlet channel
axis is perpendicular to that of the main channel. Despite the very simple geometry and the laminar
flow conditions, significanlty different and complex flow regimes occur in T-mixers when increasing
the Reynolds number, Re: stratified, steady symmetric (vortex), steady asymmetric (engulfment),
periodic asymmetric and periodic symmetric regimes. The characterization and eventually the con-
trol of these regimes and of their onset is crucial because they can lead to largely different degrees
of mixing. Indeed, mixing remarkably increases with the onset of the steady engulfment and keeps
increasing monotonically with Re until the periodic symmetric regime takes place, in which the
mixing efficiency dramatically drops. The present work first summarizes a systematic and synergic
experimental and numerical analysis of the flow regimes and mixing occurring for increasing Re in
T-shaped micro-mixers operated by a single fluid ([1]). Quantitative comparisons with recent exper-
imental velocity measurements carried out by using particle image velocimetry are also provided.

Then, a modification of the T geometry obtained by tilting downward the inlet channels respect to
the mixing channel (arrow-shaped micro-mixer) is considered. This configuration is interesting from
a practical viewpoint, because it leads to an onset of the engulfment regime, and thus to an increase
of mixing, at Reynolds numbers significantly lower than for T-mixers. This effect becomes more
pronounced by increasing the tilting angleα. However, forα larger than some critical value (between
15◦ and 20◦ for the configuration investigated in [2]) a significant drop of mixing is observed already
within the steady engulfment regime, which is not present for T-mixers and for low tilting angles.
This is due to a change of flow topology, i.e. the presence of a unique vortical structure at the center
of the mixing channel instead of two co-rotating ones, typical of the engulfment regime in T-mixers
([2]). It is shown in the present work that also the flow dynamics in the periodic unsteady regimes is
significantly influenced by the tilting angle α and this once again has a strong impact on mixing. It
appears that moderate values of α (around 10◦) lead to the best mixing performances.
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In the last decades, a lot of studies have been devoted to the investigation of inertial spherical particle
in turbulent flows [1, 2, 4], whilst few works deals with fibers despite their importance in nature and
human applications. Here we present results of simulations of turbulent pipe flow laden with strings
of tracers interacting elastically. The dynamics of each single tracer composing the string follows the
classical Rouse model derived for polymeric chains [5]. The main physical parameters are the num-
ber of links, N`, the characteristic relaxation time of the non-linear elastic links, τ`, the maximum
link extension and the equilibrium length of the chain in absence of the flow. A recent work [6],
addresses the dynamics of these elastic chains in two dimensional turbulent flow in a squared dou-
ble periodic domain, observing strong preferential accumulation of the chains, depending on their
physical features. Our aim is to investigate the dynamics of these elastic chains in a turbulent pipe
flow and its dependence on the physical parameters. The implications of the observed behaviour of
the chains in wall turbulence will be discussed with particular aim at turbulent drag reduction appli-
cations, typically addressed in the context of simple dumbbell models which neglects the multi-link
nature of the polymers [3].
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In wall bounded particle laden flows when the mass flow rate of the disperse phase and of the

carrier fluid are comparable a significant inter-phase momentum exchange occurs (two-way coupling
regime). Under these conditions a substantial alteration of the turbulent fluctuations is observed.

Many numerical attempts to predict the flow modification are available in the literature even
though the results do not indicate a clear effect of the particles on the fluid. Some numerical simula-
tions show that turbulence intensities were increased for small mass loading but the inverse behaviour
is observed for higher loadings while others report an overall drag reduction due to the particles.

In this contribution we present new results of a particle laden turbulent pipe flow in the two-way
coupling regime exploiting a novel momentum coupling method named Exact Regularised Point Par-
ticle (ERPP) approach [1, 2] which overcomes the typical difficulties of the Particle In Cell approach.
In the ERPP, the momentum coupling is achieved in a physically consistent manner. The local flow
disturbance produced by each small particle is described in closed form by an exact unsteady Stokes
solution. In the extended contribution we will fully document the turbulence modulation and, by
exploiting the axial mean momentum equation, we will give reason of the observed drag increase.

Figure 1: Left panel: instantaneous feedback-forcing field on the carrier phase. Right panel: semi-
logarithmic plot of the normalised mean velocity profile, U+ = 〈uz〉/u∗ with u∗ the friction veloc-
ity, as a function of the normalised wall distance y+ = (R−r)/y∗ being y∗ the wall unit. Solid line:
uncoupled case (no back-reaction); symbols data at St+ = 10 and different mass loading.
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Fenomeni naturali e attività umane possono essere origine di forze tali da provocare vibrazioni 

nelle costruzioni [1]; le costruzioni vibrando dissipano energia che, se non opportunamente 

controllata, può comportare uno stato di sollecitazione del materiale tale da anticiparne il 

degrado, nonché il danneggiamento della costruzione, per effetto del fenomeno della fatica.  

Il presente studio riporta i risultati della sperimentazione di un sistema in grado di ridurre le 

vibrazioni indotte da azioni esterne sulle costruzioni, con particolare riferimento agli edifici ed ai 

ponti.  

Il dispositivo considerato è uno smorzatore a massa accordata [2] del tipo “Magnetic Flexural 

Damper”, assimilabile ad un oscillatore semplice ad un grado di libertà composto da una massa 

magnetica che si può muovere in un’unica direzione (orizzontale o verticale) oscillando davanti 

ad una lamina metallica ed inducendo un campo magnetico che genera uno smorzamento 

regolabile mediante la distanza piastra-magnete; il dispositivo è collegato al sistema da 

“proteggere” tramite una struttura di supporto in alluminio. 

Per la progettazione del dispositivo è stato sviluppato un software in Matlab validato 

effettuando una modellazione agli elementi finiti ed analizzando il comportamento meccanico del 

dispositivo mediante l’ausilio del programma ad elementi finiti COMSOL Multiphysics. 

L’efficacia del dispositivo progettato è stata verificata sperimentalmente, attenuando le 

vibrazioni su un modello di una costruzione sottoposto ad oscillazioni libere. 

I risultati sperimentali evidenziano la validità dei modelli teorici applicati [3] e l’efficacia del 

dispositivo ai fini della riduzione della risposta strutturale sia in termini di accelerazione che di 

spostamento, come anche le potenzialità dello smorzatore ad essere applicato nella riduzione di 

vibrazioni, oltre che negli edifici, in altre costruzioni data la sua versatilità. 
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The coupled criterion of Finite Fracture Mechanics (FFM) is employed to investigate brittle crack 

initiation from a circular hole in an infinite slab subjected to remote biaxial loading. Depending on 

the loading conditions and on the ratio between the crack advance and the hole radius, the crack 

propagation could reveal to be either unstable (positive geometries), or stable (negative 

geometries). Furthermore, it is shown that stable paths could follow unstable paths and vice-versa, 

leading to locally positive/globally negative or locally negative/globally positive configurations. 

Finally, for each configuration discussed above, the FFM predictions are compared successfully 

with the experimental data available in the literature [1] and/or recently carried out [2-3], 

restricting the analysis to the nucleation/failure stress, for the sake of simplicity. 
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We investigate the effect of a semi-infinite rectilinear crack on diffraction and reflection of antiplane
shear waves in an elastic solid with microstructure. Waves are induced by moving shear traction
vectors applied at the faces of the crack. The material behavior is described by the indeterminate
theory of couple stress elasticity considering micro inertia. This elastic constitutive model accounts
for the material microstructure and it is a special case of the micropolar theory; it was developed by
Koiter [3] for the quasi-static regime and later extended by Eringen [1] to include dynamic effects.
The full-field solution is obtained through integral transforms and the Wiener-Hopf technique [5]
and it may be used as a bulding block to solve general wave propagation problems in a cracked
half-space in antiplane deformation. The solution differs significantly from the classical result given
in [2] for isotropic elastic materials. Indeed, unlike classical elasticity, antiplane shear Rayleigh
waves are supported in couple stress materials [4]. A complicated wave pattern appears which
consists of entrained waves extending away from the crack, reflected Rayleigh waves, localized
waves irradiating from and body waves scattered by the crack-tip. Wave diffraction and interference
brings an important contribution to the stress intensity factors originally presented in [6] in the static
framework. Resonance is triggered when the applied loading is fed into the crack-tip at Rayleigh
speed and this result is confirmed by the evaluation of the energy release rate.
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On	August	14th,	2018,	a	few	spans	of	 the	cable-stayed	viaduct	 crossing	 the	Polcevera	river	
(Genoa,	Italy)	collapsed,	causing	tens	of	 fatalities	along	with	considerable	material	damage	
and	 hundreds	 of	 people	 displaced.	 The	 viaduct,	 as	well	 as	 many	 others	 belonging	 to	 the	
national	road	network,	was	built	in	the	second	half	of	the	last	Century,	and	has	been	in	service	
for	over	fifty	years.	

In	 the	 present	 paper,	 a	 possible	 scenario	 is	 proposed	 to	 put	 into	 evidence	 how	 the	
combined	effect	of	fatigue	at	very	high	number	of	cycles	[1]	and	corrosion	[2]	could	have	been	
responsible	for	the	sudden	failure	of	one	of	the	strands	and	the	subsequent	collapse	of	the	so-
called	balanced	system	conceived	by	the	designer	Morandi	[3].	

The	 analysis	 accounts	 for	 an	 actual	 estimation	 of	 the	 heavy	 lorries	 traffic	 and	 load	
spectrum,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 European	 standards	 [4]	 prescription	 for	 the	 fatigue	 damage	
accumulation	 assessment.	 In	 addition,	 the	 effective	construction	phases	 of	 the	 viaduct	are	
considered.	The	structural	analysis	is	carried	out	by	means	of	analytical	models,	in	order	to	
simplify	the	structure	complexity	without	prejudice	to	the	description	of	the	most	relevant	
aspects	of	the	structural	behavior.	

The	purpose	of	the	present	study	is	not	to	identify	responsibility	among	the	different	actors	
involved	with	the	infrastructure	collapse,	aspect	to	be	addressed	by	the	Italian	magistracy.	On	
the	 other	 hand,	 the	 main	 goal	 is	 to	 warn	 the	 scientific	 community	 and	 the	 public	
administrations	 that	 the	 combined	 effects	 of	 low	 amplitude	 fatigue	 and	 corrosion	 can	 be	
dangerously	 underestimated,	 and	 that	 the	 existing	 asset	 of	 last	 Century	 bridges	 deserves	
special	attention	in	this	respect.	
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In the design of high-rise buildings, it is important to reduce the stresses due to horizontal loads,
such as wind and earthquakes, in order to minimize lateral displacements.

To this purpose, different types of resisting elements are employed, such as braced frames and
closed- or open-sections shear walls [1], to give stability, rigidity and, at the same time, to guarantee
lightness and versatility to the construction. These typologies of vertical bracings are ideal for
hosting elevators, stairs and technological facilities, but they should not exceed 35-40 storeys.

For higher buildings, more complex systems are used, that employ outrigger and belt truss sys-
tems. These structures, connecting the central core with columns placed along the perimeter of the
building, are generally made up of one- or two-storey-high steel truss beams, which provide high
flexural stiffness and induce tension-compression actions in the columns. These systems decrease
the stress due to bending moment inside the core and also contribute to minimize the lateral dis-
placements of the building.

Such configurations can be analyzed using a semi-analytical approach [2], in which only three
degrees of freedom per storey are taken into account. Using this method, the bending and the tor-
sional behaviour of the structure can be studied at the same time.

This solution proves to be as general as possible in order to study any type of vertical bracings,
as well as open-sections shear walls, outrigger systems, framed-tubes, spatial truss systems (diagrid
structures), provided that the stiffness matrix is known.

For this reason, an analytical code, called General Algorithm [3], has been developed to perform
static, dynamic and buckling analyses in computational times reasonable more quickly than that
obtained by the FEM software programs.

The effectiveness of this analytical code has been verified in some case studies of high-rise build-
ings carried out in recent years by the authors.
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After the pioneering work [1] that examined the stability of a standalone slender block subject to
a base motion, several papers analysed the dynamics of rigid blocks. In recent years many studies
have regarded the coupling of rigid block with other mechanical system in order to protect the block
from overturning [2]. It is not frequent the use of rocking rigid block as protecting device of other
kinds of structures. Recently some authors have considered a rigid coupling between a frame and a
rocking wall, in order to improve the seismic behaviour of the frame [3].

This paper analyses the linear visco-elastic coupling of a frame structure and a rigid block aimed
at improving the dynamic behaviour of the frame. A two-degree of freedom linear system is used as
model for a multi-story frame structure. A visco-elastic device connects the block to one of the lower
stories of the frame structure. The nonlinear equations of motion of the coupled-system are obtained
by a Lagrangian approach and successively numerically integrated to analyze the behaviour of the
coupled system. Simulations are performed using both harmonic and seismic excitation as forcing
term. An extensive parametric analysis is performed and the results are summarized in gain maps.
The maps show the ratio between the maximum displacements or drifts of the coupled and uncoupled
systems in different planes of the systems parameters. Results of the numerical simulations show
that there are wide regions of the parameters where the coupling is effective.

Experimental simulations are performed to verify the effectiveness of such a coupling. A scale
shear-type 2 d.o.f frame coupled with an aluminum rigid block is sinusoidally forced by an electro-
dynamic long-stroke shaker. The systems response, in terms of displacements, measured by no-
contact and currently expensive optical/laser sensors, is real-time processed in the LabView Envi-
ronment. Preliminary results confirm the capacity of the block to improve the dynamic response of
the coupled system with respect to the uncoupled one.
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A base isolation system is investigated which is suitable for structures subject to dynamic events 

characterized by high intensity and critical values of frequency content. The analyzed base 

isolation system is defined as high damping hybrid seismic isolator since it is realized by the 

assembly in series of a lead rubber bearing isolator and a friction slider isolator  characterized by 
a high friction coefficient. A nonlinear dynamic analysis is performed for a base isolated structure 

characterized by irregularity in plan. The base isolation system is designed to cope with extreme 

dynamic events in terms of peak ground acceleration and in terms of frequency content. A 

nonlinear dynamic analysis is performed for the considered base isolated structure by investigating 

the time history of the base shear and the time history of the base displacement of the 

superstructure for the different analyzed dynamic events. The characteristic features of the 

presented base isolation system are compared with the ones of a traditional lead rubber bearing 

base isolation system for the dynamic protection of structures. The advantages of the illustrated 

high damping hybrid base isolation system are shown to be useful for the safeguard of structures 

under extreme dynamic events in terms of peak ground acceleration and frequency content. 
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A dynamic nonlinear analysis is discussed for irregular in plan structures with base isolation 

systems. In the present investigation different base isolation systems have been analyzed. They are 

realized by considering different types of elastomeric isolators actuated in parallel with friction 

sliders. The mechanical performance of the base isolation systems is analyzed in order to 

regularize the dynamic behavior of irregular in plan structures. A three-dimensional base isolated 

structure characterized by strong irregularity in plan is considered subject to dynamic events. In 
the analysis bi-directional ground motions have been adopted. The base isolated structure is 

investigated by a nonlinear finite element analysis. The dynamic behavior of the base isolated 

structure is assessed and a comparative analysis is discussed between the traditional fixed base 

structure and the structure base isolated by the considered base isolation systems.    
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Scaling effects governing the creep behaviour at elevated temperature of smooth and notched 
metallic specimens are investigated by applying dimensional analysis and fractal modeling to 
experimental results taken from the literature [1,2]. The correlation between the applied stress σ 
and the rupture time tR in smooth specimens is examined emphasizing the strong analogy with the 
Wöhler’s law for fatigue. The observed specimen-size effects on the σ-tR curves [1] are interpreted 
in terms of incomplete self-similarity [3] and fractal weakening (lacunarity) of the specimen 
reacting cross-section [4]. By using a fracture mechanics approach, the effects of macroscopic 
defects on creep crack growth are studied by analogy with the Paris law [5-6] . Predictions of 
creep crack growth are discussed in the framework of Linear Elastic and Time Dependent Fracture 
Mechanics, being the crack growth rate da/dt correlated respectively with the stress-intensity 
factor K and the creep C*-parameter [7-8]. Crack-size effects on creep crack growth rate 
experimental curves [2] are examined on the basis of self-similarity considerations [3], and 
geometrically interpreted in terms of fractal tortuosity of the crack profile. In all cases scale-
invariant creep laws are deduced by a renormalization procedure [4]. 
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Infilled frames are one of the most commonly used structural systems worldwide. In the 

practical structural analysis, infill walls are not included in the numerical models. In this way, their 

stiffness and strength contribution as well as their interaction with the load-bearing elements of the 

frame are fully neglected. However, it was observed [1-4] that masonry infill walls can have a 

significant effect on the structural performance of RC frames under seismic actions. The 

widespread neglect of the contributions of these elements can be attributed, in part, to difficulties 

associated with the modelling, and, in part, to the scatter that pervades the available published 

results [4,5]. 

In this paper, numerical investigations on the behaviour of single-storey infilled frames are 

carried out, with focus on local interaction among the panel and the surrounding primary RC 

elements. A numerical finite element model of infilled frame, where the masonry panel is assumed 

homogeneous and isotropic, is analysed. Considerations about the friction influence at the 

frame-infill interface allowed to neglect the friction and to use a simple interface model working 

only by normal contact forces of compression, like [6]. The numerical model is validated by 

experimental evidences provided by literature. Parametric analyses are carried out and 

interpolation formulae capable to predict the frame-infill contact lengths are determined. An 

analytical model of equivalent diagonal strut is also formulated in the elastic range and an 

interpolation formula for the strut width is obtained. The proposed approach is found to provide 

the best fitting of the numerical results among literature models [4]. 
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Fatigue life assessment can be carried out according to two well-known approaches. The 

first is based on the so-called Paris’ law [1] that express the sub-critical crack growth rate 

as a function of the stress-intensity factor range. The second is based on Wöhler’s curve 

[2] that relates the applied stress range with the number of cycles to failure. Both 

approaches exhibit scale effects, which can be explained in the framework of dimensional 

analysis and intermediate asymptotics concepts.  

More recently, the application of fractal geometry concepts provided an alternative way 

to obtain similar scaling laws [3]. In this new framework, it is possible to conceive that the 

propagating crack of the Paris formulation is characterized by an invasive fractal 

roughness, whereas in the Wöhler context the material ligament is provided with a lacunar 

fractal, in order to account for cross-sectional weakening due to inherent defects. In 

particular, scaling laws are found for the fatigue threshold Δ𝐾𝑡ℎ and fatigue limit ∆𝜎𝑓𝑙. The 

former increases with the crack length, whereas the latter decreases with the specimen size 

[4]. 

The fractal formulations for the two approaches are presented and put in comparison. 

Subsequently, the size effects represented by the two fractal formulations are compared 

with some recent results available in the literature [5, 6]. 
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The term “tensegrity” was coined by Buckminster Füller to refer to a structure whose integrity is 

assured by tensioned members, usually cables, prestressed by matching a few “floating” 

compression struts. Matrix analysis [1] shows that, although structures of this kind are statically 

indeterminate, states of self-stress can impart first order stiffness to every mode of inextensional 

deformation that they can sustain. 

There are conceptual analogies between tensegrities and a new class of linkages presented in 

[2]. Each element of this class is a closed chain of any number N ≥ 7 of identical bars with ends 

coupled by revolute hinges, whose axes are skew lines forming a critical acute twist angle, and can 

be continuously everted much like the rings of six regular tetrahedra called kaleidocycles [3]. The 

hinge orientation induces a nonorientable topology equivalent to the topology of a threefold 

Möbius band and, because of this, in [2] chains of this type have been called Möbius 

Kaleidocycles. Although a closed chain of N links should have N − 6 internal degrees of freedom 

according to the classical mobility rule, Möbius Kaleidocycles appear to exhibit a single degree of 

freedom whatever the number N, in this specific geometry. 

From the analysis of the kinematic and static matrixes, we recognize that, at the critical twist 

angle for the hinge axes, the system admits one state of self-stress which can impart first order 

stiffness to all the possible modes of motion that leave unchanged the relative position of the 

hinges in each link, except one mode constituting the finite mechanism associated with the 

everting motion. This state of self-stress can be obtained by manufacturing the hinges in one or 

more links with a twist angle slightly different from the critical one and forcibly closing the chain. 

Since the resulting state of stabilizing self-stress is dominated by the torsion of the bars which 

constitute the links, in the analogy with tensegrities we propose to designate Möbius Kaleidocycles 

as “torquegrity” linkages, as a portmanteau of “torque-induced-integrity”. 
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LRPH (Limited Resistance Rigid Perfectly Plastic Hinge) device is a special steel device mainly 

usable to join beam elements of plane or spatial steel frames covered by patent n. 102017000088597 

at the Italian Ministry of Economic Development and identified in the In-ternational Patent System 

with the number PCT/IB2018/055766. In the framework of moment (rigid) connection, the main 

fundamental innovation of LRPH consists in the mutual inde-pendence of its own resistance and 

stiffness features. The device is constituted by a sequence of three steel elements of limited length 

bounded by two parallel steel plates joined up with the connected structure elements. The cross-

sections of the three steel elements are classical I sections with appropriate wing and web thicknesses 

obtained by the solution of suitable op-timal design problem. Therefore, the overall device shows 

piecewise discrete geometric and mechanical features. In order to implement this device in a frame-

oriented code for the de-sign of both 2D and 3D frame structures, it is necessary to adopt a suitable 

model based on a non-uniform cross section beam element. The latter element should be able to 

reproduce the elastic and plastic behavior of the device. Recently, in the literature it has been 

proposed a new inelastic beam element, belonging to the displacement based approach and 

formulated for uniform beams, based on variable displacement shape functions, whose analytic 

expres-sions are prone to updating (smart) in accordance to the plastic deformation evolution in the 

beam element. Aim of the paper is to utilize the relevant smart displacement beam element approach 

and extend it to the case of non-uniform beams to evaluate the nonlinear behavior of the LRPH 

device. The obtained results confirm the efficacy and the feasibility of the smart displacement beam 

element opening the way of implementing LRPH device in a FEM code. 
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A new formulation devoted to the measurement of reliable limit values for the plastic 

deformations occurring in the transient phase of a structure in elastic shakedown conditions is 

proposed. Without losing in generality, reference is made to elastic perfectly plastic frame structures 

subjected to any quasi-static load history appertaining at a given admissibility load domain. 

The formulation consists in the search for the optimal self-stress values that maximize a chosen 

measures of the plastic deformations occurring in the transient phase of the shakedown. The typical 

self-stress field can be obtained as the elastic response of the structure to an assigned field of plastic 

strains respecting the ductility limit behaviour of the relevant material. 

The proposed formulation substantially differs from the known usual approaches based on 

bounding techniques (see, e.g. [1-3]) or other new techniques based on a special scanning method 

[4]. 

In detail, once known the shakedown load domain of the relevant structure, a sufficiently high 

number of plastic deformation fields can be generated, and correspondingly an analogous number 

of self-stress fields can be determined by solving some appropriate elastic analysis problems. 

Consequently, a subset of stress fields can be identified respecting the plastic admissibility for the 

structure. Finally, the maximum value of the chosen measure of the plastic strains appertaining at 

the obtained subset provide a reliable evaluation of the limit inelastic behaviour of the structure 

during the transient phase that comes before the final shakedown. 

The effected applications are related to plane steel frames and some useful comparisons with the 

results obtainable by performing an elastic plastic analysis confirm the good reliability of the 

proposed approach. 
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The use of tuned mass damper (TMD) to attenuate structural vibrations has been largely 

studied in past years [1]. Typically, it consists of a small auxiliary mass attached to the main 

structure by means of a linear (with elastic or viscoelastic behavior) or nonlinear connection (with 

plastic or friction behavior). It is well known that conventional TMD works effectively but it 

seems not robust for structural parameters variations and fails when dealing with non-stationary 

inputs, especially of impulsive character.  

Recent studies have demonstrated that TMD control performances and robustness can be 

strongly enhanced by increasing its mass, i.e. realizing a non-conventional TMD. In case of frame 

structures, a way to apply this concept is to use masses already present in the structure to be 

converted into tuned masses, realizing segmented upper stories or sliding roof systems, which are 

isolated from the substructure and act as TMD. A non-conventional TMD is suitable for new 

constructions as well as for retrofitted ones since its impact on the structure is minimal, not 

requiring additional weight. Among the literature reports, only few regard experimentation on 

non-conventional TMD applied for inter-story isolation [2, 3]. 

The present memory illustrates preliminary experimental results of shaking table tests 

conducted on a frame structure equipped with non-conventional TMD. The objective of the 

experiments is to investigate the dynamic response and control performances in case of seismic 

actions. The reference physical structural model consists of a 4-story steel frame structure. The 

non-conventional TMD is realized by isolating the top story mass (fourth floor) and connecting it 

to the substructure (3-storys) with two high damping rubber bearings (HDRB) placed in series. 

Different configurations are investigated: 1) the reference 4-story structure, 2) the segmented 

3-story structure, 3) the 3-story structure with the support plane for the HDRB, 4) the 3-story 

structure equipped with the non-conventional TMD. Simple input motion conditions, such as white 

noise and sine sweep signals, are utilized to investigate the dynamic response, through 

pseudo-frequency response functions, in the various configurations. Dynamical behaviors 

qualitatively different emerge from each case and allow to highlight useful considerations for 

control purposes. 
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The mechanical performances of reinforced composites, at different scales, are strongly 

influenced by the stress transferred at the matrix-fibre interfaces and at any material discontinuity 

surface. For example, the mechanical performances of cord/rubber composites are heavily 

compromised by fatigue and delamination phenomena occurring at cord-rubber and ply-interfaces, 

rubber as well as polymeric matrices being mainly vulnerable to the accumulation of deviatoric 

energy [1]. In the present contribution, by introducing the coupling between torsion and tensile 

loads in twisted cords [2], we provide a model characterized by an enriched cord-matrix 

mechanical interplay able to theoretically explain and predict actual stress distributions at the basis 

of the onset of delamination and fatigue-guided phenomena experimentally observed in such 

composites [3]. By exploiting exact solutions for compound cylinders made of an isotropic core 

and concentric  monoclinic/trigonal hollow layers, a one-to-one correspondence is established 

between the elastic moduli of an equivalent anisotropic cylinder and stiffness and geometrical 

parameters governing the local mechanical behaviour of helically arranged wires obeying the 

classical Costello's rope theory [4]. At the end, to show the effectiveness and the relevance of the 

theoretical findings for the applications, Finite Element results for rubber/cord composite units 

under prescribed boundary conditions are presented to highlight the discrepancies, in terms of 

mechanical behaviour, between standard approaches and the proposed model enriched with the 

homogenized monoclinic/trigonal cords. 
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In the framework of bond-based peridynamics [1] we propose a dimensionally reduced model
for thin films, that is capable of retaining information about failures occurring through the thickness
while highly reducing the computational times. Unlike classical continuum mechanics, peridynam-
ics accounts for non-local interactions and the resulting structure of the balance of linear momentum
is an integral equation. This fact renders peridynamics very well-suited for modelling fractures.
Such integral equations, in fact, do not require continuity of the displacement and stress fields. Peri-
dynamic models for 2D elements have been proposed by several authors [2, 3], although such models
do not take into account the possibility of a crack propagation through the thickness, as they only
consider in-plane stretching and dynamic tearing.
In this work, we specialise the analysis to peridynamics of plates experiencing through-thickness
Mode-I delamination. This is achieved by taking into account a discontinuous displacement field,
and by subsequently, dimensionally reducing the model. This procedure generates a hierarchy of
terms characterising the energy stored inside the thin film. Examples are then shown to depict the
mechanical behaviour of a thin film under bending.
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Structural optimization aims to identify the optimal material arrangement within a structure in order
to maximize its strength-to-weight ratio under prescribed loading conditions and constraints, in a
way to guarantee the required bearing capacity by making the most efficient use of the available
material [1, 2]. The governing principle of this strategy are highly inspired by nature, in which a
great variety of living structures have optimized their shape through the millennia for adapting to
the changes of the environmental mechanical stimuli, by exhibiting forms that recall those assumed
by some non-living systems under the action of known physical forces. On these bases, the present
work introduces a new hybrid strategy that combines a structural optimization [3] approach, here
defined as Galilei’s Design Optimization (GDO) in honour of one of the first scientists who de-
bated this problem, with topology optimization (TO) [1, 2]. The GDO is essentially based on the
bio-inspired concept that, in every section and element of a load-carrying structure, the work rate
is maximized and the highest stress always equates the yield stress of the material reduced by a
safety factor. Hence, the coupled procedure first provides the optimal material distribution in the
topological domain of an assigned system, and then optimizes its internal structural elements by
implementing GDO by means of a parametric algorithm. In this way, the optimized design of the
structure is performed at two hierarchical levels. This procedure has been suitably employed for
large-span civil structures like roofings, with the aim of obtaining particularly slender architectures
that can represent a possible solution to the problem of protecting archaeological excavations with-
out impacting the scenario. To this purpose, a first application example of an optimized roofing is
reported for the case of ”Villa Augustea” ruins, located near Naples in Italy. However, the generality
of the proposed procedure allows to envisage several applications in which different geometries and
structural typologies can be built up thanks to a fully parametric approach. For this reason, it is
believed that further developments of the GDO/TO coupled strategy can allow to blend an efficient
use of the materials and the construction techniques with the intuition and creativity of designers in
conceiving innovative engineering architectures.
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In the past years, the community of tribologists has shown growing interest in the adhesion 

between rough bodies. The contact mechanics of several engineering applications is indeed 

strongly affected by interfacial adhesive interactions. New technological challenges, such as the 

more and more sought-after downsizing of nano and micro electro mechanical systems, forced to 

model surface interactions accurately. 

The classical adhesion theories, i.e. the Derjaguin, Muller & Toporov (DMT) theory [1] and the 

Johnson, Kendall & Roberts (JKR) theory [2], allow estimating adhesion between elastic smooth 

spheres. 

In this work, we present a brief overview of the main models aimed at estimating adhesion in 

presence of surface roughness, ranging from DMT to JKR based solutions. Typically, a DMT 

based solution consists in solving the contact problem neglecting the effect of adhesion on surface 

deformations but simply scaling the total load by a tensile attractive contribution. In a JKR based 

solution, it is necessary to model surface deformations due to adhesion, which can lead to elastic 

instabilities and hysteresis phenomena. Although the aforementioned phenomena are widely 

detected in experimental investigations [3, 4], very few models are able to capture them [5]. 

We have extended a recent multi-asperity contact model, the Interacting and Coalescing Hertzian 

Asperities (ICHA) model, to the adhesive case in the limit of the DMT and JKR theories. In the 

ICHA model, the major shortage of the original Greenwood and Williamson theory is overcome 

(i) by including the elastic coupling between asperities and (ii) taking into account the coalescence 

of merging contact regions. 

Results are compared with analytical, numerical and experimental data taken from the literature 

finding a very good agreement. Some numerical experiments are also carried out to show 

loading-unloading hysteretic loops which occur with soft materials with high surface energy. 
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Aerostatic air bearings have the advantages of supporting loads with no friction and wear and 

for this feature they are extensively adopted in metrology as they allow very precise motion. 

The possibility of integrating an active component increases the performance of the aerostatic 

pads, which can be designed in order to obtain an infinite stiffness or to improve stability. 

In [1,2] the authors developed a prototype of active pad controlled by means of digital valves 

and Arduino board. A shortcoming of this prototype was a small amplitude oscillation of the pad 

supply pressure due to the opening and closing of the digital valve. In order to overcome this 

problem a new prototype was designed making use of a proportional valve. This paper shows the 

first experimental tests together with the numerical model. 
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In this paper the correlation between the formation of oral exostoses and contact disfunctions 

in the temporo-mandibular joint (TMJ) are investigated. The mechanics of contact is studied by 

taking into account the functional matrix hypothesis (FMH) by Moss [1], the spatial matrix 

hypothesis (SMH) [2-3] and the law of bone remodelling by Wolff [4]. Furthermore, the 

insurgence of oral exostoses can be related also with parafunctional activities such as bruxism 

[2-3]. The aim of the paper is to demonstrate that oral exostoses can grow up in response to 

mechanical loads disfunctions and non-uniformities during mechanical contact [5]. A case study of 

a buccal maxillary exostosis was considered. After excluding malocclusions and tumors the 2D 

images from a cranial computerized tomography were used to reconstruct the 3D model of the 

patient’s skull, obtaining a 3D triangular mesh. The analysis of contact disfunctions was performed 

by calculating the joint congruence, according to the elastic foundation contact model (EFCM) by 

Winkler and to the studies of Conconi et al. [6–8]. Comparing the two buccal sides of the maxilla, 

with and without neoformations, in terms of load distributions and congruence measure, the results 

show a non-uniform distribution of the loads on the two sides of the jawbones, with a higher 

contact load on the side where the exostosis grew up [9]. Thus, the congruence measure and the 

analysis of contact load distribution allow to predict the risk of neoformations.   
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The mechatronic design of a robotic arm to remove skins by wine fermentation tanks was 
developed, along with the building and testing of a first prototype, within the frame of the BRIC 
2015 national research project on the confined spaces, which was funded by INAIL (National 
Institute for Insurance against Accidents at Work). The main motivation of this research is to 
avoid workers accident when operating inside confined spaces with pollution, as in the case of 
wine fermentation tanks. In fact, commonly, the removal of skins requires the entrance into the 
tank through the manhole access and the successive task of the worker by the inside, in order to 
push the skins out. Probably, this is the most labor-intensive aspects of winemaking and 
consequently, great care should be taken when entering a tank that has just finished fermentation 
due to the danger of asphyxiation from the residual carbon dioxide. 

Thus, acquired the design specifications by the industrial environment, in terms of shape and size 
of the most common wine fermentation tanks, the kinematic synthesis of a tendon-driven 
mechanism was formulated and then, developed the mechatronic design of a new robotic arm that 
is the subject of this paper. In particular, the tendon-driven mechanism of this 3R (Three-Revolute) 
robotic arm is one time redundant, since has 3 d.o.f.s in the horizontal plane, and it is also 
provided of specific hooks that are installed along a suitable chain transmission system with 1 
d.o.f. Therefore, the removal of the skins from the wine fermentation tank can be performed by the 
robotic arm of Fig.1, because of the combination of two joint effects, the closing motion of the 3R 
planar mechanism, along with the action of the moving hooks to harvest the skins. 

 

 

Fig. 1 - Robotic arm prototype to remove skins by wine fermentation tanks. 
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The kinematic analysis of planar mechanisms can be developed by means of both graphical and 
analytical methods, as widely described in several text books [1-2]. Currently, the traditional 
graphical methods are applied by using two-dimensional CAD systems or solid modeling systems, 
while the analytical methods can be found in commercially available programs or specific user-
written computer programs in a high-level language can be created. 

However, the kinematic analysis of planar mechanisms based on Bresse’s circles is less 
common, especially when they are computed and plotted by making use of the computer, even if, 
they provide a better physical understanding of the motion and its velocity and acceleration vector 
fields. In fact, these geometric loci intersect each other at both centers of the instantaneous rotation 
and acceleration, which are also the centers of two corresponding circular vector fields. 

Sometime, even jerk and jounce vector fields are of great interest to understand the kinematic 
performance of a given planar mechanism [3], but also for synthesis purposes, as in the case of 
dwell mechanisms, which find several applications, such as rock crushers, mechanical presses, 
machine tools, packaging machines, assembly lines, and others of the manufacturing process. 

Similarly to Bresse’s circles and the acceleration center, the zero-normal and zero-tangential jerk 
circles represent interesting and useful geometric loci to better understand and visualize the jerk 
vector field that is also circular around the jerk center. A first formulation based on the use of the 
instantaneous geometric invariants and aimed to represent and analyze different geometric loci, 
including jerk’s circles, was proposed in [4] for centered slider-crank mechanisms. 

This paper deals with a more general formulation for the kinematic analysis of offset slider-
crank/rocker mechanisms that allows the calculation and plot of both pairs of the Bresse and jerk 
circles, with the aim to analyze their properties for the most significant mechanism configurations. 
The proposed algorithm is still based on the use of the instantaneous geometric invariants, since 
representing the most powerful method to obtain the algebraic equations of the above mentioned 
geometric loci with respect to the canonical system of the coupler link. 

Moreover, particular attention will be devoted to the analysis and proof of the most significant 
degenerate cases of the Bresse and jerk circles, as when referring to the asymptotic and dead-point 
configurations of different types of slider-crank/rocker mechanisms. 
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In wind farms a considerable amount of production losses are due to the presence of wakes:
therefore, in order to optimize the efficiency, many control strategies have been conceived and tested
recently [1]. Among the most important methods investigated for wind farm control, yawing seems
to be one of the most effective. Anyway, this topic has mostly been treated by an energetic point of
view: there is still a lack of studies focusing on yaw effects on mechanical and vibrational behavior
of wind turbines.

On these grounds, this work is devoted to yawed wind turbines and a comparison is conducted
between experimental data, collected in wind tunnel tests on a small scale turbine, and aeroelastic
numerical models.

The experimental setup is composed by a 2 meters diameter wind turbine equipped with ac-
celerometers, load cells and tachometers in order to collect vibration, thrust and rotational speed
data. With this arrangement, tests have been performed in a closed loop, open chamber wind tunnel,
at University of Perugia. The wind turbine has been subjected to steady wind time series and its
mechanical behavior has been studied for yaw angles of ±45◦, ±22.5◦ and 0◦.

As concerns simulations, a model is implemented using the FAST software by NREL. The sim-
ulations with FAST model are performed with the same wind speed and yaw angles as the experi-
mental wind tunnel tests.

The first step of this study is comparing thrust coefficients (Ct) from experimental tests and nu-
merical models. Since the FAST code tends to overestimate the thrust, further studies are conducted
about blade deflections, vibrations and tower shadows. The study of experimental thrust depending
on the azimuth angle in different yaw configurations revealed that, for vanishing yaw angles, the
thrust force has the highest oscillations. This behavior can be ascribed to tower blockage effect and
blade deflections. As the distance between these two elements reduces, with respect to wind direc-
tion, the effect of decelerated air upstream the tower increases. Under this circumstance, an outlook
on vibration power spectrum is accomplished. From this it can be showed that 3P (blade passing)
frequency, induced by tower blockage [2], decreases in correspondence of higher yaw angle, demon-
strating that tower blockage has a lower effect. In addition, for wind speed lower than 10 m/s at 0◦

yaw, thrust oscillations decrease because of the correspondingly lower blade deflection.
Some additional test with FAST software have been performed with flexible blade in order to

reproduce more faithfully the real behavior of turbine for what concerns vibration spectra.
This study confirms that vibrational behavior of turbines is strongly affected by yaw angle and

that there is a relation between the shape of thrust power spectrum and oscillations of this force,
caused by tower interaction and blade deflections.
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Wind farm operation reliability is becoming a key asset for the final success of wind energy
conversion systems in the grid-parity energy market. As a result experimental methods for charac-
terising the vibrational behaviour of wind turbines in real operating conditions are going to play a
fundamental role in order to improve the correct estimation of the RUL (Remaining Useful Life) of
the components as well as the whole system.
For this reason in present work a new experimental approach for the identification of the most impor-
tant mechanical parameters through field acceleration measurements has been developed and tested
through on a full scale three bladed machine. The main goal of the identification procedure was to
give the correct estimation of important vibration parameters of the structure and the machine as for
example:

• the tower structural eigenfrequencies;

• the structural damping;

• the key parameters for the gearbox (the number of teeth, the meshing frequencies, etc...);

• the electromechanical couplings frequencies.

The experimental measuring campaign has been performed on a three bladed wind turbine with a
rated power of 200 kW and a rotor diameter of 29 m operating in an on-shore complex site. The
site complexity has made more challenging the identification process due to added noise and un-
steadiness induced by the gusty wind. The experimental setup included three accelerometers on the
nacelle (two for the tower and one for the gearbox) and up to four sensors on along the tower. The
structural eigeinfrenquencies has been studied through machine emergency stops [1].
The drive-train and the electromechanical coupling have been studied under running conditions with
different wind speeds. Some fundamental signal processing techniques such as Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) and Order Tracking has been successfully applied for the gear parameters identi-
fication [2].
Results demonstrate that the experimental data post-processing can represents a fruitful and quick
approach for defining the most important structural and dynamic parameter even when the full de-
tails of the machine (i.e. the tower geometry, the gearbox layout, the number of teeth for the gears,
etc...) are not available.
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A statically balanced mechanism has invariant total potential energy, hence no motor actions being 

required for resting in any assumable configuration. Static balancing is typically achieved by 

installing passive (i.e. unactuated) devices, the most common being counterweights and springs. It 

can considerably reduce the energy consumption of a mechanism whenever the dynamic loads 

characterizing its typical tasks are comparable to the gravity loads of its own moving members [1]. 

Numerous applications operating under such working conditions can be found, e.g. Parallel 

Kinematics Machines (PKMs) and surgical robots. 

This study focuses on the gravity compensation of mechanisms with an Exechon-like 

architecture. The Exechon tripod is a PKM implemented by several machine tool manufacturers 

[2]. It features hybrid serial-parallel kinematics: a 3-DOF moving platform is driven by 2-UPR and 

1-SPR legs, i.e. with universal (U), revolute (R), spherical (S), and actuated prismatic (P) joints 

(Fig. 1); a 2-DOF spherical wrist, connected to the platform, controls the spindle orientation. A 

variant with a 3-DOF wrist has been also developed as a reconfigurable fixturing system. The 

platform kinematics can be described by means of a linkage connecting the platform to the fixed 

base and consisting of a PR serial joint sequence followed by a planar RPPR closed chain [2]. 

An approximate balancing solution for the Exechon is presented (Fig. 1). It consists of a fourth 

passive leg derived from [2]. Link-A is connected by a P joint to the platform, and by a U joint to 

the coupler of a parallelogram that replaces the RPPR chain. The device requires a minimum of 

four zero-free-length springs. Three springs connect the coupler to the fixed base, the platform and 

link-A, respectively. The fourth one is included in an auxiliary RRRR linkage connecting the 

platform and link-A. The effectiveness of the developed device is verified through simulations with 

a multibody software (ADAMS). The numerical results confirm a significant reduction in the static 

motor actions throughout the complete workspace. 

 
Figure 1: Statically balanced Exechon tripod. 
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In the research framework of acoustic and vibration problems, the vibrations produced by the agri-
cultural machinery have a relevant position, assuming indeed a double role: firstly, the vibrations
due to the soil irregularity and to the operation of the machinery are transmitted to the seat of the
tractor’s operator, inducing comfort and safety problems [1]; secondly, they are always combined
with annoying sound emission, encountering the limitations imposed by the international and na-
tional regulations. The control of noise and vibration on the operator is of interest of the National
Institute for Insurance against Accidents at Work (INAIL). Despite the study of the tractor dynamics
and the induced vibrations have been deeply investigated in the literature [2], relatively few works
deal with the influence of the agricultural machinery in the transmission of vibration.

The objective of this work is to investigate the effect of mounted, semi-mounted and trailed
machinery on the vibrations transmitted to the tractor’s operator introducing a simplified model of
an agricultural machine, considering not only the DoFs (degrees-of-freedom) relative to the tractor
but also the ones relative to the machinery.

Moreover, a model of the three points linkage between the tractor and the machinery and a model
of the hitch for trailed machinery are proposed [3]. The dynamic substructuring [4] is exploited
to couple the model of the tractor with the machinery through the linkage system. The linkage
systems are modeled by finite elements methods and reduced by the Craig-Bampton method [5].
The reduced order models are used to perform a frequency based coupling of the substructures. In
order to evaluate the effects of the suspension systems, several models of tractors are considered in
the analysis.

Eventually, the transmissibility from the wheels to the operator’s seat is investigated, focusing
on the influence of the tractor suspensions in the vibration transmission. The numerical results are
compared to experimental test, according to the standard ISO 5008, in order to validate the approach.
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In recent times, Diamond Like Carbon coatings (DLC) have been successfully applied in high per-
formance applications, such as transmissions for motorsport vehicle, in order to increase gear per-
formance. In particular, DLC coatings are characterized by very low friction coefficient, therefore
they are supposed to be useful in reducing power dissipation and in preventing scuffing failure.

In this work, an experimental investigation on gear coatings is shown; coated and uncoated spur
gear pairs are compared in terms of efficiency on a dedicated test rig. The role of all possible
combinations of WC/C coating and underlaying layer is investigated; in particular, WC/C coating is
applied on quenched, nitrided and carburised gear samples.

Efficiency of the gear pair is measured by means of two torque transducers for varying angular
velocity and load; at the same time dynamic transmission error is measured, in order to investigate
vibration-efficiency dependency for uncoated and coated gears.

On the same test bench, the most promising solution (in terms of coating - thermal treatment
combination) is tested for pitting durability in comparison with an uncoated gear pair.
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In this investigation, a new algorithm for the nonlinear control of mechanical systems is de-
veloped. The method proposed in this paper can be used for the forward and inverse dynamics
of nonlinear mechanical systems. For this purpose, the Udwadia-Kalaba equations, also known as
the fundamental equations of constrained motion, are combined with the feedback control strat-
egy resulting from the theory of optimal control. In forward dynamics problems, the fundamental
equations of constrained motion allow for explicitly calculating the generalized constraint forces
associated with a nonlinear set of kinematic constraints. Furthermore, in inverse dynamic problems,
the Udwadia-Kalaba equations can be effectively used for computing the generalized control forces
that impose a prescribed dynamic behavior to the mechanical system under consideration. In this
dual case, the desired dynamic behavior is described in terms of nonlinear algebraic equations that
play the role of the kinematic joints encountered in the problems of direct dynamics. Conversely, it is
shown in this work that the mathematical tool of the optimal control theory can be employed for the
practical design of an effective compensation controller that improves the performance of the non-
linear control laws devised by using the fundamental equations of constrained motion. Employing
the new approach proposed in this paper, the compensation controller designed by using the theory
of optimal control is fully integrated into the nonlinear set of control laws obtained considering the
general form of the Udwadia-Kalaba equations. The method developed in this paper is tested by
means of numerical experiments. For this purpose, the nonlinear dynamic equations of a physical
pendulum are used in order to exemplify the analytical developments carried out in this work and
for assessing in a straightforward manner the performance of the proposed methodology.
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Adhesive junctions have become widely adopted for structural applications in the field of Industrial, 
Automotive, Naval and Aerospace Engineering. 

In the field of Civil Engineering, composites are frequently used for rehabilitating existing 
structures with external Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) reinforcements [1-2]. The application of 
this technique to constructions requires the prediction of the failure modes of the strengthened 
structures.  

No specific standards are available to experimentally evaluate the FRP maximum stress 
corresponding to end debonding, except for semi-empirical formulae proposed by the American ACI 
440.2R-08, the European fib T.G. 9.3 and the Italian CNR-DT 200 R1/2013.  

Within this context, sliding fracture mode of concrete specimens, reinforced with pultruded 
GFRP, were experimentally investigated by the authors, by means of shear tests performed at the 
Design Machine Laboratory of the University of Salerno. Traditional equipment and non contact 
(Digital Image Correlation) technique were included in the experimental layout.  

Starting from the experimental data, the J-integral and the specimens’ fracture toughness were 
evaluated. Subsequently, a cohesive law was indirectly modelled using the theoretical approach 
proposed by Rice [2-3].  
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The retrofitting of existing masonry structures with innovative, effective and sustainable materials
is an active research field in structural engineering. In this framework, in the last decades, great
attention has moved towards cementitious composite materials, such as fiber-reinforced cementitious
mortars (FRCMs), made with a fiber textile mesh embedded within mortar layers. The mechanical
behavior of such a kind of strengthening material has been investigated through many experimental
works and analytical approaches. The experimental evidence highlighted its advantages in terms of
mechanical properties and its compatibility with the masonry substrates [1].

Direct tensile tests carried out on FRCM specimens have shown an inelastic constitutive behavior,
mainly due to the mortar cracking and the slippage of the fibers along the load direction. These
failure mechanisms depend on the type of mortar and fibers and also on the joining between the two
materials constituting the composite. Thus, micro-mechanical analyses can significantly help in a
correct modeling of the FRCM response.

The work aims to suggest a micro-scale numerical model that considers both the cracking phe-
nomena and the debonding occurrence between the two constituents, through the implementation of
interface elements. These latter are modeled according to the theoretical method, as provided in [2].
The numerical model is based on an incremental strain-based approach within the plane-stress two-
dimensional formulation. The damaging of the FRCM representative element is detected through
the stress analysis on the interfaces. The numerical model is validated with available benchmarking
experimental results [3]. Furthermore, the shear behavior of the same representative element is in-
vestigated. Validation results confirm soundness and consistency of the proposed modeling approach
and highlight the tensile and shear behavior of FRCM composites.
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Composite materials consisting of strengthening short fibers embedded in a surrounding brittle 
matrix (e.g., fiber-reinforced concretes) usually exhibit ductile failure, which is characterized by a 
stress-hardening phase of micro- and multi-cracking, followed by a stress-softening stage of 
micro-crack opening. Within each crack, bridging fibers enhance the strength, and improve the 
ductility. 

The aim of this talk is to present a variational model capable of describing the composite failure 
process, and to focus on the key rule played by three different internal length on the evolution of 
cracks. The model schematizes the composite as a mixture of two phases coupled by elastic bonds, 
which account for brittle matrix and elasto-plastic reinforcement. A damage scalar field accounts 
for the opening and propagation of fractures in the brittle matrix, according to the phase-field 
approach to fracture, and a plastic strain field describes the evolution of inelastic deformations 
within the reinforcement phase. Proper internal energies are associated to the two phases and to 
the coupling bonds. Since damage and plastic energies incorporate non-local contributions, they 
introduce internal lengths. The length of the brittle phase is related to the size of the process zone 
accompanying the micro-fracture process, and it depends on the size of the matrix aggregates. The 
internal length of the reinforcement phase accounts for the size of the plastic localization zone 
which describes macro-cracks, and it depends on the fibers length. A third characteristic length 
arises from the elastic energy coupling the displacement fields of the two phases. It controls the 
distance between adjacent micro-cracks and it depends on the size of matrix-to-fibers stress 
transfer zone around each micro-crack. Attention is focused on the influence of these three 
characteristic lengths on the process of micro-crack patterning and on the evolution of 
macro-fractures. Several cracking scenarios are investigated, depending on the different values 
assigned to the internal lengths.  

Finally, analytical estimates and numerical solutions show the model capability of describing the 
different stages of the failure evolution. 
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Inspired by the models recently introduced in [1], we consider the problem of the existence of qua-
sistatic evolutions for a family of gradient damage models which take into account fatigue, that is the
process of weakening in a material due to repeated applied loads. The main feature of these models
is the fact that damage is favoured in regions where the cumulation of the elastic strain (or other
relevant variables, depending on the model) is higher. To prove in [2] the existence of a quasistatic
evolution, we follow a vanishing viscosity approach based on two steps: we first let the time-step
τ of the time-discretisation and later the viscosity parameter ε go to zero. As τ → 0, we find ε-
approximate viscous evolutions; then, as ε → 0, we find a rescaled approximate evolution satisfying
an energy-dissipation balance.
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In [2] we prove a Γ-convergence approximation à la Ambrosio-Tortorelli for Griffith-type en-
ergies with either Dirichlet boundary condition or a mild fidelity term, such that minimisers are a
priori not even in L1(Ω;Rn).

Moreover, in [3] and [4] we show existence of weak and strong minimisers, respectively, for the
Griffith energy under Dirichlet boundary condition.

These results are obtained by studying fine properties of GSBD functions, introduced by Dal
Maso in [1].
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The interplay between adhesion and friction plays a fundamental role in tribology as it affects 

different fields of engineering. Understanding the mechanism for dissipation is indeed crucial for 

structural damping as well as to develop bioinspired adhesive solutions. The first linear elastic 

fracture mechanics model for adhesion and friction interaction dates back to the seminal work of 

Savkoor & Briggs [1], who extended the JKR model to the presence of tangential load. 

Nevertheless their model suggested a greater reduction of contact area with respect to what was 

observed experimentally. Later Johnson [2] and Waters and Guduru [3] adopted a 

phenomenological mode-mixity function to account for the interface frictional dissipation. All the 

previous models hypothesize the contact shrinks in an axisymmetric fashion, which is in contrast 

with the experimental observation [3,4]. In this work [5,6] we extended the elliptical JKR model 

by Johnson and Greenwood [7] to accommodate also the tangential shearing of the contact area, 

where the contact edge is represented as an external crack under mixed-mode (I opening, II 

in-plane and III antiplane shearing). The derived model has been extensively validated against 

experimental results giving an excellent agreement not only in terms of overall contact area but 

also in terms of evolution of the shape of contact patch.  
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Linear elasticity can be rigorously derived from finite elasticity under the assumption of small load-
ings in terms of Gamma-convergence. This was first done in the case of one-well energies with
super-quadratic growth [3], using the well-known rigidity estimate of Friesecke, James, and Müller
[4], and later generalised to different settings, in particular to the case of multi-well energies where
the distance between the wells is very small (comparable to the size of the load) [5, 1]. The case
when the distance between the wells is independent of the size of the load was studied in [2]. In this
context linear elasticity can be derived by adding to the multi-well energy a singular higher order
term which penalises jumps from one well to another. In this talk we discuss the derivation of linear
elasticty from multi-well discrete models, under different assumptions on the geometry of the crys-
tals and on the scaling of the coefficients. We show that the role of the singular perturbation term is
played in this setting by interactions beyond nearest neighbours.
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The connections in FRP structures are commonly made using bolted connections, akin to those 

used in steel structures. In fact, some FRP profiles manufacturers and design guidelines stipulates 

that bonded connections should not be allowed for primary load bearing components, where 

failure of the connection could lead to progressive collapse or unacceptable risks. The main reason 

for the prohibition of bonded connections is lack of knowledge about and experience with the 

performance of such connections. Recently, several experimental investigations were performed 

by some of the authors [1-2] to assess the strength and stiffness of GFRP beam-to-column 

connection showing that their overall performance can equal and surpass the performance of 

similar bolted connections in FRP structures. The next step consists to develop a predictive 

numerical model of the structure behavior in order to make a comparison with experimental 

results, in terms of ultimate bending moment, as well as to analyze the role played by several 

features. The model proposed has been successfully validated in further studies on brick-mortar 

interfaces [3]. The model is derived by an asymptotic analysis, due to the thickness of the adhesive 

layer, of a composite structure made of two elastic solids bonded together by a third thin one, 

which has a nonlinear behavior. The adhesive is micro cracked by adopting a Kachanov-type 

model [4]. The model is implemented in Comsol Software. The model assumptions are adjusted 

with the experimental investigations lead on the adhesive (tensile and shear tests, CT-scans). 

Experimental results are also used to identify the normal and tangential adhesive stiffness in taking 

into account the initial damage of the interface. Finally a simulation of the bonded GFRP structure 

is proposed and simulation results are successfully compared to experimental tests. 
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While widely and successfully used for the modeling of delamination, cohesive models are known 
to exhibit intrinsic flaws when used in the presence of large interface openings. In particular, it is 
known that only co-linear models, i.e. where tractions are aligned with the opening vector, can 
preserve angular momentum [1]. However, co-linear models are too simple to reproduce the 
complex fracture energy evolution with mode-ratio that is usually observed in many composites. 
On the other hand, restricting the analysis to the initial, small opening separation process, would 
be overly conservative, since for many composite materials, interfaces exhibit additional and 
significant resistance resources due to crack bridging, which can be activated only when large 
openings take place [2]. Depending on the nature of the interface and of the joined materials, these 
additional strength mechanisms can be due, e.g., to fibrillation or fiber bridging.  

According to several authors, fiber-bridging in composite materials can be observed under both 
Mode I and Mode II loading conditions. However, large relative sliding occurring under Mode II 
conditions can be treated with standard cohesive models, without incurring in the geometric flaws 
mentioned above. In contrast, under Mode I conditions, growing normal relative displacements 
soon compromise the interface rotational equilibrium.  

In this work, the isotropic damage cohesive model formulated in [3] is extended to account for 
large openings and for the presence of large-scale bridging or interfacial fibrillation. In the 
presence of small openings, the considered cohesive model is particularly suited to treat 
mixed-mode delamination with variable mode ratios, since no a-priori assumptions are made on 
the shape of the failure locus in terms of fracture energy and since it allows for different forms of 
the traction-separation law in the pure modes. When the normal component of the relative 
displacement becomes large, the transition from small to large openings with the onset of the 
bridging mechanism is modeled by replacing the classical interface element with a fibril element, 
transmitting co-linear tractions and endowed with a constitutive behavior such that no 
discontinuity in the dissipated energy or in the cohesive tractions is introduced.  

Several tests with large openings confirm the accuracy of the proposed model. 
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The static states of a peridynamic nonlinear-elastic bar of finite length, stretched in a hard device, 
are investigated. The nonlocal character of peridynamics requires that the edge conditions shall be 
defined on a boundary layer with the same thickness of the horizon, which can affect the solution 
in the bar interior. The approach is variational and it is based upon the assumption that the energy 
is a function of the relative displacement between particles within the horizon, not weighted by the 
inverse of their relative distance as in Dayal and Bhattacharya [1]. This implies a weak interaction 
between neighboring points that allows for discontinuities in the displacement field.  

In particular, we assume a non-monotone constitutive relation associated with a non-convex 
strain energy density, which is the counterpart for the case of peridynamics of the classical model 
in nonlinear elasticity proposed by Ericksen [2]. We find [3] that, at a micro-scale of the same 
order of the length of the horizon, the displacement field is characterized by the orderly formation 
of undulations and discontinuities, while at the macroscopic level the stress vs. elongation graph is 
a sequence of strain hardening and softening branches. Such complex response is triggered at the 
bar ends where the boundary layer effect, similarly to the linear elastic case, produces the 
formation of noteworthy displacement jumps that depend upon the length of the horizon. The 
equilibrium path, found numerically with a pseudo-arc-length continuation method, becomes 
unstable above a certain elongation. Convexification of the strain energy density provides 
solutions that are very different because, unlike in Ericksen's model, re-arrangements of material 
phases along the bar are prevented by the nonlocal nature of peridynamics. Results from this work 
can be used to interpret the complex phenomena of localization of inelastic strain in slip bands, as 
experimentally observed in ductile metallic bars, or to provide a continuum description of complex 
hierarchical structures with interacting long-range crosslinkers, as in biological systems. 
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Being able to provide outstanding performances under out-of-plane loading, sandwich 

structures offer great flexibility and a variety of solutions for lightweight structural systems. In 

spite of their wide structural effectiveness, sandwich panels can however be affected by 

macroscopic and microscopic damage phenomena, which might produce catastrophic failure 

modes. As a consequence, the in-depth understanding of the propagation of internal macro-cracks 

in the core and the delamination at face/core interfaces is a topic of great computational interest. 

Moreover, the capability to link sophisticated numerical models with physical properties of the 

materials that can be actually measured by simple lab tests is fundamental for actual engineering 

applications.The characterisation of the core fracture toughness in Mixed Mode loading is 

particularly relevant because foam cracking strongly reduces the capacity of the sandwich 

structures to carrying loads [2]. To this end, PVC foams typically used as inner core in structural 

application were considered over a range of foam densities (from 100 to 200 kg/m3). Firstly, the 

fracture toughness properties of the investigated foams have been measured under Mode I loading 

condition by using the Single Edged Notch Bending (SENB) test procedure, according to ASTM 

D5045-14. These results have been compared with the ones arising from three-point bending tests 

on Semi-Circular Bend (SCB) specimens [2]. Subsequently, Asymmetric Semi-Circular Bend 

(ASCB) specimens have been tested in order to generate all range of mixed fracture modes. 

According to this setup, the position of the left or right support has been varied to simulate 

different levels of Mixed Modes loading. Following a methodology previously employed by 

Marsavina et. al [2] for polyurethane (PUR) foams, the mostly recognized fracture criterions have 

been considered and their capability to compute the crack propagation angles in PVC foams have 

been evaluated. The crack path occurred on the ASCB samples have been used to test the accuracy 

of the response provided by a mechanical model developed by the authors [3]. The same model 

was employed to describe a macro-crack propagation in the core of a sandwich structure. 
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Phase field models have been successfully applied to damage evolution and fracture propagation in
brittle materials. The primary advantage of phase field modeling lies in the alleviation of patholog-
ical mesh dependencies by facilitating regularizations on the evolution of the phase field parameter.
The effectiveness of this approach in the context of damage-gradient modeling of fracture has been
demonstrated by [1]. This approach has been drawn into the framework of mechanics of porous
media by several authors [2], [3], [4]. However, to the best of our knowledge only recently has this
approach been extended to the case of partially saturated media [5]. In the current study, assuming
that the porous media is composed of a wetting fluid(liquid water), a non-wetting fluid(wet air) and
a deformable porous skeleton, the variational approach to damage proposed by [6] and implemented
as damage-gradient models for brittle fracture by [1] within the finite element code based on FEniCS
Library [7] is extended to the analysis of partially saturated porous continua. The variational forms
of the governing equations are derived and appropriate boundary conditions are imposed in the con-
text of a one-dimensional test. Further developments of this work will be devoted to the extension
of this approach to the phase field theory of partially saturated porous media proposed by [8]. In this
case, in addition to the damage variable, the saturation degree will be considered as another phase
field parameter.
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Adhesion is a topic that has attracted great interest in the mechanics community in recent years. 
The recent development of novel theories coming from nano-tribology, theoretical mechanics and 
bio-adhesion presented new mechanical problems, which often involve a non-trivial structures and 
constitutive properties. One problem which needs to be faced is the adhesive behaviour of a 
membrane adhered to a substrate. These structures are usually studied using one dimensional 
models, which involve 1D tapes or symmetrical geometries in conjunction with adhesive theories as 
the JKR theory. This approach is oversimplified for many practical problems since the adhesive 
behaviour of several complex two-dimensional structures is still poorly explained. To address this 
issue, we introduce a three-dimensional model which combines a lattice framework, a finite element 
approach and a 3D cohesive zone model. We have modelled different geometrical and elastic 
features of the membrane to describe the adhesive behaviour of complex structures (Figure 1). We 
have obtained empirical results which are in good agreement with the numerical model. We have 
shown that the interface and the shape of the membrane are two major rulers of the maximal 
achievable adhesive force. 

 
Figure 1) Schematic representation of a peeling test. A membrane is pulled by a force F at an angle 𝜃 in a 

single point. Colours indicate the normalized elevation of the corresponding point 
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Variational models of quasi-static cracks evolutions are based on the minimization of an energy
functional composed of a bulk term, i.e., the elastic energy of the sound material, and a surface
energy term à la Griffith, together with proper irreversibility conditions to avoid material interpen-
etration [1]. The free-discontinuity problem can be approximated by an elliptic two-fields energy
functional [2]. One field is representative of the displacement of any material point of the body,
whereas the other is similar to a scalar damage field (or phase-field). In the regularized energy
functional, the original surface fracture term is replaced by a bulk term depending not only on the
phase-field variable itself but also on its gradient (non-local model). Within this framework, alter-
native formulations depending on the underlying fracture mechanisms and irreversibility conditions
exists, mostly differing for what concern the elastic energy bulk term, [3].

In this work, the attention is focused on those models rigorously regularizing shear fractures, [5].
In these models only the deviatoric part of the strain elastic energy is assumed to drive the cracks
evolutions and therefore penalized by the phase-field whereas the hydrostatic part is unaffected by
damage [4]. As a result, the kinematics associated with material damage is that associated only
with deviatoric deformations: micro-fractured shear bands form and coalesce in mode II cracks,
according to the von Mises-Hencky-Hüber (or J2) failure criterion.

Contrary to the original isotropic phase-field fracture model, such J2 failure models own some
numerical issues. In fact, since inelastic strains are isochoric, fully damaged material points exhibit
an elastic behaviour similar to an incompressible elastic material. The numerical difficulties are
exacerbated if low order finite elements are used. Here, two possible strategies are investigated
in order to circumvent these issues: selective reduced integration or mixed displacement-pressure
formulation. Several numerical examples are presented and convergence results discussed, in order
to assess the numerical procedures and to highlight the capabilities of different solution strategies.
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Quasi-brittle materials subjected to a high level of mechanical solicitations see the development in
relatively narrow zone of micro-cracks that coalesce into stress free cracks. In this work, the problem
of strain localization in elastoplastic materials exhibiting softening has been approached by apply-
ing the interphase model [1] together with the phase-field theory [2-3]. In particular, the narrow
zone where strains concentrate, usually named process zone or localization band, is kinematically
modeled using the interphase model, while the phase-field variable is introduced to regularize the
contact strains at the interface between the plastic strain band and the surrounding material. This
corresponds to diffuse the interphase in the volume of the solid body.
The formulation of the problem has been developed in a classical way using the principles of ther-
modynamics. A key point consists in a Reuss/Sachs type homogenization of the inelastic contact
strains through a weak Dirac delta function which takes the shape of the Mumford-Shah functional.
The introduction of this kinematical hypothesis consistently leads to the complete set of the govern-
ing equations for a localized body.
The model has been tested by means of analytical and numerical applications. The results show
that the introduced strain regularization does not affect substantially the structural behavior, also the
model can be easily used to replicate experimental results.
The application of the proposed model may involve different contexts as the strain localization in
soil mechanics, plastic hinge formation in reinforced concrete frames and delamination in composite
materials. It should be noted that the calibration of model parameters for the comparison between
numerical end experimental results can be performed easily, since no additional mechanical param-
eters are needed with respect to those that characterize the elastoplastic behavior.
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The mixed bending-tension (MBT) test was proposed by Macedo et al. [1] to assess the mode I
interlaminar fracture toughness of composite laminates with very low bending stiffness and strength.
Specimens obtained from such laminates may fail in bending prior to delamination growth, when
tested using the double cantilever beam test [2]. In the MBT test, the specimen with a pre-implanted
delamination is adhesively bonded to two metal bars and then loaded in opening mode (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Scheme of the MBT test: (a) side view; (b) cross section.

Bennati et al. [3] developed a mechanical model of the MBT test, where the two separating parts
of the specimen are connected by a cohesive interface with bilinear traction-separation law. Accord-
ingly, the specimen response can be subdivided into three stages: (i) linearly elastic behaviour, (ii)
progressive material damage, and (iii) crack propagation. The theoretical predictions were in good
agreement with the experimental results by Macedo et al. [1] in the linearly elastic stage. Instead,
only qualitative agreement was obtained for the subsequent stages.

Here, we upgrade the previous model by introducing a piece-wise linear, discontinuous traction-
separation law for the cohesive zone [4]. We show how the global response of the specimen depends
on the cohesive law parameters. Besides, we present an operative procedure to determine the cohe-
sive law parameters based on the test measures.
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Three and four points bending tests carried out on small scale beams with a thin thermal coating,
used as thermal barrier to a superalloy structural substrate, have shown complex failure mechanisms
[1]. The dominating failure mechanism observed is the competition between of two fracture mecha-
nisms. First the formation, on the external coating surface, of tensile cracks, which grows in number
and propagates in the interior of the coating up to reach the substrate interface. Then, the tensile
cracks can pass through the interface or, more likely, a debonding shear mechanism may develops
along the interface between the coating (typically a ceramic-type material with quasibrittle consti-
tutive behavior) and the high strength superalloy substrate. The final failure mechanism shows the
fragmentation, with subsequent expulsion of small pieces the coating barrier film, which leave the
superalloy undercoated and then exposed to the very high temperature variation. Very high temper-
ature variations can be dangerous not only for the development of high thermal strains, but mostly
for possible solid phase changes induced in the superalloy.

The present paper analyzes the mechanical problem of the nonlinear behavior thin film on a
stiff substrate adopting a computational approach. Namely, incremental 2D nonlinear finite element
simulations are adopted, modeling the stiff superalloy as a thermo-elastic material. The coating
films are generally realized with ceramic-like materials, therefore it is constitutively modeled as
quasibrittle material with a nonlocal elastic-damage constitutive relation [2]. The nonlocal elastic
damage model allow to reproduce the formation of damage localization in a mesh-objective way.
The formation and propagation of cracks between the coating film and the superalloy substrate is
modeled by a zero-thickness cohesive-frictional mechanical interface [3-4].

The overall formulation has been implemented in an open source nonlinear finite element pro-
gram and a number of 2D simulations have been carried out. A discussion on the amplitude and
distance between the surface cracks is presented. The correlation between mechanical properties
of the materials and of the interface, together with the influence of the thickens of the coating are
analyzed.
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Regularized damage models have become increasingly popular in the last decades for dealing with
problems in Mechanics suffering from spurious mesh sensitivity induced by strain softening [1].
Among them, classical approaches rely upon use of gradient enhancements or integral averaging
operators that provide globally smoothed solutions by enforcing a greater regularity on either strains
or internal variables that are no longer defined at the quadrature point level.

In the present communication emphasis is placed on the so-called Thick Level Set (TLS) ap-
proach to quasi-brittle fracture [2], whereby progressive damage in a solid body takes place in a
region of prescribed thickness defined as a function of the distance to the undamaged portion of the
domain under consideration. In particular, we show that damage evolution in the structure can be
followed using an implicit representation of the damage field supplemented with convex constraints
that allows the continuous tracking of the position of a moving layer where the transition between
the damaged and undamaged material occurs.

Numerical results for representative test cases will be presented to show the model capabilities.
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The interface element and the cohesive zone models are powerful tools for the analysis of 

delamination, crack propagation and frictional contact problems in the finite element formulations. 

The interface cohesive models are generally developed in intrinsic formulation, which considers a 

penalty stiffness, assumed as an elastic behaviour, in both the initial condition of the sound 

material and in the residual frictional behaviour of the cracked one.  

The extrinsic interface is instead defined with an initial rigid behaviour, such as a rigid-damage 

cohesive zone model (CZM), and its implementation require specific non-standard numerical 

formulation. The discontinuous Galerkin method is applied in classic displacement based 

formulations together with extrinsic interface, in [1, 2] for the numerical analysis of delamination 

phenomenon and for the analysis of crack propagation.  

In the present paper the extrinsic interface, with rigid-damage model, is developed in the 

framework of hybrid equilibrium element, instead of standard displacement based finite element 

formulation. The hybrid equilibrium formulation belongs to the class of stress based approaches 

and the weak form solution of the elastic-static problem is given in the form of stationary 

condition of the complementary energy functional. The formulation considered in the present 

paper for the stress based solution of the elastic static two-dimensional problem is the same 

proposed in [3], where the stress fields are independently defied for each finite element. The 

inter-element equilibrium condition and the boundary equilibrium condition are applied by 

following the classical hybrid formulation, considering independent side displacement fields as 

interfacial Lagrangian variable. 

The rigid cohesive frictional CZM is developed in the rigorous thermodynamic framework of 

damage mechanics [4, 5] and is defined as embedded interface at the hybrid equilibrium element 

sides. The numerical simulations of delamination and frictional contact  problems are performed 

and the results are compared with the solution of classic displacement based formulations. 
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Understanding the mechanics at the base of peeling processes that occur at the adhesive interface of
film-substrate systems has found wide interest in the scientific literature of the last decades. It in fact
represents a necessary step toward the comprehension of adhesion/de-adhesion phenomena charac-
terizing a wide range of biological structures at different length scales as well as involved in many
industrial, robotic and biomedical applications. Starting from the work by Kendall [1], in which an
energy-based approach was adopted for modelling the single peeling of a thin adhesive film from
a rigid substrate, several theoretical and experimental studies have been conducted to analyze the
delamination of tape-like elements by taking into account the role played by the roughness or com-
pliance of the substrate and by pretension, bending stiffness or multiple arrangements of the strips
[2]. On this ground, the Authors generalize the linear theory of multiple peeling [2] by involving
finite strains and nonlinear hyperelasticity of the adhesive strips and by including the effect that a
pre-stretch, eventually stored in their adhering or free portions, can exert on the process. By focusing
on a symmetrical V-shaped system comprising neo-Hookean elements, peeling onset and its quasi-
static progression are analytically described, gaining closed-form solutions in particular cases. In
this way, some remarkable and previously unseen results are revealed and theoretical confirmations
of experimental evidences are obtained. In particular, maximum adhesion strength is shown to occur
for an initially flat configuration of the tapes and to increase with the prestretch in their adhering
tracts. Delamination process is found to start at lower values of critical pull-off force with respect to
standard linearly elastic formulations, and studying the evolution of the detaching regions then leads
to predict the progressive achievement of asymptotic limits for both pulling loads and peeling an-
gles. Deviations toward asymmetrical detachment configurations are additionally investigated, thus
demonstrating that the critical pulling load remains unchanged, similarly to what happens in limit
analysis for perfectly plastic structures, in which a unique limit multiplier can be associated to differ-
ent collapse mechanisms. Finally, the case of a flat strip with both adherent and free tracts differently
prestressed is analyzed, so finding that the optimality condition, e.g. the maximum critical pull-off
force, is always attained as the whole system is uniformly prestretched, the analytical approach also
allowing to identify an incompatibility-instability region in the prestretches’ phase space. It is felt
that the proposed model might be adopted to gain new insights into the mechanisms governing the
adhesion capabilities of biomechanical anchorage structures, as well as to guide the design of novel
artificial (e.g. biomimetic) devices, in which geometry, hyperelasticity and prestress can be exploited
to optimize the adhesion strength for applications to soft robotics and materials engineering.
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Fracture is one of the most commonly encountered failure modes of engineering materials and struc-
tures. Prevention of cracking-induced failure is, therefore, essential to save lives and contain costs
and should be considered a social commitment. However, the understanding of nucleation and prop-
agation of complex crack patterns in real structures is still an open problem, for which traditional
techniques are unable to provide satisfactory results. In this field, the variational formulation of
fracture mechanics as an energy minimisation problem opened new perspectives; in particular, the
phase field approach to fracture revealed to be a versatile and powerful tool for the investigation of
crack problems.

Despite the widespread use of plates and shells in engineering applications, the failure mecha-
nisms of these kind of structures are quite poorly understood. As a matter of fact, few attempts have
been devoted to the formulation and applications of the phase field approach to plates and shells [1],
[2]. In this contribution an alternative phase field formulation is proposed, which relies on the subdi-
vision of the thin (or slender) solid into several layers. In this way, while the mechanical behaviour
of the solid is governed by classical theories of plates and shells, the phase field equation has to be
satisfied within each layer, that is, in a domain with reduced dimension. The proposed procedure is
validated and critically examined through comparisons with a full 3D approach.
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The leakage of contaminating and greenhouse fluids is often observed in sites of gas production
or storage. Such upward migration of fluids, which poses an environmental hazard, is typically
concentrated in production/injection wells, as a consequence of the formation of circumferential
cracks (the so-called “micro-annulus”) at the interfaces of cement sheath with the steel casing and
the rock formation, respectively [4]. In these phenomena, the importance of the coupling between
fluid flow and mechanical damage is shown by the crucial role played by the pressure of leaking
fluids in the debonding at well interfaces.

In view of these considerations, we presented new poroelastic laws to model fluid-induced dam-
age in interfaces [2]. This model offered some advantages with respect to other previous laws
for pressurized interfaces, as demonstrated by its better performance in reproducing the main be-
havioural features of the response of water-pressurized fractures in concrete.

More recently, our poromechanics modeling of localized damage has been extended, e.g. by
taking into account the interface porosity preexisting to damage. Also our formulation of the well
problem, with interfaces subjected to displacement discontinuities and fluid pressures, has been
further generalized, in order to employ the corresponding semi-numerical solution method for the
analysis of available laboratory tests on full-scale physical models of wells [1, 3]. The main objec-
tive of these new computations is to investigate the performance of low-strength and low-stiffness
expansive cements in contrasting the crack formation and in closing damaged interfaces, also in
combination with the confinement action due to the surrounding rock formation.
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Given the almost ubiquitous nature of vibrational energy in mechanical systems, in the last two

decades the field of vibration based energy harvesting has received growing attention. Most of the

initial research focused on linear resonant vibration harvesters, which exploit resonance to amplify

the input motion to drive a transducer to produce electrical power. More recently, the introduction

of nonlinearity to increase the operational frequency range has been considered. One type of nonlin-

ear system of particular interest is the bistable one, due to its capacity for high output power when

it snaps through from one stable state to another providing large-amplitude motions across a wide

range of input frequencies [1]. A variety of architectures of bistable systems for energy harvesting

have been investigated for suitability. Recently the design and manufacturing of cantilever shells

with prescribed multistable capabilities was addressed in [2] where two manufactured demonstra-

tors were discussed.

On the basis of the preceding works, a bistable cantilever laminated composite shells is here con-

sidered. The cantilever shell undergoes harmonic base excitation and several objectives are pursued:

The dynamic analysis of the cantilever composite shell whose design was conceived under static

loading conditions; the dynamic snap-through between remarkably distinct equilibrium configu-

rations; the identification of the nonlinear dynamic regimes and bifurcations triggering reversible

snap-through (see Figure 1). The numerical validation of the results is shown via FE simulations

and equivalent reduced Duffing-Holmes oscillators.
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Figure 1: Reversible snap-through path under base excitation up and down frequency sweep.
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In the last decades, the interest in bonded structures, obtained by assembling different parts made
of possibly different materials to compose a unique structure, is strongly increased. In the present
work we focus our attention to a specific type of composite, constituted by two media, called the
adherents, bonded together with a thin interphase layer, called the adhesive. We assume that the
composite constituents are made of different multi-physic materials with highly contrasted constitu-
tive properties. The study considers a generic multi-physic coupling in a very general framework and
can be adapted to well-known multi-physic behaviors, such as piezoelectricity, thermo-elasticity, as
well as to multifield microstructural theories, such as micropolar elasticity. The analysis has been
carried out by means of asymptotic expansions method. This technique has been applied to the rigor-
ous derivation of simplified models for complex assemblies, presenting thin interphases, in the field
of linear elasticity [1] as well as in piezoelectricity, taking into account other physical interactions
[2]. The asymptotic methods allow to replace the adhesive layer with a two-dimensional surface,
the so-called imperfect interface, with non-classical transmission conditions between the two adher-
ents. By defining a small parameter ε, associated with the thickness and constitutive properties of
the middle layer, we perform an asymptotic analysis. We assume that the middle layer thickness
depends linearly on ε, while the multi-physic stiffness ratios between the adherents and the adhesive
depend on εp. We identify three critical exponents p, corresponding to different imperfect interface
models: p = 1, the soft (also called lowly-conducting) multi-physic interface model; p = 0, the hard
(also called moderately-conducting) multi-physic interface model; p = −1, the rigid (also called
highly-conducting) multi-physic interface model. Following the approach by [1], we characterize
the order zero and higher order transmission problems. Finally, a general multi-physic interface
model has been developped, and numerically tested through the finite element method. In particular,
in the framework of piezoelectricity, we compare the results obtained by modeling the adhesive as
an interphase, having a thin finite thickness, with the results obtained with the general multi-physic
interface model.
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In the last decades, composite materials have been proven to be an excellent solution for 
strengthening and retrofitting existing reinforced concrete (RC) and masonry structures. 

Within this category of materials, those comprising a high strength fiber textile embedded in an 
inorganic matrix, generally referred to as fiber reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) or textile 
reinforced mortar (TRM), showed good behavior at (relatively) high temperature and good 
compatibility with the substrate. This last feature, as well as the partial reversibility of the 
strengthening/retrofitting intervention, made these composites popular for applications on heritage 
buildings.  

Despite of some advantages associated with the use of an inorganic matrix, the bond behavior 
between the matrix and the embedded fiber textile still needs investigation. Indeed, failure of 
externally bonded FRCM composites comprising one layer of textile generally occurs due to 
debonding at the matrix- fiber interface.  

Direct-shear and beam test set-ups were proposed to study the bond behavior of 
FRCM-substrate joints.  

In this paper, an analytical model is proposed to describe the debonding process at the 
matrix-fiber interface of a PBO FRCM composite. The analytical model assumes a matrix-fiber 
zero-thickness interface and the interfacial behavior is modeled by a trilinear cohesive material law 
(CML). The analytical results are compared with experimental outcomes of single-lap and hinged 
beam tests of FRCM-masonry joints. 
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In the field of civil engineering, the retrofitting of existing reinforced concrete structures is a funda-
mental task. In the last decades, the strengthening of inflected concrete members, such as beams or
slabs, through the use of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites, leaded to promising and inter-
esting results. Indeed, unidirectional FRP sheets, applied on the traction side of the members, entail
an improvement of both strength (ultimate limit state) and stiffness (serviceability limit state) of
the structure. The experimental evidence, together with analytical and numerical approaches, high-
lighted the effectiveness of such a kind of strengthening system. Nevertheless, many applications
concern the use of traditional FRP made with carbon fibers or glass fibers.

Recently, the attention of the scientific community and of the producers has moved towards eco-
logically sustainable materials. In this framework, basalt fibers are a good alternative to traditional
fibers, exhibiting also good mechanical properties. Moreover, basalt-based FRPs (BFRPs) have
proved an adequate efficiency in terms of mechanical performance and economic sustainability [1].

The work aims to investigate the effectiveness of BFRP composites as strengthening material
for beam-like concrete structural elements. The non-linear flexural response of beams strengthened
with BFRPs is investigated. An analytical approach, based on the evaluation of the cross-section
moment-curvature relationship, that also considers the tension stiffening phenomenon, is developed
and applied to a number of study cases. Neverthless, typical failure modes involve also the FRP-
concrete end-debonding. This latter occurs as a brittle mechanism that jeopardises the ductility de-
mand required in the structural design concept, becoming a critical issue. In this framework, results
of a wide experimental program based on push-pull double shear tests on BFRP-concrete specimens
[2] are presented, by proposing suitable correction coefficients for improving the effectiveness of
some available technical design rules when BFRP are adopted [3].
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Rising damp and salt crystallization are acknowledged as major factors of environmental 

degradation of porous materials like masonry. Additionally, composite strengthening systems (e.g. 

FRP and FRCM) have been widely applied on historic masonry buildings, given their poor 

structural performance.  

However, the durability of these strengthening systems bonded to masonry is still scarcely 

known. Indeed, although few laboratory tests have been recently carried out to this aim, very 

limited information is generally available.  

In this study, the multiphase numerical model developed in [1], which accounts for salt 

transport and crystallization, is implemented together with ad hoc boundary conditions and a 

restart analysis procedure to simulate weathering cycles of FRP- and FRCM-strengthened masonry 

specimens. The multiphase model is then used to gain more in-depth knowledge on the different 

processes of environmental degradation in these strengthening systems. 
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Fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) materials are being increasingly considered as an alternative to 
traditional materials for civil engineering structural applications due to their high tensile strength 
and resistance to aggressive environment, lightweight, and quick installation time. Presently, 
pultrusion is the preferred method than other manufacturing methods for continuous FRP profiles 
with constant cross-section, such as hollow sections, angles, I-beams and channel, all being 
suitable for framing and building applications.  

With regard to frames structures, efforts to develop suitable connection systems for GFRP 
elements started in the nineties when I-shaped sections were used as beams and columns in most 
cases following steel construction practices. However, these connections exhibit brittle failure 
manner such as, for example, the detachment of the column flange from the web and the 
delamination in the heel of the top angles. Recently, the present research group have performed a 
number of experimental investigations [1] aiming at demonstrating the structural effectiveness of 
adhesive connections between pultruded I-profiles. The test results show that bonded connections, 
if properly designed and constructed, possess high strength, at least comparable to the one of 
bolted connection. There are reasons to believe that bonded connections can achieve higher 
performance compared to bolted connections in FRP composite structures. Firstly, it is well known 
that the holes made in structural members cause stress concentration and also increase the risk of 
moisture penetration within the matrix-fibre interface. There are few experimental or numerical 
results available to assess their strength, stiffness and overall performance. To fill this gap in 
knowledge, the objective of this paper is to experimentally characterize the behaviour of an 
adhesive GFRP connection between a tubular profile (column) and a built-up beam composed of 
U-profiles. With respect to previous studies, the choice of tubular profiles for the beam and the 
column is motivated by the increased torsional stiffness and resistance to distortions, as well as the 
greater available surface for adhesion. 

The connection is tested under static and cyclic loads to investigate both its static and fatigue 
performance. Furthermore, the mechanical response of the connection under static load is 
compared to the behaviour of an analogous bolted connection, demonstrating its great potential in 
terms of strength and stiffness. 
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With the development of new glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars for RC structures, 
their application extends simultaneously. The non-corrosive nature of GFRP bars enables maximal 
lowering of the concrete cover, thus making them very suitable as a reinforcement in thin RC plate 
elements. Such thin members are usually prefabricated and used as façade panels, pavement or 
components of sandwich panels. Along with experimental studies, the finite element (FE) numerical 
modeling represents very useful tool for assessing and predicting the structural member behavior. 
Proper choice of material constitutive models and strategy of concrete/bar bond implementation 
always presents challenge when dealing with numerical FE modelling of RC structures. This study 
considers FE modelling of thin GFRP RC slabs’ flexural behavior under three-point bending test 
setup. It uses direct bond approach, that is, explicit simulation of the bond-slip effect between 
concrete and reinforcing bars. For this purpose, the experimental bond-slip law was used, obtained 
from the pull-out test having the same GFRP bar, same concrete cover and similar concrete 
properties as simulated RC slab. Since the slab failed for concrete crushing, the study assesses the 
importance of concrete compressive model selection on the numerical analysis results. Two different 
models were employed in the numerical analysis, in combination with three FE mesh densities. The 
main differences between the models comprise post-peak capacity and mesh dependency. The FE 
modelling strategy developed in the study was shown successful in reproducing the experimental 
outcome. Both concrete models showed convergence tendency when refining the mesh, whereas 
only one of them succeeded to reproduce the experimental results. 
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In this work, the effect of epoxy coating dilution on the mechanical performance of epoxy-coated
alkali-resistant glass (ARG) fabric embedded in a lime-based mortar is studied experimentally. The
composite mechanical behaviour is assessed in uni-axial tensile tests, according to the ICC [1] guide-
lines. Epoxy is diluted in acetone and several concentrations, namely 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and
90%, are considered in an attempt to define a decay law for strength, ductility and dissipated energy
at failure. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is employed to investigate the crack pattern evolution.
Surprisingly, although epoxy-coating promotes a striking improvement of the composite mechanical
performance with respect to the uncoated specimens [2], epoxy dilution appears to little affect the
global response, even at very low concentrations. Indeed, it appears that epoxy resin is able to uni-
formly impregnate the bundles of the yarns in a very thin layer, still preserving its contribution to the
mechanical performance. In fact, wettability of the yarns plays a fundamental role in the mechani-
cal performance of the laminate for it antagonizes telescopic failure. Besides, alongside a marginal
reduction in terms of strength and ductility of the laminates, dilution strongly promotes the ease of
application, as a result of the resin viscosity being sharply reduced. Most remarkably and contrarily
to common expectation, the specific energy dissipated at failure exhibits a maximum point, whence
an optimal dilution ratio seems to exists which best balances intrephase strength and ductility. Some
consideration regarding optimal design and cost optimization are also provided.
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The application of composite materials as structural strengthening requires the use of special 

adhesives. The choice of the adhesive depends on several factors, one in particular is related to the 

characteristics of the support (concrete, masonry or wood). There are many types of natural and 

synthetic adhesives: the most suitable adhesives for composite materials are based on epoxy resin; 

adhesive-based on mortar are currently the topic of several researches in order to ensure 

sustainability and to use renewable technologies also in the field of civil engineering [1].  
The aim of this paper is providing a contribution regarding numerical study of adhesion 

problems of FRCM (Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix) strengthening system. Using software 

based on Finite Element Method (FEM), single-lap shear bond tests have been performed 

implementing bond-slip laws available for masonry supports and inorganic matrix systems. The 

numerical model used in the simulations includes two types of reinforcements: PBO-FRCM and 

FLAX-FRCM, applied on masonry support. FRCM (cement-based composites) are nowadays 

widely used in the reinforcement of existing structures [2-3]; unfortunately, the guidelines for the 

qualification of FRCM systems are not yet operational, as there are no design criteria available, if 

not for standard applications. Consequently of this, numerical analyses have been carried out 

considering debonding law provided by the Guidelines CNR-DT 200 R1/2013 [4]; different 

parametric analyses have been allowed in order to compare computational and experimental 

results with Guidelines predictions.  

For the purpose of the work, the parameters analyzed were the bond length, the bilinear bond 

strength - slip and the bond interface between reinforcement-support and reinforcing fiber-matrix. 

In the end, all the results highlighted the different debonding mechanisms observed during the 

experimental analyzes, both for the reinforcement system PBO-FRCM and Flax-FRCM applied to 

masonry support, mainly due to the loss of adhesion. 
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Fiber reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) composites are usually mechanically 
characterized by means of tensile and bond tests [1]. The load responses provided by tensile tests 
are typically constituted of three phases, namely the uncracked, cracking, and fully cracked phase 
[1]. During the uncracked phase, which ends when the applied stress attains the matrix tensile 
strength, the composite behaves elastically. During the cracking phase, multiple cracks form in the 
matrix and the behavior of the specimens is governed by the shear stress acting at the fiber-matrix 
interface. During the fully cracked phase the width of the cracks increases and the applied load is 
carried mainly by the textile.  

The bond behavior of FRCM composites is generally investigated using single-lap shear test 
set-ups, which allow for the evaluation of the stress-transfer mechanism within the matrix, at the 
matrix-substrate interface, and at the matrix-fiber interface. Within the framework of fracture 
mechanics, Focacci et al. [2] calibrated a cohesive material law (CML) that describes the bond 
behavior between the poliparafenilenbenzobisoxazole (PBO) fibers and the embedding matrix of a 
PBO-FRCM composite on the basis of the experimental results provided by D’Antino et al. [3].  

In this paper, the PBO fiber-matrix CML calibrated in [2] is introduced in an analytical model 
of FRCM composite tensile tests in order to verify if it allows the cracking process to be accurately 
predicted. The results of the model are compared with corresponding experimental results of 
tensile tests of the same PBO-FRCM composite employed to calibrate the CML [2]. The 
experimental cracking process is evaluated with the digital image correlation (DIC) technique and 
the comparison between the analytical and the experimental results is performed in terms of load 
response and distance and opening of cracks. 
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Adhesively bonded connections are widely used in several fields of Engineering, like as Automotive, 
Naval, Aerospace and Civil Engineering [1-2], due to the development of high-strength structural 
adhesives.  

Several authors have investigated the behaviour of adhesive junctions in composite structures, 
by performing experimental and theoretical studies. The obtained results have shown that the failure 
mechanisms of these connections are markedly influenced by surface preparation, curing process, 
joint geometry and test setup.  
No specific standards or guidelines are available at now in Industrial and Civil field to 
experimentally evaluate the constitutive law of adhesive interface.  

Within this context, mode II behaviour of end-notch-flexure (ENF) specimens was studied by 
the authors, via shear tests performed at the Design Machine Laboratory of the University of Salerno, 
based on both traditional equipment and non contact (Digital Image Correlation) technique.  

Starting from the experimental data, the specimens’ fracture toughness and the corresponding 
adhesive interface’s cohesive law [2-3] were evaluated.  
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In the present work, an innovative finite element (FE) approach for simulating cover separation 

failure in RC beams with externally bonded strengthening (e.g. FRP) systems is proposed. Several 

experimental and theoretical studies have clearly shown that externally bonded FRP composites 

can be successfully used to improve the structural performances of concrete members [1-2], 

although an important issue concerning the reliability and the safety of this strengthening method 

is the occurrence of potential brittle failures of FRP systems, which may significantly reduce their 

effectiveness [3]. In this regard the present paper deals with a novel numerical framework for the 

collapse analysis of reinforced concrete (RC) structures strengthened with FRP plates, based on an 

inter-element fracture approach for concrete, used in combination with an embedded truss model 

for taking into account the interaction between concrete cracks and tensile steel rebars and 

additional mixed-mode cohesive elements along the adhesive/concrete (AC) and adhesive/plate 

(AP) material interfaces. The reliability and the effectiveness of the proposed fracture approach 

have been shown by means of comparisons with available experimental results and the numerical 

model has been exploited for predicting the load-carrying capacity and the related failure mode of 

real-scale retrofitted RC elements. The proposed model, developed in a 2D finite element setting 

and implemented within a commercial software with programming capabilities [4], represents an 

innovative and versatile numerical tool able to analyse in an effective manner all the main failure 

mechanisms in FRP/concrete systems due to multiple crack initiation, propagation and 

coalescence, unlike for most existing models. In particular, the adopted inter-element approach 

dramatically simplifies the simulation of complex fracture phenomena [5]. 
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In the field of Fracture Mechanics of fiber-reinforced composites, the problem of minimum 

reinforcement and catastrophic (snap-back) or hyper-strength structural behavior is investigated, in 

order to improve the material design through an optimization of the components. A Non-linear 

Fracture Mechanics approach [1] makes it possible to analyze the composite post-cracking 

behavior and, unlike the classical strength theory, to explain certain discontinuous phenomena, that 

are experimentally verified, such as the size-scale effects or the snap-back and snap-through 

instabilities [2]. 

In particular, the fundamental secondary-phase role played by the fiber volume fraction is 

investigated by means of the Bridged Crack Model [1], and through an experimental comparison, 

in order to highlight how the fracture toughness of the brittle matrix is improved by means of the 

fiber bridging action affecting the matrix micro- and macro-cracks, so as to prevent their 

coalescence, opening and growth. These bridging toughening mechanisms are due to debonding, 

sliding and frictional pulling-out between the matrix and the high-resistance fibres, or to yielding 

of the low-resistance ductile fibres. 

Moreover, the effect of the size scale is found to be fundamental for the global structural 

behaviour, which can range from ductile to catastrophic simply with the variation of a 

dimensionless brittleness number, NP, which is a function of the toughness of the matrix, of the 

yielding or slippage limit of the reinforcement, of the volume fraction of the reinforcement, and of 

the characteristic structural size [1]. 
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Abstract. The present work is aimed at proving the soundness of a contact numerical algo-

rithm for the correct simulation of the slip between aggregate and cement paste in the interfa-

cial transition zone (ITZ) that typically characterizes cementitious composites at the 

mesoscale. The model is supposed to follow an elasto-plasto-damaged formulation in function 

of two invariants of the deviatoric stress tensor and in line with non-associated plasticity [1]. 

ITZ is therefore characterized mechanically in analogy with the surrounding cement paste [2-

3] but with different yield function and plastic potential, so accounting for its lower stiffness

and different compactness.

Numerical solid models of cubic specimens tested in compression take advantage of a numer-

ical algorithm for the random distribution of the aggregates in the cement matrix, according

to the criterion of maximum packing of particles [4].

Results are provided in terms of damage patterns and compared with the failure mechanisms

of the tested samples, in order to prove the capability of the model to predict crack initiation

and propagation within the composite material.
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Textile Reinforced Mortar (TRM) constitutes a novel perspective for the reinforcement of both 

RC and masonry structures, [1], and reasonably, it will be employed extensively in the next future. 

Some TRM systems show higher compatibility with structures belonging to the cultural heritage 

due to the presence of lime as a primary binder in the mortar admixture and mineral fibres instead 

of organic-based, [2, 3]. In TRM, the textile embedded in the matrix undergoes both axial strains 

and slip since fibre constituting bundles are imbued in the mortar only partially, and no chemical 

bonding can be activated, [4]. Other aspects influence the tensile capacity and the efficacy of a 
TRM to adhere to a substrate, e.g. textile layout, fibre-bundle cross-section, the tensile strength of 

mortar. In [5], it is shown that some relation between the bonding of TRM and substrate 

mechanical properties can also be found. Thus, additional experimental investigation is crucial to 

gain reliable acceptance criteria for materials and design methods.  

Here, an experimental investigation and a viable modelling strategy are reported. Carbon- and 

PBO-based TRM systems, both coupled with a cement-based mortar, were tested through double 

shear tests. The test apparatus, two separated bricks connected through two reinforcement jackets, 

provides adequate alignment and reproduce the way the TRM system works. Then, 1:2 scale 

masonry arches reinforced at the extrados were tested under a vertical point force at a quarter of 

span. To represent the contribution offered by the reinforcement in the arch, the bond behaviour 

(load-displacement) recorded during double shear tests has been transformed into a force-rotation 
of the hinge prevented by the reinforcement. This is employed in the four-bar linkage model, 

which represents the four-hinge mechanism activated during tests on arches, as a “delaying 

function” of the rotation of the inner hinge. Good agreement is found between the analytical model 

and experimental evidence, refinements to the model are currently under investigation.  
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A possible strategy to provide the composite with a ductile failure response is to consider novel
composite architectures where fibres of different stiffness and ultimate strain values are combined
(hybridisation) [1]. In a tensile test, failure occurs first in the fibres with lowest ultimate strain induc-
ing a stress relaxation (a decrement of stress at fixed global mean strain for the hybrid composite).
The remaining high elongation fibres are proportioned to sustain the total load up to failure. By
optimising the quantity and type of fibres, a ductile to failure response can be achieved.

In this work we present a 2D extension of the simplified 1D phase-field formulation [2, 4] to
capture the main feature of the UD hybrid composites [3]. The brittle behaviour of the two ma-
terials is determined through the minimisation of an energy functional defined on two fields, i.e.,
the displacement and the damage fields, establishing an energetic competition between the elastic
energy release and material damage localised in fracture surfaces. Moreover at the interface level
a nonlinear cohesive interface law is assumed. Fracture mechanisms are carried out by parametric
analyses of the different failure mechanisms of the laminates. The models is capable to reproduce
and describe at the same time failure within the material and delamination at the interface level ac-
cording to experimental observations.
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High-performance fiber reinforced concrete (HPFRC) is currently being used in the civil 
construction field for strengthening existing members [1] and for controlling opening cracks in 
new ones [2]. Although in literature there are many studies focused on the evaluation of the 
HPFRC mechanical properties varying the matrix composition and/or the type and quantity of the 
fibers [3,4], a lack of knowledge exists for what concerns durability.  
The present paper deals with freezing and thawing durability of an HPFRC containing short steel 
fibers. In details, three different concrete mixtures were examined varying the steel fiber volume 
fraction: 0%, 1.25% and 2.50%, while the High Performance Concrete (HPC) adopted was a 
commercial one.  
In this study, the dynamic moduli (transversal, longitudinal and torsional) and tensile strength of 
the HPFRCs mentioned were determined showing the influence of freeze and thaw cycles.  
The latter were performed according to UNI 7087-2017. More in details, five prismatic specimens 
per each concrete mixture were subjected to 75 freeze-thaw cycles while other three specimens 
were selected as reference samples. The durability evaluation was determined adopting the Impact 
Resonance Method (IRM) provided by the ASTM C215. Finally, all prismatic specimens were 
tested under four-point bending to evaluate the influence of the freeze/thaw cycles on the flexural 
behavior of mixtures under investigation.  
The experimental results showed that increasing the steel fiber volume fraction the tensile strength 
increased while the effect of freeze and thaw cycles is negligible.   
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Fiber micro-buckling is a frequent failure mode in fiber-reinforced composite materials subjected 

to prevalent compression along the fiber direction. Indeed, this failure mode may lead to a sensible 

decrease in their strength, especially if subjected to multi-axial loading conditions [1], inducing 

also micro-crack initiation and propagation, which ultimately cause their premature collapse [2]. 

Several studies have shown that instability phenomena in composite materials must be studied 

at both micro- and macro-scales, in order to capture all possible instability modes [3]. It follows 

that a detailed model is usually required, resulting in a huge time of the related simulations [4]. To 

increase the computational efficiency, different multiscale strategies have been proposed (see, for 

instance, [5]), which are able to overcome the limitations of first-order homogenization schemes, 

implicitly assuming well-separated spatial scales and periodic arrangement of failure mechanisms. 

In this work, the efficacy of two multiscale models for the instability-induced failure analysis 

of composite materials is investigated, with special reference to locally periodic microstructures 

under large deformations, for which the micro-to-macro scale length ratio is much larger than zero. 

The first multiscale model is a semi-concurrent model, by which the macroscopic constitutive 

response is computed “on the fly”, whereas the latter one is a hybrid hierarchical/concurrent 

model, based on a multi-level domain decomposition method, according to which a numerical 

homogenization scheme is used only for the regions not directly influenced by local failures. 

Finally, the numerical accuracy of such multiscale models is assessed via comparisons with 

direct simulations, also highlighting the role of boundary effects on the overall structural response. 
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Keratoconus is a progressive non-inflammatory disorder of the human cornea that alters the shape
of the lens dramatically from sphere to conus through a localized thinning. The refractive conse-
quences of keratoconus are irregular astigmatism, strong myopia, and a marked loss of vision. From
the macroscopic point of view, keratoconic corneas present a conical curvature, which induces rup-
tures and abnormal deposition of chemical species. Microscopically, keratoconus is associated with
degenerative changes in the organization of the reinforcing collagen fibrils of the cornea, which are
embedded into an isotropic matrix of elastin and proteoglycans [1].

The particular microstructure of the collagen suggests that the macroscopic changes of the ge-
ometry in the keratoconus pathology are related to the weakening of the bonds (crosslink) between
the collagen fibrils. It is generally acknowledged that corneal fibrils assume a complex yet smooth
configuration to provide general confinement to the intraocular pressure (IOP) [2].

In a first attempt to develop a physically based model of keratoconus onset and progression, in
the present contribution, we present a simplified model of the collagen microstructure of the human
cornea [3]. The model consists of a trusswork that describes the two sets of fibrils and the hypothe-
sized crosslinks connecting the fibrils. The model disregards the actual stochastic nature of the fibril
distribution, the spatial organization and regularity of collagen, the presence of hierarchical struc-
tures, and the mechanical contribution of the matrix. Clearly, the model does not pretend to deliver
a quantitative estimate of the deformation and the stress within a keratoconus cornea, but it tries
to understand the function of the different components of the fibril network in the preservation of
the quasi-spherical configuration of the cornea. We analyze the mechanical response of the system
according to the type of interlacing and on the stiffness of the bonds. Results show that the weaken-
ing of transversal bonds is associated with a marked increase in the deformability of the system. In
particular, the deterioration of transversal bonds can justify the loss of stiffness of the stromal tissue
resulting in localized thinning and bulging typically observed in keratoconus corneas.
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Scintillating materials produce photons when they are hit by radiations like γ-rays and for this reason
are used in high-energy physics, to detect particle collisions, or in medical imaging. A continuum
model for scintillation in inorganic crystals was obtained and studied into [1]-[3].

Scintillation is an example of Radioluminescence: however there are materials which may exhibit
Electroluminescence (photon emission when acted by an electric field) or Mechanoluminescence
(photon emission by elastic deformation, fracture or scratch) [4]-[7]. These phenomena are cross-
correlated and since they modify the photon production we need to understand the role of the various
causes of photon production.

As we did for scintillation in [1] we obtain a continuum with microstructure model for Mechano-
luminescence, which allows to understand from a phenomenological point of view the relation be-
tween mechanical stress and scintillation efficiency, as it was done experimentally e.g. in [6].
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Higher-order (HO) strain gradient plasticity (SGP) theories allow for modelling size effects in small-

scale metal plasticity, with focus on the capability to predict the increased hardening and yield stress

(strengthening) due to plastic strain gradients [1]. These SGP theories employ HO boundary con-

ditions to impose constraints on plastic flow due to dislocations blockage. Since Fleck et al. [2], it

is known that “non-incremental” SGP theories may suffer an “elastic gap” due to their specific pre-

scription of the HO dissipation. The elastic gap is an unexpected purely elastic incremental response

occurring when suddenly changing loading path, including variation in the HO boundary conditions

[3, 4]. It is known that dissipative HO stresses lead to strengthening as observed on experiments. Re-

garding energetic HO stresses, strengthening is predicted only by resorting to a less-than-quadratic

defect energy [4]; however, in this case, SGP predicts anomalous cyclic behavior with inflection

points where strain gradients are small [4, 5]. In this work we first show that in cyclic plasticity an

elastic gap may occur also without HO dissipation if a less-than-quadratic defect energy is employed.

Mainly, we propose a mixed energetic/dissipative plastic HO potential to predict both strenghtening

and a reliable cyclic response free from elastic gaps. The features of the new formulation, that can

be employed in any HO SGP theory, are demonstrated by referring to Gurtin 2004 theory [6, 4, 7],

which is based on the use of Nye’s dislocation density tensor as primal HO kinematic variable.
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Classical continuum theories of nematic liquid crystals are based on a physical model which ac-
counts for molecular orientation by introducing an internal degree of freedom, the ”director”. The
mathematical approach of the mechanical model relies on a constitutive dependence on gradients of
the director variable [1, 2]. An alternative approach has been introduced on the basis of the micro-
morphic continuum theory [3]. In this case the orientational molecular properties are modeled by the
microstructural deformation. The extension to electro-magneto-elastic coupling has been recently
reformulated in order to obtain explicit expressions for polarization and magnetization in terms of
the microstrain tensor, avoiding to introduce generic constitutive equations for these quantities [4].

In the present work we apply this micropolar approach to investigate electromagnetic properties
of nematic liquid crystals. The general model is outlined accounting for Maxwell equations and
deriving an explicit form of the magnetic induction. A relevant phenomenon, concerning layered
nematic structures, is the ”Freedericksz transition”. It implies the existence of a not null critical
value of magnetic or electric field beyond which the deformed configuration arises breaking the
original uniform molecular orientation at equilibrium. In the classical ”director” approaches, the
critical fields are related to dielectric and magnetic parameters which are independent on molec-
ular deformation and inertial properties. Differently, the present micropolar model accounts for
microdeformation and microinertia parameters in representing dielectric and magnetic effects via
polarization and magnetization [5].

In particular we consider here a homeotropic structure of a liquid crystal layer and analyze the
effects of an applied electric potential V on the threshold value Hc of the magnetic field for a Freed-
ericksz transition. The analysis of the corresponding boundary value problem allows to show that,
in addition to the dependence on elastic parameters and electric quadrupole, Hc turns out to be en-
hanced by the absolute value of V . Moreover, it is shown that the trivial solution of null molecular
deformation is admitted together with a not uniform incremental magnetic field for V ̸= 0. Finally, a
numerical solution of the problem shows that an hysteresis behavior occurs just behind the threshold
field, which is compatible with a first order transition, experimentally observed in similar problems.
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Thermally-triggered shape memory polymers (SMPs) attract significant attention thanks to ad-
vantageous properties such as low cost, low weight, high deformability, biocompatibility, and, over-
all, to their thermo-responsive response [1]. The latter, known as “one-way shape memory effect”,
describes the capability of the polymer, deformed in a temporary configuration, in recovering the
original permanent shape when exposed to a thermal stimulus. Such a response is however non-
reversible, since an external mechanical force is required to set again the temporary shape, after
any shape memory cycle. By contrast, certain classes of thermally-triggered SMPs possess also the
so-called “two-way shape memory effect” that may be described as the capability of a reversible
shape-effect between two different configurations under a cooling-heating cycle. Despite the impor-
tance of such classes of SMPs for the development of innovative applications as actuators, artificial
muscles, and self-locomotion robotics, few modeling papers are available from the literature.

The present work proposes a new constitutive model to describe the one-way and two-way shape
memory effect in semi-crystalline networks. The phenomenological model, formulated in a finite
strain framework, is based on parameters with a clear and direct physical interpretation and measur-
ability and is simple to implement. Model predictions are validated on experiments on crosslinked
poly(ε-caprolactone) materials synthesized in [2]. The obtained results allow to discuss the effect
of crosslink density, heating/cooling rate, and thermal strains on material shape memory response.
Model extensions to other shape memory behaviors will be also discussed.
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Spider webs are fascinating structures to many scientists. They have been under study during the 

last decades because of their role in inspiring smart technologies, owing to their remarkable 

mechanical properties. These are, for example, the capability to absorb a huge amount of kinetic 

energy, to bear high wind loads and to be robust [1]. The mechanisms that stay under these features 

must be understood in order to design structures and materials with superior mechanical properties. 

In this work, we present various aspects that contribute to the mechanical features of the spider’s 

orb web. In particular, starting from the mechanical properties of a single silk thread, we present the 

mechanical properties of the spider webs anchorages to external surfaces [2] and the role of different 

junctions among threads, which we show to be composed of different types of silk [3][4]. The 

behaviour of these structures under load is here presented using both the theory of the multiple 

peeling [5] and experimental data. Thus, the mechanical behaviour and multifunctionality of various 

structures within the webs (junctions, anchorages, glue droplets and single thread) are presented 

highlighting their role in the increase of the performances of the entire web. This bottom-up process 

in building natural structures with a single starting material could be helpful in design complex 

artificial structures with enhanced mechanical performances. 
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Materials exhibiting different constitutive response in tension and in compression are called bimod-
ular and, in the elastic regime, they can be modelled as piecewise linear, resulting in a subclass of the
conewise linear elastic materials [1]. Many materials employed for engineering applications behave
as bimodular [2] (e.g., concrete, biological gels, graphite, NiTi SMAs, fiber-reinforced composites,
microcracked materials). Bimodularity effects are generally faced by addressing the macroscopic
bimodular constitutive response of materials comprising constituents that locally exhibit a linear
elastic behavior. This is the case of layered materials such as fiber-reinforced composites [3], whose
homogenized response is bimodular due to interphase non-linearity sources (e.g., unilateral contact,
microscale instabilities, microvoids asymmetric response). On the other hand, bimodularity features
could be exploited for designing novel microstructured materials, by conceiving composite materi-
als comprising bimodular phases. Nonetheless, how point-wise bimodularity impacts on the overall
material response has to be retained a challenging open task. In this framework, computational
methods can be useful to understand the effect of intraphase constitutive non-linearities induced by
the tension/compression transition of local material stiffness. In this study, the effective behavior of
heterogeneous materials comprising bimodular phases is investigated via a computational homog-
enization approach. Proposed numerical results, obtained via an iterative finite-element scheme,
highlight that the local bimodularity leads to a macroscopic constitutive response more complex
than that of local phases. By referring to different microstructures and by considering a broad range
of triaxial strain-based conditions, coupling effects between hydrostatic and deviatoric states are
highlighted, revealing an unconventional macroscale material response, opening to possible smart
applications. Finally, proposed results furnish useful indications towards the definition of effective
strategies for analytical nonlinear homogenization schemes.
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It is well known that the identification of non-local continua for beam-lattices may present 
some drawbacks mainly in the energetic consistency of the equivalent continuum model (see for 
reference [1-3]). To overcome these problems enhanced continualization technique has been 
proposed providing good approximations of both the boundary layer effects and the frequency 
band structure of 1D beam lattices with lumped mass [4]. In this framework such approach is 
developed to 2D/3D lattices through a proper extension of the non-local pseudo differential down-
scaling law. In this way the difference equation of motion of the Lagrangian system is properly 
transformed in a pseudo-differential equation equivalent to differential equation of infinite order. 
Moreover, it will be shown that the equivalent continuum governed by this field equation exhibits 
a frequency band structure overlapping with that of the Lagrangian model. Finally, some examples 
will be presented in which the capabilities of the identified continuum in describing both the static 
response and the frequency band structure together with the polarization vectors are emphasized. 
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Energy scavenging, from green and sustainable energy resources, is increasingly attracting the atten-
tion of researchers and industries in several engineering fields. The main aim is capturing the energy,
naturally available in the environment, and converting it into electrical energy. Emerging applica-
tions, such as in flexible/strechable micro and nano electronics, biomedical monitoring, wearable
technology, micro and nano robotics and extreme technology, require devices of smaller and smaller
size and high performances.
In this framework, we investigate hybrid piezoelectric nanogenerators, made up with Zinc oxyde
nanorods [1], embedded in a polymeric matrix, and grown on a flexible polymeric support. The ZnO
nanorods are arranged in clusters, forming nearly regular distributions, so that periodic topologies
can be realistically assumed. It is well established that, in the context of multi-field problems involv-
ing complex composite topologies, a very valuable tool is resorting to generalized homogenization
approaches [2-4]. Thus, we propose a dynamic multi-field asymptotic homogenization approach, for
the static and dynamic characterization of such microstructured periodic devices, [5]. A set of ap-
plications is proposed considering nanogenerators based on three different working principles. Both
extension and bending nanogenerators are, indeed, analysed, considering either extension along the
nanorods axis, or orthogonally to it. The study of the wave propagation is, also, exploited to com-
prehend the main features of such piezoelectric devices in the dynamic regime.
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The problem of an antiplane wave obliquely incident at the interface between an elastic substrate
and a laminate is investigated. The considered multilayered media possess a quasicrystalline struc-
ture, generated according to the Fibonacci substitution rules [1]. The substrate-laminate system is
studied combining the transfer matrix method to the normal mode decomposition technique [2]. The
diffraction angles associated with the transmitted modes are estimated by means of the space av-
eraging procedure of the Poynting vector [3]. It is shown that, with respect to a periodic classical
bilayer [4], on the one hand, beyond a certain frequency threshold, high order Fibonacci laminates
can provide negative refraction for a wider range of angles of incidence, on the other, they allow
negative wave refraction at lower frequencies. The performed numerical results illustrate that the
Bloch-Floquet spectrum corresponding to this class of laminates has a self-similar layout linked to
the specialisation of the Kohmoto’s invariant, a function of the frequency that was recently studied
by the authors for periodic one-dimensional quasicrystalline-generated waveguides [5]. This func-
tion is able to explain two types of scaling occurring in dispersion diagrams. The obtained results
represent an important advancement towards the realisation of multilayered quasicrystalline meta-
materials.
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We focus on the layout optimisation of hierarchical laminated composites that can be profitably em-
ployed to enhance the actuation performance of electrostatically-activated soft dielectric transducers
[1]. In particular, we study the behaviour of a rank-two laminate constituted by ideal dielectric
phases obeying nonlinear elasticity. This actuation response is evaluated by coupling two rank-one
problems: the first one is concerned with the two-phase microstructure constituting the so-called
core; the second one, at the mesoscopic scale, involves the core and a third homogeneous phase.
Concerning the microscale rank-one problem, we adopt for the core the analytical form of the ef-
fective free energy density obtained by Spinelli and Lopez-Pamies [2] for isochoric neo-Hookean
elasticity. Hence, we solve the whole problem by imposing the macroscopic boundary prescriptions
and the electro-mechanical continuity conditions at the laminate interfaces.

We analytically simplify at lowest terms the resulting set of nonlinear equations, thus obtaining
a partly uncoupled system, which, as a main novelty with respect to the literature, is unaffected by
the local Lagrangian multipliers ensuing from the assumed isochoric deformation. We demonstrate
the computational efficiency of our procedure by studying two different composites previously in-
vestigated in [1, 3]. Moreover, on the basis of sensitivity analyses with respect to the micro- and
meso-structural parameters, we provide new layouts able to optimise the actuation stretch.

Finally, we study a rank-one composite in which we remove the constraint of isochoric defor-
mation in the softer phase, and consider contrast up to the limit of a void phase. We highlight the
non-trivial effects of this further degree of freedom on the effective response, both by discussing the
homogenisation procedure and by determining the layouts in which it plays a relevant role. For these
layouts, in the case of a void phase, we demonstrate the large inaccuracy of the results obtained by
taking the limit of vanishing neo-Hookean elastic modulus in the softer phase for the fully incom-
pressible rank-one laminate.
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Locally Resonant Materials (LRMs) have generated much interest in the recent years thanks to their
peculiar properties with respect to wave propagation. They gain their unusual dynamic behavior
from the design of low dimensional heterogeneities which allows for the presence of the so-called
band gaps, i.e. finite frequency regions where waves, for one or more wave vector directions, are
evanescent and thus cannot propagate through the LRM.
By considering the similarities with the quantum mechanics potential step, Yang et al. [1] have
demonstrated that inside a band gap the phenomenon of tunneling occurs, i.e. the group velocity of
a pulse traveling through a LRM increases linearly with its thickness. Furthermore, in [2], resonant
tunneling through two barriers divided by a cavity and constituted by a pair of identical sonic crys-
tals is also shown, confirming the analogy with the quantum mechanics field.
In this contribution, the same idea is further developed by considering mechanical waves propagat-
ing through two or more LRM barriers, focusing the attention on what happens inside the material
placed between each barriers and studying the possibility of therein localizing the strain energy gen-
erated by propagating waves.
Dispersion analyses are usually numerically carried out by imposing Bloch-Floquet’s periodic con-
ditions on the unit cell [3-4]. Nevertheless, for frequencies such that the wavelength would be much
larger than the lattice constant, one can predict the band gap formation by considering an effective
equivalent medium, as e.g. in [5]. Both the cited methods are thus used for characterizing the dy-
namic behavior of the LRMs considered.
The resonant tunneling of mechanical waves could be of interest for the design of vibration en-
ergy harvesting generators that could localize in one or more points mechanical waves coming from
different sources, combining and enhancing the energy carried by them.
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Responsive materials, often obtained by designing the molecular structure of polymers or gels, 
respond through detectable physical changes to esternal stimuli such as chemical (pH), temperature 
variation, light, mechanical stress, etc. [1].  
In our study we propose a micromechanics-based model, rooted in the statistical approach to the 
network conformation of polymeric materials, to predict the mechanical response of polymers with 
embedded mechanophores molecules. The knowledge of the evolution of the chains conformation 
described through the distribution function  (  being the end-to-end polymer chain’s vector) 
when external stimuli (chemical and/or mechanical) act on the material, allows to determine the 
deformation and stress state of the material. In general, the energy of the system is obtainable by 
adding up the contributions of the active chains (i.e. connected chains), as [2] 

  (1) 

where  is the energy per single chain and  indicates the integration over the chains 
configuration space.  When a volume fraction  of active molecules (mechanophores),  exist  in 
the network, once activated 
their effect can be detected, 
because of some chemical of 
physical changes occurring in 
the material. The case of 
physical effect, such as when a 
conformation change occurs, 
is particularly interesting 
because it induces a 

Fig. 1. Effect of mechanophore activation on the network’s chains

deformation of the material at the macroscale (Fig. 1). In the general case of mechanophores 
sensible to both chemical and mechanical stimuli, the energy per unit volume becomes: 

 (2)
where  indicates the fraction of activated mechanophores,  is the mechanophores’ activation 
energy and  is the energy of mixing per unit volume when a fluid (carrying the pH change) 
enters into the polymer, while  is its concentration [3]. 
The micromechnical model, formulated within the finite deformation framework, has been 
implemented in a FE code enabling to simulate smart responsive materials or to design the 
material’s microstructure according to the desired functionality. 
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The problem of the propagation of out of plane shear waves through doubly periodic perforated
regions is considered and a recursive geometric transformation is applied. The application of a
radial geometric transformation in each unit cell maps the initial isotropic annulus domains into
annulus domains, which have radially anisotropic and inhomogeneous elastic material properties,
namely mass density and stiffness tensor. The model generalizes the techniques used for cylindrical
cloaking devices to periodic or semi periodic systems [1]-[2].

Dispersion diagrams and transmission properties for wave propagating through a transformed
interface have been analyzed using the finite element method in COMSOL Multiphysics and semi-
analytical multiple expansion method [3].

The invariances of the governing Helmholtz equation and the eigenfrequencies are demonstrated,
while folding transformation is shown to lead to an anomalous resoncance effect. Geometric trans-
formation can be used to tune dispersion and filtering properties for both normal and oblique inci-
dence, including negative refraction and full transmission or reflection.
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Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) display a number of attractive electronic and mechanical properties that 

are currently exploited in a wide variety of industrial applications, such as sensors, nanoactuators, 

memory devices, switches, high frequncy nanoresonators and nanotweezers. Due to their tiny size 

they indeed display ultra-low mass and very high resonance frequency as well as the capability to 

carry huge electrical currents and to sustain high current densities. These properties, in conjunction 

with the significant progress recently made in the fabrication of carbon nanostructures, allow 

CNTs to become essential components in the fabrication of enhanced nano-electromechanical 

systems (NEMS)  

 An accurate determination of the stable actuating range and the pull-in instability threshold is a 

crucial issues for designing reliable CNT based NEMS. Despite the amount of numerical or 

approximated investigations, analytical models and closed form expressions for pull-in instability 

analysis of CNT still appears to be limited. An analytical methodology for assessing accurate 

lower and upper bounds to the pull-in parameters of an electrostatically actuated micro- or 

nanocantilever has been provided in two previous works [1, 2], taking into consideration the 

contributions of flexible support and compressive axial load.  

 In the present work, attention is paid to investigate the pull-in phenomenon in CNT with 

circular cross-section, by considering the proper expressions of the electrostatic and van der Waals 

forces per unit length acting on a CNT, as well as the significant reduction of the pull-in voltage 

induced by the charge concentration at the free end [3]. Two-side accurate analytical estimates of 

the pull-in parameters of a carbon nanotube switch clamped at one end under electrostatic 

actuation are provided by considering the effects of van der Waals interactions and charge 

concentration at the free end. The problem is governed by a fourth-order nonlinear boundary value 

problem, according to the Eulero-Bernoulli beam theory. Two-side estimates on the deflection are 

first derived, then very accurate lower and upper bounds to the pull-in voltage and deflection are 

obtained as functions of the geometrical and material parameters. The analytical predictions are 

then found to agree remarkably well with the numerical results provided by the shooting method. 
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In [1], Pietak and Levin have investigated the role of bioelectricity in pattern regulation by devel-
oping a finite volume-based multiphysics simulator referred to as the BioElectric Tissue Simulation
Engine (BETSE). In particular, in [1], the dynamics of bioelectricity are described in terms of the
spatiotemporal evolution of the electric potential, and the relevant ion concentrations, over a network
of cells interacting with each other and with their environment through their plasma membrane.

In the present contribution, the BETSE platform is augmented to account for the mechanical in-
teractions between cells, which arise from bioelectrical ion fluxes. On the basis of the electrochemo-
mechanical theories developed in the last decade (see, e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5], and references therein),
the electrostatic forces and osmotic pressure, respectively generated by voltage and concentration
gradients across the cell membranes, are employed to determine the mechanical stress through equi-
librium. Then, the deformation field of the cell cluster is obtained by assuming isotropic elasticity.
The whole electrochemomechanical process is in principle coupled, as the deformation may trigger
the opening of mechano-sensitive ion channels, ultimately leading to a reshaping of the spatial ion
fluxes and membrane potential patterns within the cell network.
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Recently, an increasing research effort has been dedicated to analyse transmission and dispersion 
properties of periodic acoustic metamaterials with local resonators [1]. In this framework, particular 
attention has been focused on optimizing the amplitude, center frequency of selected stop, and pass 
bands in the Floquet-Bloch spectrum [2]. Potential novel applications of this research field are in 
the design of smart tunable mechanical filters and directional waveguides. The present study deals 
with the maximization of low-frequency band gaps by defining a multi-purpose objective function. 
Specifically the feasibility and effectiveness of Radial Basis Function networks and Quasi Monte 
Carlo methods for the interpolation of the objective functions are discussed, with reference to 
different typologies of beam lattice metamaterials. The discussion is technically motivated by the 
high computational effort often needed for an exact evaluation of the actual objective functions in 
parametric optimization problems, when using iterative solution algorithms. By replacing such 
functions with surrogate objective functions, well-performing suboptimal solutions can be obtained 
with a smaller computational effort [3,4]. Numerical results demonstrate the effective potential of 
the proposed approach. Directions of current research involving the additional use of machine 
learning techniques are presented. 
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A recent model of a bent solid in finite elasticity appears in Literature [1]. Making reference
to a compressible Mooney-Rivlin material, such a model is able to describe properly the anticlastic
effect arising in a bent beam made of a rubber-like material.

An experimental device is here presented (see Figure 1) aimed at simulating pure bending. In
particular, the device lets the specimen free to exhibit its own elastic retaining force. Accordingly, the
bent sample assumes the shape of an arc of circumference. With the aid of a DIC optical monitoring
system, the experimental displacement field is acquired during the deformation process varying the
angles α0 imposed at the final beam cross sections.

α
0

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Experimental pure bending device.

For different rubber specimens, based on a theoretical model [2], both compression and tensile
tests have been performed in order to properly characterize the constitutive parameters. Once the
constitutive parameters have been found, by means of non-linear fitting experimental data, a FE
model has been carried out in order to reproduce the experimental test. A good agreement is found
among analytical, experimental and numerical results, thus showing the reliability of the proposed
experimental device together with the consistency of the basic hypotheses of the theoretical model.
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Beam lattice materials are characterized by a periodic microstructure realizing a geometrically 
regular pattern of elementary cells. In these materials, the acoustic dispersion properties governing 
the free propagation of bulk waves can be studied by formulating parametric lagrangian models in 
combination with the Floquet-Bloch theory. Among the others, a major theoretical and applied 
mechanical issue is the wave filtering in the low-frequency oscillation range [1,2]. Specifically, the 
propagation inhibition can be achieved by the parametric design of the cellular microstructure 
targeted at opening band gaps at specific center frequencies [3]. To this purpose, a general dynamic 
formulation for determining the dispersion properties of acoustic meta-materials based on a beam 
lattice framework equipped with local resonators is presented. The local resonances are realized by 
tuning periodic auxiliary masses, viscoelastically coupled with the beam lattice microstructure. The 
viscoelastic coupling is derived by a mechanical formulation based on the Boltzmann superposition 
integral, whose kernel is approximated by a Prony series [4,5]. Therefore, the free propagation of 
damped waves is governed by integral-differential equations of motion. Applying the bilateral 
Laplace transform, differential equations of motion with frequency-dependent coefficients are 
obtained. Then, the complex-valued branches characterizing the dispersion spectrum are 
parametrically analyzed. Moreover, the spectra corresponding to Taylor series approximations of 
the equation coefficients are investigated. The standard dynamic equations with linear viscous 
damping are recovered at the first-order approximation. Increasing approximation orders determine 
non-negligible spectral effects, including the occurrence of pure-damping spectral branches. 
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Topological waveguides have gained a lot of attention within the research community, due to their
ability to manipulate acoustic [1] and electromagnetic waves. Indeed, the combination of topological
properties and phononic crystals has led to a new field of study know as Topological Mechanics [2].
In this context, elastic waveguides have been designed in analogy with quantum systems in order
to guarantee defect immune and lossless energy transmission along desired wave propagation paths,
even in presence of sharp bends [3].

Recent discoveries about topological modes in quasi-crystals opened new promising possibilities
to manipulate elastic waves. That is, leveraging higher order topological properties in lower dimen-
sional physical systems [4]. Boundary modes are observed in 1D quantum lattices, in which the
modulation parameters are projected from a 2D space leveraging sinusoidal functions. The shape of
these modes (left or right localized) is topological, since it can be parametrized by the modulation
phase. When this parameter is varied along a temporal or spatial dimension, the localized modes
migrate to the opposite boundary, therefore achieving a topological pump.

In this work, we investigate topological pumping in elastic structures. Specifically, modulated
plates under simply supported conditions are considered as reference case-study, in which a sinu-
soidal elasticity profile is defined along one direction. This modulation is characterized by inherit
topological properties which guarantee the formation of an edge mode. When the modulation phase
is varied along the second spatial dimension, the topological mode migrates from the left-bottom to
right-top corners, therefore achieving a pump for elastic waves. Theoretical results are extended to
square wave thickness profiles and validated experimentally, proving robust energy transmission in
a broadband range of frequencies.

The present study provide a relatively simple way to manipulate elastic waves, which can be par-
ticularly relevant for several applications involving mechanical vibrations, among which structural
health monitoring and energy harvesting.
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The decohesion of coatings, thin films, or layers used to protect or strengthen technological and 

structural components causes the loss of their functions. This failure mechanism occurs at very 

different scales in structural and technological components such as sandwich structures, thermal 

barrier coatings, electronic packages, soft electronics and protective polymer coatings applied to 

metals. In these applications new material combinations are used which have an exceptionally 

large mismatch of the elastic constants, e.g. epoxy/polymeric foam; Al/PMMA; Au/PDMS. 

Analytical and semi-analytical 2D solutions have been derived for the energy release rate and 

mode-mixity phase angle of an edge-delamination crack between a thin layer and an infinitely 

deep substrate [1]. The thin layer is subjected to general edge loading: axial and shear forces and 

bending moment. The solutions are based on the derivations in [2-4]. 

The fracture parameters are presented in terms of elementary crack tip loads and are applicable 

to general edge loading. They apply to a wide range of material combinations, with a large 

mismatch of the elastic constants. Isotropic materials with Dundurs’ parameters 1 1    and 

0.4 0.4    are considered in order to describe also stiff layers on soft substrates ( 1  ) and 

soft layers on stiff substrates ( 1   ), and to account for the mismatch in the volumetric 

stiffnesses of the layer and substrate ( 0  ).The effects of crack tip shear on the fracture 

parameters is accounted for. For stiff layers over soft substrates, e.g. metal/elastomer or 

epoxy/polymeric foam, the effects of material compressibility ( 0  ) are weak and the 

assumption of substrate incompressibility is accurate; for other combinations, including soft layers 

over stiff substrates, e.g. polymer/metal, the effects may be relevant and problem specific. The 

solutions are applicable to edge- and buckling-delamination of thin layers bonded to thick 

substrates, to mixed-mode fracture characterization test methods, and as benchmark cases. 
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In  recent  years,  many  efforts  have  been  devoted  to  emulate  in  artificial
materials features observed in biological materials with improved mechanical
properties, e.g. an increase of maximum strength and fracture toughness. Two
of the most studied cases are self-regeneration and nacre-like structures [1].

Self-healing is a characteristic property of biological materials to regenerate
their micro traumas if subjected to stress and fatigue, allowing to delay the
final failure and to increase fracture toughness. Similarly, natural nacre has a
peculiar  brick-and-mortar  structure  leading to  an  increase  of  its  maximum
strength and toughness. Both systems have been studied in natural and in
artificial  materials  [2]  to  find  new  smart  solutions.  In  order  to  verify  the
properties  of  each  architecture  and  to  identify  the  optimal  design  for  a
practical  application,  further  theoretical  studies  and  numerical  models  are
required  to  understand  the  behaviour  of  these  materials  during  fracture
propagation and near failure.

We investigate in numerical simulations fracture phenomena in self-healing
and nacre-like materials by implementing these properties into a Random Fuse
Model  and a Lattice  Spring  Model,  which  have been widely  studied in  the
literature [3]. We highlight typical effects due to self-healing, showing that it
can increase the  maximum material  strength but  can also lead to  a  more
catastrophic  failure.  We  show  how  self-healing  can  be  combined  with  an
optimized nacre-like structure to obtain a synergetic improvement of fracture
toughness and other global mechanical properties of the material.
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Sandwich structures are key-enablers for lightweight structural applications because of their 
superior stiffness/weight and strength/weight ratios compared with traditional metallic concepts. 
One of the most severe type of in-service damage in a composite sandwich structure is the lack of 
adhesion between the face sheets and core known as a “debond” [1]. Therefore, the fracture 
characterization of the face/core surface is fundamental to predict the remaining life of a damaged 
sandwich structure when all the three types of opening-crack modes are present at the debond front. 

The aim of this work consists in developing a reliable Data Reduction Method for a novel test 
rig [2], which is inspired by the rig designed in [3] for unidirectional composites. The test rig is 
capable to carry out fracture characterization tests on pre-delaminated composite sandwich 
specimens subjected to external anti-plane shear loadings. The scope is to apply boundary conditions 
and design the specimen geometry in order to induce an anti-plane stress state as uniform as possible 
along the debond front. In this way, it is possible to measure a value for the interface fracture 
toughness under a nearly pure Mode III state.      

Theoretical and numerical analyses of the specimen enable the understanding of how specimen 
geometrical parameters and loads introduction influence stresses and Energy Release Rate (ERR) 
distributions along the debond front.     

The theoretical model considers the delaminated arms as short beams subjected to anti-plane 
shear loadings. A 3D finite element model accurately describes the local stress fields. The ERR is 
extracted from the numerical model using a displacement correlation technique showed in [1]. 

Numerical analyses show an intrinsic coupling between Mode II and Mode III stress fields in the 
region close to the lateral free-surfaces of the specimen. This mixed-mode state can be mitigated 
introducing longitudinal cuts to the specimen. Moreover, the data reduction method would only 
define the average value of the ERR distribution along the debond front.    
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The aim of the present work is predicting the performance of batteries with complex architected
electrodes, ultimately tailoring the response of innovative electro chemical cells.

The basic principle of Li-ion batteries lies in the electrochemical-potential-driven redox reaction
that occurs at the boundary between storage material (typically active particles for porous electrodes)
and electrolyte, which leads to the intercalation of lithium ions. The limiting factor of this process
is not solely related to electrochemical affinities, but is influenced by architectural and mechanical
features of the electrodes. Theoretical and computational modeling of these issues were reviewed in
[1].

A multiscale compatible approach, which relies on the fundamental balance laws (mass, mo-
mentum and charge, using Maxwell’s equations in quasi-static sense) and a rigorous thermodynamic
settings, was proposed in [2]. In this study, new electrode architectures are investigated. The role
of the geometry on the electro-chemo-mechanical response of the battery is studied through a num-
ber of numerical analyses, using either commercial codes (Abaqus) or high performance computing
open libraries (deal.ii).

A 2D plane battery model is considered first with homogenous electrodes and a liquid electrolyte
[3]. The analyses have been extended to 3D with image-based realistic reconstruction of RVEs of
porous electrodes and high performance computing simulations.
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Both in the plant and animal kingdoms biological living systems are able to exhibit interesting and
complex behaviors by means of relatively simple mechanisms which represent a great source of
inspiration for many fields, such as soft-robotics, biomedical engineering and material science. Mo-
tivated by this kind of applications, we focused our research activity on the mechanobiology of plant
morphogenesis and crawling locomotion.

Indeed, robotic locomotion research has recently considered crawling and burrowing animals,
whence many research projects on bio-inspired metameric (soft) robots [2, 3]. As a matter of fact,
many species such as earthworms, caterpillars, sea cucumbers and snails move using peristalsis
which is a locomotion mechanism consisting of a series of wave-like muscle relaxation and contrac-
tion which propagate along the body [5]. In this regard, it has been shown that, under the assumption
of small deformations, peristaltic waves provide the optimal actuation solution in the ideal case of a
periodic infinite system, and that this is approximately true, modulo edge effects, for the real, finite
length system [1].

In addition to this, also the mechanics and morphogenesis of rapidly elongating plant organs
(e.g., shoots and roots) have recently started inspiring the soft-robotics community [4]. Indeed, as
well known, plants exhibit different kinds of interesting behaviors during their growth, which can
be broadly classified into two classes: tropisms and nastic movements.The former (such as gravit-
ropism, phototropism, thigmotropism, etc.) are movements triggered by environmental cues (e.g.,
gravity, light, touch, etc.), they are dependent on the direction of the stimulus itself and are mainly the
result of differential growth. The latter (such as the closing of stomata at night) are non-directional
responses to external stimuli (e.g., temperature, humidity, light irradiance, touch, etc.).
Our aim is to study the mechanical effects of competing tropic movements in the steady morpholo-
gies of plant organs and, to this end, we propose a 3D rod-like model for growing plant shoots.
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We discuss a new concept for a reconfigurable structure bio-inspired by the cell wall architecture
of euglenids, a family of unicellular protists, and based on the relative sliding of adjacent strips.
Uniform sliding turns a cylinder resulting from the assembly of straight and parallel strips into a
cylinder of smaller height and larger radius, in which the strips are deformed into a family of parallel
helices. We examine the mechanics of this cylindrical assembly, in which the interlocking strips
are allowed to slide freely at their junctions, and compute the external forces (axial force and axial
torque at the two ends, or pressure on the lateral surface) necessary to drive and control the shape
changes of the composite structure. Despite the simplicity of the structure, we find a remarkably
complex mechanical behaviour that can be tuned by the spontaneous curvature or twist of the strips.
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Figure 1: (a) A scanning electron micrograph of Eutreptia pertyi showing helically arranged pellicle strips,
adapted from [3]. (b) Three micrographs of Euglena gracilis executing metaboly between a microscope slide
and a cover slip. Observation via brightfield reflected light microscopy reveals the reconfiguration of the striated
pellicle concomitant with cell body deformations. (c) A 3d-printed structure with interlocking strips reminiscent
of the shape morphing mechanism of euglenids.
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A fully coupled model for mass and heat transport, mechanics, and chemical reactions with trapping
extends the one proposed in [1]. It is rooted in non-equilibrium rational thermodynamics stating bal-
ance laws for mass, linear and angular momentum, energy, and entropy. Thermodynamic restrictions
are identified, based on the classical strain decomposition and on the definition of the Helmholtz free
energy. Constitutive theory and chemical kinetics are studied in order to finally write the governing
equations for the multi-physics problem. The field equations are solved numerically with the finite
element method, stemming from a three-fields variational formulation. Three case-studies on vacan-
cies redistribution in metals, hydrogen embrittlement, and the charge-discharge of active particles in
Li-ion batteries demonstrate the features and the potential of the proposed model.
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Solid tumours have the ability to assemble their own vascular network for optimizing their access to
the vital nutrients. These new capillaries are morphologically different from normal physiological
vessels. In particular, they have a much higher spatial tortuosity forcing an impaired flow within the
peritumoral area [1]. This is a major obstacle for the efficient delivery of antitumoral drugs. This
work proposes a morpho–elastic model of the tumour vessels. A tumour capillary is considered as a
growing hyperelastic tube that is spatially constrained by a linear elastic environment, representing
the interstitial matter. We assume that the capillary is an incompressible neo–Hookean material,
whose growth is modeled using a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient.

We study the morphological stability of the capillary by means of the method of incremental
deformations superposed on finite strains, solving the corresponding incremental problem using the
Stroh formulation and the impedance matrix method. The incompatible axial growth of the straight
capillary is found to control the onset of a bifurcation towards a tortuous shape. The post-buckling
morphology is studied using a mixed finite element formulation in the fully nonlinear regime. The
proposed model highlights how the geometrical and the elastic properties of the capillary and the
surrounding medium concur to trigger the loss of marginal stability of the straight capillary and the
nonlinear development of its spatial tortuosity [2].

Figure 1: Buckled morphology of the tumour capillary resulting from the numerical simulation of
the proposed model.
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Cirrhosis of the liver is one of the major cause of death in the western world. It is characterized by
excessive accumulation of extracellular matrix proteins in the liver tissue, including collagen fibers,
in a process known as fibrosis. To date there is only a limited number of studies modeling the micro-
circulation of the liver, and none considers the presence of localized fibrous tissue. We build on the
modeling approach in [1], where the poromechanical formulation of a perfusion problem in biologi-
cal tissues is based on a species diffusion model. We especially focus on the fibrotic regions, and on
the interactions between the underlying solid matrix and blood flow. The liver tissue is constituted
of “lobules” which are basic functional structures approximately in the shape of hexagonal prisms.
Blood enters the lobules via the portal tracts and is drained via the centrilobular vein [2]. The lobule
tissue contains a dense network of capillary-like vessels (the sinusoids), surrounded by hepatic cells.
Fibrosis consists in a progressive pattern formation of fiber bundles which develop along the perisi-
nusoidal regions, during a process lasting even decades. According to the conjecture that identifies
the portal mesenchymal cells as the precursors of fibroblasts (the cells producing fibers), we pro-
pose a model of fiber growth and recruitment based on fibroblast diffusion and aggregation inside
the lobule. Starting from the seminal paper [3] about the theory of mesenchymal morphogenesis for
generating patterns in biology, we derive a thermodynamically consistent model of cell diffusion and
tissue growth, using the principle of virtual powers. Our numerical simulations of a fibrotic lobule
suggest that regions of hypo-perfusion arise. Moreover, through simulations we can predict which
fibrotic pattern evolution adversely affects blood perfusion the most.
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Shape memory polymers (SMP) are appealing for many innovative devices targeted towards 
different fields: biomedical, aerospace, construction engineering, purely aesthetic, etc. [1]. With the 
rise of 3D printing, the interest in (SMP) for engineering applications has grown even more. 
However, the lack of effective approaches to tailor shape memory effect and then include its 
modelling in the design process of a real component could hinder the potential advantages associated 
with an easier and cheaper production of smart devices.  

To this aim here, a series of structurally related epoxy resins were prepared as model systems for 
the investigation of the shape memory response, tailoring their thermo-mechanical response and 
describing their strain evolution under triggering stimuli with a thermo-viscoelastic model. 
Following the approach by Diani et al. [2,3], the shape memory behavior on epoxy resin was 
modeled through the definition of linear viscoelastic parameters, in combination with the general 
time-temperature reduction scheme. Specifically, this translates into the definition of a (hyper)elastic 
response enriched with a Prony series to implement time dependency and a William-Landel-Ferry 
(WLF) equation to implement temperature dependency.  

While the (hyper)elastic response parameters are found with a standard fitting procedure on 
tension tests, finding the correct parameters for the Prony series might be challenging. For this 
reason, an ad-hoc optimization process was coded in Mathworks Matlab environment: proper guess 
values are created and then a chain of constrained optimizers (such as genetic, particle swarm, 
pattern search and different non-linear programming algorithms) with smart evolving boundaries 
looks for the right set of parameters. 

The ability to correctly predict strain history and shape transitions with a finite element model 
was evaluated on a case study for self-deployment of a folded tubular structure. Tubular specimens 
were tested and the model was used to reproduce the switching from a temporary folded six-pointed 
star shape to their original cylindrical shape. Overall, this approach proved to be a very effective 
way to simulate complex shape memory responses in time and temperature domains, for which 
standard Dynamic mechanical analyses (DMA) and tensile test are sufficient to calibrate material 
parameters for Finite element implementation. 
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The simulation of damage and failure in heterogenous materials with microstructure is challenging 

from the computational point of view, due to the need of resolving nonlinear phenomena taking 

place over very different length scales. The phase-field approach to fracture appears to be very 

promising in simulating complex fracture patterns and damage evolution in homogenous materials 

or in laminates. However, its further development to address multi-scale problems is still open 

research direction. In this work, a novel multi-scale phase field approach to damage is proposed 

for the simulation of the nonlinear mechanical response of heterogenous composites made of a 

brittle matrix and reinforced by stiffer linear elastic fibres. To this aim, under the assumption of 

scales separation, first-order computational homogenization is exploited to identify the constitutive 

elastic tensor of a representative volume element at the meso-scale, depending on the level of 

damage. At the macro-scale, on the other hand, damage is supposed to evolve according to the 

phase-field approach, which ensures mesh independency of the formulation through its 

nonlocality. 

The proposed formulation, implemented in the research finite element analysis programme FEAP, 

leads to a concurrent formulation integrating computational homogenization and the phase-field 

approach to damage, in each finite element integration point. To reduce the associated computation 

cost, an acceleration strategy is proposed based on the concept of the so-called look-up tables. 

Numerical examples involving fibre-reinforced composites with different shapes and volumetric 

content of the reinforcement are proposed, to prove the ability of the methodology to simulate 

failure phenomena typically observed in experiments. In situ tensile tests performed in the 

MUSAM-Lab of the IMT School for Advanced Studies Lucca, with a tensile stage placed within a 

scanning electron microscope, are used as benchmark for comparison.  
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There have been many authors reporting experimental results about the mechanical characterization
of bio-based composites [1, 2]. All the previous works unanimously agreed on the need to evaluate
both modulus and inelastic strain to fully describe its response. Despite some efforts on the experi-
mental characterization of natural fiber composites [3], a recognized procedure to fully characterize
their mechanical properties has not been defined yet, as well as a consolidated material model. This
work presents an experimental characterization of the mechanical behavior of unidirectional com-
posites based on flax fibers and (bio-)epoxy resins. The study primarily targets the viscoelastic
and the pseudo-plastic response. Specimens have been produced through a Light Resin Transfer
Moulding process and tested in pure monotonic tension, cyclic tension, and creep. The effect of the
strain rate has also been investigated. This is found to have a strong influence due to the very high
creep sensitivity of the material. Finally, the intra-laminate variability of the mechanical properties
has been highlighted. Results reveal that the mechanical properties of flax-based composites might
show either good repeatability or high dispersion, based on the supplier quality of the rough materi-
als. However, results indicate a defined transition strain level between the initial elastic modulus E1

and the secondary modulus E2, alongside a strain-based failure criterion. Tests about cyclic loads
further evidenced that the full characterization of bio-composites passes through the estimation of
the viscous response of the material, as proposed in [4]. In fact, the behavior of flax bio-composites
is found to be both viscoelastic, being highly dependent from the strain rate, and viscoplastic, since
the inelastic strain is found to accumulate when strains exceed 0.1%. Interesting results are found
observing that there is a significant portion of the inelastic strain which recovers over time. Further,
creep is found to highly influence the inelastic strain accumulation even at ambient temperatures.
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In this work we analyze a metamaterial sheet constituted by a periodic pattern of tensegrity cells.
In particular, we fix the geometrical and mechanical properties of a cell through an optimization
mass problem satisfying the restrictions arising from the material failure and stability conditions,
both for the whole system and the single member. Interestingly we obtain on optimal dimension of
the internal microstructure of the metamaterial. We also analyze the properties of this material by
determining the analytical dependence of the (macro) tangent moduli on the applied loads. In the
case of compressive load conditions we obtain that the shear stiffness of this optimized lattice is very
small in comparison to the other elastic moduli with a strong dependence on the applied load. This
behavior suggests to employ the proposed scheme as tunable isolation system.

Figure 1: Scheme of a planar lattice under biaxial compressiva load condition
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The characterization of the mechanical response of complex materials, like tissues, woven com-
posites, fibre networks etc. often requires multilevel analyses, since the micro structure strongly
influences the observable behaviour. Existing approaches can be subdivided essentially into equiva-
lent continuum or multiscale models. Often non-local continuum models are needed, see for instance
[1]. The choice of the appropriate non-local model and of its physical parameters must rely on the
experimental or numerical consideration of the real microstructure of the material. Asymptotic ho-
mogenization techniques can be effectively used for obtaining simplified continuum models, since
they can be expanded up to the required order able to include the desired physical effects. In the
case of lattice microstructures (networks, pantographic structures, tissues,...), discrete homogeniza-
tion appears particularly useful [2, 3]. The purpose of the work is to extend the method to general,
unbalanced, lattice systems, periodic or quasi-periodic, discussing the forms obtained for the con-
stitutive relations and for the microrotations. Also, it will be discussed cases for which an higher
order model is predicted by the homogenization procedure. The presentation will be restricted to a
2D case. Although not specifically presented, the procedure will be set within a framework ready for
analysing the geometrical non linear case. Numerical simulations of planar deformations through
FEM models with high continuity will be used for validating the obtained results.
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Mechanical forces at molecular level play a crucial role in a wide range of biological phenomena
[1]. The ongoing innovation in Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy (SMFS, Fig 1a) techniques
such as Atomic Force Microscopy pulling experiments opened up the possibility of investigating
the force-induced unfolding and conformational transitions in macromolecules [2]. We study in the
framework of Statistical Mechanics the influence of the device stiffness and temperature in Single
Molecule Force Spectroscopy experiments. The results of [3, 4] are extended to systems with more
general energy functions. We derive fully analytical expressions for the folding-unfolding process
of a macromolecule modeled as a chain of discrete bistable elements [5] reproducing known experi-
mental effects (Fig 1b).
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<latexit sha1_base64="C9ClTawu3A9ymDk2EdutZA/dw68=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGq7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxIbkSs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C9ClTawu3A9ymDk2EdutZA/dw68=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGq7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxIbkSs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C9ClTawu3A9ymDk2EdutZA/dw68=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGq7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxIbkSs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C9ClTawu3A9ymDk2EdutZA/dw68=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGq7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxIbkSs=</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit> p

<latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit>

n
<latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit> n + 1

<latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit>

� = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit>

� = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit> n � 1

<latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit>

Model
<latexit sha1_base64="em0wszrebLvt5yQ6D9deFs5LeUw=">AAACAHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5ESGliuyABGUkGhqkIJGHlITofNmEU84P3a0RkZWGr6CFig7R8icU/Au2cQEJU41mdrWz44ZKGrLtT2tpeWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3tt0wQaYFNEahAd1xuUEkfmyRJYSfUyD1XYdudXKR++x61kYF/Q9MQ+x4f+3IkBadEuu0RPpA7iq+CIarZoFS2q3YGtkicnJQhR2NQ+uoNAxF56JNQ3JiuY4fUj7kmKRTOir3IYMjFhI+xm1Cfe2j6cZZ6xo4jwylgIWomFctE/L0Rc8+Yqecmkx6nOzPvpeJ/Xjei0Xk/ln4YEfoiPURSYXbICC2TOpANpUYiniZHJn0muOZEqCXjQiRilPRTTPpw5r9fJK1a1Tmp1q5Py/VK3kwBDuEIKuDAGdThEhrQBAEanuAZXqxH69V6s95/RpesfOcA/sD6+AbeMpdH</latexit>

"u
<latexit sha1_base64="ULYvU4G9kc3v29i8JcmfWqRRhW0=">AAAB/3icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxMOQOTbQksbHERD4SuJC5ZcANe3vn7hwJIRT+Clut7IytP8XC/+JxUij4qpf3ZjJvXhAracl1P53cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aNgoMQLrIlKRaQVgUUmNdZKksBUbhDBQ2AyG1zO/OUJjZaTvaByjH8JAy74UQKnkd0ZgMLZSRbqbdIslt+xm4MvEm5MSm6PWLX51epFIQtQkFFjb9tyY/AkYkkLhtNBJLMYghjDAdko1hGj9SRZ6yk8SCxTxGA2Ximci/t6YQGjtOAzSyRDo3i56M/E/r51Q/8qfSB0nhFrMDpFUmB2ywsi0DeQ9aZAIZsmRS80FGCBCIzkIkYpJWk8h7cNb/H6ZNCpl77xcub0oVc/mzeTZETtmp8xjl6zKbliN1ZlgD+yJPbMX59F5dd6c95/RnDPfOWR/4Hx8AyEZluI=</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="AVTKghj+973g1daXsWx8+juZjFA=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpVWQHJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3e0hRVa+gBYqOkTLB1HwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmchqDl0eyUgPAmZACgVdFChhEGtgYSChH8xvM7//CNqISN3jIgY/ZDMlpoIzTKVOb1ytuQ03B10nXkFqpEB7XP0aTSJuQ1DIJTNm6Lkx+gnTKLiEZWVkDcSMz9kMhilVLATjJ3nQJb2whmFEY9BUSJqL8HsjYaExizBIJ0OGD2bVy8T/vKHF6Y2fCBVbBMWzQygk5IcM1yJtAOhEaEBkWXKgQlHONEMELSjjPBVtWkkl7cNb/X6d9JoN77LR7FzVWvWimTI5I+ekTjxyTVrkjrRJl3AC5Ik8kxfHOq/Om/P+M1pyip1T8gfOxzdLB5FJ</latexit>

"
<latexit sha1_base64="mKHxaTdvGy5eAhJ5i3tCE8TU0yE=">AAAB/XicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgIeEuCloGbCwjmBhIjjC3mcQle3vH7lwgHMFfYauVndj6Wyz8L17OFJr4qsd7M8ybF8RKWnLdT6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjZKjMCmiFRk2gFYVFJjkyQpbMcGIQwU3gej65l/P0ZjZaTvaBKjH8JQy4EUQJnU6Y7BYGylinSvXHGrbg6+TLw5qbA5Gr3yV7cfiSRETUKBtR3PjclPwZAUCqelbmIxBjGCIXYyqiFE66d55Ck/SSxQxGM0XCqei/h7I4XQ2kkYZJMh0INd9Gbif14nocGVn0odJ4RazA6RVJgfssLIrAvkfWmQCGbJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZOKevDW/x+mbRqVe+8Wru9qNTP5s0U2RE7ZqfMY5eszm5YgzWZYBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf34Lqlfo=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="IaDGzt7TrugFy8VCpYvtZjgI8ZY=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpVWQHJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3e0hRVa+gBYqOkTLB1HwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmchqDl0eyUgPAmZACgVdFChhEGtgYSChH8xvM7//CNqISN3jIgY/ZDMlpoIzTKWOO67W3Iabg64TryA1UqA9rn6NJhG3ISjkkhkz9NwY/YRpFFzCsjKyBmLG52wGw5QqFoLxkzzokl5YwzCiMWgqJM1F+L2RsNCYRRikkyHDB7PqZeJ/3tDi9MZPhIotguLZIRQS8kOGa5E2AHQiNCCyLDlQoShnmiGCFpRxnoo2raSS9uGtfr9Oes2Gd9lodq5qrXrRTJmckXNSJx65Ji1yR9qkSzgB8kSeyYtjnVfnzXn/GS05xc4p+QPn4xsPzZEj</latexit>

"u
<latexit sha1_base64="ULYvU4G9kc3v29i8JcmfWqRRhW0=">AAAB/3icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxMOQOTbQksbHERD4SuJC5ZcANe3vn7hwJIRT+Clut7IytP8XC/+JxUij4qpf3ZjJvXhAracl1P53cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aNgoMQLrIlKRaQVgUUmNdZKksBUbhDBQ2AyG1zO/OUJjZaTvaByjH8JAy74UQKnkd0ZgMLZSRbqbdIslt+xm4MvEm5MSm6PWLX51epFIQtQkFFjb9tyY/AkYkkLhtNBJLMYghjDAdko1hGj9SRZ6yk8SCxTxGA2Ximci/t6YQGjtOAzSyRDo3i56M/E/r51Q/8qfSB0nhFrMDpFUmB2ywsi0DeQ9aZAIZsmRS80FGCBCIzkIkYpJWk8h7cNb/H6ZNCpl77xcub0oVc/mzeTZETtmp8xjl6zKbliN1ZlgD+yJPbMX59F5dd6c95/RnDPfOWR/4Hx8AyEZluI=</latexit>

"
<latexit sha1_base64="mKHxaTdvGy5eAhJ5i3tCE8TU0yE=">AAAB/XicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgIeEuCloGbCwjmBhIjjC3mcQle3vH7lwgHMFfYauVndj6Wyz8L17OFJr4qsd7M8ybF8RKWnLdT6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjZKjMCmiFRk2gFYVFJjkyQpbMcGIQwU3gej65l/P0ZjZaTvaBKjH8JQy4EUQJnU6Y7BYGylinSvXHGrbg6+TLw5qbA5Gr3yV7cfiSRETUKBtR3PjclPwZAUCqelbmIxBjGCIXYyqiFE66d55Ck/SSxQxGM0XCqei/h7I4XQ2kkYZJMh0INd9Gbif14nocGVn0odJ4RazA6RVJgfssLIrAvkfWmQCGbJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZOKevDW/x+mbRqVe+8Wru9qNTP5s0U2RE7ZqfMY5eszm5YgzWZYBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf34Lqlfo=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="IaDGzt7TrugFy8VCpYvtZjgI8ZY=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpVWQHJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3e0hRVa+gBYqOkTLB1HwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmchqDl0eyUgPAmZACgVdFChhEGtgYSChH8xvM7//CNqISN3jIgY/ZDMlpoIzTKWOO67W3Iabg64TryA1UqA9rn6NJhG3ISjkkhkz9NwY/YRpFFzCsjKyBmLG52wGw5QqFoLxkzzokl5YwzCiMWgqJM1F+L2RsNCYRRikkyHDB7PqZeJ/3tDi9MZPhIotguLZIRQS8kOGa5E2AHQiNCCyLDlQoShnmiGCFpRxnoo2raSS9uGtfr9Oes2Gd9lodq5qrXrRTJmckXNSJx65Ji1yR9qkSzgB8kSeyYtjnVfnzXn/GS05xc4p+QPn4xsPzZEj</latexit>

F
<latexit sha1_base64="0iY1BQyHTr50rMsJ7r1TgZylQK4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0XoqiRV0GVBEJct2Ae0oUymt3XoZBJm7ggl9Avc6sqduPWDXPgvJjELrZ7V4Zx7ueeeIJbCoOt+OKW19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUM5HVHLo8kpEeBMyAFAq6KFDCINbAwkBCP5hfZ37/AbQRkbrDRQx+yGZKTAVnmEqdm3G15jbcHPQv8QpSIwXa4+rnaBJxG4JCLpkxQ8+N0U+YRsElLCsjayBmfM5mMEypYiEYP8mDLumZNQwjGoOmQtJchJ8bCQuNWYRBOhkyvDerXib+5w0tTq/8RKjYIiieHUIhIT9kuBZpA0AnQgMiy5IDFYpyphkiaEEZ56lo00oqaR/e6vd/Sa/Z8M4bzc5FrVUvmimTE3JK6sQjl6RFbkmbdAknQB7JE3l2rPPivDpv36Mlp9g5Jr/gvH8BMheROQ==</latexit>

FMax
<latexit sha1_base64="pRcrys2htoylcT3gw1mEO6GFCGk=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPiKexGQY8BQbwIEcwDkhB6J504ZPbBTK8YlnyEVz15E69+jQf/xd11D5pYp6Kqm64uN1TSkG1/WoWl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3unvLvXMkGkBTZFoALdccGgkj42SZLCTqgRPFdh251cpn77AbWRgX9H0xD7Hox9OZICKJHaV4P4Bh5ng3LFrtoZ+CJxclJhORqD8ldvGIjIQ5+EAmO6jh1SPwZNUiiclXqRwRDEBMbYTagPHpp+nMWd8aPIAAU8RM2l4pmIvzdi8IyZem4y6QHdm3kvFf/zuhGNLvqx9MOI0BfpIZIKs0NGaJn0gHwoNRJBmhy59LkADUSoJQchEjFKiiklfTjz3y+SVq3qnFZrt2eV+nHeTJEdsEN2whx2zursmjVYkwk2YU/smb1YsfVqvVnvP6MFK9/ZZ39gfXwD99CT8A==</latexit>

F
<latexit sha1_base64="qJKSedffHRgy3CnxIwdRDHZ7Sdk=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBBykLAbBT0GBPEY0TwgWcLspBOHzD6Y6VVCyCd41ZM38er3ePBf3F33oIl1Kqq66eryIiUN2fantbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yW9vZbJoy1wKYIVag7HjeoZIBNkqSwE2nkvqew7Y0vU7/9gNrIMLijSYSuz0eBHErBKZFueydX/VLZrtoZ2CJxclKGHI1+6as3CEXsY0BCcWO6jh2RO+WapFA4K/ZigxEXYz7CbkID7qNxp1nUGTuODaeQRaiZVCwT8ffGlPvGTHwvmfQ53Zt5LxX/87oxDS/cqQyimDAQ6SGSCrNDRmiZdIBsIDUS8TQ5MhkwwTUnQi0ZFyIR46SUYtKHM//9ImnVqs5ptXZzVq5X8mYKcAhHUAEHzqEO19CAJggYwRM8w4v1aL1ab9b7z+iSle8cwB9YH99Q4pHV</latexit>

FIGURA MODELLO: LateXiT carattere 12


FIGURA GIBBS: legende LateXiT carattere 10


INTESTAZIONI textbf carattere 12

lq
<latexit sha1_base64="xZhjzh8FhZydEWtqcjt78RMGTLA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRNJQBkYeUWNH5sgmnnM/mbh0psvIHtFDRIVr+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YO2iRLNocUjGeluwAxIoaCFAiV0Yw0sDCR0gsl15nemoI2I1D3OYvBDNlZiJDhDK93Jx0G15tbdHHSZeAWpkQLNQfWrP4x4EoJCLpkxPc+N0U+ZRsElzCv9xEDM+ISNoWepYiEYP82TzulJYhhGNAZNhaS5CL83UhYaMwsDOxkyfDCLXib+5/USHF36qVBxgqB4dgiFhPyQ4VrYCoAOhQZEliUHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2E4qtg9v8ftl0j6re5bfntcaV0UzZXJEjskp8cgFaZAb0iQtwsmIPJFn8uJMnVfnzXn/GS05xc4h+QPn4xtJYJHw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xZhjzh8FhZydEWtqcjt78RMGTLA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRNJQBkYeUWNH5sgmnnM/mbh0psvIHtFDRIVr+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YO2iRLNocUjGeluwAxIoaCFAiV0Yw0sDCR0gsl15nemoI2I1D3OYvBDNlZiJDhDK93Jx0G15tbdHHSZeAWpkQLNQfWrP4x4EoJCLpkxPc+N0U+ZRsElzCv9xEDM+ISNoWepYiEYP82TzulJYhhGNAZNhaS5CL83UhYaMwsDOxkyfDCLXib+5/USHF36qVBxgqB4dgiFhPyQ4VrYCoAOhQZEliUHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2E4qtg9v8ftl0j6re5bfntcaV0UzZXJEjskp8cgFaZAb0iQtwsmIPJFn8uJMnVfnzXn/GS05xc4h+QPn4xtJYJHw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xZhjzh8FhZydEWtqcjt78RMGTLA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRNJQBkYeUWNH5sgmnnM/mbh0psvIHtFDRIVr+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YO2iRLNocUjGeluwAxIoaCFAiV0Yw0sDCR0gsl15nemoI2I1D3OYvBDNlZiJDhDK93Jx0G15tbdHHSZeAWpkQLNQfWrP4x4EoJCLpkxPc+N0U+ZRsElzCv9xEDM+ISNoWepYiEYP82TzulJYhhGNAZNhaS5CL83UhYaMwsDOxkyfDCLXib+5/USHF36qVBxgqB4dgiFhPyQ4VrYCoAOhQZEliUHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2E4qtg9v8ftl0j6re5bfntcaV0UzZXJEjskp8cgFaZAb0iQtwsmIPJFn8uJMnVfnzXn/GS05xc4h+QPn4xtJYJHw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xZhjzh8FhZydEWtqcjt78RMGTLA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRNJQBkYeUWNH5sgmnnM/mbh0psvIHtFDRIVr+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YO2iRLNocUjGeluwAxIoaCFAiV0Yw0sDCR0gsl15nemoI2I1D3OYvBDNlZiJDhDK93Jx0G15tbdHHSZeAWpkQLNQfWrP4x4EoJCLpkxPc+N0U+ZRsElzCv9xEDM+ISNoWepYiEYP82TzulJYhhGNAZNhaS5CL83UhYaMwsDOxkyfDCLXib+5/USHF36qVBxgqB4dgiFhPyQ4VrYCoAOhQZEliUHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2E4qtg9v8ftl0j6re5bfntcaV0UzZXJEjskp8cgFaZAb0iQtwsmIPJFn8uJMnVfnzXn/GS05xc4h+QPn4xtJYJHw</latexit>

"int
<latexit sha1_base64="LFe4xHTQd3rtC4nR+HKQQyiHW5Y=">AAACB3icbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL5ehlIjHxRHaNiR6JXjxiIo8ENqR3aHDC7CMzvSRkwwf4FV715M149TM8+C8OKwcF61Rd1Z3uriBR0pDrfjqFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqgU2Raxi3QnAoJIRNkmSwk6iEcJAYTsY38z99gS1kXF0T9ME/RBGkRxKAWSlfrnCeW8CGhMjla0zGdGsX666NTcHXyXeglTZAo1++as3iEUaYkRCgTFdz03Iz0CTFApnpV5qMAExhhF2LY0gRONn+fEzfpoaoJgnqLlUPBfx90QGoTHTMLCdIdCDWfbm4n9eN6XhlW8fSlLCSMwXkVSYLzJCS5sK8oHUSATzy5HLiAvQQIRachDCiqmNqWTz8Ja/XyWt85pn+d1FtX69SKbIjtkJO2Meu2R1dssarMkEm7In9sxenEfn1Xlz3n9aC85ipsL+wPn4Bs8WmW8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LFe4xHTQd3rtC4nR+HKQQyiHW5Y=">AAACB3icbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL5ehlIjHxRHaNiR6JXjxiIo8ENqR3aHDC7CMzvSRkwwf4FV715M149TM8+C8OKwcF61Rd1Z3uriBR0pDrfjqFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqgU2Raxi3QnAoJIRNkmSwk6iEcJAYTsY38z99gS1kXF0T9ME/RBGkRxKAWSlfrnCeW8CGhMjla0zGdGsX666NTcHXyXeglTZAo1++as3iEUaYkRCgTFdz03Iz0CTFApnpV5qMAExhhF2LY0gRONn+fEzfpoaoJgnqLlUPBfx90QGoTHTMLCdIdCDWfbm4n9eN6XhlW8fSlLCSMwXkVSYLzJCS5sK8oHUSATzy5HLiAvQQIRachDCiqmNqWTz8Ja/XyWt85pn+d1FtX69SKbIjtkJO2Meu2R1dssarMkEm7In9sxenEfn1Xlz3n9aC85ipsL+wPn4Bs8WmW8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LFe4xHTQd3rtC4nR+HKQQyiHW5Y=">AAACB3icbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL5ehlIjHxRHaNiR6JXjxiIo8ENqR3aHDC7CMzvSRkwwf4FV715M149TM8+C8OKwcF61Rd1Z3uriBR0pDrfjqFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqgU2Raxi3QnAoJIRNkmSwk6iEcJAYTsY38z99gS1kXF0T9ME/RBGkRxKAWSlfrnCeW8CGhMjla0zGdGsX666NTcHXyXeglTZAo1++as3iEUaYkRCgTFdz03Iz0CTFApnpV5qMAExhhF2LY0gRONn+fEzfpoaoJgnqLlUPBfx90QGoTHTMLCdIdCDWfbm4n9eN6XhlW8fSlLCSMwXkVSYLzJCS5sK8oHUSATzy5HLiAvQQIRachDCiqmNqWTz8Ja/XyWt85pn+d1FtX69SKbIjtkJO2Meu2R1dssarMkEm7In9sxenEfn1Xlz3n9aC85ipsL+wPn4Bs8WmW8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LFe4xHTQd3rtC4nR+HKQQyiHW5Y=">AAACB3icbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL5ehlIjHxRHaNiR6JXjxiIo8ENqR3aHDC7CMzvSRkwwf4FV715M149TM8+C8OKwcF61Rd1Z3uriBR0pDrfjqFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqgU2Raxi3QnAoJIRNkmSwk6iEcJAYTsY38z99gS1kXF0T9ME/RBGkRxKAWSlfrnCeW8CGhMjla0zGdGsX666NTcHXyXeglTZAo1++as3iEUaYkRCgTFdz03Iz0CTFApnpV5qMAExhhF2LY0gRONn+fEzfpoaoJgnqLlUPBfx90QGoTHTMLCdIdCDWfbm4n9eN6XhlW8fSlLCSMwXkVSYLzJCS5sK8oHUSATzy5HLiAvQQIRachDCiqmNqWTz8Ja/XyWt85pn+d1FtX69SKbIjtkJO2Meu2R1dssarMkEm7In9sxenEfn1Xlz3n9aC85ipsL+wPn4Bs8WmW8=</latexit>

F (pN)
<latexit sha1_base64="cmYCcqZpBW591pTf5Q289zN7tAU=">AAACBXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfGz16GQxChBB2o6DHgCCeJIJ5QHYJs5NOHDL7YKZXDUvOfoVXPXkTr36HB//F3ZiDJtapqOqmq8uLpNBoWZ9Gbml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3jGLuy0dxopDk4cyVB2PaZAigCYKlNCJFDDfk9D2RueZ374DpUUY3OA4Atdnw0AMBGeYSj2zeOFUnAp1EB4wKUdXR5OeWbKq1hR0kdgzUiIzNHrml9MPeexDgFwyrbu2FaGbMIWCS5gUnFhDxPiIDaGb0oD5oN1kGn1CD2PNMKQRKCoknYrweyNhvtZj30snfYa3et7LxP+8boyDMzcRQRQjBDw7hELC9JDmSqSdAO0LBYgsSw5UBJQzxRBBCco4T8U4LamQ9mHPf79IWrWqfVytXZ+U6uVZM3myTw5ImdjklNTJJWmQJuHknjyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jOaM2Y7e+QPjI9vekSXYg==</latexit>

h"mi
<latexit sha1_base64="JMtyaULt4ZPT+Nw8qlOAtmtt/Xc=">AAACEXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtRRhMQipwl0UtAzYWCoYDeRCmNtM4pK9vWN3LhBCKn+Cv8JWKzux9RdY+F/ciyk08VWP92aYeS9KlbTk+5/ewuLS8srq2nphY3Nre6e4u3drk8wIrItEJaYRgUUlNdZJksJGahDiSOFd1L/I/bsBGisTfUPDFFsx9LTsSgHkpHbxMFSgewp5OACDqZXKqTEPzURtF0t+xZ+Az5NgSkpsiqt28SvsJCKLUZNQYG0z8FNqjcCQFArHhTCzmILoQw+bjmqI0bZGkxhjfpxZoISnaLhUfCLi740RxNYO48hNxkD3dtbLxf+8Zkbd89ZI6jQj1CI/RNJFzg9ZYaTrB3lHGiSC/HPkUnMBBojQSA5CODFzhRVcH8Fs+nlyW60EJ5Xq9WmpVp42s8YO2BErs4CdsRq7ZFeszgR7YE/smb14j96r9+a9/4wueNOdffYH3sc3i/Gdiw==</latexit>

F (pN)
<latexit sha1_base64="cmYCcqZpBW591pTf5Q289zN7tAU=">AAACBXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfGz16GQxChBB2o6DHgCCeJIJ5QHYJs5NOHDL7YKZXDUvOfoVXPXkTr36HB//F3ZiDJtapqOqmq8uLpNBoWZ9Gbml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3jGLuy0dxopDk4cyVB2PaZAigCYKlNCJFDDfk9D2RueZ374DpUUY3OA4Atdnw0AMBGeYSj2zeOFUnAp1EB4wKUdXR5OeWbKq1hR0kdgzUiIzNHrml9MPeexDgFwyrbu2FaGbMIWCS5gUnFhDxPiIDaGb0oD5oN1kGn1CD2PNMKQRKCoknYrweyNhvtZj30snfYa3et7LxP+8boyDMzcRQRQjBDw7hELC9JDmSqSdAO0LBYgsSw5UBJQzxRBBCco4T8U4LamQ9mHPf79IWrWqfVytXZ+U6uVZM3myTw5ImdjklNTJJWmQJuHknjyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jOaM2Y7e+QPjI9vekSXYg==</latexit>

F (pN)
<latexit sha1_base64="cmYCcqZpBW591pTf5Q289zN7tAU=">AAACBXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfGz16GQxChBB2o6DHgCCeJIJ5QHYJs5NOHDL7YKZXDUvOfoVXPXkTr36HB//F3ZiDJtapqOqmq8uLpNBoWZ9Gbml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3jGLuy0dxopDk4cyVB2PaZAigCYKlNCJFDDfk9D2RueZ374DpUUY3OA4Atdnw0AMBGeYSj2zeOFUnAp1EB4wKUdXR5OeWbKq1hR0kdgzUiIzNHrml9MPeexDgFwyrbu2FaGbMIWCS5gUnFhDxPiIDaGb0oD5oN1kGn1CD2PNMKQRKCoknYrweyNhvtZj30snfYa3et7LxP+8boyDMzcRQRQjBDw7hELC9JDmSqSdAO0LBYgsSw5UBJQzxRBBCco4T8U4LamQ9mHPf79IWrWqfVytXZ+U6uVZM3myTw5ImdjklNTJJWmQJuHknjyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jOaM2Y7e+QPjI9vekSXYg==</latexit>

h"mi
<latexit sha1_base64="JMtyaULt4ZPT+Nw8qlOAtmtt/Xc=">AAACEXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtRRhMQipwl0UtAzYWCoYDeRCmNtM4pK9vWN3LhBCKn+Cv8JWKzux9RdY+F/ciyk08VWP92aYeS9KlbTk+5/ewuLS8srq2nphY3Nre6e4u3drk8wIrItEJaYRgUUlNdZJksJGahDiSOFd1L/I/bsBGisTfUPDFFsx9LTsSgHkpHbxMFSgewp5OACDqZXKqTEPzURtF0t+xZ+Az5NgSkpsiqt28SvsJCKLUZNQYG0z8FNqjcCQFArHhTCzmILoQw+bjmqI0bZGkxhjfpxZoISnaLhUfCLi740RxNYO48hNxkD3dtbLxf+8Zkbd89ZI6jQj1CI/RNJFzg9ZYaTrB3lHGiSC/HPkUnMBBojQSA5CODFzhRVcH8Fs+nlyW60EJ5Xq9WmpVp42s8YO2BErs4CdsRq7ZFeszgR7YE/smb14j96r9+a9/4wueNOdffYH3sc3i/Gdiw==</latexit>

h"mi
<latexit sha1_base64="JMtyaULt4ZPT+Nw8qlOAtmtt/Xc=">AAACEXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtRRhMQipwl0UtAzYWCoYDeRCmNtM4pK9vWN3LhBCKn+Cv8JWKzux9RdY+F/ciyk08VWP92aYeS9KlbTk+5/ewuLS8srq2nphY3Nre6e4u3drk8wIrItEJaYRgUUlNdZJksJGahDiSOFd1L/I/bsBGisTfUPDFFsx9LTsSgHkpHbxMFSgewp5OACDqZXKqTEPzURtF0t+xZ+Az5NgSkpsiqt28SvsJCKLUZNQYG0z8FNqjcCQFArHhTCzmILoQw+bjmqI0bZGkxhjfpxZoISnaLhUfCLi740RxNYO48hNxkD3dtbLxf+8Zkbd89ZI6jQj1CI/RNJFzg9ZYaTrB3lHGiSC/HPkUnMBBojQSA5CODFzhRVcH8Fs+nlyW60EJ5Xq9WmpVp42s8YO2BErs4CdsRq7ZFeszgR7YE/smb14j96r9+a9/4wueNOdffYH3sc3i/Gdiw==</latexit>

h"mi
<latexit sha1_base64="JMtyaULt4ZPT+Nw8qlOAtmtt/Xc=">AAACEXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtRRhMQipwl0UtAzYWCoYDeRCmNtM4pK9vWN3LhBCKn+Cv8JWKzux9RdY+F/ciyk08VWP92aYeS9KlbTk+5/ewuLS8srq2nphY3Nre6e4u3drk8wIrItEJaYRgUUlNdZJksJGahDiSOFd1L/I/bsBGisTfUPDFFsx9LTsSgHkpHbxMFSgewp5OACDqZXKqTEPzURtF0t+xZ+Az5NgSkpsiqt28SvsJCKLUZNQYG0z8FNqjcCQFArHhTCzmILoQw+bjmqI0bZGkxhjfpxZoISnaLhUfCLi740RxNYO48hNxkD3dtbLxf+8Zkbd89ZI6jQj1CI/RNJFzg9ZYaTrB3lHGiSC/HPkUnMBBojQSA5CODFzhRVcH8Fs+nlyW60EJ5Xq9WmpVp42s8YO2BErs4CdsRq7ZFeszgR7YE/smb14j96r9+a9/4wueNOdffYH3sc3i/Gdiw==</latexit>

F (pN)
<latexit sha1_base64="cmYCcqZpBW591pTf5Q289zN7tAU=">AAACBXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfGz16GQxChBB2o6DHgCCeJIJ5QHYJs5NOHDL7YKZXDUvOfoVXPXkTr36HB//F3ZiDJtapqOqmq8uLpNBoWZ9Gbml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3jGLuy0dxopDk4cyVB2PaZAigCYKlNCJFDDfk9D2RueZ374DpUUY3OA4Atdnw0AMBGeYSj2zeOFUnAp1EB4wKUdXR5OeWbKq1hR0kdgzUiIzNHrml9MPeexDgFwyrbu2FaGbMIWCS5gUnFhDxPiIDaGb0oD5oN1kGn1CD2PNMKQRKCoknYrweyNhvtZj30snfYa3et7LxP+8boyDMzcRQRQjBDw7hELC9JDmSqSdAO0LBYgsSw5UBJQzxRBBCco4T8U4LamQ9mHPf79IWrWqfVytXZ+U6uVZM3myTw5ImdjklNTJJWmQJuHknjyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jOaM2Y7e+QPjI9vekSXYg==</latexit>

h"ti
<latexit sha1_base64="mgEYCbGylObndxnuwEbTQt29C40=">AAACEXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtRRhMQipwl0UtAzYWCoYDeRCmNtM4pK9vWN3LhBCKn+Cv8JWKzux9RdY+F/ciyk08VWP92aYeS9KlbTk+5/ewuLS8srq2nphY3Nre6e4u3drk8wIrItEJaYRgUUlNdZJksJGahDiSOFd1L/I/bsBGisTfUPDFFsx9LTsSgHkpHbxMFSgewp5OACDqZXKqcRDM1HbxZJf8Sfg8ySYkhKb4qpd/Ao7ichi1CQUWNsM/JRaIzAkhcJxIcwspiD60MOmoxpitK3RJMaYH2cWKOEpGi4Vn4j4e2MEsbXDOHKTMdC9nfVy8T+vmVH3vDWSOs0ItcgPkXSR80NWGOn6Qd6RBokg/xy51FyAASI0koMQTsxcYQXXRzCbfp7cVivBSaV6fVqqlafNrLEDdsTKLGBnrMYu2RWrM8Ee2BN7Zi/eo/fqvXnvP6ML3nRnn/2B9/ENlxKdkg==</latexit>

F (pN)
<latexit sha1_base64="cmYCcqZpBW591pTf5Q289zN7tAU=">AAACBXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfGz16GQxChBB2o6DHgCCeJIJ5QHYJs5NOHDL7YKZXDUvOfoVXPXkTr36HB//F3ZiDJtapqOqmq8uLpNBoWZ9Gbml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3jGLuy0dxopDk4cyVB2PaZAigCYKlNCJFDDfk9D2RueZ374DpUUY3OA4Atdnw0AMBGeYSj2zeOFUnAp1EB4wKUdXR5OeWbKq1hR0kdgzUiIzNHrml9MPeexDgFwyrbu2FaGbMIWCS5gUnFhDxPiIDaGb0oD5oN1kGn1CD2PNMKQRKCoknYrweyNhvtZj30snfYa3et7LxP+8boyDMzcRQRQjBDw7hELC9JDmSqSdAO0LBYgsSw5UBJQzxRBBCco4T8U4LamQ9mHPf79IWrWqfVytXZ+U6uVZM3myTw5ImdjklNTJJWmQJuHknjyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jOaM2Y7e+QPjI9vekSXYg==</latexit>

F (pN)
<latexit sha1_base64="cmYCcqZpBW591pTf5Q289zN7tAU=">AAACBXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfGz16GQxChBB2o6DHgCCeJIJ5QHYJs5NOHDL7YKZXDUvOfoVXPXkTr36HB//F3ZiDJtapqOqmq8uLpNBoWZ9Gbml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3jGLuy0dxopDk4cyVB2PaZAigCYKlNCJFDDfk9D2RueZ374DpUUY3OA4Atdnw0AMBGeYSj2zeOFUnAp1EB4wKUdXR5OeWbKq1hR0kdgzUiIzNHrml9MPeexDgFwyrbu2FaGbMIWCS5gUnFhDxPiIDaGb0oD5oN1kGn1CD2PNMKQRKCoknYrweyNhvtZj30snfYa3et7LxP+8boyDMzcRQRQjBDw7hELC9JDmSqSdAO0LBYgsSw5UBJQzxRBBCco4T8U4LamQ9mHPf79IWrWqfVytXZ+U6uVZM3myTw5ImdjklNTJJWmQJuHknjyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jOaM2Y7e+QPjI9vekSXYg==</latexit>

Temperature
<latexit sha1_base64="B9FJH56OShsI6tKBxsdAiMsfgUA=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgv8+hoTkRIqSI7IEEZiYYySHlJiRWdL5twyvmhuzUiWPkBvoIWKjpEy19Q8C9cjAtImGo0s6vZHT+WQqPjfFqFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3z94/aOsoURxaPJKR6vpMgxQhtFCghG6sgAW+hI4/uZr7nTtQWkRhE6cxeAEbh2IkOEMjDeyjPsI9+qO0CUEMimGiYDawy07VyUCXiZuTMsnRGNhf/WHEkwBC5JJp3XOdGL2UKRRcwqzUTzTEjE/YGHqGhiwA7aXZ9TN6mmiGETXpVEiaifB7I2WB1tPAN5MBw1u96M3F/7xegqNLLxVhnCCEfB6EQkIWpLkSphagQ6EAkc0vBypCypnpAEEJyjg3YmJ6Kpk+3MXvl0m7VnXPqrWb83K9kjdTJMfkhFSISy5InVyTBmkRTh7IE3kmL9aj9Wq9We8/owUr3zkkf2B9fANyoJpR</latexit>
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2nd well minimum q
<latexit sha1_base64="Na8PxCCDXDBpK+ZInEg0+mdIVxk=">AAACGHicbVC7TsNAEDyHd3gZKGlOxEgUKLIDEpSRaCiDRAJSHKLzZQOn3J3N3ZqHrPwAn8BX0EJFh2jpKPgXHJOC11SjmV3tzkSJFBZ9/90pTUxOTc/MzpXnFxaXlt2V1ZaNU8OhyWMZm9OIWZBCQxMFSjhNDDAVSTiJBgcj/+QKjBWxPsbbBDqKnWvRF5xhLnVdL9wOEW4w6mc17yzTvaFHr0FKqoQWKlXUu/SGXbfiV/0C9C8JxqRCxmh03Y+wF/NUgUYumbXtwE+wkzGDgksYlsPUQsL4gJ1DO6eaKbCdrEgzpJupZRjTBAwVkhYifN/ImLL2VkX5pGJ4YX97I/E/r51if7+TCZ2kCJqPDqGQUByy3Ii8JqA9YQCRjT4HKjTlzDBEMIIyznMxzXsr530Ev9P/Ja1aNdip1o52K/WtcTOzZJ1skC0SkD1SJ4ekQZqEkzvyQB7Jk3PvPDsvzuvXaMkZ76yRH3DePgE2C59W</latexit>

Free energy
<latexit sha1_base64="0LCdh0PoNpHODf9nEh/0sTXKGIA=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vquDGzWARupCSVEGXBUFcVrAPaEKZTG/r0MkkzNyIJfYP/Aq3unInbv0JF/6LSc1Cq2d1OOde7rnHj6QwaNsfVmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb++0TRhrDi0eylB3fWZACgUtFCihG2lggS+h44/PM79zC9qIUF3jJAIvYCMlhoIzTKV+ec89chHu0B8mFxqAggI9mkz75Ypds2egf4mTkwrJ0eyXP91ByOMAFHLJjOk5doRewjQKLmFacmMDEeNjNoJeShULwHjJLP+UHsaGYUgj0FRIOhPh50bCAmMmgZ9OBgxvzLyXif95vRiHZ14iVBQjKJ4dQiFhdshwLdJigA6EBkSWJQcqFOVMM0TQgjLOUzFOmyqlfTjz3/8l7XrNOa7Vr04qjWreTJHskwNSJQ45JQ1ySZqkRTi5J4/kiTxbD9aL9Wq9fY8WrHxnl/yC9f4FAGCaiw==</latexit>
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n = 5
<latexit sha1_base64="GzHNk/Vs/w3QFjBzEnS/+1wn1bA=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiYBEFdk8BA1SJBrKIMhDSqLofNmEU85n624NiqJ8Ai1UdIiW76HgX3CMC0iYajSzq50dP1LSkut+OrmFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1Tt2FsBNZEqELT9LlFJTXWSJLCZmSQB77Chj+8mvqNBzRWhvqORhF2Aj7Qsi8Fp0S61Zdn3WLJLbsp2DzxMlKCDNVu8avdC0UcoCahuLUtz42oM+aGpFA4KbRjixEXQz7AVkI1D9B2xmnUCTuMLaeQRWiYVCwV8ffGmAfWjgI/mQw43dtZbyr+57Vi6l90xlJHMaEW00MkFaaHrDAy6QBZTxok4tPkyKRmghtOhEYyLkQixkkphaQPb/b7eVI/Lnsn5eOb01LlIGsmD3uwD0fgwTlU4BqqUAMBA3iCZ3hxHp1X5815/xnNOdnOLvyB8/ENa/GR4w==</latexit>

n = 10
<latexit sha1_base64="G1E7oIaACD1Rv+P6f6URjHyISes=">AAAB9nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5pYkTs00caExMYSE/lIgJC9ZYANe3uX3TkjIfwFW63sjK1/x8L/4t1JoeCrXt6bybx5fqSkJdf9dHIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+gYcPYCKyLUIWm5XOLSmqskySFrcggD3yFTX98k/rNBzRWhvqeJhF2Az7UciAFp1TS157bK5bcspuBLRNvTkowR61X/Or0QxEHqEkobm3bcyPqTrkhKRTOCp3YYsTFmA+xnVDNA7TdaZZ1xk5jyylkERomFctE/L0x5YG1k8BPJgNOI7vopeJ/XjumwVV3KnUUE2qRHiKpMDtkhZFJCcj60iART5Mjk5oJbjgRGsm4EIkYJ60Ukj68xe+XSaNS9s7LlbuLUvVk3kwejuAYzsCDS6jCLdSgDgJG8ATP8OI8Oq/Om/P+M5pz5juH8AfOxzfWVJIZ</latexit>

n = 50
<latexit sha1_base64="JqATqAZzTVxLROHsuYNxKNUqaCE=">AAAB9nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZiCZW5A412piQ2FhiIh8JELK3DLBhb++yO2ckF/6CrVZ2xta/Y+F/8Q4pFHzVy3szmTfPj5S05LqfztLyyuraem4jv7m1vbNb2Nuv2zA2AmsiVKFp+tyikhprJElhMzLIA19hwx/dZH7jAY2Vob6ncYSdgA+07EvBKZP09YXbLRTdkjsFWyTejBRhhmq38NXuhSIOUJNQ3NqW50bUSbghKRRO8u3YYsTFiA+wlVLNA7SdZJp1wk5iyylkERomFZuK+Hsj4YG148BPJwNOQzvvZeJ/Xium/lUnkTqKCbXIDpFUOD1khZFpCch60iARz5Ijk5oJbjgRGsm4EKkYp63k0z68+e8XSb1c8s5K5bvzYuV41kwODuEITsGDS6jALVShBgKG8ATP8OI8Oq/Om/P+M7rkzHYO4A+cj2/clJId</latexit>

n = 100
<latexit sha1_base64="3YXF5gRzZrWruvBBZSW1dLdzl3w=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFqNgFe6ioI0QsLGMYD4gCWFuM4lL9vaO3TkhhPwGW63sxNafY+F/8e68QhNf9Xhvhnnz/EhJS6776RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5By4axEdgUoQpNxweLSmpskiSFncggBL7Ctj+5Sf32IxorQ31P0wj7AYy1HEkBlEhNfe257qBccatuBr5MvJxUWI7GoPzVG4YiDlCTUGBt13Mj6s/AkBQK56VebDECMYExdhOqIUDbn2Vh5/w0tkAhj9BwqXgm4u+NGQTWTgM/mQyAHuyil4r/ed2YRlf9mdRRTKhFeoikwuyQFUYmLSAfSoNEkCZHLjUXYIAIjeQgRCLGSS2lpA9v8ftl0qpVvfNq7e6iUj/JmymyI3bMzpjHLlmd3bIGazLBJHtiz+zFmTqvzpvz/jNacPKdQ/YHzsc3RzSSUw==</latexit>
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(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZYwAARyUTKXoiGxkQiu2Kpb5f30=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNiNgh4DXjxGMA/ILqF30olDZh/M9IphCfgVXvXkTbz6Kx78FzdrDppYp6Kqm64uP1bSkG1/WkvLK6tr64WN4ubW9s5uaW+/ZaJEC2yKSEW644NBJUNskiSFnVgjBL7Ctj+6mvrte9RGRuEtjWP0AhiGciAFUCa57qlL+EBpBU4mvVLZrto5+CJxZqTMZmj0Sl9uPxJJgCEJBcZ0HTsmLwVNUiicFN3EYAxiBEPsZjSEAI2X5pkn/DgxQBGPUXOpeC7i740UAmPGgZ9NBkB3Zt6biv953YQGl14qwzghDMX0EEmF+SEjtMzKQN6XGolgmhy5DLkADUSoJQchMjHJ2ilmfTjz3y+SVq3qnFVrN+flemXWTIEdsiNWYQ67YHV2zRqsyQSL2RN7Zi/Wo/VqvVnvP6NL1mzngP2B9fENMTOVtA==</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="aq0VlMdlzQRJU5V0E6e2DEmx4aU=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVpCRV0GXBjcsK9gFNKJPpbR06mYSZG7GEgl/hVlfuxK2/4sJ/MYlZaOtZHc65l3vu8SMpDNr2p7W0vLK6tl7aKG9ube/sVvb2OyaMNYc2D2Woez4zIIWCNgqU0Is0sMCX0PUnV5nfvQdtRKhucRqBF7CxEiPBGaaS6566CA+Y1PyT2aBStet2DrpInIJUSYHWoPLlDkMeB6CQS2ZM37Ej9BKmUXAJs7IbG4gYn7Ax9FOqWADGS/LMM3ocG4YhjUBTIWkuwu+NhAXGTAM/nQwY3pl5LxP/8/oxji69RKgoRlA8O4RCQn7IcC3SMoAOhQZEliUHKhTlTDNE0IIyzlMxTtspp304898vkk6j7pzVGzfn1WataKZEDskRqRGHXJAmuSYt0iacROSJPJMX69F6td6s95/RJavYOSB/YH18AzLElbU=</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="8nVtyMQU73o1LsMmWtHQ+pe43Sk=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVpCRV0GXBjcsK9gFNKJPpbR06mYSZG7GEgl/hVlfuxK2/4sJ/MYlZaOtZHc65l3vu8SMpDNr2p7W0vLK6tl7aKG9ube/sVvb2OyaMNYc2D2Woez4zIIWCNgqU0Is0sMCX0PUnV5nfvQdtRKhucRqBF7CxEiPBGaaS6566CA+Y1PjJbFCp2nU7B10kTkGqpEBrUPlyhyGPA1DIJTOm79gRegnTKLiEWdmNDUSMT9gY+ilVLADjJXnmGT2ODcOQRqCpkDQX4fdGwgJjpoGfTgYM78y8l4n/ef0YR5deIlQUIyieHUIhIT9kuBZpGUCHQgMiy5IDFYpyphkiaEEZ56kYp+2U0z6c+e8XSadRd87qjZvzarNWNFMih+SI1IhDLkiTXJMWaRNOIvJEnsmL9Wi9Wm/W+8/oklXsHJA/sD6+ATRVlbY=</latexit>

(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="7uKVJa9ml1ZwwHPH4aq2amKBN70=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVpCRV0GXBjcsK9gFNKJPpbR06SYaZG7GEgl/hVlfuxK2/4sJ/MYlZaOtZHc65l3vu8ZUUBm3701paXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2K3v7HRPFmkObRzLSPZ8ZkCKENgqU0FMaWOBL6PqTq8zv3oM2IgpvcarAC9g4FCPBGaaS6566CA+Y1IYns0GlatftHHSROAWpkgKtQeXLHUY8DiBELpkxfcdW6CVMo+ASZmU3NqAYn7Ax9FMasgCMl+SZZ/Q4NgwjqkBTIWkuwu+NhAXGTAM/nQwY3pl5LxP/8/oxji69RIQqRgh5dgiFhPyQ4VqkZQAdCg2ILEsOVISUM80QQQvKOE/FOG2nnPbhzH+/SDqNunNWb9ycV5u1opkSOSRHpEYcckGa5Jq0SJtwosgTeSYv1qP1ar1Z7z+jS1axc0D+wPr4BjXmlbc=</latexit>

(e)
<latexit sha1_base64="qoqBy0s2owH3ud+D1NlROW9w0jw=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVpCRV0GXBjcsK9gFNKJPpbR06mYSZG7GEgl/hVlfuxK2/4sJ/MYlZaOtZHc65l3vu8SMpDNr2p7W0vLK6tl7aKG9ube/sVvb2OyaMNYc2D2Woez4zIIWCNgqU0Is0sMCX0PUnV5nfvQdtRKhucRqBF7CxEiPBGaaS6566CA+Y1OBkNqhU7bqdgy4SpyBVUqA1qHy5w5DHASjkkhnTd+wIvYRpFFzCrOzGBiLGJ2wM/ZQqFoDxkjzzjB7HhmFII9BUSJqL8HsjYYEx08BPJwOGd2bey8T/vH6Mo0svESqKERTPDqGQkB8yXIu0DKBDoQGRZcmBCkU50wwRtKCM81SM03bKaR/O/PeLpNOoO2f1xs15tVkrmimRQ3JEasQhF6RJrkmLtAknEXkiz+TFerRerTfr/Wd0ySp2DsgfWB/fN3eVuA==</latexit>

T = 150K
<latexit sha1_base64="TT0Hm2PQ7kTu0+jnKa0r9xeyyVE=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfGy1tBqNgIWE3KtoIARvBJkJekIQwO7mJQ2Znl5m7alhS+xW2WtmJrd9h4b+4G1No4qkO59zLPfd4oRQGHefTyiwsLi2vZFdza+sbm1t2frtugkhzqPFABrrpMQNSKKihQAnNUAPzPQkNb3iZ+o070EYEqoqjEDo+GyjRF5xhInXtfJVeUPfUaR+1ER4wvh537YJTdCag88SdkgKZotK1v9q9gEc+KOSSGdNynRA7MdMouIRxrh0ZCBkfsgG0EqqYD6YTT6KP6UFkGAY0BE2FpBMRfm/EzDdm5HvJpM/w1sx6qfif14qwf96JhQojBMXTQygkTA4ZrkXSCdCe0IDI0uRAhaKcaYYIWlDGeSJGSUm5pA939vt5Ui8V3eNi6eakUN6fNpMlu2SPHBKXnJEyuSIVUiOc3JMn8kxerEfr1Xqz3n9GM9Z0Z4f8gfXxDfy7lxM=</latexit>

T = 300K
<latexit sha1_base64="EpL+UjngCdvoFD2XbQY6SKsYwdc=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfiZY2g1GwkLCbCNoIARvBJkJekF3C7OQmDpl9MHNXDUtqv8JWKzux9Tss/Bd34xaaeKrDOfdyzz1uKIVG0/w0ckvLK6tr+fXCxubW9k6xtNvWQaQ4tHggA9V1mQYpfGihQAndUAHzXAkdd3yZ+p07UFoEfhMnITgeG/liKDjDROoXS016QWumaZ/YCA8YX0/7xbJZMWegi8TKSJlkaPSLX/Yg4JEHPnLJtO5ZZohOzBQKLmFasCMNIeNjNoJeQn3mgXbiWfQpPYo0w4CGoKiQdCbC742YeVpPPDeZ9Bje6nkvFf/zehEOz51Y+GGE4PP0EAoJs0OaK5F0AnQgFCCyNDlQ4VPOFEMEJSjjPBGjpKRC0oc1//0iaVcrVq1SvTkt1w+zZvJknxyQY2KRM1InV6RBWoSTe/JEnsmL8Wi8Gm/G+89ozsh29sgfGB/f9++XEA==</latexit>

T = 900K
<latexit sha1_base64="eucht3b8edympIix2Q9HoTOz528=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfGy1tBqNgIWE3CmohBGwEmwh5QRLC7OQmDpmdXWbuqmFJ7VfYamUntn6Hhf/ibkyhiac6nHMv99zjhVIYdJxPK7OwuLS8kl3Nra1vbG7Z+e26CSLNocYDGeimxwxIoaCGAiU0Qw3M9yQ0vOFl6jfuQBsRqCqOQuj4bKBEX3CGidS181V6Qc8dp33URnjA+HrctQtO0ZmAzhN3SgpkikrX/mr3Ah75oJBLZkzLdULsxEyj4BLGuXZkIGR8yAbQSqhiPphOPIk+pgeRYRjQEDQVkk5E+L0RM9+Yke8lkz7DWzPrpeJ/XivC/lknFiqMEBRPD6GQMDlkuBZJJ0B7QgMiS5MDFYpyphkiaEEZ54kYJSXlkj7c2e/nSb1UdI+LpZuTQnl/2kyW7JI9ckhcckrK5IpUSI1wck+eyDN5sR6tV+vNev8ZzVjTnR3yB9bHNwGglxY=</latexit>

T = 600K
<latexit sha1_base64="AZL4vZn8Px2LtnH5kSzFk72Ql1s=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfGy1tBqNgIWE3itoIARvBJkJekIQwO7mJQ2Znl5m7alhS+xW2WtmJrd9h4b+4G1No4qkO59zLPfd4oRQGHefTyiwsLi2vZFdza+sbm1t2frtugkhzqPFABrrpMQNSKKihQAnNUAPzPQkNb3iZ+o070EYEqoqjEDo+GyjRF5xhInXtfJVe0FPHaR+1ER4wvh537YJTdCag88SdkgKZotK1v9q9gEc+KOSSGdNynRA7MdMouIRxrh0ZCBkfsgG0EqqYD6YTT6KP6UFkGAY0BE2FpBMRfm/EzDdm5HvJpM/w1sx6qfif14qwf96JhQojBMXTQygkTA4ZrkXSCdCe0IDI0uRAhaKcaYYIWlDGeSJGSUm5pA939vt5Ui8V3eNi6eakUN6fNpMlu2SPHBKXnJEyuSIVUiOc3JMn8kxerEfr1Xqz3n9GM9Z0Z4f8gfXxDfzAlxM=</latexit>

E↵ect of ⇣
<latexit sha1_base64="Ir4XJr74tpJQCZh4p68Dt/lU8/0=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKetTDYBRykLAbBT0KIniMYB6QDaF30huHzD6Y6RXjkouf4Fd41ZM38eofePBf3MQc1Finoqqb7iovVtKQbX9YuZnZufmFxaX88srq2nphY7NuokQLrIlIRbrpgUElQ6yRJIXNWCMEnsKG1z8b+Y0b1EZG4RUNYmwH0AulLwVQJnUKO+6BS3hLnp+e+z4K4pHP99w7JNgbdgpFu2yPwaeJMyFFNkG1U/h0u5FIAgxJKDCm5dgxtVPQJIXCYd5NDMYg+tDDVkZDCNC003GKId9PDFDEY9RcKj4W8edGCoExg8DLJgOga/PXG4n/ea2E/JN2KsM4IQzF6BBJheNDRmiZ1YO8KzUSwehz5DLkAjQQoZYchMjEJOsrn/Xh/E0/TeqVsnNYrlweFU9Lk2YW2TbbZSXmsGN2yi5YldWYYPfskT2xZ+vBerFerbfv0Zw12dliv2C9fwGAqZxV</latexit>

E↵ect of �
<latexit sha1_base64="9tNT4UK4fGy7TRFZskRBA81f4LI=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/oV9SjCYit4kJJUQY+CCB4VrApNKZN1UpfuJmF3IpbQkz/BX+FVT97Eq7/Ag//FtPag1Xd6vDfDzHthqqQlz/twShOTU9Mzs3Pl+YXFpWV3ZfXCJpkR2BCJSsxVCBaVjLFBkhRepQZBhwovw+7RwL+8RWNlEp9TL8WWhk4sIymACqntbgQ7AeEdhVF+HEUoiCcRrwYd0Bqq/bZb8WreEPwv8UekwkY4bbufwXUiMo0xCQXWNn0vpVYOhqRQ2C8HmcUURBc62CxoDBptKx/G6POtzAIlPEXDpeJDEX9u5KCt7emwmNRAN3bcG4j/ec2MooNWLuM0I4zF4BBJhcNDVhhZ9IP8WhokgsHnyGXMBRggQiM5CFGIWVFYuejDH0//l1zUa/5urX62VzncHjUzy9bZJttmPttnh+yEnbIGE+yePbIn9uw8OC/Oq/P2PVpyRjtr7Bec9y8q45yu</latexit>

� = 0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="7Kl2M8Astv3riNfPCKTlVbKNS+I=">AAAB/nicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhSswl0UtBECNpYRzAfkQpjbTOKS3btjd04IR8BfYauVndj6Vyz8L17iFZr4qsd7M8ybF8RKWnLdT2dpeWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3tN22UGIENEanItAOwqGSIDZKksB0bBB0obAWj66nfekBjZRTe0TjGroZhKAdSAGWS7w9Ba+BX3K1Ue6WyW3Fn4IvEy0mZ5aj3Sl9+PxKJxpCEAms7nhtTNwVDUiicFP3EYgxiBEPsZDQEjbabzjJP+EligSIeo+FS8ZmIvzdS0NaOdZBNaqB7O+9Nxf+8TkKDy24qwzghDMX0EEmFs0NWGJmVgbwvDRLBNDlyGXIBBojQSA5CZGKStVPM+vDmv18kzWrFO6tUb8/LteO8mQI7ZEfslHnsgtXYDauzBhMsZk/smb04j86r8+a8/4wuOfnOAfsD5+MbxriUyQ==</latexit>

� = 0.4
<latexit sha1_base64="oSBjwbarFO6uoENjJI0hJ6+UUlQ=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhSswl0MaCMEbCwjmA9IjjC3mcQlu3fn7pwQQgp/ha1WdmLrT7Hwv3gXU2jiqx7vzTBvXhAracl1P52l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C337BRYgTWRaQi0wrAopIh1kmSwlZsEHSgsBkMrzK/+YDGyii8pVGMvoZBKPtSAKWS3xmA1sAvuVuq5LuFoltyp+CLxJuRIpuh1i18dXqRSDSGJBRY2/bcmPwxGJJC4STfSSzGIIYwwHZKQ9Bo/fE09ISfJBYo4jEaLhWfivh7Ywza2pEO0kkNdGfnvUz8z2sn1L/wxzKME8JQZIdIKpwessLItA3kPWmQCLLkyGXIBRggQiM5CJGKSVpP1oc3//0iaZRL3lmpfFMpVo9nzeTYITtip8xj56zKrlmN1Zlg9+yJPbMX59F5dd6c95/RJWe2c8D+wPn4BgHulN8=</latexit>

� = 0.6
<latexit sha1_base64="yKNjhAhps9D8u8vlsJM0IRd8Wf4=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5EZCoIjsgoEGKREMZJPKQEitaXzbhlDvb3K2RoigFX0ELFR2i5VMo+BfskAISphrN7GpnJ4iVtOS6n87C4tLyympuLb++sbm1XdjZrdsoMQJrIlKRaQZgUckQayRJYTM2CDpQ2AgGV5nfeEBjZRTe0jBGX0M/lD0pgFLJb/dBa+CX3C2d5TuFoltyJ+DzxJuSIpui2il8tbuRSDSGJBRY2/LcmPwRGJJC4TjfTizGIAbQx1ZKQ9Bo/dEk9JgfJRYo4jEaLhWfiPh7YwTa2qEO0kkNdGdnvUz8z2sl1LvwRzKME8JQZIdIKpwcssLItA3kXWmQCLLkyGXIBRggQiM5CJGKSVpP1oc3+/08qZdL3kmpfHNarBxOm8mxfXbAjpnHzlmFXbMqqzHB7tkTe2YvzqPz6rw57z+jC850Z4/9gfPxDQUOlOE=</latexit>

� = 0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="8FrADJl56itSQcYU14/c59du1rk=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhSswl0UTCMEbCwjmA9IjjC3mcQlu3fn7pwQQgp/ha1WdmLrT7Hwv3gXU2jiqx7vzTBvXhAracl1P52l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C337BRYgTWRaQi0wrAopIh1kmSwlZsEHSgsBkMrzK/+YDGyii8pVGMvoZBKPtSAKWS3xmA1sAvuVuq5LuFoltyp+CLxJuRIpuh1i18dXqRSDSGJBRY2/bcmPwxGJJC4STfSSzGIIYwwHZKQ9Bo/fE09ISfJBYo4jEaLhWfivh7Ywza2pEO0kkNdGfnvUz8z2sn1K/4YxnGCWEoskMkFU4PWWFk2gbynjRIBFly5DLkAgwQoZEchEjFJK0n68Ob/36RNMol76xUvjkvVo9nzeTYITtip8xjF6zKrlmN1Zlg9+yJPbMX59F5dd6c95/RJWe2c8D+wPn4BggulOM=</latexit>

� = 0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="7Kl2M8Astv3riNfPCKTlVbKNS+I=">AAAB/nicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhSswl0UtBECNpYRzAfkQpjbTOKS3btjd04IR8BfYauVndj6Vyz8L17iFZr4qsd7M8ybF8RKWnLdT2dpeWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3tN22UGIENEanItAOwqGSIDZKksB0bBB0obAWj66nfekBjZRTe0TjGroZhKAdSAGWS7w9Ba+BX3K1Ue6WyW3Fn4IvEy0mZ5aj3Sl9+PxKJxpCEAms7nhtTNwVDUiicFP3EYgxiBEPsZDQEjbabzjJP+EligSIeo+FS8ZmIvzdS0NaOdZBNaqB7O+9Nxf+8TkKDy24qwzghDMX0EEmFs0NWGJmVgbwvDRLBNDlyGXIBBojQSA5CZGKStVPM+vDmv18kzWrFO6tUb8/LteO8mQI7ZEfslHnsgtXYDauzBhMsZk/smb04j86r8+a8/4wuOfnOAfsD5+MbxriUyQ==</latexit>

� = 0.4
<latexit sha1_base64="oSBjwbarFO6uoENjJI0hJ6+UUlQ=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhSswl0MaCMEbCwjmA9IjjC3mcQlu3fn7pwQQgp/ha1WdmLrT7Hwv3gXU2jiqx7vzTBvXhAracl1P52l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C337BRYgTWRaQi0wrAopIh1kmSwlZsEHSgsBkMrzK/+YDGyii8pVGMvoZBKPtSAKWS3xmA1sAvuVuq5LuFoltyp+CLxJuRIpuh1i18dXqRSDSGJBRY2/bcmPwxGJJC4STfSSzGIIYwwHZKQ9Bo/fE09ISfJBYo4jEaLhWfivh7Ywza2pEO0kkNdGfnvUz8z2sn1L/wxzKME8JQZIdIKpwessLItA3kPWmQCLLkyGXIBRggQiM5CJGKSVpP1oc3//0iaZRL3lmpfFMpVo9nzeTYITtip8xj56zKrlmN1Zlg9+yJPbMX59F5dd6c95/RJWe2c8D+wPn4BgHulN8=</latexit>

� = 0.6
<latexit sha1_base64="yKNjhAhps9D8u8vlsJM0IRd8Wf4=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5EZCoIjsgoEGKREMZJPKQEitaXzbhlDvb3K2RoigFX0ELFR2i5VMo+BfskAISphrN7GpnJ4iVtOS6n87C4tLyympuLb++sbm1XdjZrdsoMQJrIlKRaQZgUckQayRJYTM2CDpQ2AgGV5nfeEBjZRTe0jBGX0M/lD0pgFLJb/dBa+CX3C2d5TuFoltyJ+DzxJuSIpui2il8tbuRSDSGJBRY2/LcmPwRGJJC4TjfTizGIAbQx1ZKQ9Bo/dEk9JgfJRYo4jEaLhWfiPh7YwTa2qEO0kkNdGdnvUz8z2sl1LvwRzKME8JQZIdIKpwcssLItA3kXWmQCLLkyGXIBRggQiM5CJGKSVpP1oc3+/08qZdL3kmpfHNarBxOm8mxfXbAjpnHzlmFXbMqqzHB7tkTe2YvzqPz6rw57z+jC850Z4/9gfPxDQUOlOE=</latexit>

� = 0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="8FrADJl56itSQcYU14/c59du1rk=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhSswl0UTCMEbCwjmA9IjjC3mcQlu3fn7pwQQgp/ha1WdmLrT7Hwv3gXU2jiqx7vzTBvXhAracl1P52l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C337BRYgTWRaQi0wrAopIh1kmSwlZsEHSgsBkMrzK/+YDGyii8pVGMvoZBKPtSAKWS3xmA1sAvuVuq5LuFoltyp+CLxJuRIpuh1i18dXqRSDSGJBRY2/bcmPwxGJJC4STfSSzGIIYwwHZKQ9Bo/fE09ISfJBYo4jEaLhWfivh7Ywza2pEO0kkNdGfnvUz8z2sn1K/4YxnGCWEoskMkFU4PWWFk2gbynjRIBFly5DLkAgwQoZEchEjFJK0n68Ob/36RNMol76xUvjkvVo9nzeTYITtip8xjF6zKrlmN1Zlg9+yJPbMX59F5dd6c95/RJWe2c8D+wPn4BggulOM=</latexit>
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⇣ = 10
<latexit sha1_base64="khjwaNlD4MTR+/qIzkwvVb6hiu0=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREjRIETSUQSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGCiY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u61TRhrgS0RqlB3PTCoZIAtkqSwG2kE31PY8SZXmd+5R21kGNzSNELXh3EgR1IApVK3/4AEF449qNbsup2DLxKnIDVWoDmofvWHoYh9DEgoMKbn2BG5CWiSQuGs0o8NRiAmMMZeSgPw0bhJnnfGj2IDFPIINZeK5yL+3kjAN2bqe+mkD3Rn5r1M/M/rxTQ6dxMZRDFhILJDJBXmh4zQMi0C+VBqJIIsOXIZcAEaiFBLDkKkYpw2U0n7cOa/XyTtk7qT8pvTWuOyaKbMDtghO2YOO2MNds2arMUEU+yJPbMX69F6td6s95/RklXs7LM/sD6+AQaqk/0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="khjwaNlD4MTR+/qIzkwvVb6hiu0=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREjRIETSUQSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGCiY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u61TRhrgS0RqlB3PTCoZIAtkqSwG2kE31PY8SZXmd+5R21kGNzSNELXh3EgR1IApVK3/4AEF449qNbsup2DLxKnIDVWoDmofvWHoYh9DEgoMKbn2BG5CWiSQuGs0o8NRiAmMMZeSgPw0bhJnnfGj2IDFPIINZeK5yL+3kjAN2bqe+mkD3Rn5r1M/M/rxTQ6dxMZRDFhILJDJBXmh4zQMi0C+VBqJIIsOXIZcAEaiFBLDkKkYpw2U0n7cOa/XyTtk7qT8pvTWuOyaKbMDtghO2YOO2MNds2arMUEU+yJPbMX69F6td6s95/RklXs7LM/sD6+AQaqk/0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="khjwaNlD4MTR+/qIzkwvVb6hiu0=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREjRIETSUQSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGCiY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u61TRhrgS0RqlB3PTCoZIAtkqSwG2kE31PY8SZXmd+5R21kGNzSNELXh3EgR1IApVK3/4AEF449qNbsup2DLxKnIDVWoDmofvWHoYh9DEgoMKbn2BG5CWiSQuGs0o8NRiAmMMZeSgPw0bhJnnfGj2IDFPIINZeK5yL+3kjAN2bqe+mkD3Rn5r1M/M/rxTQ6dxMZRDFhILJDJBXmh4zQMi0C+VBqJIIsOXIZcAEaiFBLDkKkYpw2U0n7cOa/XyTtk7qT8pvTWuOyaKbMDtghO2YOO2MNds2arMUEU+yJPbMX69F6td6s95/RklXs7LM/sD6+AQaqk/0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="khjwaNlD4MTR+/qIzkwvVb6hiu0=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREjRIETSUQSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGCiY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u61TRhrgS0RqlB3PTCoZIAtkqSwG2kE31PY8SZXmd+5R21kGNzSNELXh3EgR1IApVK3/4AEF449qNbsup2DLxKnIDVWoDmofvWHoYh9DEgoMKbn2BG5CWiSQuGs0o8NRiAmMMZeSgPw0bhJnnfGj2IDFPIINZeK5yL+3kjAN2bqe+mkD3Rn5r1M/M/rxTQ6dxMZRDFhILJDJBXmh4zQMi0C+VBqJIIsOXIZcAEaiFBLDkKkYpw2U0n7cOa/XyTtk7qT8pvTWuOyaKbMDtghO2YOO2MNds2arMUEU+yJPbMX69F6td6s95/RklXs7LM/sD6+AQaqk/0=</latexit>

⇣ = 5
<latexit sha1_base64="81f24k2aUPWGW13eNL+W0gAoLzM=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCBqkCBrKIJGHlFjR+rIJp5wfulsjBSsfQQsVHaLlayj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u61TRhrgS0RqlB3PTCoZIAtkqSwG2kE31PY8SbXmd95QG1kGNzRNELXh3EgR1IApVKn/4gEl2eDas2u2zn4InEKUmMFmoPqV38YitjHgIQCY3qOHZGbgCYpFM4q/dhgBGICY+ylNAAfjZvkcWf8KDZAIY9Qc6l4LuLvjQR8Y6a+l076QPdm3svE/7xeTKMLN5FBFBMGIjtEUmF+yAgt0x6QD6VGIsiSI5cBF6CBCLXkIEQqxmkxlbQPZ/77RdI+qTspvz2tNa6KZsrsgB2yY+awc9ZgN6zJWkywCXtiz+zFSqxX6816/xktWcXOPvsD6+Mbmo6Txw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="81f24k2aUPWGW13eNL+W0gAoLzM=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCBqkCBrKIJGHlFjR+rIJp5wfulsjBSsfQQsVHaLlayj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u61TRhrgS0RqlB3PTCoZIAtkqSwG2kE31PY8SbXmd95QG1kGNzRNELXh3EgR1IApVKn/4gEl2eDas2u2zn4InEKUmMFmoPqV38YitjHgIQCY3qOHZGbgCYpFM4q/dhgBGICY+ylNAAfjZvkcWf8KDZAIY9Qc6l4LuLvjQR8Y6a+l076QPdm3svE/7xeTKMLN5FBFBMGIjtEUmF+yAgt0x6QD6VGIsiSI5cBF6CBCLXkIEQqxmkxlbQPZ/77RdI+qTspvz2tNa6KZsrsgB2yY+awc9ZgN6zJWkywCXtiz+zFSqxX6816/xktWcXOPvsD6+Mbmo6Txw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="81f24k2aUPWGW13eNL+W0gAoLzM=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCBqkCBrKIJGHlFjR+rIJp5wfulsjBSsfQQsVHaLlayj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u61TRhrgS0RqlB3PTCoZIAtkqSwG2kE31PY8SbXmd95QG1kGNzRNELXh3EgR1IApVKn/4gEl2eDas2u2zn4InEKUmMFmoPqV38YitjHgIQCY3qOHZGbgCYpFM4q/dhgBGICY+ylNAAfjZvkcWf8KDZAIY9Qc6l4LuLvjQR8Y6a+l076QPdm3svE/7xeTKMLN5FBFBMGIjtEUmF+yAgt0x6QD6VGIsiSI5cBF6CBCLXkIEQqxmkxlbQPZ/77RdI+qTspvz2tNa6KZsrsgB2yY+awc9ZgN6zJWkywCXtiz+zFSqxX6816/xktWcXOPvsD6+Mbmo6Txw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="81f24k2aUPWGW13eNL+W0gAoLzM=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCBqkCBrKIJGHlFjR+rIJp5wfulsjBSsfQQsVHaLlayj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u61TRhrgS0RqlB3PTCoZIAtkqSwG2kE31PY8SbXmd95QG1kGNzRNELXh3EgR1IApVKn/4gEl2eDas2u2zn4InEKUmMFmoPqV38YitjHgIQCY3qOHZGbgCYpFM4q/dhgBGICY+ylNAAfjZvkcWf8KDZAIY9Qc6l4LuLvjQR8Y6a+l076QPdm3svE/7xeTKMLN5FBFBMGIjtEUmF+yAgt0x6QD6VGIsiSI5cBF6CBCLXkIEQqxmkxlbQPZ/77RdI+qTspvz2tNa6KZsrsgB2yY+awc9ZgN6zJWkywCXtiz+zFSqxX6816/xktWcXOPvsD6+Mbmo6Txw==</latexit>

⇣ = 0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="aU/a2rKtuSId1f3VTyy5H7ilFGw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXaEBA1SBA1lkMgDJVa0vmzCKeeH7tZIwcpX0EJFh2j5GAr+Bdu4gISpRjO72tnxIiUN2fantbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vbbJoy1wJYIVai7HhhUMsAWSVLYjTSC7ynseJOrzO88oDYyDG5pGqHrwziQIymAUumu/4gEF3atPqhU7Zqdgy8SpyBVVqA5qHz1h6GIfQxIKDCm59gRuQlokkLhrNyPDUYgJjDGXkoD8NG4SR54xo9jAxTyCDWXiuci/t5IwDdm6nvppA90b+a9TPzP68U0OncTGUQxYSCyQyQV5oeM0DJtAvlQaiSCLDlyGXABGohQSw5CpGKcVlNO+3Dmv18k7XrNSfnNabVxWTRTYofsiJ0wh52xBrtmTdZigvnsiT2zF2tmvVpv1vvP6JJV7BywP7A+vgF3kpQ2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aU/a2rKtuSId1f3VTyy5H7ilFGw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXaEBA1SBA1lkMgDJVa0vmzCKeeH7tZIwcpX0EJFh2j5GAr+Bdu4gISpRjO72tnxIiUN2fantbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vbbJoy1wJYIVai7HhhUMsAWSVLYjTSC7ynseJOrzO88oDYyDG5pGqHrwziQIymAUumu/4gEF3atPqhU7Zqdgy8SpyBVVqA5qHz1h6GIfQxIKDCm59gRuQlokkLhrNyPDUYgJjDGXkoD8NG4SR54xo9jAxTyCDWXiuci/t5IwDdm6nvppA90b+a9TPzP68U0OncTGUQxYSCyQyQV5oeM0DJtAvlQaiSCLDlyGXABGohQSw5CpGKcVlNO+3Dmv18k7XrNSfnNabVxWTRTYofsiJ0wh52xBrtmTdZigvnsiT2zF2tmvVpv1vvP6JJV7BywP7A+vgF3kpQ2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aU/a2rKtuSId1f3VTyy5H7ilFGw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXaEBA1SBA1lkMgDJVa0vmzCKeeH7tZIwcpX0EJFh2j5GAr+Bdu4gISpRjO72tnxIiUN2fantbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vbbJoy1wJYIVai7HhhUMsAWSVLYjTSC7ynseJOrzO88oDYyDG5pGqHrwziQIymAUumu/4gEF3atPqhU7Zqdgy8SpyBVVqA5qHz1h6GIfQxIKDCm59gRuQlokkLhrNyPDUYgJjDGXkoD8NG4SR54xo9jAxTyCDWXiuci/t5IwDdm6nvppA90b+a9TPzP68U0OncTGUQxYSCyQyQV5oeM0DJtAvlQaiSCLDlyGXABGohQSw5CpGKcVlNO+3Dmv18k7XrNSfnNabVxWTRTYofsiJ0wh52xBrtmTdZigvnsiT2zF2tmvVpv1vvP6JJV7BywP7A+vgF3kpQ2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aU/a2rKtuSId1f3VTyy5H7ilFGw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXaEBA1SBA1lkMgDJVa0vmzCKeeH7tZIwcpX0EJFh2j5GAr+Bdu4gISpRjO72tnxIiUN2fantbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vbbJoy1wJYIVai7HhhUMsAWSVLYjTSC7ynseJOrzO88oDYyDG5pGqHrwziQIymAUumu/4gEF3atPqhU7Zqdgy8SpyBVVqA5qHz1h6GIfQxIKDCm59gRuQlokkLhrNyPDUYgJjDGXkoD8NG4SR54xo9jAxTyCDWXiuci/t5IwDdm6nvppA90b+a9TPzP68U0OncTGUQxYSCyQyQV5oeM0DJtAvlQaiSCLDlyGXABGohQSw5CpGKcVlNO+3Dmv18k7XrNSfnNabVxWTRTYofsiJ0wh52xBrtmTdZigvnsiT2zF2tmvVpv1vvP6JJV7BywP7A+vgF3kpQ2</latexit>

⇣ = 5/3
<latexit sha1_base64="y67SE9MNCcbvFb9K1rXDp8NoTb0=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKtg8BA1SBA1lkEgCSqxofdmEU84P3a2RgpWvoIWKDtHyMRT8C7ZJAQlTjWZ2tbPjRUoasu1PqzA3v7C4VFwurayurW+UN7eaJoy1wIYIVahvPTCoZIANkqTwNtIIvqew5Q0vM7/1gNrIMLihUYSuD4NA9qUASqW7ziMSnJ8cHHXLFbtq5+CzxJmQCpug3i1/dXqhiH0MSCgwpu3YEbkJaJJC4bjUiQ1GIIYwwHZKA/DRuEkeeMz3YgMU8gg1l4rnIv7eSMA3ZuR76aQPdG+mvUz8z2vH1D9zExlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAybQJ5T2okgiw5chlwARqIUEsOQqRinFZTSvtwpr+fJc3DqpPy6+NK7WLSTJHtsF22zxx2ymrsitVZgwnmsyf2zF6ssfVqvVnvP6MFa7Kzzf7A+vgGgoaUPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y67SE9MNCcbvFb9K1rXDp8NoTb0=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKtg8BA1SBA1lkEgCSqxofdmEU84P3a2RgpWvoIWKDtHyMRT8C7ZJAQlTjWZ2tbPjRUoasu1PqzA3v7C4VFwurayurW+UN7eaJoy1wIYIVahvPTCoZIANkqTwNtIIvqew5Q0vM7/1gNrIMLihUYSuD4NA9qUASqW7ziMSnJ8cHHXLFbtq5+CzxJmQCpug3i1/dXqhiH0MSCgwpu3YEbkJaJJC4bjUiQ1GIIYwwHZKA/DRuEkeeMz3YgMU8gg1l4rnIv7eSMA3ZuR76aQPdG+mvUz8z2vH1D9zExlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAybQJ5T2okgiw5chlwARqIUEsOQqRinFZTSvtwpr+fJc3DqpPy6+NK7WLSTJHtsF22zxx2ymrsitVZgwnmsyf2zF6ssfVqvVnvP6MFa7Kzzf7A+vgGgoaUPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y67SE9MNCcbvFb9K1rXDp8NoTb0=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKtg8BA1SBA1lkEgCSqxofdmEU84P3a2RgpWvoIWKDtHyMRT8C7ZJAQlTjWZ2tbPjRUoasu1PqzA3v7C4VFwurayurW+UN7eaJoy1wIYIVahvPTCoZIANkqTwNtIIvqew5Q0vM7/1gNrIMLihUYSuD4NA9qUASqW7ziMSnJ8cHHXLFbtq5+CzxJmQCpug3i1/dXqhiH0MSCgwpu3YEbkJaJJC4bjUiQ1GIIYwwHZKA/DRuEkeeMz3YgMU8gg1l4rnIv7eSMA3ZuR76aQPdG+mvUz8z2vH1D9zExlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAybQJ5T2okgiw5chlwARqIUEsOQqRinFZTSvtwpr+fJc3DqpPy6+NK7WLSTJHtsF22zxx2ymrsitVZgwnmsyf2zF6ssfVqvVnvP6MFa7Kzzf7A+vgGgoaUPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y67SE9MNCcbvFb9K1rXDp8NoTb0=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKtg8BA1SBA1lkEgCSqxofdmEU84P3a2RgpWvoIWKDtHyMRT8C7ZJAQlTjWZ2tbPjRUoasu1PqzA3v7C4VFwurayurW+UN7eaJoy1wIYIVahvPTCoZIANkqTwNtIIvqew5Q0vM7/1gNrIMLihUYSuD4NA9qUASqW7ziMSnJ8cHHXLFbtq5+CzxJmQCpug3i1/dXqhiH0MSCgwpu3YEbkJaJJC4bjUiQ1GIIYwwHZKA/DRuEkeeMz3YgMU8gg1l4rnIv7eSMA3ZuR76aQPdG+mvUz8z2vH1D9zExlEMWEgskMkFeaHjNAybQJ5T2okgiw5chlwARqIUEsOQqRinFZTSvtwpr+fJc3DqpPy6+NK7WLSTJHtsF22zxx2ymrsitVZgwnmsyf2zF6ssfVqvVnvP6MFa7Kzzf7A+vgGgoaUPQ==</latexit>

q = 0.5 pN
<latexit sha1_base64="Z8NM1UXerYuygwpj0KdMbUC0fGg=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExESBYpsBIIGKYKGCgWJPKTYis6XTTjl/OBuDURWar6CFio6RMt3UPAv2MEFJEw1mtnVzo4XSaHRsj6Nwtz8wuJScbm0srq2vmGWN5s6jBWHBg9lqNoe0yBFAA0UKKEdKWC+J6HlDc8zv3UHSoswuMZRBK7PBoHoC84wlbpm+fbUqh5RZ9/xvfAhiS7HXbNiVa0J6Cyxc1IhOepd88vphTz2IUAumdYd24rQTZhCwSWMS06sIWJ8yAbQSWnAfNBuMok+pruxZhjSCBQVkk5E+L2RMF/rke+lkz7DGz3tZeJ/XifG/ombiCCKEQKeHUIhYXJIcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUSvuwp7+fJc2Dqp3yq8NK7Sxvpki2yQ7ZIzY5JjVyQeqkQTi5J0/kmbwYj8ar8Wa8/4wWjHxni/yB8fENm5mXiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z8NM1UXerYuygwpj0KdMbUC0fGg=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExESBYpsBIIGKYKGCgWJPKTYis6XTTjl/OBuDURWar6CFio6RMt3UPAv2MEFJEw1mtnVzo4XSaHRsj6Nwtz8wuJScbm0srq2vmGWN5s6jBWHBg9lqNoe0yBFAA0UKKEdKWC+J6HlDc8zv3UHSoswuMZRBK7PBoHoC84wlbpm+fbUqh5RZ9/xvfAhiS7HXbNiVa0J6Cyxc1IhOepd88vphTz2IUAumdYd24rQTZhCwSWMS06sIWJ8yAbQSWnAfNBuMok+pruxZhjSCBQVkk5E+L2RMF/rke+lkz7DGz3tZeJ/XifG/ombiCCKEQKeHUIhYXJIcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUSvuwp7+fJc2Dqp3yq8NK7Sxvpki2yQ7ZIzY5JjVyQeqkQTi5J0/kmbwYj8ar8Wa8/4wWjHxni/yB8fENm5mXiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z8NM1UXerYuygwpj0KdMbUC0fGg=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExESBYpsBIIGKYKGCgWJPKTYis6XTTjl/OBuDURWar6CFio6RMt3UPAv2MEFJEw1mtnVzo4XSaHRsj6Nwtz8wuJScbm0srq2vmGWN5s6jBWHBg9lqNoe0yBFAA0UKKEdKWC+J6HlDc8zv3UHSoswuMZRBK7PBoHoC84wlbpm+fbUqh5RZ9/xvfAhiS7HXbNiVa0J6Cyxc1IhOepd88vphTz2IUAumdYd24rQTZhCwSWMS06sIWJ8yAbQSWnAfNBuMok+pruxZhjSCBQVkk5E+L2RMF/rke+lkz7DGz3tZeJ/XifG/ombiCCKEQKeHUIhYXJIcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUSvuwp7+fJc2Dqp3yq8NK7Sxvpki2yQ7ZIzY5JjVyQeqkQTi5J0/kmbwYj8ar8Wa8/4wWjHxni/yB8fENm5mXiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z8NM1UXerYuygwpj0KdMbUC0fGg=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExESBYpsBIIGKYKGCgWJPKTYis6XTTjl/OBuDURWar6CFio6RMt3UPAv2MEFJEw1mtnVzo4XSaHRsj6Nwtz8wuJScbm0srq2vmGWN5s6jBWHBg9lqNoe0yBFAA0UKKEdKWC+J6HlDc8zv3UHSoswuMZRBK7PBoHoC84wlbpm+fbUqh5RZ9/xvfAhiS7HXbNiVa0J6Cyxc1IhOepd88vphTz2IUAumdYd24rQTZhCwSWMS06sIWJ8yAbQSWnAfNBuMok+pruxZhjSCBQVkk5E+L2RMF/rke+lkz7DGz3tZeJ/XifG/ombiCCKEQKeHUIhYXJIcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUSvuwp7+fJc2Dqp3yq8NK7Sxvpki2yQ7ZIzY5JjVyQeqkQTi5J0/kmbwYj8ar8Wa8/4wWjHxni/yB8fENm5mXiw==</latexit>

q = 5pN
<latexit sha1_base64="8BzEJfJI2GhcoUvsuE3EzBjyyPo=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPGChpTkRIFCiyEQgapAgaKhQk8pBiKzpfNuGU84O7NSKyUvIVtFDRIVo+hIJ/wTYuIDDVaGZXOzteJIVGy/owSnPzC4tL5eXKyuraetXc2GzrMFYcWjyUoep6TIMUAbRQoIRupID5noSONz7P/M4dKC3C4BonEbg+GwViKDjDVOqb1dvTI+rsO74X3ifR5bRv1qy6lYP+JXZBaqRAs29+OoOQxz4EyCXTumdbEboJUyi4hGnFiTVEjI/ZCHopDZgP2k3y4FO6G2uGIY1AUSFpLsLPjYT5Wk98L530Gd7oWS8T//N6MQ5P3EQEUYwQ8OwQCgn5Ic2VSBsBOhAKEFmWHKgIKGeKIYISlHGeinFaUSXtw579/i9pH9TtlF8d1hpnRTNlsk12yB6xyTFpkAvSJC3CSUweyRN5Nh6MF+PVePseLRnFzhb5BeP9C7hglxk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8BzEJfJI2GhcoUvsuE3EzBjyyPo=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPGChpTkRIFCiyEQgapAgaKhQk8pBiKzpfNuGU84O7NSKyUvIVtFDRIVo+hIJ/wTYuIDDVaGZXOzteJIVGy/owSnPzC4tL5eXKyuraetXc2GzrMFYcWjyUoep6TIMUAbRQoIRupID5noSONz7P/M4dKC3C4BonEbg+GwViKDjDVOqb1dvTI+rsO74X3ifR5bRv1qy6lYP+JXZBaqRAs29+OoOQxz4EyCXTumdbEboJUyi4hGnFiTVEjI/ZCHopDZgP2k3y4FO6G2uGIY1AUSFpLsLPjYT5Wk98L530Gd7oWS8T//N6MQ5P3EQEUYwQ8OwQCgn5Ic2VSBsBOhAKEFmWHKgIKGeKIYISlHGeinFaUSXtw579/i9pH9TtlF8d1hpnRTNlsk12yB6xyTFpkAvSJC3CSUweyRN5Nh6MF+PVePseLRnFzhb5BeP9C7hglxk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8BzEJfJI2GhcoUvsuE3EzBjyyPo=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPGChpTkRIFCiyEQgapAgaKhQk8pBiKzpfNuGU84O7NSKyUvIVtFDRIVo+hIJ/wTYuIDDVaGZXOzteJIVGy/owSnPzC4tL5eXKyuraetXc2GzrMFYcWjyUoep6TIMUAbRQoIRupID5noSONz7P/M4dKC3C4BonEbg+GwViKDjDVOqb1dvTI+rsO74X3ifR5bRv1qy6lYP+JXZBaqRAs29+OoOQxz4EyCXTumdbEboJUyi4hGnFiTVEjI/ZCHopDZgP2k3y4FO6G2uGIY1AUSFpLsLPjYT5Wk98L530Gd7oWS8T//N6MQ5P3EQEUYwQ8OwQCgn5Ic2VSBsBOhAKEFmWHKgIKGeKIYISlHGeinFaUSXtw579/i9pH9TtlF8d1hpnRTNlsk12yB6xyTFpkAvSJC3CSUweyRN5Nh6MF+PVePseLRnFzhb5BeP9C7hglxk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8BzEJfJI2GhcoUvsuE3EzBjyyPo=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPGChpTkRIFCiyEQgapAgaKhQk8pBiKzpfNuGU84O7NSKyUvIVtFDRIVo+hIJ/wTYuIDDVaGZXOzteJIVGy/owSnPzC4tL5eXKyuraetXc2GzrMFYcWjyUoep6TIMUAbRQoIRupID5noSONz7P/M4dKC3C4BonEbg+GwViKDjDVOqb1dvTI+rsO74X3ifR5bRv1qy6lYP+JXZBaqRAs29+OoOQxz4EyCXTumdbEboJUyi4hGnFiTVEjI/ZCHopDZgP2k3y4FO6G2uGIY1AUSFpLsLPjYT5Wk98L530Gd7oWS8T//N6MQ5P3EQEUYwQ8OwQCgn5Ic2VSBsBOhAKEFmWHKgIKGeKIYISlHGeinFaUSXtw579/i9pH9TtlF8d1hpnRTNlsk12yB6xyTFpkAvSJC3CSUweyRN5Nh6MF+PVePseLRnFzhb5BeP9C7hglxk=</latexit>

q = 2.5 pN
<latexit sha1_base64="osQ0PZ0l1MQJC0saPmYtfxzNI1g=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExESBYpsBIIGKYKGCgWJPKTYis6XTTjl/OBuDURWar6CFio6RMt3UPAv2CYFJEw1mtnVzo4XSaHRsj6Nwtz8wuJScbm0srq2vmGWN5s6jBWHBg9lqNoe0yBFAA0UKKEdKWC+J6HlDc8zv3UHSoswuMZRBK7PBoHoC84wlbpm+fb0oHpEnX3H98KHJLocd82KVbVy0FliT0iFTFDvml9OL+SxDwFyybTu2FaEbsIUCi5hXHJiDRHjQzaATkoD5oN2kzz6mO7GmmFII1BUSJqL8HsjYb7WI99LJ32GN3ray8T/vE6M/RM3EUEUIwQ8O4RCQn5IcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUSvuwp7+fJc2Dqp3yq8NK7WzSTJFskx2yR2xyTGrkgtRJg3ByT57IM3kxHo1X4814/xktGJOdLfIHxsc3ntOXjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="osQ0PZ0l1MQJC0saPmYtfxzNI1g=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExESBYpsBIIGKYKGCgWJPKTYis6XTTjl/OBuDURWar6CFio6RMt3UPAv2CYFJEw1mtnVzo4XSaHRsj6Nwtz8wuJScbm0srq2vmGWN5s6jBWHBg9lqNoe0yBFAA0UKKEdKWC+J6HlDc8zv3UHSoswuMZRBK7PBoHoC84wlbpm+fb0oHpEnX3H98KHJLocd82KVbVy0FliT0iFTFDvml9OL+SxDwFyybTu2FaEbsIUCi5hXHJiDRHjQzaATkoD5oN2kzz6mO7GmmFII1BUSJqL8HsjYb7WI99LJ32GN3ray8T/vE6M/RM3EUEUIwQ8O4RCQn5IcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUSvuwp7+fJc2Dqp3yq8NK7WzSTJFskx2yR2xyTGrkgtRJg3ByT57IM3kxHo1X4814/xktGJOdLfIHxsc3ntOXjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="osQ0PZ0l1MQJC0saPmYtfxzNI1g=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExESBYpsBIIGKYKGCgWJPKTYis6XTTjl/OBuDURWar6CFio6RMt3UPAv2CYFJEw1mtnVzo4XSaHRsj6Nwtz8wuJScbm0srq2vmGWN5s6jBWHBg9lqNoe0yBFAA0UKKEdKWC+J6HlDc8zv3UHSoswuMZRBK7PBoHoC84wlbpm+fb0oHpEnX3H98KHJLocd82KVbVy0FliT0iFTFDvml9OL+SxDwFyybTu2FaEbsIUCi5hXHJiDRHjQzaATkoD5oN2kzz6mO7GmmFII1BUSJqL8HsjYb7WI99LJ32GN3ray8T/vE6M/RM3EUEUIwQ8O4RCQn5IcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUSvuwp7+fJc2Dqp3yq8NK7WzSTJFskx2yR2xyTGrkgtRJg3ByT57IM3kxHo1X4814/xktGJOdLfIHxsc3ntOXjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="osQ0PZ0l1MQJC0saPmYtfxzNI1g=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExESBYpsBIIGKYKGCgWJPKTYis6XTTjl/OBuDURWar6CFio6RMt3UPAv2CYFJEw1mtnVzo4XSaHRsj6Nwtz8wuJScbm0srq2vmGWN5s6jBWHBg9lqNoe0yBFAA0UKKEdKWC+J6HlDc8zv3UHSoswuMZRBK7PBoHoC84wlbpm+fb0oHpEnX3H98KHJLocd82KVbVy0FliT0iFTFDvml9OL+SxDwFyybTu2FaEbsIUCi5hXHJiDRHjQzaATkoD5oN2kzz6mO7GmmFII1BUSJqL8HsjYb7WI99LJ32GN3ray8T/vE6M/RM3EUEUIwQ8O4RCQn5IcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUSvuwp7+fJc2Dqp3yq8NK7WzSTJFskx2yR2xyTGrkgtRJg3ByT57IM3kxHo1X4814/xktGJOdLfIHxsc3ntOXjQ==</latexit>

q = 7.5 pN
<latexit sha1_base64="IZRPHFEs+S2zVlzJBEFyAuwNNgo=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOHlQElzIkKiQJGNQKFBiqChQkEiDym2ovNlE045P7hbA5GVmq+ghYoO0fIdFPwLdnABCVONZna1s+NFUmi0rE9jbn5hcWm5sFJcXVvf2DRLW00dxopDg4cyVG2PaZAigAYKlNCOFDDfk9DyhueZ37oDpUUYXOMoAtdng0D0BWeYSl2zdHtarRxT58DxvfAhiS7HXbNsVawJ6Cyxc1ImOepd88vphTz2IUAumdYd24rQTZhCwSWMi06sIWJ8yAbQSWnAfNBuMok+pnuxZhjSCBQVkk5E+L2RMF/rke+lkz7DGz3tZeJ/XifG/ombiCCKEQKeHUIhYXJIcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUTPuwp7+fJc3Dip3yq6Ny7SxvpkB2yC7ZJzapkhq5IHXSIJzckyfyTF6MR+PVeDPef0bnjHxnm/yB8fENpuSXkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IZRPHFEs+S2zVlzJBEFyAuwNNgo=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOHlQElzIkKiQJGNQKFBiqChQkEiDym2ovNlE045P7hbA5GVmq+ghYoO0fIdFPwLdnABCVONZna1s+NFUmi0rE9jbn5hcWm5sFJcXVvf2DRLW00dxopDg4cyVG2PaZAigAYKlNCOFDDfk9DyhueZ37oDpUUYXOMoAtdng0D0BWeYSl2zdHtarRxT58DxvfAhiS7HXbNsVawJ6Cyxc1ImOepd88vphTz2IUAumdYd24rQTZhCwSWMi06sIWJ8yAbQSWnAfNBuMok+pnuxZhjSCBQVkk5E+L2RMF/rke+lkz7DGz3tZeJ/XifG/ombiCCKEQKeHUIhYXJIcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUTPuwp7+fJc3Dip3yq6Ny7SxvpkB2yC7ZJzapkhq5IHXSIJzckyfyTF6MR+PVeDPef0bnjHxnm/yB8fENpuSXkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IZRPHFEs+S2zVlzJBEFyAuwNNgo=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOHlQElzIkKiQJGNQKFBiqChQkEiDym2ovNlE045P7hbA5GVmq+ghYoO0fIdFPwLdnABCVONZna1s+NFUmi0rE9jbn5hcWm5sFJcXVvf2DRLW00dxopDg4cyVG2PaZAigAYKlNCOFDDfk9DyhueZ37oDpUUYXOMoAtdng0D0BWeYSl2zdHtarRxT58DxvfAhiS7HXbNsVawJ6Cyxc1ImOepd88vphTz2IUAumdYd24rQTZhCwSWMi06sIWJ8yAbQSWnAfNBuMok+pnuxZhjSCBQVkk5E+L2RMF/rke+lkz7DGz3tZeJ/XifG/ombiCCKEQKeHUIhYXJIcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUTPuwp7+fJc3Dip3yq6Ny7SxvpkB2yC7ZJzapkhq5IHXSIJzckyfyTF6MR+PVeDPef0bnjHxnm/yB8fENpuSXkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IZRPHFEs+S2zVlzJBEFyAuwNNgo=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOHlQElzIkKiQJGNQKFBiqChQkEiDym2ovNlE045P7hbA5GVmq+ghYoO0fIdFPwLdnABCVONZna1s+NFUmi0rE9jbn5hcWm5sFJcXVvf2DRLW00dxopDg4cyVG2PaZAigAYKlNCOFDDfk9DyhueZ37oDpUUYXOMoAtdng0D0BWeYSl2zdHtarRxT58DxvfAhiS7HXbNsVawJ6Cyxc1ImOepd88vphTz2IUAumdYd24rQTZhCwSWMi06sIWJ8yAbQSWnAfNBuMok+pnuxZhjSCBQVkk5E+L2RMF/rke+lkz7DGz3tZeJ/XifG/ombiCCKEQKeHUIhYXJIcyXSToD2hAJEliUHKgLKmWKIoARlnKdinJZUTPuwp7+fJc3Dip3yq6Ny7SxvpkB2yC7ZJzapkhq5IHXSIJzckyfyTF6MR+PVeDPef0bnjHxnm/yB8fENpuSXkg==</latexit>

(a) (b)
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PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION
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PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

0
<latexit sha1_base64="C9ClTawu3A9ymDk2EdutZA/dw68=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGq7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxIbkSs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C9ClTawu3A9ymDk2EdutZA/dw68=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGq7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxIbkSs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C9ClTawu3A9ymDk2EdutZA/dw68=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGq7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxIbkSs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C9ClTawu3A9ymDk2EdutZA/dw68=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGq7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxIbkSs=</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit> p

<latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit>

n
<latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit> n + 1

<latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit>

� = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit>

� = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit> n � 1

<latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit>

Model
<latexit sha1_base64="em0wszrebLvt5yQ6D9deFs5LeUw=">AAACAHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5ESGliuyABGUkGhqkIJGHlITofNmEU84P3a0RkZWGr6CFig7R8icU/Au2cQEJU41mdrWz44ZKGrLtT2tpeWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3tt0wQaYFNEahAd1xuUEkfmyRJYSfUyD1XYdudXKR++x61kYF/Q9MQ+x4f+3IkBadEuu0RPpA7iq+CIarZoFS2q3YGtkicnJQhR2NQ+uoNAxF56JNQ3JiuY4fUj7kmKRTOir3IYMjFhI+xm1Cfe2j6cZZ6xo4jwylgIWomFctE/L0Rc8+Yqecmkx6nOzPvpeJ/Xjei0Xk/ln4YEfoiPURSYXbICC2TOpANpUYiniZHJn0muOZEqCXjQiRilPRTTPpw5r9fJK1a1Tmp1q5Py/VK3kwBDuEIKuDAGdThEhrQBAEanuAZXqxH69V6s95/RpesfOcA/sD6+AbeMpdH</latexit>

"u
<latexit sha1_base64="ULYvU4G9kc3v29i8JcmfWqRRhW0=">AAAB/3icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxMOQOTbQksbHERD4SuJC5ZcANe3vn7hwJIRT+Clut7IytP8XC/+JxUij4qpf3ZjJvXhAracl1P53cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aNgoMQLrIlKRaQVgUUmNdZKksBUbhDBQ2AyG1zO/OUJjZaTvaByjH8JAy74UQKnkd0ZgMLZSRbqbdIslt+xm4MvEm5MSm6PWLX51epFIQtQkFFjb9tyY/AkYkkLhtNBJLMYghjDAdko1hGj9SRZ6yk8SCxTxGA2Ximci/t6YQGjtOAzSyRDo3i56M/E/r51Q/8qfSB0nhFrMDpFUmB2ywsi0DeQ9aZAIZsmRS80FGCBCIzkIkYpJWk8h7cNb/H6ZNCpl77xcub0oVc/mzeTZETtmp8xjl6zKbliN1ZlgD+yJPbMX59F5dd6c95/RnDPfOWR/4Hx8AyEZluI=</latexit>
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Figure 1: Top figure: scheme of an SMFS pulling experiment and its mechanical scheme. The macromolecule, in
its generic configuration is made by folded domains (↵-helices and �-sheets, � = 0, green) and unfolded domains
� = 1, yellow). It is fixed at one end and attached at a micro cantilever at the other free end. Bottom figure:
energy function of molecule elements (left) and its derivative (right). The energy function extends the assumptions
in [1, 2] by considering different energy wells and non zero transition energy. Correspondingly, in this paper we
consider a non zero Maxwell stress.

functions and to explore the whole range of device stiffness and temperature when a force is
applied at one of the free end of the macromolecule.

2 MODEL

Let us consider a one-dimensional chain made of n double-wells potential springs of length
l with a total reference length L = nl, see Figure 1. The potential energy associated to the
macromolecule, denoted with subscript m, can be written as

Vm =
nX

i=1

l

✓
1

2
ki("i � "u�i)

2 + q �i

◆
, (1)

where "u is the unloaded strain of the second well, "i is the strain of the i�th element, q rep-
resents the unfolding energy density. We have introduced the spin variable �i such that �i = 0
and �i = 1 correspond to the folded and unfolded state, respectively.

As anticipated in the Introduction in this paper we generalize the hypothesis of [1, 2] and
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1
<latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kLKRW6IJdMOqNjbzWS1obrUDIso=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWtL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A7CopMYOSVLYjw1CGCjsBbPb3O89orEy0vc0j9EPYarlRAqgTGp7o2rNrbtL8HXiFaTGCrRG1a/hOBJJiJqEAmsHnhuTn4IhKRQuKsPEYgxiBlMcZFRDiNZPl0EX/CKxQBGP0XCp+FLE3xsphNbOwyCbDIEe7KqXi/95g4QmN34qdZwQapEfIqlwecgKI7MGkI+lQSLIkyOXmgswQIRGchAiE5OskkrWh7f6/TrpXtU9t+61G7Vmo2imzM7YObtkHrtmTXbHWqzDBEP2xJ7Zi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP2B87HNxOqkSw=</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit> p

<latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSGs4UQL+lTTEXirSeH18bwkoEY=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JaBmwsUzAPCBZwuzkJg6ZnR1m7ghhyRfYamUntn6Qhf/ibtxCE091OOde7rkn0lJY9P1Pr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6NnGGQ4cnMjH9iFmQQkEHBUroawMsjiT0otlt7vcewViRqHucawhjNlViIjjDTGrrUbXm1/0l6DoJClIjBVqj6tdwnHAXg0IumbWDwNcYpsyg4BIWlaGzoBmfsSkMMqpYDDZMl0EX9MJZhgnVYKiQdCnC742UxdbO4yibjBk+2FUvF//zBg4nN2EqlHYIiueHUEhYHrLciKwBoGNhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTHRZJZWsj2D1+3XSvaoHfj1oN2rNRtFMmZyRc3JJAnJNmuSOtEiHcALkiTyTF895r96b9/4zWvKKnVPyB97HN3XbkWs=</latexit>

n
<latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGCb3Upa1qEUTbaa2uv3P8XeJXE=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3a2RIitfQAsVHaLlgyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samcniJW05LqfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90bZQYgR0Rqcj0A25RSY0dkqSwHxvkYaCwF8xuc7/3iMbKSN/TPEY/5FMtJ1JwyqS2HlVrbt1dgq0TryA1KNAaVb+G40gkIWoSils78NyY/JQbkkLhojJMLMZczPgUBxnVPETrp8ugC3aRWE4Ri9EwqdhSxN8bKQ+tnYdBNhlyerCrXi7+5w0Smtz4qdRxQqhFfoikwuUhK4zMGkA2lgaJeJ4cmdRMcMOJ0EjGhcjEJKukkvXhrX6/TrpXdc+te+1GrdkominDGZzDJXhwDU24gxZ0QADCEzzDi5M4r86b8/4zWnKKnVP4A+fjG3K9kWk=</latexit> n + 1

<latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c9Fk2yglsDIogEkvgZb2D1pFi0o=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXAnoMePEY0TwgWULvpBOHzM4uM71KWPIJXvXkTbz6PR78F3djDppYp6Kqm66uIFbSkut+OoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikhqbJElhJzYIYaCwHYyvcr/9gMbKSN/RJEY/hJGWQymAMulWn3n9csWtujPwZeLNSYXN0eiXv3qDSCQhahIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9RKLMYgxjLCbUQ0hWj+dRZ3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6QQWjsJg2wyBLq3i14u/ud1Expe+qnUcUKoRX6IpMLZISuMzDpAPpAGiSBPjlxqLsAAERrJQYhMTLJSSlkf3uL3y6R1XvXcqndTq9Rr82aK7Igds1PmsQtWZ9eswZpMsBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf300Xkdk=</latexit>

� = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n4a3Nw9MnZTLlOID01iZhjbpPvU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZPazW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANQyZN+</latexit>

� = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5aq9cCSX4yyrl7GJoY+tkcH0rhM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQC9CwIvHCOYByRJmJ51kyOyDmV4hrPkJr3ryJl79GQ/+i7vrHjSxTkVVN11dXqSkIdv+tEpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoY8JYC2yLUIW653GDSgbYJkkKe5FG7nsKu97sJvO7D6iNDIN7mkfo+nwSyLEUnFKpNxBTya6ZM6zW7Lqdg60SpyA1KNAaVr8Go1DEPgYkFDem79gRuQnXJIXCRWUQG4y4mPEJ9lMacB+Nm+R5F+wsNpxCFqFmUrFcxN8bCfeNmfteOulzmpplLxP/8/oxja/cRAZRTBiI7BBJhfkhI7RMi0A2khqJeJYcmQyY4JoToZaMC5GKcdpMJe3DWf5+lXQu6o5dd+4atWajaKYMJ3AK5+DAJTThFlrQBgEKnuAZXqxH69V6s95/RktWsXMMf2B9fANSWJN/</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdXrfH31/lV6ORQDnh5+YP+j/O4=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpSRaCiDRB5SYkXryyaccj5bd2ukyMo30EJFh2j5HAr+Bdu4gISpRjM72t0JYiUtue6nU1lb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0ddGyVGYEdEKjL9ACwqqbFDkhT2Y4MQBgp7wewm93uPaKyM9D3NY/RDmGo5kQIokzrDcUR2VG+4TbcAXyVeSRqsRHtU/8pyIglRk1Bg7cBzY/JTMCSFwkVtmFiMQcxgioOMagjR+mlx7IKfJRYo4jEaLhUvRPydSCG0dh4G2WQI9GCXvVz8zxskNLn2U6njhFCLfBFJhcUiK4zMWkA+lgaJIL8cudRcgAEiNJKDEJmYZLXUsj685e9XSfei6blN7+6y0bosm6myE3bKzpnHrliL3bI26zDBJHtiz+zFmTuvzpvz/jNaccrMMfsD5+Mbn3iTOQ==</latexit> n � 1

<latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wp+28FCM/3TtDuG61mEz4f6DW2k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGkaCMREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvls3a1BkZVPoIWKDtHyPRT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aNkqMwKaIVGQ6AVhUUmOTJCnsxAYhDBS2g/FV7rcf0FgZ6TuaxOiHMNJyKAVQJt3qM69frrhVdwa+TLw5qbA5Gv3yV28QiSRETUKBtV3PjclPwZAUCqelXmIxBjGGEXYzqiFE66ezqFN+kligiMdouFR8JuLvjRRCaydhkE2GQPd20cvF/7xuQsNLP5U6Tgi1yA+RVDg7ZIWRWQfIB9IgEeTJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZKKevDW/x+mbTOq55b9W5qlXpt3kyRHbFjdso8dsHq7Jo1WJMJNmJP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MFpz5ziH7A+fjG1A3kds=</latexit>

Model
<latexit sha1_base64="em0wszrebLvt5yQ6D9deFs5LeUw=">AAACAHicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5ESGliuyABGUkGhqkIJGHlITofNmEU84P3a0RkZWGr6CFig7R8icU/Au2cQEJU41mdrWz44ZKGrLtT2tpeWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3tt0wQaYFNEahAd1xuUEkfmyRJYSfUyD1XYdudXKR++x61kYF/Q9MQ+x4f+3IkBadEuu0RPpA7iq+CIarZoFS2q3YGtkicnJQhR2NQ+uoNAxF56JNQ3JiuY4fUj7kmKRTOir3IYMjFhI+xm1Cfe2j6cZZ6xo4jwylgIWomFctE/L0Rc8+Yqecmkx6nOzPvpeJ/Xjei0Xk/ln4YEfoiPURSYXbICC2TOpANpUYiniZHJn0muOZEqCXjQiRilPRTTPpw5r9fJK1a1Tmp1q5Py/VK3kwBDuEIKuDAGdThEhrQBAEanuAZXqxH69V6s95/RpesfOcA/sD6+AbeMpdH</latexit>

"u
<latexit sha1_base64="ULYvU4G9kc3v29i8JcmfWqRRhW0=">AAAB/3icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxMOQOTbQksbHERD4SuJC5ZcANe3vn7hwJIRT+Clut7IytP8XC/+JxUij4qpf3ZjJvXhAracl1P53cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aNgoMQLrIlKRaQVgUUmNdZKksBUbhDBQ2AyG1zO/OUJjZaTvaByjH8JAy74UQKnkd0ZgMLZSRbqbdIslt+xm4MvEm5MSm6PWLX51epFIQtQkFFjb9tyY/AkYkkLhtNBJLMYghjDAdko1hGj9SRZ6yk8SCxTxGA2Ximci/t6YQGjtOAzSyRDo3i56M/E/r51Q/8qfSB0nhFrMDpFUmB2ywsi0DeQ9aZAIZsmRS80FGCBCIzkIkYpJWk8h7cNb/H6ZNCpl77xcub0oVc/mzeTZETtmp8xjl6zKbliN1ZlgD+yJPbMX59F5dd6c95/RnDPfOWR/4Hx8AyEZluI=</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="AVTKghj+973g1daXsWx8+juZjFA=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpVWQHJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3e0hRVa+gBYqOkTLB1HwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmchqDl0eyUgPAmZACgVdFChhEGtgYSChH8xvM7//CNqISN3jIgY/ZDMlpoIzTKVOb1ytuQ03B10nXkFqpEB7XP0aTSJuQ1DIJTNm6Lkx+gnTKLiEZWVkDcSMz9kMhilVLATjJ3nQJb2whmFEY9BUSJqL8HsjYaExizBIJ0OGD2bVy8T/vKHF6Y2fCBVbBMWzQygk5IcM1yJtAOhEaEBkWXKgQlHONEMELSjjPBVtWkkl7cNb/X6d9JoN77LR7FzVWvWimTI5I+ekTjxyTVrkjrRJl3AC5Ik8kxfHOq/Om/P+M1pyip1T8gfOxzdLB5FJ</latexit>

"
<latexit sha1_base64="mKHxaTdvGy5eAhJ5i3tCE8TU0yE=">AAAB/XicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgIeEuCloGbCwjmBhIjjC3mcQle3vH7lwgHMFfYauVndj6Wyz8L17OFJr4qsd7M8ybF8RKWnLdT6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjZKjMCmiFRk2gFYVFJjkyQpbMcGIQwU3gej65l/P0ZjZaTvaBKjH8JQy4EUQJnU6Y7BYGylinSvXHGrbg6+TLw5qbA5Gr3yV7cfiSRETUKBtR3PjclPwZAUCqelbmIxBjGCIXYyqiFE66d55Ck/SSxQxGM0XCqei/h7I4XQ2kkYZJMh0INd9Gbif14nocGVn0odJ4RazA6RVJgfssLIrAvkfWmQCGbJkUvNBRggQiM5CJGJSVZOKevDW/x+mbRqVe+8Wru9qNTP5s0U2RE7ZqfMY5eszm5YgzWZYBF7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf34Lqlfo=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="IaDGzt7TrugFy8VCpYvtZjgI8ZY=">AAAB83icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpVWQHJCgj0VAmEnlIiRWdL5twyvls3e0hRVa+gBYqOkTLB1HwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmchqDl0eyUgPAmZACgVdFChhEGtgYSChH8xvM7//CNqISN3jIgY/ZDMlpoIzTKWOO67W3Iabg64TryA1UqA9rn6NJhG3ISjkkhkz9NwY/YRpFFzCsjKyBmLG52wGw5QqFoLxkzzokl5YwzCiMWgqJM1F+L2RsNCYRRikkyHDB7PqZeJ/3tDi9MZPhIotguLZIRQS8kOGa5E2AHQiNCCyLDlQoShnmiGCFpRxnoo2raSS9uGtfr9Oes2Gd9lodq5qrXrRTJmckXNSJx65Ji1yR9qkSzgB8kSeyYtjnVfnzXn/GS05xc4p+QPn4xsPzZEj</latexit>

"u
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Figure 1: Top figure: scheme of an SMFS pulling experiment and its mechanical scheme. The macromolecule, in
its generic configuration is made by folded domains (↵-helices and �-sheets, � = 0, green) and unfolded domains
� = 1, yellow). It is fixed at one end and attached at a micro cantilever at the other free end. Bottom figure:
energy function of molecule elements (left) and its derivative (right). The energy function extends the assumptions
in [1, 2] by considering different energy wells and non zero transition energy. Correspondingly, in this paper we
consider a non zero Maxwell stress.

functions and to explore the whole range of device stiffness and temperature when a force is
applied at one of the free end of the macromolecule.

2 MODEL

Let us consider a one-dimensional chain made of n double-wells potential springs of length
l with a total reference length L = nl, see Figure 1. The potential energy associated to the
macromolecule, denoted with subscript m, can be written as

Vm =
nX

i=1

l

✓
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2
ki("i � "u�i)
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◆
, (1)

where "u is the unloaded strain of the second well, "i is the strain of the i�th element, q rep-
resents the unfolding energy density. We have introduced the spin variable �i such that �i = 0
and �i = 1 correspond to the folded and unfolded state, respectively.

As anticipated in the Introduction in this paper we generalize the hypothesis of [1, 2] and
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where � = {�1,�2, . . . ,�i, . . . ,�n} 2 {0, 1}n. By integrating with respect to the momenta we
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We can perform the Gaussian integration to obtain
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where ⇣ has beed defined in Eq. (23) and
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By definition, the Gibbs free energy is

G = � 1

�
ln ZG . (24)

Thus, we can evaluate the expectation value of the total strain as
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is the expectation value of the unfolded fraction.
The expectation value of the average strain of the molecule is
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(27)
where ZG is given by Eq. (22). An explicit calculation shows that

h"mi = (1 + ⇣h�̄i) F

kf

+ "uh�̄i. (28)

We observe that the equilibrium force-strain relations in Eq. (25) and (28) are analogous to
Eq. (17) and (16) obtained in the mechanical limit. The temperature effects are then summarized
in the expectation value of the phase fraction h�̄i in Eq.(26).
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is the expectation value of the unfolded fraction.
The expectation value of the average strain of the molecule is
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where ZG is given by Eq. (22). An explicit calculation shows that

h"mi = (1 + ⇣h�̄i) F

kf

+ "uh�̄i. (28)

We observe that the equilibrium force-strain relations in Eq. (25) and (28) are formally the
same of the Eq. (17) and (16) obtained in the mechanical limit. Temperature effects are then
measured by the expectation value of the phase fraction h�̄i in Eq.(26).

=

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Scheme of a SMFS experiment, one-dimensional chain with a device subject to an
external force, sketch of the potential energy associated to each element of the macromolecule. (b)
Force-extension curves for variable values of the temperature. (c) Partition function in the Gibbs
ensemble.
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Composite materials with periodic microstructures subjected to thermo-diffusive phenomena are of
interest for the fabrication of many renewable energy devices and energy harvesters [1, 2]. In the
context of battery devices, thermo-diffusive phenomena involving Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs)-
like periodic materials are investigated in the present work in the dynamic regime [3].

By means of a first-order multi-field asymptotic homogenization procedure, generalized down-
scaling relations are obtained and the field equations for a first-order thermo-diffusive homogenized
continuum are derived. The closed form of the overall constitutive tensors [4] and inertial terms
of the equivalent multi-field continuum are derived in terms of periodic perturbation functions and
relative quantities characterizing the microstructure. Damped wave propagation within the periodic
heterogeneous medium in presence of thermodiffusion phenomena is investigated in accordance to
Floquet-Bloch theory. In this regard, complex frequency band structure of the periodic medium
is determined. Specifically, generalized Christoffel equations defined on the periodic cell, together
with Floquet-Bloch boundary conditions, are numerically resolved and complex frequency spectrum
associated to free waves propagation is obtained.

Finally, dispersion functions of the homogenized medium are determined and their approxima-
tion is derived in closed form through perturbative analysis. Accuracy of such dispersion functions
is tested by means of a comparison with acoustic branches obtained from the heterogeneous model
via Floquet-Bloch theory.
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Scientific advances in our knowledge of biomaterials, stem cells, growth and differentiation 
factors, and biomimetic environments have created unique opportunities to fabricate tissues in the 
laboratory from combinations of engineered extracellular matrices (scaffolds), cells, and 
biologically active molecules. Tissue engineering scaffolds hold great promise for treating various 
degenerative diseases or trauma consequences. 

In this work we derive a mathematical model for the description of a tissue scaffold starting 
from the works in [1,2] and considering the scaffold as a biphasic porous material. Cells and the 
extracellular matrix constitute the solid skeleton of the scaffold, which is completely filled with 
interstitial fluid. As we deal with soft materials, we formulate the problem in the context of finite 
displacements, to account for large deformations in the material.

Due to the complexity of the modeling framework, a systematic understanding of the role of 
the parameters governing the equations is of paramount importance. To this aim, we simulate a 
stress-relaxation experiment and perform a parametric study to investigate the influence of the 
solid skeleton stiffness and permeability on the mechanical response of the scaffold.

The mathematical model and its computational implementation provide an effective tool to 
investigate the mechanical behavior of bio-inspired scaffolds and can help in tailoring ad hoc 
devices. In addition, the model could be used to estimate the forces and physical constraints to 
which the cells that populate the scaffold are subjected, contributing to the understanding of the 
cellular mechanical environment.
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Obiettivo del lavoro è stato lo studio della propagazione delle onde flessionali all’interno di 

reticoli periodici di travi, per capire come la propagazione di un’onda sia influenzata dalla 

microstruttura del materiale [1] e per modificarne il percorso nel modo desiderato [2]. 

Si sono analizzati reticoli periodici costituiti da travi con massa uniformemente distribuita, libere 

di deformarsi sia assialmente che flessionalmente. I reticoli sono stati studiati utilizzando la 

formulazione esatta di Floquet-Bloch per le oscillazioni libere, permettendo di ottenerne le 

proprietà dispersive. Osservando le superfici di dispersione si sono ottenute informazioni 

significative sui regimi di onde stazionarie in corrispondenza dei punti nei quali il gradiente delle 

superfici risulta nullo (punti sella), nei “punti di Dirac” e sull’anisotropia dinamica dei reticoli. Lo 

studio delle oscillazioni libere in un reticolo periodico infinito con la teoria di Floquet-Bloch, ha 

permesso di predire il comportamento dello stesso reticolo soggetto ad una forzante puntuale 

(forza o momento). I reticoli forzati sono stati studiati numericamente attraverso il software ad 

elementi finiti COMSOL Multiphysics. Si è osservato come al variare della frequenza della 

forzante la risposta del reticolo si modichi notevolmente ma in accordo con quanto previsto 

dall’analisi di Floquet-Bloch.  

La comprensione della propagazione delle onde ha permesso inoltre di creare dei reticoli in 

grado di poter canalizzare e manipolare il loro percorso [2]. A tal fine si è sfruttata la diversa 

risposta a un segnale dei reticoli generati con travi con proprietà meccaniche differenti, per 

generare delle interfacce. Il modo più interessante e semplice trovato per generare le interfacce è 

stato quello di introdurre uno stato di prestress nelle travi. L’aspetto importante del metodo 

proposto è che gli stati di prestress possono essere facilmente rimossi o modificati al fine di 

regolare con continuità le caratteristiche di propagazione del mezzo. Scegliendo opportunamente il 

valore del prestress, in base alla frequenza della forzante, è stato possibile creare delle interfacce 

che causano la riflessione totale, la rifrazione negativa oppure la canalizzazione all’interno di 

percorsi voluti di un’onda, prefigurando la possibilità di realizzare lenti piatte o di schermare un 

oggetto. I risultati ottenuti possono essere utilizzati nella realizzazione di metamateriali progettati 

per filtrare la propagazione delle onde, generate da sollecitazioni che agiscono con frequenze 

assegnate. 
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Body-centered-cubic (BCC) high entropy alloys show exceptional strengths up to 1900K [1]. They
are characterized by Mo, Nb, Ta, V, W, Cr, often combined with Ti, Zr, Hf [2], occupying BCC
lattice sites at random. Few such alloys have been tested. Fundamental understanding of the mech-
anisms originating such exceptional behaviour is crucial to formulate theories enabling combina-
torial search over the immense compositional space. We introduce a new holistic, parameter-free
strengthening theory of screw and edge dislocations in BCC alloys [3,4]. In contrast with screw-
controlled pure BCC metals, in non-dilute BCC alloys both edge and screw dislocations are pinned
[5] due to strong local energy fluctuations [3]. Both screw and edge dislocations assume wavy/kinked
minimum-energy configurations where dislocation segments of characteristic length ζc are pinned
at low-energy sites. Three strengthening regimes are found in screws: (1) low-temperature, Peierls-
barrier controlled strength; (2) intermediate-temperature strength, due to kink migration over barriers
scaling with solute/dislocation interaction; (3) high-temperature strength, scaling with energy of va-
cancy and self-interstitials forming after unpinning of cross-kinks. Edge dislocation strengthening
(scaling with misfit volumes and elastic moduli) is controlled at all temperatures by glide of the
ζc segments across the large energy barriers due to energy fluctuations. Theory captures quantita-
tively and qualitatively experiments in a vast range of alloy compositions and temperatures (Fe-Si,
Nb-Mo, Nb-W; high entropy Ti-Nb-Zr-based and Nb-Mo-Ta-W-V alloys). Screws control strength
of non-dilute binaries and Ti-Nb-Zr-based alloys. The exceptional high-temperature strengthening
in Nb-Mo-Ta-W-V alloys is controlled by edge dislocations, due to much larger (∼3 eV) energy
barriers created by solute/edge dislocation interaction. This holistic theory of strengthening in BCC
alloys rationalizes and captures experiments on BCC alloys. A reduced form of the theory enables
combinatorial search for stronger alloys, opening avenues for materials discovery.
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A recent study about the temperature and heat flux distributions around two nonconductive 

(separate or intersecting) circular holes in a plane system recently appeared in Literature [1]. These 

results have been used to construct the second-rank resistivity contribution tensor which allows 

assessing the effective thermal properties of a composite including circular inhomogeneities. 

Here, that study is extended to assess the overall elastic properties of an isotropic elastic matrix 

with two separate circular cavities or a cavity obtained by the union of two circles of generally 

different diameters (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. (a) two separate circular holes, (b) cross-section formed by two coalesced circular 

holes of generally different radii. 

The problem is formulated in terms of stress functions expressed in Fourier series or Fourier 

transforms. Reference is made to bipolar cylindrical coordinates [2]. Once the displacement field u 

has been calculated, the extra strain  due to the inhomogeneity is assessed according to 

 1
=

2 V
dS ,

V 
 ε un nu                    (1) 

being n the normal vector and V the volume reference. Finally, the extra strain is used to assess the 

fourth-rank compliance contribution tensor varying the size of the circular arcs. 
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Stretchable electronics devices and stretchable electro-textiles are emerging classes of electrical 

systems that allow completely new applications for electrical devices, such as unobtrusive sensing 

of specific vital signs with devices conformable to human skin. These systems employ a 

combination of extremely deformable substrates with electrically conductive inks printed on their 

surface, on which components are connected: here, the absence of solid metal as conductive 

material greatly enhances the deformability of these systems without the need to hinder 

unobtrusiveness of the devices. Although being able to sustain high deformation, however, the 

presence of rigid components on such systems heavily affects their achievable deformation due to 

strain concentrations at near the interconnection area. In order to improve stretchability under 
these conditions, a combination of research on materials for conductive inks and optimization of 

the employed layout is needed. Especially for the latter, Finite Element modelling is very useful, 

since it gives the possibility to locate critical regions based on stress and strain maps calculated 

starting from the applied boundary and loading conditions.1,2  

In this work, the authors show the application of this strategy to improve mechano-electrical 

performance of the system under uniaxial tension by modelling and then modifying the overall 

stiffness of specific sample regions. Depending on the specific need, different strategies have been 

adopted to intervene on stiffness changes, namely overall material removal or addition from 

specific sample regions and laser cutting to induce local stiffness changes. 

This work shows that, in particular, a simple technique such as laser cutting can be used to tailor 

the local material parameters at a deeper level, thus allowing decrease in stiffness gradients and a 

general enhancement of electrical performances under high levels of uniaxial deformation of the 
sample, as also predicted in the FE analyses. 
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To estimate the elastic properties of a particulate composite manufactured with hollow spheres 

surrounded by graded interphase dispersing in a matrix, some micromechanical models have been 

proposed in the past years using different approaches. For an accurate prediction of the properties 

of composite, parametric investigations have been performed in the literature to analyse the effects 

of inclusion wall thickness, inclusion diameter, volume fraction, interphase properties etc.  

This study aims to understand how the shear modulus of a particulate composite manufactured 

by hollow microspheres surrounded by graded interphases and dispersing in a matrix depends on 

the elastic and geometric properties of the interphase zone and inclusion.  

Assuming a radial power law behavior for the shear modulus in the in-homogenous interphase, 

the analytical elastic solutions of the two problems of a single composite sphere with traction or 

displacement boundary conditions, are used to determine shear modulus and obtained in the 

framework of the elasticity theory. By using the energetic composite sphere assemblage model 

based on the Hashin-Shtrikman (HS) variational approach [1] the shear elastic bounds are 

obtained.  

The explicit analytical formulae are compared with a previous study concerning solid spheres 

[2] and the case without inclusions, corresponding to a periodic particulate with the presence of 

holes in the matrix with graded interphase around the holes. Either hard or soft interphases 

surrounding the hollow spheres are taken into account for analyzing the effective properties of 

composites. 

The numerical results are compared with the results obtained with different theoretical 

predictions present in the literature with particular attention to the case with thin thickness of the 

inclusion walls [3]. These investigations permit us to highlight how the geometric and constitutive 

properties of constituents in composite materials play an important role in predicting the shear 

modulus bounds of particle-reinforced composites as so as the interphase zone properties. 
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Metamaterials are special structured materials ad-hoc designed to obtain properties usually non 
existing in standard materials. Two meaningful examples are auxetic materials [1] with negative 
Poisson’s ratio and phononic crystals with wide-band gap that filter elasto-acoustic wave 
transmission [2]. The paper is focused on innovative periodic structures, which join the two above 
mentioned features, with possible applications at the macro- and at the micro-scale, typically for 
innovative microsystems. 

The most popular feature of auxetic structures is, in fact, that they can expand in the direction 
perpendicular to an externally exerted tension thus showing an equivalent negative Poisson’s ratio. 
In addition, they enhance material properties related to negative Poisson’s ratio, such as increased 
shear modulus, indentation resistance, fracture toughness, energy absorption, porosity/permeability 
variation with strain and synclastic curvature. On the other hand, periodic structures may exhibit 
bandgaps, i.e. portions of frequency domain in which there is no propagation of waves. Such 
phenomena are well known when dealing with electro-magnetic wave transmission. Recently, a 
growing interest emerged in the mechanical counterpart, namely elastic or acoustic waves [3]. 
Applications of such periodic structures in the elastic and acoustic domains span all the 
mechanical frequency domain ranging from very high frequency (i.e. heat conduction) to very low 
frequency (i.e. seismic insulation). Generally, the widest the bandgap, the most robust the wave 
attenuation around a certain frequency, therefore all the applications take advantages from very 
wide bandgaps. 

The proposed periodic structures are specifically designed to obtain a significant auxetic 
behavior along with an ultra-wide, subwavelength bandgap [4]. The most interesting feature is the 
possibility of exploiting auxetic deformation in order to obtain a mechanically tunable bandgap. 
The macro-scale metamaterial is characterized by a fully three-dimensional geometry; conversely, 
for the micro-scale case, a 2D design is considered, showing full compatibility with the typical 
micromachining process for microsystems. The paper presents the theoretical explanation of the 
mechanical behavior of such metamaterials and the numerical analyses via FEM. Finally, the 
peculiar features are proved by means of experimental tests. 
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Delamination cracks in composite laminates may originate from manufacturing defects, low-

energy impacts, and many other causes. Once present, a delamination crack may propagate due to 

local buckling producing high interlaminar stresses at the crack front [1]. To investigate this 

phenomenon, many authors have suggested carrying out four-point bending tests on composite 

laminated specimens with mid-span, through-the-width delamination cracks [2, 3, 4]. In previous 

work, we developed an analytical solution for an elastic-interface model of such a test [5]. 

Herein we present the results of an experimental campaign aimed at validating the 

abovementioned mechanical model. A 300 x 400 mm2 laminated plate was manufactured using 

quasi-unidirectional carbon-fibre fabric and epoxy resin by Microtex Composites for a total of 16 

plies and a nominal thickness of 4.8 mm. Ten 220 x 13 mm2 specimens were cut from the plate to 

conduct four-point bending tests according to the ASTM standard [6]. A 40 mm long artificial 

delamination was created at the mid-span of each specimen by introducing a thin layer of 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) between the second and third plies. 

The experimental tests were conducted using the facilities of the Multi-scale Analysis of 

Materials Laboratory (MUSAM-Lab) at IMT. A Zwick-Roell universal testing machine with 10 

kN load cell was used for displacement control with a rate of 1 mm/min. The Correlated Solution 

kit for 2D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) was employed to measure the full-field displacement 

and the delamination length during the test. Snapping instability was observed, followed by crack 

propagation. Plots of the load vs. crack opening displacement and delamination length have been 

obtained and compared to the theoretical predictions of our previous model. 
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In the atomistic models of nanomaterials, the most interesting and controversial ingredients are
without any doubt the interatomic potentials, because the expressive features of the models them-
selves depend nearly exclusively on them. This applies to all nanomaterials and also to those based
on carbon, such as graphene and nanotubes. And, of course, it also involves the continuum mod-
els identified starting from atomistic formulations, because they willy-nilly incorporate strengths
and weaknesses of the selected potentials. Obviously, the most interesting and questionable aspects
emerge when we investigate highly non-linear phenomena, such as buckling or fracture behavior, but
there are difficulties even in a linearized context, if the most known potential, namely that of Brenner,
fails blatantly in precision in determining even the elastic constants [1]. Behind these facts there are
also difficulties in communication between the Solids Mechanics and Solid State Physics, because
the dialogue between these two disciplines takes place through concepts such as stress, deforma-
tion, stiffness but also average operators, not always shared cultural heritage. Given the above, the
proposed work aims to examine some interatomic potentials [2] [3] [4] based only on short-range in-
teractions, sufficiently simple to be a basis for both the identification of non-linear continuum models
and for an effective implementation with Finite Elements. These potentials are either of literature
or of a new conception, and have been subjected to a calibration procedure in order to define the
elastic constants well and to capture ultimate stresses and deformations of graphene, both in zigzag
configuration and in armchair configuration, with adequate precision. In addition, they also take into
account the flexural stiffness of the graphene sheets. All the proposed parameterizations are com-
pared with the ab-initio results present in the literature. In addition, the false problem of graphene
auxeticity in armchair configuration [5] is addressed, demonstrating how, contrarily to the ab-initio
methods, this is only a product of molecular dynamics and of some potentials.
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In a preceding paper [1], some of the authors proposed a 1D model able to describe the necking
phenomenon in nanostructures. There the model was used for the analysis of graphene sheets by
assuming a Morse modified potential for the atoms interactions.

This presentation is aimed to exploit that model for the analysis of the necking that can happen
in carbon nanotubes subjected to severe tension (see e.g. [2]).

Following [1], the first step is the choice of a Representative Elementary Volume (REV) for the
nanotube. Two cases are examined: a) the REV is made up by six atoms and only the stretch and
angular variation energies are considered; b) eight more atoms are added to the REV in order to take
into account also the dihedral energy. The Cauchy-Born procedure is adopted for the construction
of the continuum model and a number of different choices of the interatomic potential are made in
order to assess their role in the predictive capabilities of the model.

Some cases are studied and for each one of them the trivial (nonlinear) equilibrium path is deter-
mined, that exhibits a limit point. A bifurcation that describes the necking is determined along the
trivial path. The postbuckling behaviour is then studied. The analyses are performed for both the
armchair and zigzag arrangements of the atoms.

The numerical results obtained are discussed pointing out some relevant questions like the auxetic
behaviour of the armchair nanotubes and the snap-back that characterise the bifurcated equilibrium
path.
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Hydrogels are soft elastic materials that can change shape as a consequence of swelling, which can
be triggered by a variety of non-mechanical stimuli. Some polymer gels are biocompatible and they
have analogies with living tissues, making them attractive for biomedical applications. Currently
there is a growing interest in developing 4D printing techniques [1], where the form and function of
the material evolve after it is 3D-printed.

We develop a photolitography-based printing technique that allows to fabricate stimuli-responsive
hydrogels capable of morphing into programmed shapes. By combining simulations [2] and experi-
ments, we demonstrate how complex equilibrium shapes emerge from the interaction among simple
building blocks. Finally we present preliminary results concerning transient shape control of non-
Euclidean plates [3].
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The Floquet-Bloch spectrum of a family of one-dimensional two-phase periodic structured rods
generated by a quasicrystalline sequence -such as the Fibonacci recursion rule- is characterised by
self-similar stop/pass band layouts and scaling phenomena [1,2]. These properties are governed by
an invariant function of the circular frequency, the Kohmoto’s invariant, which can be represented
as a surface in a suitable three-dimensional space. In general, the traces of the transmission matri-
ces of the family of rods identify orbits on the Kohmoto’s surface [2,3]. For particular frequencies,
named canonical frequencies, the orbits are closed. The condition for the existence of these fre-
quencies is that a particular ratio between the constitutive parameters of the two phases composing
the waveguide is a rational number. We show that for these canonical structures the dynamic spec-
trum is periodic and that the scaling of this spectrum at increasing generation index of the relevant
sequence can be determined analytically performing a linearisation of the orbit concerned. We also
show that for frequencies that are not canonical, there are two types of stop bands for the same rod,
i.e. regular and ultrawide. Experiments confirming the theoretical predictions have been performed
on finite-size specimens.
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The quest for wave channeling and manipulation has driven a strong research effort on topological
and architected materials, capable of propagating localized electromagnetical or mechanical signals.
With reference to an elastic structural grid, which elements can sustain both axial and flexural de-
formations, it is shown that material interfaces can be created with structural properties tuned by
prestress states to achieve total reflection, negative refraction, and strongly localized signal channel-
ing. On the other hand, prestress states can induce the loss of ellipticity of the structural constitutive
response, leading to localization phenomena at both the macroscopic and the microscopic scales.
These phenomena are explored in this work and a connection between the microstructural properties
of the elastic grid and the effective properties of the equivalent continuum is made.
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We study the qualitative and quantitative features of velocities and attenuation of compressional
waves in a fully-saturated granular material. Acoustic waves in porous saturated materials find
a proper description in the theory proposed by Biot [1] [2] where two longitudinal waves and a
transverse wave are predicted. The theory is based upon a system of dynamics equations where both
fluid and solid phase are considered and their relative interaction.
We focus on a fully saturated granular materials made of identical elastic particles surrounding by a
compressible fluid in a consolidate condition. We aim to improve the Biot’s model by including a
particle fluid interaction [3] that will modify some of the terms presented in the theory. The passage
of a compressible wave induces the fluid in the pores to interact with the particles. This interaction
is governed by a lubrication model in which the elasticity of the particles and the fluid is modelled
by single springs. The integration over all possible interaction springs provides the force between
a typical pair. Next we move from a local force interaction to the average stress of the aggregate
that gives a frequency dependent overall moduli of the particles immersed in a fluid [4] [5]. These
moduli in a natural way will enter in the Biot’s model and modify it with excellent comparison with
experimental data.
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The design of laminated glass structures needs detailed knowledge of the mechanical behavior of 

interlayer materials, either through the direct modeling of composite glass panes or using practical 

expressions based on simplified methods. However, the polymer interlayer is responsible for not 

linear, time and temperature dependent deformation of the structural elements that causes also 

dependence from load history. The peculiarity of interlayer properties impacts also on the 

functionality of procedures like cold lamination bending or cold bending and, most of all, on the 

durability of structural elements. As it is known, polymer materials are sensitive to weathering 

actions, particularly to solar radiation [1, 2, 3]; the modification of mechanical properties of the 

interlayer can affect the structural response of laminated glass units [4, 5, 6, 7]. 

In this paper the consequences of solar radiation on the behavior of laminated glass interlayer are 

experimentally evaluated. In general, it seems that the modification of interlayer behavior is not 

linearly dependent on the exposition time, as if UV was responsible for opposite effects connected to 

different changes in the material structure.  

The parameters of constitutive model of interlayer material, based on linear viscoelasticity and 

thermo-rheological simplicity, are tuned based on the experimental behavior of the laminated glass 

beams tested in creep in different temperature conditions. The possibility of determining some 

damage parameters that accounts for the modification attained by interlayer while exposed to solar 

radiation, is investigated.  
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Elastic metamaterials comprise a broad class of artificially engineered media designed to 

control the propagation of elastic waves at sub-wavelength scales. This unique ability stems from 

the presence of resonant inclusions embedded in an elastic matrix which affect the wave 

propagation at specific frequency ranges. Elastic metasurfaces are a special class of metamaterials, 

realized by arranging an array of resonant structures at the free surface of the medium or at an 

interface between two media. Metasurfaces of vertical resonators over an elastic half-space have 

been successfully utilized to control the propagation of in plane surface waves, i.e., Rayleigh 

waves, for various applications across different length scales, as wave guiding [1], [2] or wave 

filtering [3], [4].  

In this talk, we present an extension of the metasurface concept to Love waves, anti-plane 

surface waves existing in semi-infinite layered media [5]. We investigate the interaction between 

Love waves and a metasurface of horizontal oscillators deriving an original analytical solution for 

its dispersion relation. By tuning the mass and the frequency of the resonators we achieve full 

control of the Love wave phase velocity, and thus on the related metasurface refractive index. We 

exploit the ability of manipulating the metasurface refractive index to design gradient index lenses 

(i,e. Luneburg and Maxwell lenses) for Love waves redirection. We analyse the performance of 

the designed lenses using full 3D FE simulations confirming the analytical predictions. Our work 

can serve as a guide for advanced Love wave-based devices and sensors as well as for the design 

of meter-scale barriers for low frequency vibrations attenuation [6]. 
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Multiscale procedures are often adopted for the continuum modeling of materials composed of a 
specific micro-structure. Generally, in mechanics of materials only two-scales are linked. In this 
work the original (fine) micro-scale description, thought as a composite material made of matrix 
and fibers/particles/crystals which can interact among them, and a scale-dependent continuum 
(coarse) macro-scale are linked via an energy equivalence criterion [1, 2]. In particular the 
multiscale strategy is proposed for deriving the constitutive relations of anisotropic composites 
with periodic microstructure and allows us to reduce the typically high computational cost of fully 
microscopic numerical analyses. At the microscopic level the material is described as a lattice 
system while at the macroscopic level the continuum is a micropolar continuum, which provides 
orientation as a degree of freedom (other than classical displacements). The derived constitutive 
relations account for shape, texture and orientation of inclusions as well as internal scale 
parameters, which account for size effects even in the elastic regime in the presence of geometrical 
and/or load singularities [2-5].  
Applications of this procedure concern polycrystals, wherein an important descriptor of the 
underlying microstructure gives the orientation of the crystal lattice of each grain, fiber reinforced 
composites [5], as well as masonry-like materials [2-3]. In order to assess the efficiency of the 
proposed multiscale strategy, some numerical finite element simulations, with elements 
specifically performed for micropolar media, are presented. The performed simulations, which 
extend several parametric analyses earlier performed [3], involve two-dimensional media 
subjected to combined shear and compression loads, both in the linear and non-linear framework. 
Computational performances are investigated and compared with classical benchmarks from the 
published literature and new applications leading to novel multiscale analysis are shown. 
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Several materials adopted in various engineering applications exibit a random multiphase structure.
In particular, Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMC) play a relevant role in this context. CMC ma-
terials show a great variety of internal structures, such as short or long-fibers, layered composite
materials, particle and functionally graded materials, polycrtstalline materials with grain boundaries
or thin/thick interphases between grains [1]. In this work, we focus the attention on random poly-
crystalline materials with thin interfaces. These interfaces can play the role of a matrix in which the
polycrystals are embedded. In CMC materials, a key aspect is the evaluation of appropriate mechan-
ical properties to be adopted for the study of their behaviour. However, in the case of materials with
random multiphase structure, the lack of periodicity makes it difficult to perform homogenization
process, with particular reference to the possibility of identifying a representative volume element
(RVE), that is not known a priori. To overcome this problem, a statitically-based homogenization
procedure has been developed in [2] for random bi-phases materials with circular inclusions. The
main problem of this procedure is the high number of simulations required to identify the RVE and
the homogenized moduli. In [3] the procedure has been integrated and implemented in a so called
Fast Statistical Homogenization Procedure (FSHP) using Virtual Element Method (VEM), making
possible to easily perform high number of analyses. The recently proposed VEM [4], is an exten-
sion of Finite Element philosophy with many advantages: possibility to use very general polygons
with rather general shapes; capabilities of using hanging nodes, that permit local refinements and
coupling different degree elements; robustness to distorsion of the elements; perfect coupling with
FEM elements; accuracy because the stiffness matrix is computed in precision machine; easy to
implement. Through FSHP with VEM, several parametric analyses have been performed and RVE
size with related mechanical parameters have been identified.
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Magneto-rheological elastomers are a class of materials whose deformation can be controlled by
applying an external magnetic field. They are usually produced by dispersing ferromagnetic or para-
magnetic particles in a soft elastomeric matrix. The application of the magnetic field can either be
used to orient the particles when the elastomer is still un-cured or to deform the composite once the
matrix has become solid [1, 2]. This peculiar property arises from the combination of magnetic sus-
ceptibility of the embedded particles and the large elastic compliance of the polymeric matrix, and
allows the design of magnetic robots which can crawl and even swim, controlled remotely [3]. In this
work, we study the inverse design problem which arises when producing thin magneto-rheological
actuators with bespoken deformed shapes. By using a nonlinear model for thin magneto-elastic rods
recently proposed in [4], we formulate the inverse problem as a pde constrained minimization whose
solution gives to the optimal distribution of the particles necessary to achieve the desired shape. The
same problem is extended to control multiple deformed configuration which would allow a con-
trolled motion of the actuator to be realised.
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From the last few decades, piezoelectric materials are widely used in the field of micro/nano-
electromechanical systems. With the recent advancements in compact and portable electronic 
technology, power sources have been evolved too. For such portable electronic devices, it is 
necessary to have their own power source rather than relying on external batteries that has limited 
lifespan and in some cases their replacement is problematic as well i.e., wireless sensors for 
suborbital missions. In these conditions, piezoelectric materials play a vital role as an alternative 
source of power supply to drive microelectronic devices. The effect of electromechanical and fluid-
surface interaction is an important phenomenon in piezoelectricity for characterizing smart 
structures, energy harvesters, integration of sensors and actuators for structural health monitoring 
specially for aerospace industry.  

In this research, the harvester will absorb energy from airflow, thanks to the fluid-structure 
interaction (FSI) and convert it into useful electrical energy. To analyze FSI, it is important to 
consider the whole dynamics of the system formed by the structure and the flow i.e., aeroelastic 
system rather than considering them as two different systems. This coupling, from the mathematical 
point of view, happens because the natural boundary condition of the structure is defined by the flow 
pressure which is mutually influenced by the structure. This leads to a very complex phenomenon 
that is intrinsically un-stationary and it is no longer possible to study it by considering the structure 
and the flow separately. The aeroelastic system remains stable up to a critical velocity of the flow 
known as flutter velocity which depends on the flowing media and the mechanical properties of the 
surrounded system. After this particular velocity the aeroelastic system is no longer stable in its 
unperturbed condition. The system can no longer be considered as linear anymore and stable 
oscillations arises, the so-called Limit Cycle. Indeed, the interaction of the fluid in the form of airflow 
with structure i.e., airfoil will transfer oscillations to the piezoelectric which will result in energy 
harvesting.  

In the present work, the possibility to extract energy by means of piezoelectric transduction from 
a post-critical aeroelastic behavior, as the Limit Cycle Oscillation (LCO), is investigated both 
numerically and experimentally. A suitable designed aeroelastic device based on the use of 
piezoelectric components and operating thanks to the flag-flutter phenomenon is presented. The 
presented harvester will be studied from both the numerical and the experimental point of view. 
Indeed, harvesting performances, flutter boundaries, aeroelastic modes, and Limit Cycle 
Oscillations (LCOs) amplitudes predicted by the different models, are compared with experimental 
data provided by wind tunnel tests. 

They have numerous applications in the field of aerospace engineering because of their voltage 
dependent actuation. Furthermore, it will be shown that the overall system is suitable for energy 
harvesting and can be utilized to drive microelectronics i.e., wireless sensors in sub-orbital missions, 
launchers, space vehicles and in various aerospace applications. 
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The most common way of discretizing peridynamics is a meshfree method which makes use of 
a Cartesian grid of nodes. However, this contributes to a difficulty when a very dense grid spacing 
for a localized area is required. In this study, a way to handle this issue, by developing a multi-grid 
peridynamic model, is introduced. A new strategy to couple peridynamic grids with different grid 
spacing is devised. The method is free of ghost forces in static cases; moreover, it can cope with 
spurious wave reflections in dynamic cases thanks to its proper discretization scheme. One of the 
appealing features of this method is that it does not lead to any loss of volume (corresponding to the 
non-uniform discretization) at the interface between different grids. In this study, an efficient 
algorithm is designed to develop a new adaptive grid refinement technique in peridynamics using 
the proposed coupling strategy. This enables the peridynamic solver to increase the resolution of the 
analysis only in the critical zones. The performance of the approach in terms of accuracy and 
efficiency for some benchmarks as well as multi-physics thermomechanical problems, including 
crack propagation in brittle materials, is investigated. We compare the solutions of the proposed 
method with those of a standard peridynamic model, which employs uniform discretization, and 
show that the same accuracy can be achieved at a much smaller computational cost. 
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Because of their high tensile strength and electrical and thermal conductivities, at lower density 

than classical materials, Carbon NanoTubes (CNTs) have been perceived as a very promising 

material for applications in nano-engineering. Due to their flexibility, fibers composed of a high 

number of CNTs can be used as sensory fibers, medical catheters, and energy devices. For 

applications of this kind, the assessment of the flexural response is a crucial point, which is 

attracting the growing interest of researchers. The bending response of microscopic CNT bundles 

and macroscopic fibers has been extensively experimentally investigated, demonstrating that this 

is intermediate between the limit cases of perfect coupling, in which the fiber behaves as a 

homogeneous rod, and decoupled behavior, where the constituent NTs can freely slide one another 

[1]. Some authors have exploited the theory of layered beams to propose simplified models for the 

bending response of CNT fibers, but these are characterized by very restrictive assumptions. In 

particular, the bundle length is considered equal to that of the constituent NTs, while this is usually 

several orders of magnitude higher. 

A micromechanically-motivated model is here presented to interpret the response under pure 

traction and bending of circular fibers composed of a great number of CNTs (of the order of 

106-108 in the cross section), arranged in a square lattice, whose length are much less than that of 

the fiber. The model accounts for the shear coupling of the CNTs along their lateral surface, due to 

the van der Waals forces that provide the cohesion of the fiber. The most important characteristic 

of the model is that it considers the offset of the CNTs placed on contiguous longitudinal lines. 

The bending response has been studied by considering a generic bending plane, inclined with 

respect to the lattice vectors. In this case, the springing apart of the NTs allows their mobility in 

longitudinal direction, providing an internal re-arrangement under the applied deformation that is 

determined through energy minimization. 

Based on an accurate evaluation of the load state of the individual CNTs, the internal actions in 

the whole fiber are evaluated. Remarkably, it is demonstrated that uniform axial strain is 

associated with constant tensile normal force and null bending moment, while a constant-curvature 

deformation corresponds to null axial force and constant bending moment. Consequently, the CNT 

fiber behaves as a continuous homogeneous beam with constant stiffness [2], which turns out to be 

dependent on mechanical and geometrical parameters of the bundle and of the constituent CNTs. 

The obtained results are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental findings [1]. 
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Fretting is a contact phenomenon affecting metallic structural components that are subjected to 

vibrations or small oscillatory movements.  In such conditions, microcracks may nucleate in 

correspondence to the contact zone and, consequently, propagate due to the presence of a cyclic 

fatigue loading, thus resulting in the fatigue failure of the components [1].  As a matter of fact, 

microcracks are frequently observed in the stress concentration regions, after few hundred cycles.  

Moreover, it is important to take into account the multiaxial nature of the stress field evaluated in a 

region distant 4 to 5 times the material mean grain size from the contact surface. 

In the present paper, a new methodology for estimating both crack path and lifetime of metallic 

structural components under constant amplitude fretting fatigue loading is proposed.  Such a 

methodology is based on the joint application of: 

(i) the multiaxial fatigue criterion by Carpinteri et al. [2] for metallic structures under 

multiaxial constant amplitude fatigue loading, in high-cycle fatigue regime; 

(ii) the critical direction method by Araújo et al. [3]; 

(iii) the Theory of the Critical Distance by Taylor [4], in the form of the Line Method. 

Firstly, the proposed methodology is verified by examining the experimental results reported in 

Ref. [5], related to experimental tests carried out by using two cylindrical fretting pads pushed 

against a dog bone specimen, where pads and specimen are made of Al 7075-T651 aluminium 

alloy. 

Then, a parametric study related to the hot-spot location (starting from the trailing edges and 

moving inside the contact surface) is performed in order to evaluate its influence on both crack 

path and fatigue life. 
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The purpose of this work is to perform experimental investigations on structural vibrations by using
a novel shaking table developed by our team at the laboratory of mechanics of the department of
industrial engineering of the University of Salerno. The possible sources of excitation for civil struc-
tures are both environmental (earthquake, wind, waves, differential subsidence, thermal gradients)
and anthropic (pedestrian traffic on walkways, vehicular traffic on viaducts, operating machines) [1].
These phenomena are undesirable, so one of the challenges for structural engineering is to find new
techniques and devices capable of protecting structures from excessive stress and ensure full habit-
ability. Our idea is to test devices for vibration mitigation and seismic devices for slender parametric
structures [2, 3]. We designed a new shaking table capable of supporting the different types of struc-
tures we want to study. The goal of our experimental investigation is to test tuned liquid damper
(TLD) for mitigating vibration in a vertical irregular three-story structure. This structure is made of
aluminium bars for the floors and harmonic steel for the beams [4]. The shaking table is made of
a solid block of aluminium weighing around 130 kg. On both sides of the frame there are Hiwin
guides, with two carriages each, on which a sled made of bosh sections is mounted. The vibrating
table is actuated by means of an electrodynamic shaker of Brüel & Kjær piloted by the wave gen-
erator Textronix Arbitrary Function Generator AFG320, amplified by the power amplifier Brüel &
Kjær - Type 2732. Brüel & Kjær Type 4371 accelerometers have been installed on each floor of the
structure in order to acquire the acceleration time history. After creating a 3dof lumped-mass model
for evaluating the natural frequencies of the system and validating these data by a hammer impact
test, we were able to set the sloshing frequency of the TLD by method proposed by Housner [5].
The dynamical behaviour of the structure was studied by positioning, for the same frequency of the
input signal, the TLD on each floor, in order to analyse the responses to the different configurations.
Experimental results have demonstrated the excellent ability of a TLD to mitigate vibrations under
resonance conditions when appropriately sized.
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Vibrations induced by fast varying thermal gradients were first investigated by Boley [1]
with respect to the case of beams operating in micro-gravity extra-atmospheric environ-
ment. Indeed, spacecrafts and orbiting satellites crossing from the earth’s shadow into
sunlight experience rapid changes in the thermal loading due to the solar radiation, which is
responsible of time dependent bending moments and transverse shear forces on appendages
and booms, which typically are very long, lightweight structures, having high flexibility with
low frequency and damping characteristic [2]. At small scales, in the fields of Micro-Electro-
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) and Nano-Electro-Mechanical Systems (NEMS), thermally-
induced vibrations have been observed in beam-shaped resonators after thermal shocks due
to laser heating [3]. Hence, a correct comprehension of the phenomenon, that could not be
correctly analyzed if the inertia effect and the coupling between temperature and strain fields
are not taken into account [4], is of practical interest for applications, from the macroscale
down to the nanoscale. With this idea in mind, the proposed contribution is focused on
the theoretical and numerical analysis of cantilevers modeled using Rayleigh beam theory
undergoing thermally-induced vibration. The equations of motion are written under the hy-
pothesis of moderately large deflections taking into account the thermo-mechanical coupling
and the interplay among thermal conductivity, longitudinal modulus of elasticity and mass
density, with the aim to optimize the mechanical response and investigate the role played,
at the nanoscale, by nonlocal effects on the dynamics of cantilevers and slender beams.
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Many structures at a micro level present regular patterns which can be represented by assemblages 
of thin-plates. The behaviour of such structures is strongly affected by instability phenomena 
which can be studied analytically only in very simple cases. In fact, in the vast majority of 
problems, the analysis of these models needs to be conducted numerically. 

In particular auxetic materials are characterised by high energy absorption and fracture 
resistance and can be found in nature, as it is the case of many honeycomb structures at the macro 
or at the micro scale, or can be manufactured with the aid of modern technologies. The current 
capabilities of manufacture allows to adapt auxetic materials to different needs and experimental 
and numerical work carried out by Bertoldi et al. [1] has shown that mechanical instabilities in 
periodic porous structures can induce a complete reorganisation of the material from the original 
configuration. 

In this framework, it is well-known that the non-linearity of the modelling introduces the 
possibility of non-unique relationships between the loading applied to the structure and the 
corresponding deformations modes, including the buckling failure mode.  If only one non-linear 
‘loading path’ is possible then the calculations carried out in the modelling are unique and lead to 
the ‘correct’ engineering description of the thin-walled structure.  Nevertheless, in many cases 
there could be ‘multiple loading paths’ and it is very possible that the results from the non-linear 
modelling will be non-unique and the results from the modelling could lead to erroneous results.  
The work in stability carried out in the past decades has shown that significant changes in the 
deformation modes of many micro-structures can occur suddenly despite very low stress [2-4]. 

The existence of a multiplicity of equilibrium paths at or near the critical load level obviously 
has important consequences for any numerical nonlinear stability analysis. In the present work it is 
shown that reliable predictions based on initial post-buckling behaviour, which are so successful in 
the simple case of distinct bifurcation points may turn out to be quite difficult to achieve in the 
case of many micro-structures and this fact can be also correlated to the phase transitions from 
auxetic to non-auxetic and vice versa, which have been recently pictured on the basis of a new 
single cell model [5]. 
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Curved structures are basic structural components of Nano-Electro-Mechanical-Sistems (NEMS)
[1, 2, 3] whose design requires appropriate modelling of scale effects [4].

In the present study, the size-dependent static behaviour of slender curved elastic beams is in-
vestigated by stress-driven nonlocal continuum mechanics, adopted for straight structures in [5, 6].
Unlike formulations of local elasticity, axial strains and flexural curvatures are outputs of integral
convolutions involving axial and bending interaction fields and appropriate attenuation functions.
The stress-driven integral model for curved beams is shown to be equivalent to a differential prob-
lem with constitutive boundary conditions.

The new methodology is illustrated by examining exact nonlocal responses of curved structures
of applicative interest, such as nano-sensors and nano-actuators.

Peculiar properties, merits and implications of the new proposal are illustrated in comparison
with strategies available in literature.
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The theoretical treatment of structures having very small size, such as nano-beams, requires 

suitable models different from those provided by the local continuum theory. Many researchers, 

coming from engineering areas where local models are widespread, have made extensive use of 

nonlocal models derived from local ones. Above all, the Euler-Bernoulli beam model traditionally 

used in local theory has also been extended to treat nonlocal problems, originating many nonlocal 

Euler-Bernoulli beam models. Following this approach, in recent years, many advances have been 

made for nonlocal beams [1]. Romano and Barretta [2] have proposed a stress-driven model able 

to provide closed-form solutions to many nano-beam problems. Specifically, the stress-driven 

model has been adopted for bending of functionally graded nano-beams, buckling, axisymmetric 

nanoplates and nonlocal thermoelastic behavior. Recently, a stress-driven local-nonlocal mixture 

[3] has been applied to the bending problem of Timoshenko nano-beams. In this work, a modified 

total potential energy functional is derived for stress-driven non-local model of Timoshenko beam 

subject to transverse load and/or critical axial load. The modified functional includes expressions 

representing the constitutive boundary conditions, which are a peculiarity of the adopted 

stress-driven approach. The Euler equations of the modified functional are the governing equations 

of the stress-driven non-local problem. Instead of solving directly the Euler equations, 

approximate solutions are searched by imposing the stationary condition of the modified 

functional through the Ritz method. In order to validate the method, the proposed numerical 

solutions are compared with closed-form expressions, in load cases where closed-form solutions 

are available. Finally, the proposed numerical method is used for determining the buckling load of 

non-local Timoshenko beam. In the conference presentation, further applications of the proposed 

method to local-nonlocal mixture and higher-order shear deformation beam theories will be 

illustrated. 
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Over the years, the frictional properties of rubber materials have been investigated in depth. The
knowledge of rubber-surface interactions when sliding occurs is a topic of great interest in the sci-
entific community, especially in the automotive sector. To study friction coefficients of viscoelastic
materials, we developed a numerical code using a 1D spring block model. This model was used to
study the macroscopic frictional properties of hierarchical and 2D systems [1–6]. The Amontons-
Coulomb law used in [1–4] was replaced with rate and state equations. These equations were intro-
duced to analyse the behaviour of friction coefficients as a function of the sliding velocity and time.
In addition, the Kelvin–Voigt model was introduced to study the frictional properties of viscoelastic
and mixed materials in which the number of viscoelastic interactions was changed.

We observed that the increment of the viscoelasticity of the material allows a reduction of the
static friction coefficient. This effect is caused by an increment of the damping force. Dynamic
friction coefficients decrease increasing the viscoelasticity of the system, leading to think that vis-
coelastic systems dissipate less than the elastic one. To confirm this the energy dissipated by the
systems was calculated and the results show a decrease of dissipated energy with viscoelasticity.
Dynamic friction coefficient presents also the onset of a minimum in systems with a high percentage
of viscoelastic interactions caused by creep mechanisms.
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The beam theories dealing with mechanical problems affected by size effects, nowadays widely used
in the context of nano-devices such as actuators or sensors, have received a renewed attention in the
last decades ( see e.g. [1] and reference therein). Nonlocal approaches in the elastic realm have been
proposed in the relevant literature to handle such size effects which render the classical theories
unable to describe diffusive phenomena related to the behavior at a nano-scale structural level. The
key idea of those nonlocal models which, among others, are classified as nonlocal integral ones is
to introduce at constitutive level some internal material parameters able to describe macroscopically
phenomena arising within the micro-structure of the constituent material. In this context a model
proposed by the authors in [2] and recently applied to solve some benchmark beam problems [3],
namely the strain-difference based nonlocal integral model of Eringen-type, is here considered to
investigate on the shear effects on nano-beams in bending. The followed rationale resembles the
ones of Reddy [4] and Polizzotto [5] within a local elastic treatment and is here rephrased with
reference to the quoted nonlocal elastic integral model. The peculiarities of the solution in terms of
deflection, stress distribution and shear warping of the nano-beam cross-section are discussed. Few
cases of statically determinate and undeterminate nano-beams under different loading and boundary
conditions are addressed. A warping function, suitably fixed, allows to range from a nonlocal Euler-
Bernoulli-type nanobeam to a nonlocal Timoshenko-type one, passing through the so-called Reddy-
type beam [4]. The results, confirming the well known ”small is stiffer” phenomena, seam very
effective to overcome some recently debated paradoxes [6] introducing some attractive novelties in
the description of normal and shear stress distributions at the nano-beam cross section opening the
way to future fruitful investigations in the addressed research field.
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Fluid dynamics drive myocardial adaptation during cardiovascular disease and after surgical 

therapy. We study patients with normal volumetric and deformation cardiac measures after mitral 

valve repair (MVR) for severe mitral regurgitation. We aim to study the feasibility to detect early 

development of left ventricular (LV) dysfunction using non-invasive computation of LV 

hemodynamic forces. Geometry of LV and MV are extracted from 4D-transesophageal 

echocardiography and fluid dynamics is reproduced by a dedicated approach to direct numerical 

simulation (DNS) that includes flow-tissue interaction for the MV leaflet [1]. For this study we 

used the actual pre and post MV and LV individually for each patients (Figure 1). The 

hemodynamic force and energy dissipation are calculated in patients after conventional MVR and 

after reparation with NeoChord procedure (NC). Results display an increase of energy dissipation 

with respect to similar healthy conditions; this effect, that reduces efficiency of the LV, is due to 

the deviation of the mitral jet that gives rise to an irregular vortex that is more unstable and breaks 

down quickly. Such an increase of energy dissipation is commonly associated with a reduction of 

the hemodynamic systolic impulse [2]. The assessment of blood flow after MV repair is feasible 

and can identify subclinical LV dysfunctions that influence the long-term clinical outcome [3]. 

The reliability of DNS in this clinical scenario opens the possibility of comparing different 

surgical options before they are effectively performed. 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of flow field comparison between pre-surgery (Baseline) and after repair in conventional 

and Neochord procedures. 
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Soft excitable media represent complex nonlinear systems which are often electrochemical. They
typically couple several multi-physical factors and support nonlinear bioelectrical waves propaga-
tion. Such complex dynamics enforce large mechanical deformations of the underlying medium
(mechano-electric feedback–MEF). Studying the spatiotemporal dynamics of excitation waves in
soft active media is of paramount importance in the understanding of a large class of processes un-
derlying pathophysiological behaviors. Processes related to MEF have a fundamental role in a wide
variety of passive physical systems: corrosion, rock anisotropy, glass transition, dissolution phenom-
ena, electromigration, hydrogen trapping, as well as swelling effects. Clear evidence for the exis-
tence of such a coupling in biological systems has also been recently observed in strain-dependent
oxygen diffusivity in cartilage, and in transcription factors within the cell nucleus. Regarding the
specific context of active biological media, connections forming gap junctions in excitable cells,
e.g. cardiomyocytes, have been recently discussed in terms of their mechano-sensitive properties
[1]. Furthermore, a quantitative analysis of the specific effects of stretch into connexins in terms of
hemichannels has been experimentally verified in many different cellular preparations.

In this contribution, we present a novel formulation for the description of soft active deformable
media within the context of coupled reaction-diffusion-mechanics systems and employ nonlinear
cardiac dynamics as a main motivating example [2, 3]. We discuss the concept of stress-assisted
diffusion (SAD) comparing its effect with the more adopted stretch-activated current (SAC) con-
tribution. We show that an anisotropic and inhomogeneous diffusivity is naturally induced by me-
chanical deformations in the case of SAD and not for SAC, thus affecting the nonlinear dynamics
of the spatiotemporal excitation wave as experimentally observed. Besides, the present formulation
can recover and generalise a large class of electromechanical models [4] studying the plausibility of
specific choices in the model parameter space. Our assessment is conducted for stretched tissues,
focusing on appropriate physical indicators as conduction velocity, propagation patterns and spiral
dynamics, and also carefully identifying conditions leading to the stability of the coupled system.
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In living tissues, cells apparently exhibit a natural tendency to establish or maintain by means of
mechano-regulated growth and remodeling some preferred “homeostatic” mechanical state. This
inherent property of various soft biological tissues is called tensional homeostasis [1]. Most math-
ematical and computational models of soft tissue growth and remodeling are facing the challenge
to specify the mechanical and mathematical properties of tensional homeostasis [2]. Unfortunately,
these remain poorly understood so far.

To close this important gap in our understanding of soft tissue mechanobiology, we developed a
combined experimental and computational framework. It consists on the one hand of an experimen-
tal set-up where collagen gels seeded with living cells (e.g., fibroblasts), so-called tissue equivalents,
are subjected to well-controlled biaxial loading and their stress-strain response is measured dynam-
ically so that the specific nature of tensional homeostasis in higher dimensions can be examined.
This experimental set-up is complemented by a novel micromechanical computational model, where
individual biological cells and matrix fibers are represented as discrete objects so that different hy-
potheses for interactions between them can be developed and tested systematically, with the overall
objective of unraveling the micromechanical foundations of tensional homeostasis.

In this talk we will present first results of our combined experimental-computational framework
for studying tensional homeostasis. On the experimental side, we will report observed relations
between cell density and amplitude of the homeostatic stress and the observed response of tissue
equivalents to various biaxial perturbations of a given homeostatic state. On the simulation side,
we will present computational evidence on micromechanical mechanisms that are likely to play key
roles in tensional homeostasis

The combined experimental-computational framework introduced here can form a starting point
for a detailed exploration of mechanical and mathematical principles governing tensional homeosta-
sis in higher dimensions.
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Computed tomography-based finite element (FE) models were widely used to assess the femur me-

chanics [1]. In case of metastatic femurs, the usually-adopted linearly-elastic constitutive description

leads to model the metastasis as a pseudo-healthy tissue, neglecting any specific material property of

metastasis, as well as the biomechanical interaction between the lesion and the surrounding tissue.

Experimental evidence showed that the metastatic tissue is characterized by a porous solid matrix

with interstitial fluids, that induces mechanical alterations in the bone adjacent to the metastasis.

Such an aspect is fundamental for describing growth and remodelling processes [2]. As such, a re-

finement of local constitutive description for the metastasis is necessary to obtain a comprehensive

understanding of femoral mechanical behavior and to identify failure scenarios, as well as to detect

localized effects. In this work a novel computational modeling strategy based on a FE formulation

to describe the mechanical response of metastatic femurs is presented. A clinical case related to a

patient with both femurs affected by multiple metastases is numerically analyzed [3]. Healthy bone

tissue and metastases were described by a linearly poroelastic approach. The bone-metastasis inter-

action was modelled through a Gaussian-shaped graded transition of material properties in the bone

around the metastasis. A progressive damage procedure was implemented by a displacement-driven

incremental approach and considering both a stress- and a strain-based failure criterion. The pro-

posed approach showed significant differences in fracture loads, fracture mechanisms, and damage

patterns than a purely elastic formulation (i.e., with metastasis modelled as a pseudo-healthy tissue),

revealing also its capability in identifying stress/strain localization mechanisms within the metastasis

strictly related to mechanobiological stimuli driving onset and evolution of the lesion. The proposed

strategy is a first attempt towards the development of effective computational tools for addressing

fracture risk assessment and patient-specific treatments in case of metastatic femurs, contributing to

overcome some limitations of actual clinical standards.
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The migration of endothelial cells (ECs) is critical for various processes including vascular wound
healing, tumor angiogenesis, and the development of viable endovascular implants. EC migration
is regulated by intracellular ATP and recent observations in our laboratory on ECs cultured on line
patterns - surfaces where cellular adhesion is limited to 15 m-wide lines that physically confine
the cells - have demonstrated very different migration behavior from cells on control unpatterned
surfaces. Specifically, while ECs on unpatterned surfaces exhibit random motion in the absence
of flow and persistent directed motion under flow, cells on line patterns both in the presence and
absence of flow exhibit three distinct migration phenotypes: a) running– cells are polarized and
migrate continuously and persistently on the adhesive lines with possible directional changes, b)
undecided– cells are elongated and exhibit periodic changes in the direction of their polarization and
minimal net migration, and c) tumbling-like – cells migrate persistently for a certain amount of time
but then stop and round up for a few hours before spreading again and resuming migration.

We hypothesize that the three migration phenotypes on patterns reflect differences in intracellular
ATP profiles. Specifically, we propose that running ECs have sufficiently high ATP concentrations
at all time in order to elongate, polarize, and migrate. In contrast, we suggest that undecided ECs
have an intermediate level of ATP concentration that is sufficiently high for cell spreading but not for
sustained polarization and migration. Finally, tumbling-like cells are thought to have low levels of
intracellular ATP during the rounding-up phase but manage to “recharge their batteries” so that ATP
levels recover sufficiently for the cells to eventually elongate, polarize, and migrate. To test this hy-
pothesis, we have developed a mathematical model that describes the time evolution of intracellular
ATP concentration.

The computations provide the time dynamics of both EC length and intracellular ATP concentra-
tion. The results demonstrate that depending on the parameter values adopted for the simulations, the
different hypothesized intracellular ATP profiles can indeed be obtained. Thus, for certain param-
eter values, we observe a rapid and sustained increase in ATP concentration, corresponding to the
hypothesized behavior for running cells. For other parameter values, the ATP concentration remains
within an intermediate range throughout, presumably reflecting undecided cells. Finally, for part of
the parameter space, we obtain an initial drop in the concentration followed by recovery, as sug-
gested for tumbling-like cells. The results are consistent with the notion that changes in intracellular
ATP modulate the phenotype of EC migration on line patterns.

Future work will focus on providing experimental evidence for the involvement of ATP as well
as on extending the modeling to include cellular polarization and migration.
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It is strongly believed among the scientific community that protein dynamics constitutes the 

fundamental link existing between structure and function. Analyzing the characteristics of protein 

vibrations is then essential for understanding the complex mechanisms hidden behind protein 

biological functionality. Indeed, by means of modal analysis, it has been shown that low-frequency 

vibrational modes are strictly related to protein conformational transitions [1]. 

In the last years, some of the authors made use of an all-atom mechanical model, treating proteins 

like elastic lattice structures, in order to investigate the vibrational modes and the natural frequencies 

by means of modal analysis [2,3]. In particular, low-frequency modes were found to involve the 

whole protein structure and occur in the so-called terahertz (THz) range. 

Vibrations at THz frequencies, especially around or below 1 THz, were also detected 

experimentally on lysozyme [2] and Na+/K+-ATPase [4] powder samples by means of Raman 

spectroscopy technique using modern ultra-low frequency (ULF) filters. Modal analysis results were 

then useful for associating possible protein motions to the obtained Raman peaks. 

In order to focus mostly on low-frequency vibrations occurring in the THz frequency range, a 

coarse-grained model is then proposed, which aims at modeling only the protein backbone, 

considering just the coordinates of Cα atoms. In this way, a deeper comprehension of the slowest 

motions is achieved, by comparing the results arising from all-atom and coarse-grained calculations 

both in terms of eigenmodes and natural frequencies. In particular, in this contribution the case of 

HIV-1 protease, whose activity is pivotal for the HIV life-cycle, is investigated. 
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Protein functioning is usually associated to conformational changes. For example, a large 

conformational transition, triggered by ATP-binding, occurs in kinesin heads when it walks along 

microtubules, hemoglobin exhibits a structural rearrangement when switching from the deoxy- to 

the oxy-state, etc. In the last decades, several researches have shown that conformational changes 

depend on the protein intrinsic flexibility and that the low-frequency modes, arising from the 

application of modal analysis to protein elastic network models, are strictly related to the 

conformational transition [1]. 

Several efforts have been also made in order to understand the actual pathways followed by 

proteins during these transitions [2]. The problem is usually linearized, under the assumption of 

small displacements. In the same way, the forces that could trigger the conformational change have 

been investigated by means of linear theories, such as the perturbation-response scanning (PRS) 

method, which aims at evaluating the relative changes in the protein coordinates when a perturbation 

is applied at single residues [3,4]. 

Although good results could be generally obtained by linear theories like PRS, in this 

contribution, we question whether the assumption of small displacements involved within the 

conformational change is reliable. In particular, we investigate the influence of geometric 

nonlinearities, by applying both linear and (geometric) nonlinear analysis to the protein elastic 

model and comparing the outcomes in terms of force profiles. Eventually, from the results regarding 

the conformational change of HIV-1 protease, we show that the displacements should not be 

considered small a priori and that some mechanical instability may occur during the conformational 

transition. 
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It has been estimated that, overall, cardiovascular disorders (CVD) cost the EU economy 210 bil-
lion per year and this expenditure will at least triple by 2050 owing to the ageing of the population
and a growing percentage of it accessing advanced medical care [1]. Progress in medical research,
over the last decades, has improved the prognoses for CVDs but, unfortunately, the advances have
come to a halt because of increasing risk factors (obesity, physical inactivity, diabetes and smoking)
that are strongly correlated to CVD [1]. In order to revert this unfavourable trend innovative tools
are needed for the improvement of treatment outcomes without increasing, concurrently, the medical
costs. The combination of computational engineering and medical research provides fundamental
contributions in this direction by producing data driven virtual models capable of refining the anal-
ysis power and adding predicting capabilities to the existing diagnostic tools.

Nevertheless, producing a computational model of the heart is a very challenging task since it
needs to account for the complex deforming geometries, the mechanics and properties of the biolog-
ical tissues, which are anisotropic and nonlinear, along with the pulsatile, transitional and turbulent
character of the flow, the strong fluid/structure interaction and their connection with the electrophys-
iological system. To this aim, we have developed and validated a fluid-structure-electrophysiology
interaction (FSEI) code, which is based on the Navier-Stokes solver AFiD, a structure solver based
on the interaction potential approach, the immersed boundary method [2] and a bidomain electro-
physiology model that can account for the different cellular models of the various portions of the
heart. The main novelty of our approach is that, for the first time, the resulting multi-physics model
can cope simultaneously with the electrophysiology of the myocardium, its active contraction and
passive relaxation, the dynamics of the valves (aortic and mitral) and the hemodynamics in the
whole left heart, thus including ventricle, atrium and the first tract of the aorta. All these models
are three-way coupled with each other thus capturing the fully synergistic physics, which makes
the computational model a predictive tool for virtually testing new prosthetic devices and surgical
procedures.
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Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of death worldwide but their aetiology is debated
and the therapeutic approaches, as well as the diagnosis are still based on the definition of risk
parameters mainly evaluated on the own experience of clinicians, and, furthermore they still have an
high percentage of failure [1]. In this framework, computational models have been recently proved
useful to provide novel insights into aortic biomechanics [2], allowing to furnish helpful indications
towards more effective clinical assessment.

With the aiming of understanding physiological and pathological processes to improve diagno-
sis and therapy, the multiscale structurally-motivated approach for tissue constitutive description,
recently proposed by some of the authors [3], has been integrated in a computational procedure
allowing the mechanical analyses of arterial segments via a non-linear finite-element formulation,
to allow the use of this refined constitutive description towards fully-personalized clinical applica-
tions. In fact, such a multiscale structural approach has been proved to be effective for describing
the non-affine kinematics of collagen fibers on simple case studies, but it has never been employed
in finite element simulations. In detail, the anisotropic and non-linear elastic mechanical response of
arterial tissue is computationally treated via FE strategies. The constitutive response of aortic tissue
is modelled via a multi-scale approach integrating: (i) the non affine fiber kinematics, addressed via
the Eshelby’s inclusion problems theory [3]; (ii) the non-linear behaviour of collagen fibers [4]; (iii)
the real morphological data of the aortic tissue [5].

This work presents a novel computational model that captures the complexity of the load-induced
micro-structural morphological changes. Furthermore, the proposed framework, providing data
about the stress and strain patterns at the different length scale of the arterial tissue, can open to
clarify the aetiology of the aneurysms and the patho-physiological remodelling mechanisms.
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Synthetic materials commonly replace tissues in biomechanical research, finding applications in 
several fields, included surgical training and tissue engineering. A composite hydrogel, obtained 
from the combination of Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) and Phytagel, has been proposed as brain tissue 
surrogate and showed excellent mimicking of the mechanical response of the brain in compression 
and indentation tests [1].  
Brain tissue is a strongly heterogeneous material, identifiable as a porous hyper-viscoelastic 
medium filled with cerebrospinal fluid, which in turns interacts with the solid network, 
determining complex rate-dependent effects [2]. Several models have been proposed in the 
literature to simulate the viscous behaviour of the brain [3,4], and extended knowledge on the 
failure mechanisms of biphasic materials can be obtained from recent studies on the fracture of 
hydrogels [5]. Compression tests have been widely used to characterise the rate-dependency of the 
brain tissue. In addition, wire cutting tests have been used as a mean to test the fracture behaviour 
of soft solids, such as foodstuffs, and also applied to measure the fracture resistance of elastic 
gelatine gels [6].  
In the present study, the fracture behaviour of the composite hydrogel is studied in the framework 
of a viscous hyperelastic model, in which the solid structure interacts with the incompressible fluid. 
Specific attention is devoted to the rate-dependent effects determined by this biphasic model on 
the fracture behaviour of the hydrogel. Experimental data from wire cutting tests, at various strain 
rates, are presented and compared with finite element analyses.  
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Recent publications [1, 2] unveiled the multi-physics interactions that preside receptors relocation
on a lipid membrane and provided a rationale to the evolution in time of some quantities of interest
for the protein dimerization process that were formerly observed experimentally. In spite using a
surrogated mechanics allowed identifying limiting factors with significant accuracy, the quantitive
evaluation of mechanical measures remained questionable.
In the present work receptor dynamics is coupled to large strain mechanics to simulate the relocation
of proteins on endothelial cells. Fully coupled mass and momentum balance laws, accompanied
by thermodynamically derived constitutive laws, are written in weak form and discretized via the
finite element method. High performance computations are carried out afterwards, making use of
the open-source library deal.ii (dealii.org).
Novel in vitro experimental investigations on the spreading of endothelial cells on a substrate en-
riched with polilisin validated the numerical simulations. Co-designed experiments and modeling
thus allows shading new insights on both the receptor dynamics and the physical mechanisms that
govern the spreading of cells.
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Bone is a multi-scale composite material with a complex and hierarchical internal architecture. As
a result, the fracture mechanism prediction within a bony structure results unavoidably complicated.
Nonetheless, a deep knowledge of the osseous microstructure reveals necessary because the nature
of the bone constituent elements at the microscale influences its macroscopical mechanical behavior
[1]. As a matter of fact, alterations in the local bone properties, mainly induced by age and/or
occurence of diseases, can lead to drastic variations in the overall mechanical response.

In the last decades, several finite element-based models have been developed to predict the bone
mechanical behaviour, even if only few studies focused on micromechanical aspects [1, 2]. At the
microscale level, cortical bone presents structural units called osteons, which are in turn formed by
concentric, approximately cylindrical lamellae, delineated by weak interfaces [2]. Many investiga-
tions are based on the assumption of linearly elastic, isotropic and homogeneous osteon properties,
but it results in a rough approximation, given the bone microstructural complexity. Even less works
treated the interlamellar areas as actual interfaces. Therefore, the present study aims to furnish a
more accurate and detailed numerical modeling of the single osteonal structure. The model takes
into account for the different orientations of the mineralized collagen fibrils constituting each lamella
(important feature for the overall mechanical properties), as well as it describes the thin interlamellar
areas as elastic layers characterized by the absence of any constitutive symmetry. These features are
coupled to a brittle damage constitutive aspect, in order to simulate the progressive fracture at the
lamellar level. Damage process is modelled by considering the possibility of both an interlaminar
and an intralaminar failure. The model reliability is assessed by mimicking the experiments carried
out in [3], concerning the bending behavior of osteons. The proposed modeling approach is able to
account for different microstructural arrangements at the osteonal level, for instance related to the
aging, and it could lead to useful indications on microscale failure mechanisms of bone structures
that can be adopted for defining refined up–to–macroscale descriptions of bone mechanical response.
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Modeling of arterial physiopathology needs the introduction of multi-field mechanisms, driven by
the complex interplay between mechanics and cell-cell signaling pathways [1]. The former is af-
fected by the multiscale hierarchical arrangement of tissue constituents, while the latter involves
molecular transport mechanisms.

This work presents a novel chemo-mechano-biological computational modeling strategy for ar-
terial multiphysics, by introducing biochemically-motivated remodeling laws associated with phys-
iopathological mechanisms. The aim is to develop an effective strategy for describing tissue phys-
iopathological remodeling associated with alterations in tissue biochemical environment, that deter-
mine an imbalance from the homeostasis. A multiscale constitutive description of arterial tissues is
integrated with a mechanistic modeling of cell-cell signaling pathways (involving molecular trans-
port phenomena in the arterial thickness) and with biochemically-motivated remodeling laws of
tissue structural features [3]. Accordingly, arterial multiphysics response can be investigated from
a novel and unexplored perspective, by straight accounting for local, non-homogeneous, and fine
variations of histological and biochemical properties.

The biochemical activity of matrix metalloproteinases, transforming growth factors-beta and in-
terleukines on tissue remodeling is specifically addressed. The effects of a physiopathological mech-
anism that includes macrophages infiltration, intimal thickening and a healing phase are investigated,
highlighting the corresponding influence on the arterial compliance. As a remarkable result, changes
in arterial mechanics are described as a consequence of alterations in tissue biochemical environment
and cellular activity, allowing also to incorporate the protective role of autoimmune responses and
of pharmacological treatments [4].
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Chitin is one of the most widespread polysaccharides in nature[1] and it is the basis of many 

biological structures[2]. This material appears in various parts of the spider exoskeleton, such as 
fangs, paws, cuticle and hairs[3][4]. These structures accomplish different functions with 

remarkable efficiency and mechanical properties, thanks to the multi-functionality of the chitin[5]. 

Therefore, here we investigate in depth the mechanical properties of different body parts of the 

spider Harpactira curvipes. By means of imaging (SEM and AFM) and nanoindentation 

techniques, a mapping of the variations in the elastic modulus and hardness in the different 

sections is achieved and we compare the results to thus explain how these properties change within 

the spider’s body[6]. From a broader perspective, this characterization is of interests because it 

could help to improve understanding of how the same basic material can be used to reach 

distinguishing mechanical characteristics and properties in different structures to better adapt 

biomechanical functions to their specific biological needs. The physical insights of this work are 

potentially important to investigate the properties of chitin and to find possible inspiration for the 
design of materials with advanced mechanical properties. 
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Numerous mathematical models of the cardiovascular system have been proposed [1, 2], both to
further explore the physiological behaviour of circulation and support medical developments. In
this context, we present a closed-loop multiscale model, which has the advantage to integrate into
a single framework the fundamental characteristics of the cardiovascular system: the arterial wave
propagation, the complex dynamics of cardiac valves, the short-term baroreflex mechanism, a well-
organised structure of micro-circulation groups and venous return, and the unstressed volumes. The
main goal of this work is to effectively simulate each portion of the cardiovascular system.

Large-medium arteries are described through the 1D mass and momentum equations, considering
the vascular tapering and branching, and the anisotropic non-linear viscoelastic behaviour of the
arterial walls [3]. The rest of circulation is represented through a proper combination of resistances,
compliances and inductances, standing for the viscous, elastic and inertial effects, respectively. Both
the contractility of the cardiac chambers and the non-ideal behaviour of cardiac valves are modelled.
A short-term baroreflex model is included to guarantee homeostasis.

As shown in Fig.1a, pressure waves correctly propagate along the arterial tree, with systolic
pressures increasing, diastolic pressures decreasing, pressure signals delaying and steepening along
the aorta. Valvular flow rates in Fig.1b are also in agreement with literature data, with reverse flows
as valves close. This model well mimics the expected hemodynamics and can be used for different
applications (e.g., cardiac pathologies, orthostatic variations, exercise conditions, etc...).

Figure 1: Pressures along the arterial tree (a) and valvular flow rates (b) at 75 bpm.
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Hierarchical microstructure of load-bearing biological tissues is optimized for their specific ana-

tomical position and inherent function [1]. Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) in human knee joint is 

a strong fibrous tissue that acts as a primary restrain against translations in the sagittal plane. When 

injured, ACL cannot self-repair and it is usually replaced by a biological graft via surgery. This 

study aimed to investigate the relation between structure and function in biological fibrous tissues, 

primary focusing on ACL. A deep knowledge of structure-function relationship - concerning both  

this ligament and the grafts commonly used to replace it - could explain possible alterations of joint 

biomechanics after surgery and support the development of optimized treatments. In order to 

achieve this objective, a dedicated setup was designed and developed to acquire the 3d volumetric 

fibrous microstructure of human ACL samples under increasing level of mechanical strain. 

A commercial microCT system (Bruker Skyscan 1176, nominal resolution 9 μm) was specifi-

cally used to acquire 3d tissue structure. An experimental device for uniaxial tensile test was de-

signed and developed to fit the internal dimensions of the scanner. The device was composed of two 

clamps for ligament grasping, a screw-driven linear guide for ligament elongation, a load cell to 

measure reaction force and a tubular framework. An aluminium-zinc alloy was used for this part, 

due to its high mechanical resistance and low x-ray attenuation. Contrasting agents containing high 

Z element were necessary to enhance imaging [2]; different formulations were tested to optimize the 

contrast protocol without affecting the mechanical behaviour of the tissues. After cyclic precondi-

tioning, a pre-scan force-strain curve was acquired to determine the free ligament length, so that 

both the toe and linear behaviour of fibre bundles were highlighted. The ACL was scanned at 6 

different strain steps between 1-8%; a 6-minute waiting period was considered between each step. 

Force-strain curves were obtained together with ACL images, which allowed to highlight 

volumetric strain within the sample and perform estimation on volumetric structural adaptations, 

including fibre bundles uncrimping, reorienting, tensioning and defibrillation. This integration of 

micro-structure and function is crucial to better understand physiological and pathological phe-

nomena in biological fibrous tissues and contribute in optimizing ligament replacement.   
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Hemodynamic forces play an important role in the initiation and progression of cardiovascular
diseases such as in case of ascending thoracic aortic aneurysm [1]. A 3D flow magnetic resonance
imaging (3D PC-MRI) technique has been proposed as a clinical tool able to provide, in-vivo in
a non-invasive manner, hemodynamic information. However, MRI suffers of spatial and temporal
resolution limitations and it is not able to provide quantitative flow descriptors, such as wall shear
stresses, with a sufficient accuracy. In the last years, merging of MRI with computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) has been proposed to provide clinical information at patient-specific level. Indeed,
CFD enables the investigation of pressure and flow field at a time and space resolution unachievable
by any in-vivo measurement. However, different sources of uncertainties are present in CFD models,
as e.g. inflow/outflow boundary conditions and modeling of the vessel wall compliance properties.
These uncertainties may affect the accuracy of the output quantities of interest. In-vivo 3D PC-MRI
data can be used to provide patient-specific boundary conditions to numerical simulations as well
as for comparison against numerical results, to provide a cross validation. A framework integrating
in-vivo 3D PC-MRI data into the numerical simulation of a healthy thoracic aorta was presented in
[2]. The simulations were carried out with the open-source code Simvascular and the MRI data were
used to provide/calibrate inlet and outlet boundary conditions, to evaluate the elastic properties of
the vessel walls and to validate the simulation results. The integration was all in all successful, but
some discrepancies between numerical results, although calibrated, and in-vivo data were observed.
These discrepancies can be ascribed to limitations of CFD models, but also to inaccuracies in MRI
data due to the difficulty in characterizing in in-vivo experiments rotation and translation movements
of the inlet section.

The aim of the present work is to provide a similar integration of simulations with MRI data
obtained by a fully controlled and sensorized circulatory mock loop for 3D-printed aortic models.
This experimental set up, whose details are given in a companion submitted abstract, allows a few
uncertainties in measurements to be eliminated: the flow rate is controlled and it is exactly the same
for each cardiac cycle, the model is fixed and the wall model properties are known. In this way,
clearer indications on the accuracy and possible improvements of CFD models could be obtained.
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Considerable improvements in artificial heart valve design have been made in the last years, 
providing optimized mechanical and bio-prosthetic devices. The success of a new prosthesis is 
defined by several factors that contribute to achieve an adequate performance in the short and long 
term, guaranteeing also durability. Hemodynamics plays a crucial role in order to ensure the best 
possible clinical outcomes for patients undergoing heart valve replacement, and is strictly related 
to the leaflet kinematics of the valve.  

The prostheses are passive structures immersed in the blood flow, their leaflet kinematics being 
affected by the interaction with the flow and inertial properties of the structure. Depending on the 
geometrical features of the devices and material properties, one can obtain non-physiological flow 
patterns with transition to turbulence, that are characterized by increased levels of shear stress on 
blood particles and high flow resistance. This in turn can induce fluttering on the leaflets, 
enhanced structural loading and high leaflet tip velocities. 

In order to better understand this complex fluid-structure interaction problem, we effectively 
employ numerical simulations to accurately predict the flow patterns downstream different 
available aortic devices. A versatile immersed boundary method [1] is adopted to simulate the 
interaction of rigid and deformable valve leaflets with the incoming flow. Realistic geometries for 
three valves (bi- and tri-leaflet mechanical, bio-prosthetic) and ascending aorta are considered 
under pulsatile flow conditions.  

Leaflet kinematics in the three cases is provided in terms of time-dependent geometric orifice 
area, identifying different opening and closing behavior of the valves and related hydrodynamic 
stresses and turbulence levels. Particular attention is paid to investigate the effect that little 
construction details may have on both the leaflet kinematics and fluid dynamics. 

In order to evaluate blood damage, a high-fidelity hemolysis model is adopted, based on a 
coarse-grained description of the erythrocyte membrane spectrin cytoskeleton [2]. In this way, 
under the hydrodynamic loadings, the instantaneous shape distortion of the cells and consequent 
damage along their trajectories are evaluated, assessing the different propensity of the prostheses 
to thromboembolic complications. 
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Predicting the elastic response of a membrane under hydrodynamic loads has great relevance for
many biological applications. In this work we present a computational method designed to accu-
rately reproduce the mutual interaction between a thin membrane and an incompressible fluid. The
fluid motion is resolved in a parallel environment with a pressure projection method on a Cartesian
grid. The immersed membrane is modeled as a NURBS surface, and the elastic response is ob-
tained from a displacement-based Isogeometric analysis relying on the Kirchhoff-Love shell theory
[1]. Fluid and shell solvers exchange data through a direct-forcing immersed-boundary approach;
the required boundary conditions are imposed at the fluid-solid interface with a dynamic forcing, as
proposed in [2].

First, the proposed method is validated against data available in literature [3] for biological cap-
sules transport at intermediate Reynolds numbers (Re ≈ 10 − 100). The model reproduces the
transport of an elastic capsule flowing in a pressure-driven channel within the inertial flow regime.
The shell stiffness plays a crucial role in the transport dynamics because the elastic response of the
membrane affects the capsule migration mechanism. Numerical investigation on biological cells
transport are increasingly exploited to explore the possibilities of indirect cells manipulation for
sorting or probing purposes.

Furthermore, the flow field inside a Pneumatic Ventricular Assist Device (PVAD) is investigated.
Similar devices are primarily used to provide mechanical circulatory support to a single ventricle as
temporary bridge to transplant. The design investigated herein consists of a pneumatically driven
pump which delivers the required blood mass flow by means of a pulsatile membrane separating two
doomed chambers. On the computational side, the model presents several challenges in terms of
heavy added-mass effect and buckling/wrinkling motion of the membrane. The accurate replication
of membrane displacement and blood flow field can lead to improvements of the device perfor-
mances as well as provide haemolysis predictions based on simple transport models.
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The analysis of intracardiac blood flow patterns can significantly contribute to improve the under-
standing and treatment of cardiovascular disease [1]. In contrast to the abundant literature on the
left side of the heart, there is currently a significant lack of knowledge about the right ventricle (RV)
fluid mechanics, both in healthy and diseased conditions.

This work presents a comprehensive framework for the numerical simulation of right heart flows
based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data and an immersed boundary technique. The RV
kinematics is preliminarily reconstructed from multi-slice MRI datasets, i.e. short-axis and longitu-
dinal contours of the RV walls with temporal resolution of 30 phases per cardiac cycle. Commercial
software with feature-tracking capabilities (QStrain) is used to extract the time history of the en-
docardium contours. A time-continuous representation of the entire RV geometry is then obtained
using image-registration algorithms, particularly the Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Geometric
Mapping (LDDMM) framework combined with an atlas-based approach [2]. The developed method
has proved to be able to provide a rather good representation of the complex RV contraction pattern,
including the clinically relevant longitudinal shortening. The RV kinematics is finally fed to an in-
house computational fluid dynamics solver based on a robust immersed boundary method [3], which
is used to carry out fully-resolved direct numerical simulations of several cardiac cycles.

Results are reported for patient-specific geometries in both healthy and congenital heart disease
(CHD) cases, with particular reference to Tetralogy of Fallot (ToF). In this form of CHD, patients
suffer from chronic pulmonary insufficiency after repair and eventually require pulmonary valve re-
placement. Differences between the normal and ToF cases are discussed, in terms of overall flow
features, kinetic energy of flow components, and influence of pulmonary valve regurgitation on the
pumping efficiency. It is expected that such a computational framework will contribute to develop
better clinical indications for the long-term care of CHD patients.
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The macroscopic nonlinear behavior of growing soft tissues results from different chemo-mechanical
interactions occurring, at different scales, among interstitial fluids and evolving solid constituents,
described by adopting a thermodynamically consistent poro-hyperelastic framework [1, 2]. In this
context, the kinetics of heterogeneous growth is traced through large deformations and mixture-
based multiphase models [3], apt to describe how the different biological species including cells,
extra-cellular constituents and metabolites diffusing through the fluids exchange mass and forces
within constrained environments. In these complex systems, the modelling of the leading interac-
tions and feedback mechanisms governing the growth fate is diriment to evaluate how mechanical
stresses influence the physiological events at the tissue level and, in turn, in which way the dynam-
ics of tissue growth affects the remodelling of tissue properties at the continuum scale. In the case
of solid tumors, abnormally high residual stresses generate from impairments between healthy and
cancer cell mitosis, leading the latter to hyper-proliferate in confined districts [4]. Nonlinear (soft)
poroelasticity allows to highlight how tumor development is strongly affected by the level of me-
chanical stress, stress gradients and interstitial fluid pressure (IFP), that, as well-known, alter cells
intrinsic rates via specific mechano-transduction signaling and rule the nutrients movement towards
the periphery of the tumor aggregates, in this way promoting cancer cells invasion and central apop-
tosis [5]. Growth-induced stresses so alter the intra-tumoral micro-environment, the deformation of
solid matrix due to the activity of aggressive cells potentially causing a significant deviation of local
tissue properties from the native ones. The in vivo characterization of intra-tumoral compression
and evolutionary remodelling can thus help to envisage potential mechanically-based strategies for
cancer treatment via precise medicine, e.g. by selectively targeting tumor districts with dynamic
stimuli ad hoc designed on the basis of the tumor-specific mechanical response, also to find pos-
sible effects on cells programs. To this aim, the relation among nonlinear elastic moduli, inelastic
deformation and prestress describing how growth irreversibly determines the adaptation of tangent
properties is studied, by investigating growth-induced material heterogeneities and anisotropies and
by also looking at possible applications for bio-inspired materials.
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Experimental methods offer the ability to recreate physical state and conditions in a controlled en-
vironment in terms of input and output variables. In the context of the cardiovascular system, mock
circulatory systems (MCSs) are important experimental tools to provide information such as blood
flow and pressures at different locations that, currently, can be difficult to be measured clinically. In
literature several types of MCS were proposed for fluid dynamic investigation of different vascular
districts as well as to test new medical devices [1]. However, these MCSs suffer the main drawback
of being not fully controllable for flow reproduction waveform in terms of times and amplitudes of
the physiological heart cycle [2].
The aim of this work is to present a custom pulsatile pump system with the advantage of a full
flexible flow waveform definition. The system was composed by a piston actuated by a servomotor
and controlled by a real-time processor. Our system can reproduce the entire ventricular waveform,
including both the aortic and mitral flow profiles. The core of our workflow is mainly based on a
B-spline interpolation algorithm where the set of the physiological parameters can be modified di-
rectly by the user. In particular, the platform permits to independently set: stroke volume (SV), heart
frequency (HF), systole/diastole duration ratio and physiologic flow peaks values and the relative
time positions. To demonstrate the versatility and to validate the waveform reproduction, three dif-
ferent profiles were imposed and the corresponding flow was measured through an ultrasound flow
meter positioned at the output of the pump. The three profiles were chosen to mimic three common
waveforms of the left ventricle in a normal state (p1) and in case of severe cardiac insufficiency (p2)
and cardiac fibrillation (p3). For p1 a dataset from literature was used [3]; p2 and p3 were obtained
by reducing the SV from 75 to 20 ml and by increasing the HF from 70 bpm to 120 bpm, respec-
tively. The maximum root mean square error (ERSM ) between the ideal and the measured profile
was evaluated as a percentage of the flow range considered over 50 cycles. The ERSM were 2.3%,
1.6% and 5.1% for p1, p2 and p3, respectively. The performance validation was considered to be
satisfactory, even for low amplitude and high frequency profiles, as the error values were always
contained within the transducer accuracy range (2-6 %).
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In the last decades, several evidences have shown that tensegrity principles can effectively explain
many aspects of the mechanical behaviour of living cells. According to an idea proposed by Ingber
in 1980s, the cytoskeleton behaves as a tensegrity unit providing internal forces transmission, shape
and elastic stiffness to the cell through the storing of prestress within its protein constituents, mainly
actomyosin microfilaments and microtubules [1]. In most of the literature applications, tensegrity
systems consist of a set of linearly elastic cables under (pre)tension interconnected to rigid or ex-
tremely small contracting, eventually buckling, struts under (pre)compression [1]. However, when
adopting tensegrity systems for describing cell mechanics, these standard hypotheses have to be
necessarily overcome in the light of the large displacements and nonlinear deformations exhibited
by the cytoskeletal network during cells in vivo activities or in response to mechanical solicitations,
with possible coupling of severe contractions and buckling in microtubules [2]. On these bases, the
Authors provide a novel 30-element hyperelastic and buckling soft-strut cellular tensegrity model,
involving both constitutive and geometrical nonlinearities, which allows to gain further qualitative
and quantitative insights into the cell mechanics under different types of loading conditions [2]. In
this way, prestress-guided mechanisms of overall elasticity modulation, size tuning, energy stor-
ing/releasing, microstructural kinematics and instability-mediated configurational switching are an-
alytically and numerically derived. Finally, the capability of the cellular tensegrity paradigm to give
different macroscopic deformability as a function of the internally stored prestretch level, is em-
ployed for building up finite element models of multicellular clusters inhabited by both healthy and
tumour cells, which in fact have been found to exhibit a discrepancy of about 70% in terms of elas-
tic stiffness, and hence possible in-frequency separated resonance-like responses when subjected to
ultrasound-induced mechanical oscillations [3]. The harmonic response of clusters of tensegrity-like
cells is then studied under the action of low intensity ultrasounds to the aim of investigating the
possibility to perform targeting and selective attack of cancer cells in tumour masses by means of
in-frequency tuned mechanical actions such as to induce focused destruction of malignant units, e.g.
via fatigue-like phenomena, without compromising the healthy neighbours.
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Understanding normal and impaired musculoskeletal function during motion is a high radiological, 

biomechanical and clinical priority [1]. Understating the joint kinematics under loads is a 

fundamental step. Actual measurement techniques are however invasive or imprecise [2]. Dynamic 

magnetic resonance imaging (DMRI) represents an edging technology that may overcome these 

limitations, providing a way to record the motion of articular structures non-invasively [3].  

This work presents a combination of MRI scanner (0.25 T G-Scan Brio, Esaote), MRI compatible 

rig (fig. 1.a), MR dynamic sequence (2D-HYCE S Gradient Echo), and postprocessing software (a 

2D/3D registration algorithm based on edge detection and ICP registration) that makes it possible 

to measure the tibio-femoral relative motion in-vivo, under physiological loading conditions and 

over 90° of knee flexion. 

To evaluate the accuracy of the measurement process, tibio-femoral kinematics was first evaluated 

through four static 3D MRIs taken roughly at 0°, 10°, 60° and 90° of flexion. From these static scans, 

simulated DMRI data was reconstructed and the tibio-femoral kinematics was evaluated through the 

proposed approach. The comparison of the two motions (fig 1.b) results in a maximum mean rotation 

and translation errors of 1.89° (flexion) and 1.43 mm (distraction), respectively. Preliminary 

investigations with real DMRI data confirm the applicability of the proposed approach (fig 1.c). 

 

    
 

(a)          (b)             (c) 
 

Figure 1: a) The scanner with the rig during dynamic, loaded test. b) Comparison of the tibio-femoral kinematics obtained 

from 3D static MRI (dotted) and simulated DMRI (continuous). c) Preliminary results from real DMRI.   
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The clinical relevance of 4D Phase Contrast Magnetic Resonance Imaging for blood flow in the
ascending aorta is limited by spatial and temporal resolution which are insufficient for detailed as-
sessment of flow related parameters such as turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) or viscous shear stress
(VSS). Data Assimilation (DA) technique can help to enhance the quality of these parameters. The
technique consists in combining sparse and noisy measurement data (observed data) with a numeri-
cal (forward) model in order to obtain an improved prediction of the true state of the system.

In the past decades Kalman filter [1] has proven to be a mature and well developed algorithm
for DA in a wide range of research fields. Computation of an appropriate filter is based on the
covariances of the uncertainties of the measurement and the forward model. These covariances are
typically not known a priori, such that an appropriate design of a Kalman filter requires modelling.

First, we propose to consider the voxel-based observed data as the result of an averaging of the
true state over the voxel size. Such data can be interpreted as an LES-filtered flow field (Large
Eddy Simulation) and the corresponding covariance matrix as the subgrid scale term. Second,
the numerical forecast given by the forward model can be decomposed in an expectation value
(averaging over time or phase) and its fluctuations. Such expected values can be interpreted as a
RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes) flow field and the corresponding covariance matrix as
the Reynolds stresses. This allows us to use the rich theory of turbulent flow, RANS and LES models
to design an appropriate Ensemble Kalman filter [2].

The forward model, used to provide the numerical forecast, comprises a finite-element solver for
the full elastodynamics equations of the structure (vessels and heart valves) and a finite-difference
flow solver for the Navier–Stokes equations for the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of turbulent
flows. The two solvers are coupled with an immersed boundary method where the fluid velocities
and the mechanical responses of the structure are transferred between the fluid grid and the structural
mesh by a variational approach, [3].

At any update time, our DA algorithm applies a correction to the forecast based on a set of
observed data and the covariances of the observations and the forecast itself. The resulting 4D flow
field is then used to quantify the TKE in the wake of the aortic valve. Furthermore, it will provide
detailed information on characteristic flow patterns in the ascending aorta and VSS in the bulk flow.

These results will be presented for different configurations of increasing complexity in order to
validate the proposed methodology.
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Undulatory locomotion is a common and powerful strategy used in nature at different biological
scales by a broad range of living organisms [1], from flagellated bacteria to prehistoric snakes. Their
movement inside a “flowable” material is a complex phenomenon. By taking inspiration from this
strategy we aim to model locomotion in a granular medium with the objective of providing more
insights to design robots for soil exploration. Granular locomotion is relatively still not well under-
stood, compared to other kinds of motion, and thus it still remains as an open and challenging field.
Firstly, we approach this phenomenon by performing a combined Finite Element and Discrete Ele-
ment analysis of a slender body immersed in a layer of mono-disperse frictionless spherical particles.
We present a parametric study where the propulsion of the body is numerically observed. Our re-
sults show that the slender body reaches a steady state velocity after a transitory period, based on the
applied boundary conditions.
Further, we analytically derive the Lagrange’s equations of motion [2] of a discrete multi-bar system
subjected to following and viscous forces, thus emulating the granular environment. The forces ex-
changed between the locomotor and the environment, according to the Resistive Force Theory [3],
play a crucial role in improved comprehension of granular motion. Another essential feature of the
model is the strategy adopted for generating a propulsive wave [4] and, thus, controlling the system.
The two approaches, despite the different physical hypothesis, show a good agreement both qualita-
tively and quantitatively.
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In this paper, a novel technique for the viscoelastic characterization of biosamples is presented. 

The measuring tool consists of MEMS-technology based tweezers that are used, in general, to 

perform micromanipulation tasks. A mechanical model is developed for the nonlinear dynamics of 

the microsystem, composed of the tweezers and the sample to be analyzed. The Maxwell liquid 

drop constitutive law is considered for the sample. The identification of the viscoelastic parameters 

is performed by implementing a genetic algorithm. 
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In this study a non-linear approach to the hereditariness of complex materials and soft matter [1,2,3]
is faced within the context of fractional differential calculus. The non-linear dependence of the creep
(relaxation) function on the level of stress (strain) observed in experimental tests conducted at the
Bio/NanoMechanics for Medical Sciences Lab of Palermo University on ligaments and tendons of
the human knee has been discussed with a multiplicative decomposition of the material character-
istic function [4]. This approach, followed by a proper non-linear transform of the material state
variables yields a Volterra convolution in terms of the transformed variables and a non-linear model
involving fractional-order operators with specified relations among the integro-differentiation orders
has been obtained. Some numerical examples showing that for prescribed strain (stress) history the
material stress function (strain function) may be predicted either using the relaxation function and/or
its non-linear equivalent creep function has been reported in the paper.
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Tensegrity structures are prestressable truss structures, which are obtained by connecting 

compressive members (bars or struts) through the use of pre-stretched tensile elements (cables or 

strings). Motivated by nature, where tensegrity concepts appear in every cell, in the microstructure 

of the spider silk, and in the arrangement of bones and tendons for control of locomotion in 

animals and humans, engineers have only recently developed efficient analytical methods for 

exploiting tensegrity concepts in engineering design [1-2]. 

Recent studies have investigated the use of tensegrity structures for the construction of active 

solar façades of Energy Efficient Buildings [3-4]. Optimal daylighting in buildings can be 

achieved, for example, through effective shading devices ensuring optimal illumination levels 

according to the time of the day and the season. The present work aims to design, model and 

control active solar façade based on tensegrity units that support solar panels and/or sound-proof 

panels. We propose a tensegrity solution for the actuated façade panels of the well-known Al 

Bahar Towers in Abu Dhabi. Designed recently by Aedas Architects, using a different technology, 

this is intended to mimic the shading lattice-work “mashrabiya”. The elements forming the 

“origami” panels of the tensegrity shading screens analyzed in the present work are opened (i.e., 

folded) at night, and are progressively closed during daylight hours, by controlling the tension in 

selected cables. We simulate the dynamics of the tensegrity shading screens through an in-house 

developed code that handles a rigidity constraint on the deformation of the bars. We present 

numerical results illustrating the mechanics of the proposed tensegrity solar façade and its 

morphing capabilities, which require minimal storage of internal energy, and reduced operation 

costs (due to lighter friction between parts), as compared, for instance, to the piston-actuated 

technology adopted by Aedas Architects. 
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A new strategy to design implicit G1-conforming finite elements for the analysis of Kirchhoff-Love

shells are presented. In particular in this contribution only the quadrilateral element based on the

bi-cubic Gregory patch [1, 2] is presented.

The proposed element accounts for the edge rotations of the Kirchhoff-Love shell model implic-

itly at the element formulation. The key-idea consists in generating the rational Gregory approximant

by means of the control of the configuration of the boundary ribbons of the element (patch), gener-

alizing the idea proposed in [4]. The G1-conformity is directly accounted at the element level in the

assembly of the global stiffness, analogously to [3].

The Gregory Patch is an useful tool to designG1-conforming elements on generalC0-conforming

unstructured meshes. But due to the rational enhancement the second derivatives at the corners of the

elements present finite discontinuities, that prevent the elements from passing the bending patch test.

These discontinuities are removed by means of a constrained Gregory Patch formulation (indicated

by CG1-formulation) by means of the Lagrange multiplier method.

In this way, the rational conforming space collapses into a conforming rearrangement of the

original polynomial space. Resuming, the rational Gregory Patch is suitable to assemble the global

stiffness accounting the G1-continuity implicitly, successively the vanishing of the discontinuities

on the second cross derivative (at the corners of the elements) are enforced at the local element via

Lagrange Multipliers formulation.

The proposed CG1-formulation design robust Kirchhoff-Love shell elements that pass the bend-

ing patch test and present optimal rate of convergence on general unstructured meshes.
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The interest of studying funicularity of shell structures stands in their ability to carry applied loads
mainly by membrane actions. This property is governed by the structural form, the actual config-
uration of applied loads and boundary conditions represented by the presence and effectiveness of
shell supports. The term funicular shell has been generally related to some particular solutions of
the equilibrium equation pertaining to the membrane theory of shells. For instance a shell with a
uniform and isotropic state of compressive stress, is the one proposed in 1961 by Ramaswamy [1].
Therein the membrane equilibrium problem is discussed and some interesting approximated solu-
tions, having different analytical expressions known from the Prandtl’s membrane analogy.
A huge number of shell forms can be obtained numerically, either by solving the equilibrium equa-
tion associated to the membrane theory of shells or by alternative numerical approaches such as the
Force Density Method or the Thrust Network Analysis [2]. All these solutions start from the hypoth-
esis of pure membrane behavior. However if one is interested in solving the complete elastic shell
problem over the initial shape found (analytically or numerically), then bending behavior arises, de-
pending on the boundary conditions and the ratio between membrane and bending stiffness. For this
reason a re-definition of shell funicularity has been recently proposed by some of the authors [3],
namely relaxed funicularity or R-funicularity, in order to assess the goodness of the initial shape.
In a previous work R-funicularity has been used to analyze the shape of form-found shells. In this
work we propose to verify the solutions proposed in [1]. The interest in this subject is because after
Ramaswamy’s work, many concrete shells of that form have been realized, supposing a complete
funicular behavior.
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A nonlinear staged construction analysis is adopted to simulate the forming process of timber
gridshell [1], paying particular attention to the modelling of the cylindrical joints connecting the
orthogonal laths. Cylindrical joints enable the initially flat lattice to be formed into a doubly curved
gridshell shape; therefore, a stated in [2], accurate modelling of the joints is a crucial aspect when
simulating the forming process of active bending timber gridshells. The effect of joint modelling on
the final gridshell shape is thus investigated. Another important parameter influencing the gridshell
shape is the orientation of laths of the initially flat lattice.

Then, an equivalent continuum of the gridshell selected is proposed through two different consti-
tutive identification procedures, based on a flat and a curved REV, respectively. Having an equivalent
continuum of a gridshell could be advantageous for better understanding of the global mechanical
behaviour of the gridshell, in relation with its final shape. In the literature equivalent continua are
used to evaluate the global buckling load of the gridshell [3], or for design purposes, as done for the
Mannheim Multihalle one [1]. Furthermore, an equivalent continuum model could be used for ex-
ploring, in a more efficient way, a design space of target shapes or, once the shape is fixed, to study
the optimal directions of the grid lines, with respect to the principal lines of the surface. Several
approaches to identify an equivalent continuum have been developed in the literature, as referenced
in [4]. In this work, the identification procedure is based on a variational approach. The efficiency of
the identification procedure is validated through numerical comparisons. Using an equivalent con-
tinuum definition, the final geometry of the grid shells obtained from different lath orientations, is
analysed in order to assess how laths orientation affects the structural shape in terms of funicularity.
The R-Funicularity method presented in [5] is used for such purpose.
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The new attention to masonry structures evidenced their continuous potential to be an actual 
architectural and engineering solution.  The increasing interest in analysing ancient masonry 
vaults, built in the past all over the world, gave back today a renovated necessity to propose this 
kind of structures for the covering of new sustainable buildings. At the same time the stability 
condition of ancient and new masonry vaults represent a fascinating and crucial area of research. 

In the present paper different funicular structures have been analyzed in order to compare them 
to identify the best shape and the best hole pattern.   

The first goal is to propose a form finding design for latticed masonry shells starting from a 
given topology and obtaining the optimized grid in term of stiffness and stability. The shape of the 
vaults is reached through the changing of some chosen parameters such as shallowness ratio (SR) 
and hole pattern in the vault [1,2]. Global structural stability analysis has been made varying the 
slenderness, the SR, through different load-cases and constrain conditions[3,4].  

In the present paper, a scaled prototype of this vault typology is realized with the help of 
additive manufacturing. The prototype has been subjected to different loading configurations and 
analyzed by Digital Image Correlation (DIC) in order to observe the deformation pattern of the 
vaults during the increasing force application. The experimental test were performed in order to 
correlate the numerical evidence to the experimental data. 
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Thin ribbons are usually modeled as unstretchable plates endowed with the Kirchhoff bending en-
ergy. The first treatment of thin ribbons can be found in the seminal work of Sadowsky [2], who
proposed to model a ribbon as a thin rod whose strain energy depends on the curvature and the tor-
sion of the axis. A formal justification of the Sadowsky’s energy was given by Wunderlich [3] also
by means of a parametrization of the deformed configuration of the ribbon as a ruled surface. A
rigorous justification based on variational convergence was given in [1].

A ribbon model starting from the Kirchhoff bending energy was derived in [4] using mechanical
arguments. The inextensibility of the ribbon leads to a non convex constraint. As a consequence, the
usual energy energy-minimization procedure may fail to select equilibria. Indeed, what may happen
is that a minimizing sequence of isometric deformation may have a limit that does not satisfy the
constraint detK = 0. This difficulty is resolved by introducing a relaxed energy which automat-
ically accounts for the fine scale oscillations and, as a consequence, is defined also for symmetric
tensor having determinant different from zero.

Using this model, we study the equilibrium of a thin elastic strip subject to combined twist and
traction. As a result, we recover two types of equilibrium states: the straight-helicoid and the spiral-
ribbon. We also identify the critical value of the twist at which the transition from one state to
another takes place for a prescribed traction.
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The aerodynamics of roofs with a hyperbolic paraboloid shape is almost neglected by codes. 
However, this shape is commonly used to cover large spans through tensile structures or light shells. 
Due to their lightness and size, these structures are very sensitive to wind, that may produce very 
complex pressure distributions. The correlation structure of wind-induced pressure fields plays 
therefore a relevant role, because it affects the resultant forces to be included in the design of 
structural elements, at different scales, and this aspect has not yet been fully explored in the scientific 
literature for this shape. Based on experimental tests performed in the CRIACIV boundary-layer 
wind-tunnel in Prato (Italy) on in-scale models, this paper investigates, as a part of a wider research, 
the correlation structure of the pressure field on buildings with a hyperbolic paraboloid roof. 
Namely, the loss of correlation of the experimental pressure distribution on a sample model is 
described by evaluating the effective pressure coefficients on regions of increasing size around 
significant points of the roof, for different angles of incidence of the wind. 
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The ‘Fortezza Vecchia’ in Livorno is a maritime castle of great historical interest. Although its 

oldest parts date back to the Middle Ages, the castle was substantially reshaped in the 16
th

 century 

by Giuliano and Antonio the Elder da Sangallo, who enlarged it. The modifications performed 

took into account the nature of the site and the pre-existing medieval structures [1]. The aim of the 

present paper is to refer about a preliminary study of the mechanical response of an interesting sail 

vault covering a quadrilateral room located in the Cavaniglia bastion of Fortezza Vecchia.  

In particular, admissible stress fields within the vault have been determined by considering the 

weights of the vault itself and the overlying soil layers. The analysis has been performed by means 

of a re-visitation of the stability area method, an interesting historical method proposed by 

Durand-Claye. Originally designed for masonry arches, in 1880 [2], the French scholar extended it 

to domes of revolution, provided the dome is subdivided into several lunes, obtained by ideally 

sectioning the dome with meridian planes. Durand-Claye’s contribution consists in applying his 

method to each lune, considered as an independent arch of varying width. 

In previous contributions the authors re-elaborated Durand-Claye’s method in order to assess 

the stability of masonry domes of revolution subject to symmetrical load distributions. The method 

has been suitably extended in order to assess the stability of an entire dome by assuming nil tensile 

hoop forces. Indeed, in the general case, vanishing of the stability area of a single lune may not 

correspond to a kinematically admissible collapse mechanism for the entire dome. Hence, the 

stability area is examined by searching for any limit distributions of the internal forces leading to a 

corresponding mechanism for the dome considered as a whole [3]. In the present contribution, the 

reworked Durand-Claye method, implemented in an expressly developed numerical tool, is used to 

estimate the safety level of the sail vault in the Fortezza Vecchia under vertical loads. 

Determination of the vault’s geometric safety factor, together with the admissible distributions of 

internal forces within the vault itself, represents a first basic step in its safety assessment. 
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The analysis of the feasible self-stress states of tensegrity structures with multiple independent 
self-stress modes is a crucial step in the design of such structures [1]. In seeking of solutions of the 
form-finding problem for a tensegrity structure with an assigned geometrical configuration, the 
most difficult aspect is the evaluation of the internal forces in the elements that are consistent both 
with symmetry properties of the structure and with the unilateral behavior of the elements, i.e. the 
cables must be in tension and the struts in compression [2]. 

This paper proposes a novel approach for the grouping scheme of the elements, taking into 
account both the Distributed Static Indeterminacy (DSI) [3] and the total degrees of the nodes of 
an element [4].  

The feasible self-stress identification is first formulated through a Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) of the equilibrium matrix, and subsequently, through a further SVD of a 
suitable matrix whose first columns represent the independent self-stress modes and whose last 
columns are vectors conforming to the unilateral and symmetry properties of the elements and 
deriving from the adopted grouping scheme. 

Several two-dimensional [2] and three-dimensional tensegrity structures [5] were investigated 
to assess the validity and the accuracy of the proposed method. 
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In this paper, two recently developed algorithms for the computational Limit Analysis of large-scale
3D truss-frame structures are outlined as useful tools for structural design and optimization pur-
poses. Specifically, they are developed toward characterizing the structural collapse state, which can
be considered in selecting the optimum geometrical configuration within appropriate form-finding
procedures. The first algorithm, starting from [1], is able to trace a fully exact evolutive piece-wise
linear elastoplastic response of the structure [2], up to plastic collapse, by reconstructing the true
sequence of activation of made-available plastic joints (as a generalization of plastic hinges). The
second algorithm is based on a kinematic iterative approach [3] and is able to determine collapse
load multiplier and plastic mechanism in subdued computational time [4]. A rather impressive per-
formance is achieved, in truly precipitating from above on the collapse load multiplier, by rapidly
adjusting to the sought collapse mode, in very few iterations. The two algorithms could be conceived
separately or all together, based on their own peculiarities, to set down a very efficient procedure
toward ruling structural optimization problems based on form-finding quests relying on LA interpre-
tations and concepts.
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The construction industry is the largest consumer of raw materials and most of the environmental 
impacts of structures are embodied into load-bearing systems [1]. Civil structures are usually 
designed to meet strength and deformation requirements to withstand rare events such as 
earthquakes and strong winds which in practice occur very rarely. Most structures are thus over-
designed during their service life. Instead, structures could be adaptive to counteract the effects of 
external loads through sensing and actuation.  

A new optimum design methodology for adaptive structures has been formulated by Senatore et 
al. [2]. The main objective is the minimization of the whole-life energy which encapsulates material 
and operational energy minimization. Instead of relying only on passive resistance through material 
mass, an actuation system is optimally integrated to alter the flow of internal forces and to change 
the shape of the structure. The internal forces are controlled to achieve stress homogenization and 
the shape is changed to control deflections or to morph the structure into optimal shapes as the load 
changes [3]. To ensure the embodied energy saved this way is not used up to by actuation, the 
adaptive solution is designed to cope with ordinary loading events using only passive load bearing 
capacity whilst relying on active control to counteract larger events with a smaller probability of 
occurrence. Extensive numerical simulations show that the whole-life total energy could be reduced 
by up to 70% when the design is stiffness governed (e.g. slender structures, strict deflection limits) 
[4]. A large scale prototype was successfully tested demonstrating the feasibility [5].  

Structural adaptation allows a much more efficient utilization of material resources, thus 
lowering environmental impact. Adaptive structures can be extremely slender while still being 
capable of reducing deflections at the expense of a small amount of operational energy. This allows 
for taller and more slender buildings resulting in increased floor area via reduction of structural cores 
as well as longer span bridges and self-supporting roof systems. Combining these aspects is unique 
in structural engineering. 
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The front wheel of a motorcycle during heavy braking in straight motion can lock before reaching 
the maximum longitudinal braking force, a problem affecting especially performances of road 
racing motorcycles, which is preceded by a self–excited vibration referred to as front wheel patter. 
Aim of the present study is the identification of the actual switching mechanism to instability 
together with its governing parameters.  

A minimal model of the front assembly of a motorcycle is proposed, and its stability in 
equilibrium configurations is studied via eigenvalue analysis. The sensitivity with respect to all its 
governing parameters is analyzed by means of stability maps and the self–excitation mechanism is 
explained with the aid of energy balance analysis and phase–diagrams [1], comparing the results to 
those existing in the literature [2] and to numerical simulations obtained from a full motorcycle 
multibody model. 

Similarly to chattering at the rear wheel [3], also in this case the key role in the switching 
mechanism to instability is played by the local dependency of the longitudinal ground force by the 
downforce. It gives rise to a non–conservative restoring force and to an asymmetric stiffness matrix 
in the equations of motion, which potentially raises to a critical value the phase–lag between the 
non–stationary components of longitudinal ground force and slip. Beyond this limit the energy flux is 
reversed, with the external braking force feeding the oscillating system.  

Sensitivity analysis has clarified which, among other parameters, are the most influential ones on 
patter vibration: the travelling speed, increasing which can have strong destabilizing effects, and the 
front suspension damping. In case of very stiff elements and assemblies, as for racing motorcycles, 
patter vibration has been found to be mainly associated to pitch of the main frame, rather than to fork 
pivotting with respect to the frame itself. In these conditions, the front suspension damping has a 
strong destabilizing effect, enhanced primarily by the presence of Coulomb friction in dampers 
and/or forks. 
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Real-time knowledge of the tire's behavior is a fundamental prerequisite for using electronic 

controls in vehicle dynamics, which are rapidly increasing their complexity and, consequently, the 

required accuracy from the measurement systems. 

Some examples of new products from the automotive industry are driver assistance (ADAS) 
and roadside units, (RSU) receivers installed on the road infrastructure capable of collecting 

vehicle data, with the purpose of monitoring the status of the road. Moreover, thanks to the low 

connection latency offered by the 5g network, interconnected vehicles will be able to passively 

communicate and apply autonomous driving strategies with the aim of avoiding road accidents [1]. 

Typically, the tire characterization is performed offline with expensive equipment that obtain 

data on which, subsequently, the parameters of models such as Pacejka [2] or Dugoff [3] are 

identified. For the identification of parameters from on-board measurements, sensors that are not 

available in standard vehicles, such as the dynamometer hub, are required. 

The UniNa vehicle dynamics research group has developed a tool called TRICK [4] that 
estimates the quantities necessary to identify the model from the processing of CAN channels 

normally available in telemetry. The forces developed by the tyres are derived from the 

equilibrium equations, while the tyre slips from the kinematics equations [5]. 

The work presented concerns the redesign of the TRICK tool, which has been made capable of 

working in real time, providing data to both the driver and the control systems. Issues related to 

the on-board instrument calibration procedure, noise filtering and interface development were 

addressed. 
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 The tire behaviour optimization is crucial for the definition of the best setup of the whole 

vehicle; in fact, its interface with the ground is constituted by the sum of small surfaces in which 

tire-road interaction forces are exchanged. The fundamental role that in the last years tires have 

played in automotive industry and the growing need to reproduce with a high level of detail the 

phenomena concerning with vehicle dynamics have given a strong impulse to the research in the 

field of vehicle systems and modelling [1]. 

 This paper focuses on the possibility to modify and extend the use of a pre-existing tool 

for tires’ forces estimation to the heavy vehicles field, such as Truck, Bus, Agro and OTR. The 

tool developed by the UniNa Vehicle Dynamics research group, represents a customization of 

Trick Tool [2] software, able to predict truck tires behaviour, based on standard sensors and 

signals acquired from the vehicle CAN bus. This enables to study vehicle dynamics and tires 

characteristics using the truck as a moving lab. The final processing tool, named TRICK4TRUCK, 

returns a sort of “virtual telemetry” that includes forces and slips, evaluated on the basis of 

equilibrium and kinematics equations, useful to provide tire-road interaction characteristics and to 

predict and simulate the real tire behaviour. This tool can be an important instrument for the 

interaction curves identification based on models such as the Pacejka’s MF one [3][4]. After some 

brief notes about the basics of heavy vehicle dynamics and tire-road interaction, the developed tool 

and procedures are presented, highlighting their features and their critical issues, describing the 

path followed for the realization and discussing results and possible application field. 
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The knowledge of tires tread viscoelastic behaviour plays a fundamental role in automotive to 

optimize vehicle performance and safety. These properties are usually characterized by means of 

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis [1] which implies the testing of compound sample that can be 

obtained by destroying the tire of interest or manufactured in different condition respect to the final 

product provided by tiremakers.  

Nowadays, the non-destructive analysis procedures are an attractive solution. These techniques 

are essentially advantageous for being employed in testing the whole tire, allowing the analysis of 

a great number of them without affects costs.  

The purpose of this work is the experimental analysis of the tire tread response, in different 

working condition, evaluated by a dynamic dial indicator [2] considering the measured 

displacement values of the device. Experimental tests have been carried out on different tread 

compounds and, being the tire performance strictly affected by the working temperature, additional 

tests have been performed by heating and cooling each sample in a range of interest [3][4]. 

Moreover, the effects of aging on a tire has been studied. 

The comparison of the testing activity results shows the reliability of the dynamic dial indicator 

to capture the tires tread different behaviour within the operating condition of interest. These 

encouraging results lead to next step of the research activity which will focus on the evaluation of 

properties characterizing the hysteretic behaviour of tires.   
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The numerical prediction of rubber friction properties is a great challenge from the modelling 

point of view. In many applications such as tyres, sealing systems, conveyor belts, the observed 

friction process arises from complex mechanisms occurring at the interface rubber/substrate [1]. 

During the sliding contact between two deformable bodies, the friction main contributions can 

be accountable in adhesive and hysteretic causes [2]. The adhesive contribution is related to the 

formation and breaking of the adhesive bridges in the real contact points inside the nominal contact 

region, instead the hysteretic contribution is related to the deformation cycles that result in energy 

losses due to the viscoelastic behaviour of the bodies. Due to these mechanisms, a frictional force 

is generated during the relative sliding between two bodies. As concerns the hysteretic 

contribution, previous studies [3] showed that even in the absence of adhesion in the contact 

region, the contact pressure is distributed in a non-symmetrical manner causing a force of 

resistance that opposes the motion. 

In this paper, a physical-analytical model is developed to calculate the friction hysteretic 

component of a tyre tread elementary volume in sliding contact with road asperities. In this study, 

the road macroscale is only considered. The shape of the asperity is modelled as the osculating 

sphere [3]. The model is based on the energy balance between the work done by the friction force 

component and the energy dissipated in the material due to hysteresis. The compound viscoelastic 

properties are defined in terms of storage and loss moduli by means D.M.A. experimental tests. 

The internal dissipated energy is evaluated considering the stress and strain field calculated by 

Hamilton formulation [4]. 

Finally, some consideration about further model improvements are made regarding the 

introduction of a complete road spectrum (PSD) and the material modelling by fractional derivative 

algorithms.  
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Fully electric vehicles with individually controlled powertrains can achieve significantly enhanced 

vehicle response, in particular by means of Torque Vectoring Control (TVC) [1,2]. By imposing 

an uneven distribution of the torque demand between the left and right side of the vehicle, a direct 

yaw moment can be generated and appropriately exploited to improve vehicle performance and to 

reduce laptime. This paper presents a TVC strategy for a Formula SAE (FSAE) fully electric 

vehicle, the “T-One” car designed by “UninaCorse E-team” of the University of Naples "Federico 

II", featuring four in-wheel motors. 

The developed TVC strategy consists of: i) a reference generator that calculates the target yaw rate 

in real time based on the current values of steering wheel angle and vehicle velocity, in order to 

follow a desired optimal understeer characteristic; ii) a high-level controller which generates the 

overall traction/braking force and yaw moment demands based on the accelerator/brake pedal and 

on the error between the target yaw rate and the actual yaw rate (measured with an Inertial 

Measurement Unit, IMU); iii) a control allocator which outputs the reference torques for the 

individual wheels [1]. Specific details will be provided in the full paper. 

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed TVC strategy, a Matlab-Simulink double-track vehicle 

model was implemented, featuring non-linear (Pacejka) tyres. A driver model was implemented to 

work out the brake/accelerator pedal inputs and steering wheel angle input needed to follow a 

generic trajectory [3]. In a first implementation of the model, a "figure of eight" trajectory was 

adopted, consistently with the "skid-pad" test of the FSAE competition [4]. Results are promising 

as the vehicle with TVC achieves up to ≈ 3% laptime savings with respect to the vehicle without

TVC, which is deemed significant and potentially crucial in the context of the FSAE competition.  
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The characterization and reproduction of tire behaviour for vehicle modelling is a topic of 
particular interest both for real-time driving simulations and for offline performance optimization 
algorithms. In such contexts, the Pacejka's Magic Formula (MF) tire model [1] represents a 
standard that gained in the last 25 years a role of high relevance due to its low computational 
request and attitude to allow an efficient parameterization for a wide range of tires working 
conditions. 

Nevertheless, the original MF formulation was conceived with the aim to provide tire/road 
interaction forces and moments as a function of vertical load, longitudinal and lateral slip, and 
inclination (or camber) angle; such variables are fundamental but not totally satisfying in the 
description of the complex multi-physical phenomena occurring at tire/road interface [2]. 

In particular, the relationship between interaction forces and the cited input variables is highly 
influenced by further effects, linked to tire temperature, tread wear, compound viscoelastic 
characteristics and road roughness. Among these, the influence that the thermal conditions of the 
different layers constituting the global thickness of tires have on the friction and on their stiffness 
characteristics, is highly significant and definitely not negligible in case a full reliability of the 
vehicle dynamics simulations is required, especially in motorsport applications [3][4]. 

The paper illustrates the basic concepts linked to the development of a novel version of a 
MF-based formulation, able to take into account uncommon factors affecting tire/road interaction. 
Once described the structure and the parameters identification process [5], some results obtained 
with the MF-evo employed in a simulative loop with a thermal model are reported. 
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In the last years, the tire technological development has played a fundamental role in 

motorsport and in automotive industry. The tire contact patch forces have a great influence on the 

vehicle behaviour, so their correct estimation is a crucial task to understand how to improve the car 

performance[1]. In order to identify the tire interaction characteristic it is also necessary to use a 

procedure that allows the correct evaluation of the sideslip angles in the different operating 

conditions [2]. 

This paper presents an evolution of the T.R.I.C.K. tool [3] developed by the UniNa vehicle 

dynamics research group. In the first version of this tool an 8 DOF vehicle model has been 

implemented and, starting from the experimental data acquired, the T.R.I.C.K. calculates the 

interaction forces and the tire slips using the equilibrium equations [4]. 

Using more car parameters and further data obtained from track sessions and dedicated tests, in 
the presented release of the tool, new formulations have been developed for a more accurate 

calculation of the tire-road forces [5]. The effectiveness of the treatments is assessed using 

experimental data and the simulator outputs. 

The T.R.I.C.K. 2.0 allows, depending on the availability of additional vehicle data and 

acquisition sensors, to estimate the interaction forces with different and more accurate 

methodologies than the kinematics equations, while retaining very reduced simulation times. In 

this way it is possible to carry out a more precise study of vehicle dynamics with the possibility of 

investigating and significantly improving performance. 
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Beyond the well-known benefits of electric and hybrid powertrains in terms of environmental 
impact, the peculiar torque curve of electric motors for automotive applications offers extensive 
opportunities for improved vehicle dynamics control, such as yaw moment control through the 
application of different tractive forces across the axle: the so-called torque vectoring [1]. This is 
made possible for instance by fitting an independent motor on each wheel of a drive axle. 

On the other side, whenever torque vectoring is achieved on the front axle it can give birth to the 
so called torque steer effect: an undesirable influence of tractive or braking torque on the steering 
[2]. This is perceived by the driver as a “tugging or pulling sensation in the steering wheel, or a 
veering of the vehicle from the intended path” [3]. The steering feedback and self-aligning 
properties, often considered a vital portion of the feedback required for safe and intuitive driving 
control [4, 5], are thus jeopardized, especially under heavy acceleration. This is very similar to what 
can be experienced on front-wheel-drive cars featuring a high torque-to-weight ratio, often requiring 
the adoption of a LSD or active differential device in order to optimize traction capabilities [6]. 

The paper presents an approach to the torque steer problem on high-performance electric and 
hybrid vehicles, where the effects of suspension and steering geometry as well as tyre contact patch 
load variation are taken into account and various design solutions are proposed as an improvement. 
The VI-grade® software tools for vehicle dynamics analysis are adopted, also in co-simulation with 
Matlab-Simulink® whenever an active control strategy is used. The impact on steering feedback 
quality is assessed through a testing campaign carried out on a state-of-the-art driving simulator. 
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Rubber friction plays a fundamental role in the study of the tire-road interaction and still 

represents a topic of discussion for both academics and manufacturing companies, especially with 

the introduction of the concept of multiscale roughness [1,2]. 

Taking into account that the road surface is a hard substrate, the two contributions to rubber 

friction can be considered to be (i) hysteretic phenomena deriving from time dependent viscoelastic 

deformations of the rubber by means the substrate asperities and (ii) adhesive effects. 

From modelling point of view, the estimation of each contribution represents a great challenge, 

and both aspects contain inevitable empirical constants. For example, hysteretic friction could be in 

principle computed by a full multiscale Persson’s theory [1,3], but this ultimately contains a choice 

of arbitrary cutoff, and the full multiscale theory can be in most cases simplified [4]. The adhesive 

contribution, instead, remains fundamentally empirically described by fitting functions and 

parameters [5], and it is still a challenge to recognize the importance of the two contributions, 

despite considerable progress [5]. In this work, an analysis of the results obtained with the 

different formulations is proposed with particular reference to the empirical constants variability. 
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The present paper investigates a new paradigm to control a swarm of moving individuals, 
based on the introduction of few random long-range communications in a queue dominated by 

short-range car-following dynamics [1]. The theoretical approach adapts the small-world theory[2, 

3], originally proposed in social sciences, to the investigation of these networks. It is shown that 

the controlled system exhibits properties of higher synchronization and robustness with respect to 

communication failures. The considered application to a vehicle swarm shows how safety and 

security of the related traffic dynamics is strongly increased, diminishing the collision probability 

even in the presence of a hacker attack [4] to some connectivity channels. 
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Autonomous vehicle (AV) represents the main step towards intelligent transportation systems, a 
field of research of great current interest. The state of the art is still far from the total reliability and 
the absence of a clear and uniform legislation for self-driving car could delay the entering in the 
world of mass transportation system [1-3]. Responsibility in case of accident, ethical issues and 
decision making have a key role in the advanced frontiers of autonomous vehicle. Objective 
elements for evaluating the safety level of the autonomous vehicle is becoming an issue in this field. 

The goal of this paper is to produce a robust obstacle avoidance control as first step of an ongoing 
research project of the Mechatronic and Vehicle Dynamic Lab of Sapienza, by investigating the 
following steps: (i) a new method of control for a complex mechanical systems, named Feedback 
Local Optimality Principle FLOP [4] and (ii) the definition of an objective crash avoidance 
parameter, i.e. a KPI related to  the safe effectiveness of the guidance controller. 

 The FLOP method is here adopted to control a bike model vehicle, testing different crash 
scenarios: crossroad, car fender bender and pedestrian crossing. In order to avoid the crash, the 
FLOP method manages the obstacle avoidance maneuverer with carriage limits using the velocity 
obstacle technique [5]. Accidents cannot always be avoided because the requested manoeuvre to 
skip the obstacle can belong to a set of states that are not reachable by the system.  Here, a statistical 
analysis is done to characterize the system safety thought two quality indexes, one related to crash 
probability and the other related to the kinetic energy involved in unavoidable crashes. The results 
prove the robustness of FLOP control showing same performances in different scenarios with a 
sharp transition between no-crash area and 100% crash area. 
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The field of swarm and cooperative robotics, and the more general field of multi-agent dynamic 
systems is an active field of research that has been popular for more than two decades. A robotic 
swarm system consists of autonomous robots with local detection and communication capabilities, 
lacking centralized control or access to global information, located in a potentially unknown 
environment that performs a collective action. Swarms remind often system organizations met in 
nature, in which a large number of agents perform complex collective behaviors, although originated 
by relatively simple agent-agent interactions. This is the case, for example, of the shoals of fish, 
flocks of birds, and humans in a societal organization [1]. The growing interest in multi-agent 
dynamic systems and particularly in robot swarms is due to the rich possibilities of applications in 
several fields, including agriculture, health, defense and others. Of particular engineering interest 
today are the applications involving teams of unmanned air, ground, space or marine and submarine 
vehicles [2]. In general, the concepts of swarm robotics are appropriate for spatially distributed tasks 
that benefit from easy and robust scalability, where the addition or removal of elements to the swarm 
can increase or decrease some performances but does not compromise the global ability to perform 
the desired task. This work proposes a novel approach for robot swarm control, named Feedback 
Local Optimality Principle – FLOP [3]. The method strategy is based on the Pontryagin’s optimal 
control theory, modified to produce a feedback control. To this aim, a local optimality principle is 
considered, instead of the global one, dividing the cost function into many sub-intervals, i.e. 
reducing the time horizon into which the optimization is performed. The FLOP method, thanks to 
the ability to deal with nonlinear systems and to locally vary the shape of the cost function, succeeds 
in controlling the swarm to perform different tasks, e.g. reaching an assigned target, avoiding 
external obstacles and internal collisions. This new technique permits to reproduce the advantages 
of the bioinspired system opening intriguing possibilities for advanced robotics. The algorithm 
allows to optimize the robot swarm formation according to the environment and to identify optimal 
trajectories that maximize the average speed of the swarm and reduce the fuel consumption [4].  
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We illustrate recent applications of a code developed ad hoc to model the biomechanics of the 

human cornea. Among several clinical applications, here we model the air puff test, a contactless 

tonometer commonly used in ophthalmology to estimate the intraocular pressure exerted on the 

posterior surface of the cornea by the aqueous humor [1]. The test consists in a rapid and localized 

air pulse hitting the external surface of the cornea, provoking a temporary change of the corneal 

curvature. The sequence of configurations assumed by the cornea are recorded in images. A sound 

mechanic model of the test may lead to the estimation of the material properties of the corneal 

tissues [2]. The air puff test is a coupled problem characterized by the interaction between a solid 

(the cornea) and a fluid (the aqueous humor). The correct model of the test requires numerical 

tools based on fluid-structure interaction algorithms. In this study we use a staggered approach, 

based on different discretization of solid and fluid domains: finite element and a particle based 

meshless method [3, 4]. The results of the simulations are in a good agreement with the 

experiments, confirming the effectiveness of the numerical approach. The same code has been 

used to model a few common refractive surgical procedures (PRK, LASIK, SMILE) considering 

patient-specific geometries. The topological and geometrical modifications induced by the 

procedures, and the different resulting loading conditions, leading to contact and sliding between 

newly created surfaces inside the cornea, required an important elaboration of the discretization of 

the solid parts. The numerical models have been validated against several patient specific 

geometries, providing a satisfactory correspondence with the clinical observations. 
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Different strategies based on rotation vector and exact strain measure have been proposed over the
years for analysing flexible bodies undergoing arbitrary large rotations. To avoid the singularity of
the vector-like parametrisation, the interpolation of the incremental rotation vector [1] is the standard
approach in this context, even if this leads to path-dependence and instability, i.e. errors accumulate
step by step. It is also non objective, although strain invariance and path-independence are obtained
with h and p refinement [2]. Corotational approaches [3] are immune to these drawbacks, but the
geometrically exact model is achieved by mesh refinement. In this work, we develop a novel strat-
egy which uses the incremental nodal rotation vectors to define corotational nodal rotations, which
are then interpolated for the evaluation of the nonlinear strains. This choice makes the approach
singularity-free, allows for additive updates within each increment and preserves for any mesh and
interpolation the main features of the continuum problem: rotational variables, strain invariance, ex-
act strain measure, path-independence and symmetric stiffness matrix for conservative loads. This
last property is a consequence of the direct differentiation in compact form of the relation between
local and global rotations, which also makes it possible a straightforward definition of the internal
forces and the tangent stiffness for interpolations of generic order [4]. As a side development, we
show how the common approach of interpolating incremental vectors can be made stable by a simple
updating procedure based on corotational rotations to be carried out at the end of each increment in
order to avoid cumulative errors. Geometrical exact beams are considered as demonstrative example.
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The Virtual Element Method (VEM) was introduced in [1, 2] as a generalization of the Finite El-
ement Method that allows for general polygonal and polyhedral meshes. Polytopal meshes can be
very useful for a wide range of reasons, including meshing of the domain (such as cracks) and data
(such as inclusions) features, automatic use of hanging nodes, moving meshes, adaptivity. By avoid-
ing the explicit construction of the local basis functions, Virtual Elements can easily handle general
polygons/polyhedrons without the need of an overly complex construction.
The scope of the present talk is to present Virtual Elements with curved faces, introduced in [3] and
further developed in [4]. Indeed, all the VEM papers in the literature make use of polygonal and
polyhedral meshes, i.e. with straight edges and faces. On the other hand, as recognized in the finite
element (FEM) literature, expecially for high order methods the approximation of the domain by
facets introduces an error that can dominate the analysis. This issue has lead, for example, to the
development of non affine isoparametric FEM elements and to Isogeometric Analysis.
In the context of Virtual Elements, one can exploit the peculiar construction of the method that (1)
does not need an explicit expression of the basis functions and (2) is directly defined in physical
space, i.e. no reference element is used. This allows to define discrete spaces also on elements that
are curved in such a way to exactly represent the domain of interest. The needed ingredient is a
(piecewise regular) parametrization of the boundary of the domain. Somehow, the present case fits
very naturally into the Virtual Element setting. Numerical tests in the realm of small deformation
elasticity and inelasticity will be shown in this talk. The subject of this talk is in collaboration with
the authors appearing in [3, 4].
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Material responses in engineering applications are often associated with internal constraints due
to, for instance, the presence of overstiff directions (i.e., stiff fibers) and/or small/negligible vol-
umetric deformations (i.e., matrix incompressibility). In this case, the accuracy and robustness of
numerical simulations are affected by anisotropic or volumetric-locking effects. To overcome this is-
sue, mixed formulations based on a Hu-Wahizu-type functional can be developed [1, 2]. The starting
point is the decomposition of the full kinematic field in a penalized contribution, which contains the
deformation mode associated with material constraint, and the complementary part. If this kinematic
decomposition respects energetically-orthogonality, the associated mixed variational formulation is
energetically decoupled (ED). Therefore, the balance of linear momentum (BLM) does not explic-
itly depend on the overstiff material behavior. The volumetric-deviatoric split introduced in isotropic
elasticity leads to ED mixed variational formulations, and thus the bulk modulus doesn’t appear ex-
plicitly in the BLM. On the other hand, the determination of energetically-orthogonal anisotropic
deformation modes is still an open issue.

This works presents the theoretical derivation of energetically-orthogonal deformation modes
in transversely isotropic linear elasticity. Starting from the representation of transversely isotropic
tensors offered by the Walpole’s basis [3], a projector operator is built such to satisfy two criteria:
the projected strain is representative of the total elongation along material preferred direction; the
projected strain is energetically-orthogonal to the complementary one. It is also proved that the
projected strain contains the full volumetric deformation at hand. ED mixed variational formula-
tions are thus introduced for the treatment of strong transversely isotropic anisotropies and/or in-
compressibility. The computational performances of different mixed formulations for unidirectional
fiber-reinforced materials are discussed by means of a number of numerical tests. Different degrees
of anisotropy and incompressibility are explored. The accuracy and error convergence behaviors ob-
tained for ED formulations are compared with the ones of non-ED approaches for different values of
material parameters. Pure-bending and Cook’s membrane benchmark tests are addressed, together
with applications which investigate the bias-extension test of a woven fabric and a punch test with
soft rubber materials reinforced by steel fibers.
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Among the many stabilized Galerkin finite element formulations proposed in the literature, the 

recently proposed Virtual Element Method (VEM) [1] stands out for its capability of dealing with 

very general polygonal or polytopal meshes, in which the basis functions are are not known 

explicitly within the problem domain (hence, virtual). The bilinear form on each element is 

decomposed into two parts, by means of suitably defined elliptic projectors: a consistent term, 

exactly reproducing a the first-order polynomial space, and an additional term ensuring stability. In 

this contribution, we propose a first-order extended virtual element method (X-VEM) to treat 

singularities and crack discontinuities that arise in the mambrane problem. The approach herein 

draws from the development of the extended finite element method for fracture problems [2], in 

which the discrete space is augmented by means of additional basis functions that capture the main 

features of the exact solution. A similar approach is pursued in the proposed X-VEM formulation 

with a few notable extensions. To suitably represent singularities and discontinuities in the discrete 

space, we extend the standard virtual element space with an additional contribution consisting of 

the product of virtual nodal basis functions with so-called enrichment functions. For 

discontinuities, the enrichment function is the generalized Heaviside function across the crack and 

for singularities it is a weakly singular function that satisfies the Laplace equation. For the 

membrane problem with a discontinuity, we project the virtual basis functions onto affine 

polynomials over the two partitions of elements cut by the discontinuity. For the membrane 

problem with a singularity, we devise an extended projector that maps functions lying in the 

extended virtual element space onto affine polynomials and the enrichment function. Numerical 

experiments are performed on quadrilateral and polygonal meshes for the problem of an L-shaped 

domain with a corner singularity and the problem of a cracked membrane under mode III loading. 

Obtained results show the accuracy and demonstrate optimal rates of convergence in both L2 norm 

and energy of the proposed method. 
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In the present work, fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems are solved with a partitioned explicit
approach. Partitioned approaches are particularly interesting for the reuse of existing software for
both fluid and structure sub-problems; furthermore, explicit methods can be advantageous in real
engineering problems characterized by fast dynamics and high degree of nonlinearity.

The fluid sub-problem is solved with an explicit version of the Particle Finite Element Method
(PFEM) [1], while the solid sub-problem is solved with a standard finite element approach. Thanks to
its Lagrangian nature, the PFEM can efficiently deal with free surface flows and large displacements
of the fluid-solid interface [e.g.1, 2]. The fast remeshing algorithm, typically used to overcome the
possible large distortion of the fluid mesh, has been coupled with a novel efficient mesh smoothing
technique to guarantee a regular fluid mesh with a reasonably large stable time increment. SIMULIA
Abaqus/Explicit has been used for the solution of the structural domain.

The Abaqus co-simulation engine has been used to couple the fluid and solid domains using
a GC Domain Decomposition approach [3]. The two sub-problems are solved independently and
then they are linked at the interface using a Lagrange multiplier technique. The proposed method
allows for different time-steps in the two subdomains and for non-conforming meshes at fluid-solid
interfaces. Moreover, this approach guarantees a strong and explicit coupling at the interfaces [4].

Large scale 3D tests will be presented to validate the proposed approach and to confirm that the
proposed method can be appealing for applications in a variety of engineering problems.
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Quartz crystals were considered the frequency-reference industrial standard in the past century. 

Recently MEMS resonators entered this market as a possible solution to the increasing request of 

size reduction and integrability, but still need to be improved in terms of thermal drift and quality 

factor Q. The thermal drift of the natural frequency of resonators is related to the intrinsic 

temperature dependence of the elastic constants [1] and of the other thermal properties of silicon, 

on the doping level [2] and on the orientation of the resonator with respect to the silicon wafer. On 

the other side, the rather low thermoelastic quality factor is a strong limit for practical applications. 

A known strategy for improving Q consists in adding slots along the beams to reduce heat 

conduction. Regrettably, slots may also sensibly increase the frequency drift in temperature [3].  

A comprehensive study of the behavior of MEMS resonators in terms of frequency stability and Q 

for different orientations and doping levels is needed to provide a powerful tool for the design of 

MEMS resonators. We collect the material properties of single crystal silicon with different levels 

of doping from the literature and we develop a custom Finite Element tool to compute the natural 

frequency and the quality factor of MEMS resonators under varying temperature conditions and 

arbitrary material parameters. We aim at proving that for a given level of doping and resonant 

mode type (e.g. bending-mode) the material orientation has a strong impact on the thermal drift 

and a clear minimum can be achieved. This value is essentially independent of the mode-order and 

geometric dimensions. On the other side, the impact of material orientation on the Q value is 

minimal, and the rather low Q is an intrinsic limitation. By adding slots in the deformable arms of 

the resonators we increase the Q while keeping the same intrinsic low thermal drift. By optimizing 

the geometry of the slots and the orientation of the structure through the CMA-ES (Covariance 

Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy) evolutionary algorithm for nonlinear non-convex black-box 

optimization problems, it is in fact possible to significantly increase the Q while keeping the same 

intrinsic minimum thermal drift obtained for the specific doping.  

Two prototypes have been fabricated through the epi-seal encapsulation process proposed by 

researchers at the Robert Bosch Research and Technology Center in Palo Alto and then 

demonstrated in a close collaboration with Stanford University. Testing is ongoing in order to 

validate the theoretical findings here presented.  
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The Virtual Element Method (VEM) is a new technology for the approximation of partial dif-
ferential equation problems. VEM was born in 2012, see [1], and shares the same variational back-
ground of the Finite Element Method (FEM).

In the framework of 2D elasticity problems, we first present a family of Virtual Element schemes
based on the Hellinger-Reissner variational principle, see [2, 3]. As it is well-known, imposing
both the symmetry of the stress tensor and the continuity of the tractions at the inter-element is typ-
ically a great source of troubles in the framework of classical Galerkin schemes. We exploit the
great flexibility of VEM to present alternative methods, which provide symmetric stresses, contin-
uous tractions and are reasonably cheap with respect to the delivered accuracy. VEMs reach this
goal by abandoning the local polynomial approximation concept, a feature originally used to design
conforming Galerkin schemes on general polytopal meshes, see [1]. We then present a new VEM
scheme based on a dual hybrid formulation of the linear elastic problem, see [4]. Here, a priori
locally self-equilibrated stresses are employed, while the displacement field is essentially required
only on the mesh skeleton and serves as a Lagrange multiplier for the traction continuity.

In this talk, we detail the ideas which led to the design of our schemes, we state the theoretical
results, and we present several numerical tests to assess the actual computational performance of the
our approach. Finally, we discuss some possible future extensions.
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Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) are experiencing an explosive growth and pose new
challenges also from the numerical simulation viewpoint. Even if MEMS are typically actuated in
the linear regime, there is however an increasing interest in investigating their nonlinear response
also for commercial applications. Typically, the analysis of these devices if performed with the Fi-
nite Element Method, which generates a large-scale second order differential system of equations.
Moreover, in order to minimise power consumption and to give better resolution, these devices are
near-vacuum encapsulated and often feature large quality factors. The analysis of a large scale dy-
namical system with a large Q is often prohibitive in terms of computational effort by means of
standard finite element. One of the possible way to treat this kind of problems is using a suitable
Reduced Order Model (ROM).
In [1] a review of reduced order modelling for nonlinear geometric structures is presented. Geomet-
rical nonlinearities can be addressed resorting to classical techniques and in particular great attention
has been devoted to the computation of Nonlinear Normal Modes [2]. Taking inspiration from these
contributions, we develop a simplified technique for investigating the primary resonance and in-
ternal resonances of non-linear systems under harmonic excitation. When the response becomes
non-linear, also on the basis of experimental observations, MEMS oscillate with a form which is
still very similar to the linear mode but higher order modes, which respond quasi-statically, can
modify the distribution of stresses introducing local small modifications in the displacement field.
The issue of static condensation has been debated in a number of contributions [1], especially with
applications to plate or shell structures in which axial and membrane modes have been successfully
condensed into the equations for bending modes. However, the use of these concepts for generic
large solid-like models with no clear distinction between these types of modes is still under investi-
gation. Our aim is to derive a ROM with very few DOFs (typically 2 or 1) which should reproduce
the non linear Frequency Response Curve (FRF) of the main resonance. The model should also
allow to address the nonlinear interaction of the main mode with other “spurious” modes associated,
for instance, to internal resonances or autoparametric excitation. As model problems to validate our
approach we will consider the standard hardening clamped-clamped beam, a shallow arch showing
softening behaviour and internal resonance and a real MEMS gyroscope. Particular attention will be
devoted to the comparison between standard integration techniques and the ROM proposed in terms
of computational effort.
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The Virtual Element Method is a recently developed discretization scheme which is rapidly 

attracting the interest of the scientific community [1] due to its elegance and flexibility. One of the 

peculiarities which greatly contributed to the success of the VEM approach, is its ability to allow 

the use of polygonal elements. Such characteristic makes the VEM approach particularly well 

suited for all such problems in which the possibility to adopt elements of arbitrary shape is an 

advantage such as crack propagation [2] and mesh adaptivity [3].  

One of the drawback of VEM in its displacement based formulation, is the fact that a projector 

operator needs to be built in order to allow the calculation of the strain field and, thus, the stress 

field. Such operator leads to an undesirable loss of information. A stress recovery procedure based 

on complementary energy minimization (RCP), which allows to avoid the introduction of the 

projection operator in the calculation of the stress field, has been presented in [4]. In its simplest 

version, despite its name, the procedure does not requires the creation of patches and can be seen 

as an efficient alternative to the classical VEM projection operator. 

Inspired by the results presented in [3], in this work the RCP based stress recovery procedure 

proposed in [4] is used in order to provide error estimates for plane elasticity problems. Such error 

estimates are obtained by comparing the stress field evaluated by means of the standard VEM 

projector and that obtained by means of RCP.  

Proceeding in such a way, error estimates can be simply and efficiently obtained and might be 

used, for instance, to drive an automatic mesh refinement process. The obtained numerical results 

confirm the soundness of the proposed approach. 
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Angiogenesis, the process of new blood vessel formation from pre-existing ones, plays a pivotal
role in physiologic and pathologic conditions. Specifically, tumor angiogenesis is modulated by
the interaction between distinct membrane receptors, expressed by endothelial cells (ECs), and lig-
ands produced by the tumor cells and adsorbed onto the extracellular matrix (ECM). The Vascular
Endothelial Growth Factor Receptor-2 (VEGFR2) is the main mediator of angiogenesis. It binds
different ligands. These immobilized factors represent a persistent stimulus for the otherwise quies-
cent ECs, drive directional EC migration and proliferation, eventually leading to new blood vessel
growth.
The complex biophysical mechanisms of angiogenesis include the mechanical behavior of the cell.
Integrins are membrane receptors that connect surrounding ECM to the cytoskeleton, and are the
main responsible of the remodeling of the cytoskeleton itself. Such a binding triggers the propagation
of intracellular signaling cascades that affect further the mechanical response of the cell.
Although biochemical pathways that follow the VEGFR2 and integrins activation are well estab-
lished, knowledge of the dynamics of receptors on the plasma membrane and their interactions with
the mechanics of ECs remains limited [1, 2].
Co-designing in vitro experiments and numerical simulations allows identifying how ligands stim-
ulation induces the polarization of VEGFR2/β3 complex in cell protrusions and in the basal aspect
in ECs plated on a ligand-enriched ECM. Understanding and predicting the effects of the formation
of bioactive VEGFR2β3 integrin complexes on the mechanical response of ECs is a further target
of the present work. Identifying the laws that regulate polarization opens new perspectives toward
developing innovative anti-angiogenic strategies through the modulation of EC activation.
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This work presents an innovative inter-element approach for cohesive fracture problems based on
Virtual Element Method.

The Virtual Element Method (VEM) is a recently introduced methodology to approximate par-
tial differential equations [1]; it is a Galerkin method which can be considered as an evolution of the
Finite Element Method (FEM). VEM is able to naturally manage mesh complexities, such as poly-
topal shapes and hanging nodes, or problems with high continuity requirements. Differently from
standard FEM, shape functions are not explicitly known and thus they are called virtual; however,
the available information on them is sufficient to form the discrete variational form of the problem
at hand.

In line with so called inter-element approaches to problems of 2D fracture mechanics [2], a new
methodology is proposed which makes use of linear eleastic virtual elements for the bulk portion of
the fracturing medium [3], exploiting adaptive remeshing to develop a fracture tracking and evolution
control algorithm. Cohesive damage/friction interface 1D linear elements are employed to model
crack branches [4]. A classical arc-length continuation method is used in conjunction with the
nonlinear structural solver in order to model the whole initiation and advancement fracturing process.

The analysis will assess accuracy and efficiency by comparison with established techniques [5].
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The prediction of the mechanical response of masonry structures represents a challenging and still
open research topic in computational mechanics. In fact, reliable numerical procedures are needed
in safety assessment and evaluation of repair/strengthening interventions, especially related to the
preservation of architectural heritage and historical buildings.

Currently, numerical strategies aiming at the analysis of complex real structures are mainly based
on the use of phenomenological/macromechanical constitutive laws for masonry material in con-
junction with the finite element method. Attention is here focused on the latter aspect, i.e. on the
formulation of a finite element capable to capture distinctive features of the mechanical behavior of
masonry structures, such as strain localization, even adopting coarse meshes.

Resorting to mixed finite elements to overcome well-known limitations of displacement-based
formulations (e.g., see [1]), a promising approach consists in the adoption of a Hu–Washizu-type
variational principle with a strain field approximation that is piecewise discontinuous over suitable
element subdomains. In fact, that approach has been initially proven to be an effective strategy in
beam problems (e.g., see [2, 3]), and then has been generalized to membrane problems in the frame-
work of standard materials [4]. The present work addresses a further generalization of the mixed
finite element presented in [4] to membrane problems involving a continuum damage mechanics
material model, as needed for masonry structures (e.g., see [5, 6]).

Some peculiar computational aspects related to strain softening behavior are discussed. Specif-
ically, an element state determination procedure based on Newton’s method is proposed to solve
compatibility and constitutive equations at the element level. Moreover, typical regularization tech-
niques for guaranteeing mesh-objectivity are integrated in the present approach.

Structural scale applications are carried out for assessing accuracy, robustness and effectiveness
of the proposed finite element and comparing its performances with other available displacement-
based formulations.
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Isogeometric collocation (IGA-C) is a new computational method proposed in [1] which keeps the
computational attributes of isogeometric analysis, such as high-order accuracy, robustness, geomet-
ric capabilities and, at the same time, gains increased efficiency due to the elimination of numerical
quadrature (and associated issues) due to the direct discretization of the strong form of the differen-
tial problem.

In spite of being a relatively new technology, IGA-C has been successfully applied to several
structural problems. The majority of these studies has been conducted so far in the geometrically
linear regime. After the recent extension of the method to the nonlinear static problem of three-
dimensional Timoshenko beams [2, 3], in this talk we discuss a further advancement of the method
addressing the dynamic formulation. The configuration manifold of a Timoshenko beam undergoing
finite motions involves the Lie group SO(3) used to describe the (finite) rotation of each beam cross
section. Most of the computational complexities originate from the presence of such a non-additive
and non-commutative rotation group which makes geometric consistency a fundamental requirement
for the entire formulation. By employing the incremental rotation vector to describe the evolution
of finite rotations, we discuss how in an IGA-C framework geometric consistency can be guaranteed
in all the key operations (i.e. linearization of the governing equations, initialization and update
procedures) for both explicit [4] and implicit schemes. A series of numerical applications are also
presented to assess the capabilities of the formulations.
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Mortar is a brittle composite material whose constitutive behaviour is strictly depending on the
physical and mechanical properties of its constituents. A variety of scientific researches is devoted to
the numerical prediction of the homogenised properties of composite materials by means of meso-
scale analysis. Usually, each component of the heterogeneous composite is individually modelled.
The distribution of the components inside a Representative Volume Element (RVE) is randomly
generated, following different approaches. Therefore, the analysis is concentrated on a finite sample,
whose spatial discretisation is usually performed by the FE method. Other approaches are based on
lattice element models [1, 2].

The paper concerns the numerical prediction of the equivalent thermal properties of innovative
insulating materials by means an homogenisation technique at the mesoscale. The same strategy
was applied in the prediction of the mechanical properties of concrete in a recent work of the authors
[3]. The numerical description of the mesoscale structure of the heterogeneous material and of the
heat flux is attained by using a random method that allocates at each Gauss point of the RVE finite
element discretization a specific phase of the mixture, depending on the volume fractions of the
components. Therefore, the model does not consider the physical size of the components. The mesh
independency is quickly obtained just by means of relatively coarse meshes of the RVE. Moreover,
the randomness of the generation of the micro structure does not affect the overall properties of the
mixture. The equivalent thermal conductivity is accurately predicted. The numerical predictions
are compared with experimental measures on different innovative mixtures, with different lime or
cement binder and various grain size assortment. The porous aggregate used in the mixture to obtain
the insulating properties is volcanic ash, obtained by recycling Etna pyroclasts. The influence of an
air entraining agent was also studied. The method is suitable for a straightforward application in
multiscale analysis.
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A family of quadrilateral and triangular G1-conforming finite elements, based on the Gregory patch

[2, 1], suitable for the analysis of the Kirchhoff plate model are analyzed. These elements present

cubic control of the normal derivative along the sides and therefore be combined among themselves

and with side beams [4, 3]. The coupling strategy are based on the formulas of the Bézier degree

elevation. Using the Bézier extraction, G1-conforming hierarchic refinement can be designed for

these elements.

A rational enhancement of the base-polynomial spaces, known in the CAGD-literature as Gre-

gory Patch, useful to designG1-conforming elements on generalC0-conforming unstructured meshes

is presented. The second derivatives at the corners of the rational approximant present finite discon-

tinuities, that prevent the elements from passing the bending patch test. These discontinuities are

removed using a constrained version of the Gregory Patch, obtained imposing their suppression via

Lagrange multipliers. This strategy is indicated by CG1-formulation.

In this way, the rational conforming space collapses into a conforming rearrangement of the

original polynomial space. The proposed CG1-formulation design triangular and/or quadrilateral

elements that pass the bending patch test, present optimal rate of convergence on general unstruc-

tured meshes and are easy to assemble together.
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In the paradigm of data-intensive science, supervised machine learning techniques are largely ex-
ploited in order to discover inherent rules and gain hidden insights, grounded on massive amounts
of data [1]. Automated detection of constitutive equations for complex systems and governing equa-
tions for given physical phenomenonae are of great importance in applied sciences [2].

The present work shows that data-driven techniques can be efficiently exploited in order to iden-
tify the macroscopic, effective mechanical response of heterogeneous, non linear elastic materials.
From a collection of data sets of stress-strain couples that sample the constitutive response of the
composite material, machine learning shows good performances in predicting the overall material
properties depending upon the distribution of the forming constituents. In particular, a feed for-
ward neural network has been validated in order to predict the effective mechanical behavior of truss
structures.

Such intelligent material model opens new promising chances for implementing accurate con-
current simulations in the analysis of large scale heterogeneous structures, also in the case of three-
dimensional and non linear, history-dependent loading scenarios. Incorporating different types of
simulations across different length scales may provide efficient, high-fidelity means for new materi-
als design and manufacturing [3].
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Beam models are commonly used for the analysis of large scale structures because of their compu-
tational efficiency in reproducing the structural response. However, most beam formulations used
in engineering practice are based on the assumption of rigid body cross-section and fail in cor-
rectly describing the response of thin-walled structures. Indeed, the mechanical behavior of thin-
walled beams is significantly influenced by warping of the cross-sections, which causes multi-axial
stress/strain interaction and leads to complex nonlinear responses, even under ordinary load con-
ditions. Starting from the pioneering work by Vlasov [1], many authors have proposed enriched
formulations which extend classic beam theories and account for warping deformations of the cross-
section, aiming at capturing interaction of axial force and bending moments with shear and torsional
effects. However, many of them are based on specific kinematic and/or constitutive assumptions that
limit their range of application and prevent generalization to complex case studies.

This work explores the adoption of two different approaches for the analysis of thin-walled
structures, both based on enriched beam theories that include out-of-plane cross-section warping,
being the in-plane deformations neglected. First approach relies on a three-dimensional beam fi-
nite element [2] based on a four-field mixed formulation, where cross-section warping displacement
is included as additional independent field to the standard cross-section rigid-body displacements,
strains, and stresses and is interpolated with the definition of specific shape functions: along the
element axis and over the general cross-section. Geometric nonlinearity is included through a coro-
tational approach that considers the coupling between axial and torsional stress/strain components,
know as Wagner effect. As opposed to the first approach, a simpler but coarse descriptor of warping
displacement field is adopted in the second approach [3], assuming a priori the warping profile over
the cross-section [1]. Geometric nonlinearity is included by adopting nonlinear hyperelastic rela-
tions to describe the generalized cross-section constitutive response and account for Wagner term.
In this case, the nonlinear equilibrium equations of an enriched beam model are solved through a
finite differences procedure.

For selected specimens, modal decompositions and step-by-step incremental analyses are con-
ducted under small and large displacements, comparing the results obtained for both models with
analytical solutions and experimental outcomes. Advantages and disadvantages of each approach
are discussed.
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Wood is an extraordinary natural composite material exhibiting a pronounced orthotropic behav-
ior, and markedly different properties along the parallel and transverse-to-the grain directions. It
also displays a strongly non-linear response, almost elastic-plastic under compression and elastic-
damaging under tension and shear [1].

Restoration and development of smart wooden based elements are gaining an increasing inter-
est in the building industry. In this context, the computational challenge is to develop numerical
constitutive models that account for the complex, strongly non-linear, nature of wood behavior.

In the present contribution, we develop a novel constitutive model obtained by coupling the
non-smooth multi-surface plasticity model, developed by Schmidt and Kaliske [2] for compressive
failure modes, with the orthotropic damage model proposed by Sandhaas et al. [3, 4] for tensile/shear
failure modes. Joints are modeled with a regularized version of the eXtended Finite Element Method
(XFEM) [5] that allows to model the development of the crack process zone [6], while ensuring
mesh-size independent results and a smooth continuous-discontinuous transition.

Numerical and experimental results are compared for validation purposes.
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Combining ambient vibration monitoring and finite element (FE) modelling through suitable 

model updating procedures allows for obtaining an estimate of the boundary conditions and 

mechanical material properties of engineering structures [1]. Application of FE model updating to 

historical buildings is relatively recent and involves the solution of a constrained minimum problem, 

whose objective function is generally expressed as the discrepancy between experimental and 

numerical quantities, such as natural frequencies and mode shapes [2], [3].  

The paper presents an algorithm for FE model updating based on the construction of local 

parametric reduced-order models embedded in a trust-region scheme and implemented in 

NOSA-ITACA, a non-commercial FE code developed by the authors [4], [5], [6]. The algorithm 

exploits the structure of the stiffness and mass matrices and the fact that only a few of the smallest 

eigenvalues have to be calculated. This new procedure enables to compute eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors cheaply and thus to solve the minimum problem very efficiently. Besides reducing the 

overall computation time of the numerical process and enabling the accurate analysis of large scale 

models with little effort, the proposed algorithm allows for getting information on both the 

reliability of the solution and its sensitivity to noisy experimental data. Some case studies are 

presented and discussed and the adoption of regularization techniques to recover meaningful 

solutions investigated. 
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A large number of engineering materials are strongly characterized by nonlocal constitutive response
such as materials with a granular, fibrous, or lattice structure. Classical continuum models, that does
not incorporate internal length scales, suffer various problems in numerical computations [1].
The Cosserat continuum, that belongs to the class of micromorphic continua [2, 3], is able to retain
memory of an inherent microstructure, providing an enriched constitutive behaviour, with respect
to the classical Cauchy continuum. The main characteristic of the linear Cosserat elastic theory is
that each material point is equipped with a microstructure, so that is can both translate and rotate,
thus resulting in additional strains and stresses: besides the classical components, micropolar ones
include curvatures (work conjugate to couple stresses) and skew-symmetric strains (work conjugate
to skew-symmetric stresses).
In this work, we propose a Virtual Element Method (VEM) for solving boundary value problems in
2D linear isotropic Cosserat elasticity. The recently proposed VEM [4, 5], represents an extension of
Finite Element philosophy to deal with very general polygons with rather general shapes, including
non convex ones, polyhedra in three dimensions with curved faces, hanging nodes, and so on. Fol-
lowing the basic idea of the method, here, the displacement and rotation fields are decomposed into
a polynomial space (consistency term), either linear or quadratic, and a remaining non-polynomial
space (stabilization term) is suitably approximated. The label virtual depends on the fact that the
basis functions are not explicitly known. Different applications are proposed [6, 7], ranging from
a patch test, properly conceived for micropolar continua, to various engineering applications. The
obtained results are in good agreement with reference solutions, confirming the capability of the
proposed elements in modelling the expected responses.
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The proposed contribution is focused on wrinkles of thin metal films generated and driven by 

mechanical or thermal-induced stresses [1]. Wrinkles have recently found unforeseeable 

applications in surprising ways in many emerging fields since this process offers potential to 

generate planar and non-planar surfaces patterned in 1–100µm pitch range with height features at 

nanoscale over areas of square centimeters [2]. Thus, wrinkles formation could be formidable 

bottom-up process if the fabrication will become full a predictable and governable 

nano-micro-technology. However, full prediction is still a challenging ambition [3]. In fact, as a 

matter of fact, the intrinsic nonlinear nature of the mechanical response of these systems and the 

complex interaction occurring at the interface between thin layer and elastically inhomogeneous 

substrates require extremely expensive computational times and limit the use of closed-form 

solutions and thumb rules, especially if some symmetries and shape regularities of the overall 

constructs are lost [4]. To contribute to overcome these obstacles in modeling compliant film 

wrinkling in non trivial cases of interest, a new hybrid analytical-numerical (Finite Element-based) 

strategy is here proposed to drastically reduce the computational costs of in-silico simulations and to 

gain both qualitative and quantitative results for predicting wrinkle profiles, including onset and 

progressive evolution of wrinkling films nano-orographies. 
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Abstract. In the oil and gas industry, subsidence modelling aims to predict the defor-
mation of the ground surface induced by hydrocarbon withdrawal from 
underground reservoir rocks. In reason of environmental and operational implications 
associated to subsidence, energy companies make a firm commitment to providing 
accurate estimates and reliable forecasts. This goal can be achieved through 
numerical simulations with advanced constitutive models accounting for soil/rock 
plasticity and creep, such as the model proposed by Vermeer and Neher in 1999. 
Several different implementations of this model have been proposed in the literature, 
including explicit and semi-implicit time integrations, but a clean and consistent fully 
implicit formulation is still missing. In this work, in the line of the classical approach 
for the modified Cam-Clay model, a fully implicit backward-difference integration is 
proposed and validated. The derivation of the consistent stiffness matrix is also 
described in detail, together with its validation strategy. The model has also been 
implemented in a commercial code for finite element analysis through a user-defined 
material subroutine. We show the expected advantages of the implicit formulation in 
terms of stability with respect to the explicit formulation. The examples include studies 
at material point level and at field scale for a case study of subsidence above a 
synthetic gas reservoir.
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Collocation BE models allow a description of plane elastic problems more compact than 

standard FE models and an equally accurate evaluation of both displacement and stress fields [1]. 

However, the same BE models provide boundary variables systems, lacking in symmetry and 

sign-definiteness also if small and fully populated. These missing features cause troubles when FE 

and BE models have to be coupled or when a BE dynamic analysis is performed. To preserve the 

proprieties of the continuum model, symmetric BE models have been proposed considering 

boundary integral equations associated with static and kinematic distributed sources, interpolating 
sources distributions and boundary fields with the same shape functions [2]. In this way the 

boundary variables system become symmetric but its entries result from heavy and complicated 

double boundary integrations containing a large number of terms, especially when high order 

shape functions are used, generically oriented domains are analyzed and highly singular 

fundamental solutions are involved. All these integration troubles, often separately tackled by 

using numerical or analytical techniques, have hindered the diffusion of the symmetric BEMs and 

their corresponding computer codes. It is clear that the best solution could be the use of a unified 

integration procedure able to build the boundary system avoiding the differences of numerical 

accuracy that can derive from a mixed use of analytical and numerical integration and ensuring a 

fast assembling of the boundary system. In this work a symmetric BE model for plane elasticity is 

implemented introducing a novel strategy based on a complex variable analytical integration 
procedure able to provide accurate and concise results for both overlapping and separate 

integration domains. It avoids the tedious and large algebraic manipulations required by the 

integration in the real plane and includes a special integration rule combined with a preliminary 

regularization process to cancel the singular boundary terms of the kernels thanks to the continuity 

of the shape functions. So doing, only two analytical expressions, one for generically oriented and 

one for aligned/parallel integration domains, are necessary to build the boundary system knowing 

the relative location of boundary elements. These formulas prove compactness of the results and 

advantages of the regularization technique while some numerical tests show accuracy and 

effectiveness of the proposed computational strategy for symmetric BEM.  
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In the context of controlled thermonuclear fusion, the Divertor Tokamak Test (DTT) is an ex-
perimental fusion reactor to be built in Italy, at the ENEA Frascati research centre. According to
the objectives set by the European Fusion Roadmap, in order to scale up from purely experimental
devices to the first prototype of grid-connected fusion machines, a reactor must be built that specif-
ically adresses the issues of power and exhaust handling. Only a thorough investigation of several
confgurations of the component that extracts energy from the reaction chamber, named “divertor”,
will ensure a confident extrapolation of data from the ITER experimental reactor to the EU-DEMO
grid-connected reactor.

The DTT machine will host fusion reactions in a high-temperature plasma (an average value
of 〈Te〉 = 6.2 keV, roughly 72× 106 K), that will be confined by intense magnetic fields (6T at
the plasma core). The magnetic system that generates such fields is therefore a crucial component
of the machine, and it comprises eighteen Toroidal Field Coils (TFCs), six Poloidal Field Coils
(PFCs), a Central Solenoid (CS) and several finer-control coils. All of the TFC, PFC and CS coils
are superconductive, operate at 4.5K, and have the requirement of confining at least two kinds of
plasma topologies, namely the single-null and the double-null conformations. Numerous steps were
taken in order to obtain a design that is magnetically consistent with the plasma requirements on the
one hand, while remaining structurally compliant on the other.

This work presents the analyses performed to assess the performance of the magnet system. After
a process of cool-down to the operating cryogenic temperatures, the coils will be energised and will
experience electromagnetic forces that vary with the plasma scenario. To tackle the inherent com-
plexity of the analyses, different multi-scale and multi-physics approaches have been employed, both
at a simplified theoretical level and at an in-detail, FEM-supported level. These approaches include:
the search for a reduced-stress design for the toroidal coils, which are sturctures that must withstand
intense electromagnetic loads; a consistent magnetic field computation, taking into account the con-
tribution of the whole magnet system; numerical homogenisation of material properties, to allow
faster three-dimensional computational analyses; fatigue evaluation, since some of the magnets are
operated in pulsed regime; structural topology optimisation, to attain an optimal distribution of the
mass of the support structures. The broad scope of the study is intended not only to assess a specific
design of the magnet system, but also to individuate and methodologically characterise some focal
design aspects.
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An original full orthotropic model for in plane linear elasticity is proposed in the micropolar peri-
dynamic analysis framework. The analytical formulation is derived from the definition of a specific
microelastic energy function for micropolar nonlocal lattices which allows to obtain, for the first
time, an orthotropic bond-based model characterized by four independent elastic moduli.
An important feature of the model is that the bond properties, i.e. the elastic constants, are con-
tinuous functions of the bond orientation in the principal material axes. The introduction of the
bond shear stiffness and the definition of a bond shear deformation measure which accounts for
particle’s rotation, on one hand eliminates the restriction of two independent constants that affects
other bond-based orthotropic peridynamic formulations, and on the other makes the model suitable
in predicting the mechanical behavior of a wide variety of Cauchy orthotropic materials undergoing
homogeneous and non-homogeneous deformations. The accuracy of the proposed model in linear
elasticity has been verified through simulating uniaxial extension test of a composite lamina with a
central circular hole and natural frequency analyses considering different orientations of the princi-
pal material reference system.
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In this talk I will present the results of my PhD thesis and some recent advances on those topics.
My PhD thesis presents a novel second order accurate direct Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian

(ALE) Finite Volume scheme for nonlinear hyperbolic systems, written both in conservative and
non-conservative form, whose peculiarities are the nonconforming motion of interfaces, the exact
preservation of equilibria and the conservation of angular momentum. It is especially well suited
for modeling vortical flows affected by strong differential rotation: in particular, the novel combi-
nation with the well balancing make it possible to obtain great results for challenging astronomical
phenomena as the rotating Keplerian disk. A large set of tests shows the greatly reduced dissipation
and the significant improvements of the new scheme compared with well established software for
astrophysical fluid dynamics.

A new HLL-type and a novel Osher-type flux have been formulated: they are able to maintain
up to machine precision the equilibrium between pressure gradient, centrifugal force and gravity
force that characterizes the Euler equations with gravity, and correspondingly capture with high
accuracy even small perturbations. Moreover, to ensure a high quality of the moving mesh for long
computational times, I have introduced a new and fully automatic nonconforming treatment of the
sliding interfaces that appear due to the differential rotation.

In addition, it has been shown that the introduced techniques can be easily extended also to other
contexts, such as steady vortex flows in the shallow water equations or complex free surface flows in
compressible two-phase models, and a preliminary analysis on how to increase the accuracy of the
method by exploiting the conservation of the angular momentum.

The methods developed during the thesis have been recently extended to higher order of accuracy,
to the Galerkin Discontinuous framework and to more complex space–time moving geometry.
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This work aims at developing a reliable and efficient numerical framework for the analysis and the
design of slender elastic shells, in particular when composite materials are adopted, taking account
of the geometrically nonlinear behaviour. Different aspects of this challenging topic are tackled:
discretisation techniques [1], numerical solution strategies [2] and optimal design [3]. The impor-
tant advantages of using a mixed solid model for analysing shell structures over traditional shell
models and the implications of this on the performances of the solution strategies are discussed. A
mixed solid-shell model is introduced for making the Koiter method an effective tool for analysing
imperfection sensitive structures. Its quick predictions are exploited to develop a stochastic opti-
misation strategy for the layup of composite shells, able to take account of the worst geometrical
imperfection. The benefits of the mixed formulation in the Newton iterative scheme are extended to
any displacement-based finite element model by means of a novel strategy, called Mixed Integration
Point. An efficient implementation of the novel Koiter-Newton method is proposed, able to recover
the equilibrium path of a structure accurately with a few Newton iterations, combining an accurate
Koiter predictor with the reduced iterative effort due to a mixed formulation. The solid-shell discrete
model is reformulated, following the isogeometric concept, by using NURBS functions to interpolate
geometry and displacement field on the middle surface of the shell in order to take advantage of their
high continuity and of the exact geometry description. The approach is made accurate and efficient
in large deformation problems by combining the Mixed Integration Point strategy with a suitable
patch-wise reduced integration. The resulting discrete model proves to be much more convenient
than low order finite elements, especially in the analysis of curved shells undergoing buckling. This
is shown by means of an efficient isogeometric version of the Koiter analysis.
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Actin growth is a fundamental biophysical process [1] and it is, at the same time, a prototypical
example of diffusion-mediated surface growth. We consider a coupled chemo-mechanical, growth
model [2] encompassing both material accretion and ablation.

We first study a one dimensional example. A rod-like element composed of actin monomers is
fixed at one end and connected to an elastic device at the other. The mechanical behaviour of the
rod, the diffusion of free actin monomers in a surrounding solvent and the kinetic growth laws at the
accreting/ablating ends are accounted for. The constitutive behaviour of actin is prescribed in fairly
general terms by mainly requiring that the elastic strain energy density of the material be convex. The
existence of treadmilling solutions, characterized by a constant length of the continuously evolving
body, is investigated. It is shown that the present model admits at most one such solution and that it
is always stable.

We conclude by extending the model to a two dimensional geometry, discussing the stability of
circularly symmetric treadmilling solutions of an annulus of actin with the inner boundary fixed.
This example is motivated by in vitro experiments (see e.g. [3]) investigating the onset of actin me-
diated motion observed in bacterium Listeria Monocytogenes [4].
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Deformation transfer is a technique widely used in computer animation: the goal is to acquire the 

motion of a given character, the source, and use that information to animate a different character, 

the target [1]. 

Here, we frame this problem within the theory of nonlinear elasticity with large distortions [2]: our 

goal is to develop a reliable mathematical tool to probe the metric change between a pair of shapes 

of a same material body, and then use this information to deform likewise a different body. To 

pursue this goal, we exploit the notions of target metric, non Euclidean plates [3] and non-linear 

distortions, which have been widely used to describe shape formation.  

Our method is based on two steps: at first, we transport the metric information gauged from a body 

A onto a different body B [4]; then, basing on this transported metric, we define a target metric 

which is used to morph the body B. The configuration which is effectively realized by B is the one 

that minimizes the distance, measured through the elastic energy, between the target metric and the 

actual one.  

Of paramount importance is the compatibility of the target metric, a feature that can be measured 

by evaluating the Riemann curvature associated to it [5]: if the target metric is compatible, the 

motion mapping is perfect, in the sense that the body B will deform exactly as the body A.  

We present some worked example of morphing mapping for 3D bodies and 2D surfaces. 
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Soft actuators are used as active components in soft or semi-soft robots. The complexity and, 

thus, the amount of tasks that a soft robot can perform, depends on the number of actuators 

installed in the body of the robot [1].  

Elastic inflatable actuators are very common soft actuators for robotic applications. A basic 

inflatable structure can be designed in order to elongate, contract, bend or twist upon inflation. 

Those actuators consist of rubber structures having inner cavities filled with fluid, whose 

pressurization deforms the overall structure into a useful configuration [2].  

The main disadvantage of such actuators is that each cavity needs to be individually connected 

to a dedicated pressure source. A high number of actuators corresponds to a same amount of 

tethers, which not only increases the complexity of the pressure control system (multiple valves 

and fluidic connectors) but it also creates a physical obstacle to the motion of the robot. 

To overcome this issue and decrease the number of tethers, we took advantages of the 

mechanical nonlinearities caused by the hyperelasticity of rubber [3] to generate a predetermined 

sequence of inflation of multiple interconnected soft actuators.  

Balloon-like actuators, characterized by thin inflatable membranes, undergo a snap-through 

instability at a certain pressure value corresponding to a very fast volume growth. When two or 

more of such actuators are interconnected, the instability causes a local fluid transfer between 

actuators generating an inflation sequence.  

The actuation sequence of multiple nonlinear actuators is determined by analytically 

computing the static equilibrium configurations at each inflation step. In a subsequent step we 

implemented in the model the hysteresis cycle between inflation and deflation and pressure drops 

caused by passive flow restrictors. 

With this approach, we built a semisoft robotic tetrapod, where each limb is composed of two 

contracting soft actuators inflating in a predetermined sequence in order to perform a step motion. 

The number of tethers is decreased from 8 to 1. The same principle is applied to two bending 

actuators to create a nonreciprocal motion, inspired to the one of biological cilia. 
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A growing or compressed thin elastic sheet adhered to a rigid substrate can exhibit a buckling
instability, forming an inward hump. What is the critical force at which the collapse occurs? How
are the geometric features of the hump at the transition related to the material constants and to the
geometry of the system? [1] We show that the strip morphology depends on the delicate balance
between the compression energy and the bending energy so that the instability is a first order phase
transition between the adhered solution and the buckled solution whose main control parameter is
related to the sheet stretchability [2, 3]. Furthermore, compressibility is the key assumption which
allows us to resolve the apparent paradox of an unbounded pressure exerted on the external wall by
a confined flexible loop. We show that it is possible to construct a Landau-like expansion of the
energy of these systems, whose mathematical justification is based on singularity theory, so that the
analysis of the phase transitions and of their stability becomes particularly transparent.
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The Föppl–von Kármán model [2] is customarily adopted to describe the large deflections of thin
elastic plates or shells. Because of the smallness parameter given by the thickness, such a model is
intrinsically 2D. We here intend to consider Föppl–von Kármán-like strips endowed with a further
smallness parameter, namely the width. Being thin and slender at the same time, such bodies can
be naturally described on having recourse to 1D continua. Besides the classical beam models, in
the literature are often adopted the so-called models à la Sadowski, usually generated starting from
plate models (see [3] and references therein).

We here deduce a 1D model of elastic rods enhanced by additional kinematical descriptors that
keep explicit track of the compatibility condition requested in the 2D or 3D parent continua, that in
the classical models are identically satisfied after the dimensional reduction. This enhanced model
allows to describe some phenomena of preeminent importance even in 1D bodies, such as formation
of singularities and localization of the elastic energy (d-cones, elastic folds, etc.), otherwise inacces-
sible by the classical 1D models. Indeed, these phenomena are expression of a complex interaction
between elasticity and geometry having an intrinsically 2D character, the compatibility conditions
being the formal expression of such interaction. In the Föppl–von Kármán model, e.g., the compat-
ibility condition descends from the Gauss Theorema Egregium and expresses the relation between
membrane deformations and variation of Gaussian curvature and identifies those changes of con-
figuration that are energetically favorable. On the other hand, since the limit process involves two
smallness parameters (thickness and width of the strip), it is reasonable that, at least for some values
of their ratio, the limit problem keeps track of its 2D origin, somehow inheriting the compatibility
condition.

In our reduced model, the 2D compatibility condition enters by means of a non-locality induced
by a convolution integral over all the domain, whose cutoff radius can be analytically determined.
Moreover, if the inextensibility condition prevails, analytical solutions can be obtained. Numerical
solutions are instead in order in the fully non-local model.
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Swelling and shrinking of polymer gels has been widely used as a driving force for changing the
shape of materials. In response to different stimuli, the solvent uptake or release inside the cross–
linked network could be changed, resulting in reversible volumetric expansion or shrinkage. When
beams and plates are involved, the deformative process may induce, if appropriately programmed,
curving of an originally flat structure and storage of stretching and bending energies. The program-
ming strategies are based on the generation of appropriate stresses inside the materials which can
result in bending torques and axial forces. The first ones induce out-of-plane bending [1] whereas
the second out-of-plane buckling [2].
Swelling and shrinking processes corresponding to solvent uptake and release can determine that
stress gradient in bilayered structures. These latter can be designed in terms of geometrical and
material characteristics in such a way to get the desired curving, under solvent uptake/release. The
appropriate design is typically based on multiphysics modeling of the stress-diffusion problem [3].
Granted for the distinguished shape of beams and plates, approximate methods have also been pro-
posed to describe the final shape of beam-like structures under swelling [4]. However, the same
methods have been rarely applied to the analysis of structures which are far from being flat at the
beginning of the process as well as far from being dry.
The aim of the present work is to investigate the above phenomena. We start getting explicit for-
mulae for swelling/shrinking induced curving of a beam. In particular, for initially curved beams,
we also aim to distinguish the curvature-driven morphing from the swelling/shrinking one through
an analysis of the competing elastic energy storage corresponding to the two mechanisms. We also
aim to extend the analysis to (narrow) strips of polymer (plate-like structures). In this case, it is well
known that spherical and cylindrical shape are taken under swelling/shrinking, mainly depending on
geometrical characteristics of the structure. The question we would aim to answer is: can we drive
the structure towards a different shape, with respect to the one naturally taken, through an appropri-
ate design of the material composing the structure?
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Geometrically, a narrow ribbon is a slender structural element with a parallelepiped shape with one 
side much longer than another that, in turn, is much longer than the remaining side. Narrow 
ribbons when subjected to particular deformations exhibit fine-scale ‘corrugations’ or ‘wrinkles’, 
while in other cases they simply deform ‘isometrically’. In this talk we shall analyze the 
‘wrinkling’ behavior starting from a nonlinear three-dimensional elastic model of the ribbon. The 
talk is based on joint works with L. Freddi, P. Hornung, M.G. Mora, and G. Tomassetti, [1-5].
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In a seminal paper [1] of 1951, Taylor studied the interactions between a viscous fluid and an immer-
sed flat sheet which is subjected to a travelling wave of transversal displacement. The net reaction of
the fluid over the sheet turned out to be a force in the direction of the wave phase-speed. This effect
is a key mechanism for the swimming of micro-organisms in viscous fluids. Much more recently [2]
studied the nonlinear deformations of pre-stressed circular shells. Suitably chosen pre-stress fields
lead to shells having a connected one-dimensional set of neutrally-stable equilibria. Moving the
actual shell shape along this one-dimensional set is extremely cheap as the shell tangent stiffness
vanishes: the resulting motion is a sequence of cylindrical shapes differing by a precession of the
axis of maximal curvature.

Rotational swimming velocity α̇ for a cir-
cular shell generated by the precession ve-
locity of the curvature axis ϕ̇ (numeric), for
different values of the curvature.

Here we merge these results to study the interactions bet-
ween a viscous fluid and an immersed cylindrical shell subjec-
ted to a continuous precession of its axis of maximal curvature.
We demonstrate that, despite the net force acting on the shell
vanishes, the resultant torque does not. The described shell de-
formation constitutes the rotational analogous of the Taylor’s
sheet, where the translational swimming velocity is replaced
by an angular velocity. A similar mechanism can be used to
maneuver in viscous fluids.

The results from the low Reynolds, motility problem natu-
rally suggest further interesting research questions, involving
whether relaxing the low Reynolds number hypothesis might
allow for additional swimming strategies. These would entail
exploiting phenomena such as instabilities of thin structures,
as bistable clamped tails, or pulsatile motions, and a numerical study would require taking into ac-
count the elastic response of the structure, using reduced models or finite-element shell models [3],
as well as a full Navier-Stokes solver for the fluid problem.
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We study dehydration processes in homogeneous and inhomogeneous spherical hydrogel shells.
Particularly, dehydration processes drive the high power mechanisms used by many natural systems,
such as the fern sporangium and the sphagnum moss, to throw away their spores [1, 2]. The repro-
duction of these mechanisms in a Lab by means of artificial devices requires the knowledge of the
determinants of the process.
With this aim, we study dehydration processes in gel spheres confining water-filled cavities, by tun-
ing local inhomogeneities in the cavity’s walls and show as different mechanical instabilities can be
driven changing a few material parameters.
The dynamics of dehydration in a hydrogel body with a closed cavity is a challenging multiphysics
and computational problem which has been partially investigated in [3] with reference to a cubic mi-
crocapsule. Therein, the suction occurring during the dehydration process determined the inwards
bending of the capsule’s walls and put the water inside the capsule under tension up to a threshold
value known as cavitation value. In spherical capsules, a snapping mechanism occurs corresponding
to a sharp pressure change inside the cavity with small volume change (see figure 1).

The analysis represents a first step towards the occurrence of instability mechanisms into arrays
of spherical microcavities embedded into a soft matrix .
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Figure 1: Dehydration induced instability of the inhomogeneous spherical shell.
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Soft polymeric beams and shells morph into a variety of shapes when subjected to mechanical as
well as chemical actions. When the driving force of the morphing process is related to the diffusion
of a solvent within the polymer, the mechanical and dynamical response of the soft structure can be
set and studied within the context of a fully three-dimensional nonlinear stress-diffusion model[1].
However, understanding the essence of the mechanical behaviour through approximate beam and/or
shell model can represent a breakthrough in the comprehension of morphing processes driven by
diffusion when these structures are involved, as structural beam and shell models consent to analyt-
ically discuss the problem and evidence the determinants of the process.
Starting from [2], where it has been observed and shown as the choice of elastic energies for thin
plates and shells is an unsettled issue with consequences for much recent modeling of soft matter,
we discuss how the choice is still more complex when swelling phenomena take place in the struc-
ture. Indeed, in that case the three-dimensional modeling requires an energetic characterization of
the process which is typically based on neo-Hookean or Gent elastic energy, at most augmented by
anisotropic components [3]. On the other hand, the formulation of approximate beam and shell mod-
els requires a coherent identification of stretching and bending components of the energy functional.
Through a few examples of swelling-induced deformations in thin beam-like and shell-like bodies,
it will be shown as different choices based on different elastic metrics differs in the prediction of the
basic mechanical behaviour of the body.
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A crack in a solid body will generally propagate according to a combination of the three basic
fracture modes (I or opening, II or sliding, and III or tearing). Thus, the energy release rate, G, will
be the sum of three modal contributions, GI, GII, and GIII [1]. In the finite element context, the
virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) is widely used to calculate the energy release rate and its
modal contributions [2]. Accordingly, G is related to the work done by the forces, r and −r, applied
at the crack-tip nodes to close up the crack, once propagated by a finite length, ∆a (Fig. 1a).

In I/II mixed-mode fracture problems, the crack-tip relative displacement, ∆s = [∆u,∆w]T =
Fr, where F is the crack-tip flexibility matrix. The conic section associated to F turns out to be
an ellipse, Γ, named the ellipse of crack-tip flexibility (Fig. 1b), similar to Culmann’s ellipse of
elasticity [3]. The ellipse of crack-tip flexibility helps visualise the relationship between the crack-
tip force, r, and relative displacement, ∆s, whose directions correspond to conjugate diameters [4].
Furthermore, the ellipse can be used to decompose the crack-tip force vector, r, into energetically
orthogonal components, which enable a physically consistent partitioning of fracture modes [5].

Figure 1: (a) virtual crack closure; (b) ellipse of crack-tip flexibility.
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The dynamics of strongly nonlinear metamaterials is attracting increased attention from many 
research sectors including acoustics, aerospace and mechanical engineering, medical diagnosis and 
sound control [1]-[2]. A number of studies available in the to-date literature have shown that 
elastically hardening discrete systems formed by lumped masses connected by nonlinear springs 
support compressive solitary waves and the unusual reflection of waves on material interfaces [3], 
while elastically softening systems support the propagation of rarefaction solitary waves under 
initially compressive impact loading [4]. Solitary wave dynamics has been proven to be useful for 
the construction of a variety of novel acoustic devices. These include: acoustic band gap materials; 
shock protector devices; acoustic lenses; and energy trapping containers, to name some examples 
(refer, e.g., to [2] and references therein). Ordinary engineering materials typically exhibit either 
elastic stiffening (e.g., crystalline solids), or elastic softening (e.g., foams). More puzzling is the 
nonlinear response of structural lattices based on tensegrity units, which may gradually change 
their elastic response from stiffening to softening through the modification of mechanical, 
geometrical, and prestress variables [3]-[5]. The present study investigates the propagation of 
mechanical waves in tensegrity lattices with elastic stiffening response. The presented results 
highlight that such systems support compressive solitary waves and the unusual reflection of 
waves on material interfaces [3]. The analyzed structures may serve as actuators or sensors 
generating and/or receiving solitary waves from host media, with the aim of targeting localized 
defects or monitoring the mechanical properties of materials and structures [6]. 
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We investigate the periodic orbits of a ball repeatedly bouncing on a flexible beam with hinged-
hinged boundary conditions. The impact is described by the simple model presented in [1]. Between
successive impacts of the ball, the beam profile and the ball trajectory follow a free dynamics; the
beam profile is either known (in absence of ball-beam coupling) or governed by the usual beam
equation on which we impose hinged-hinged boundary conditions (in presence of coupling); the ball
follows the usual parabolic trajectory. We begin by exploring the case of a static beam, in which
case a manifold of periodic solutions exists when the ball falls from rest at any point on the beam.
Figure 1(a) shows the horizontal position of the ball as a function of time and figure 1(b) shows the
mass trajectory (red line) for the periodic solution with initial condition at x0 = 0.2.
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Figure 1: (a) Horizontal coordinate of the mass x(t) for the case of a static beam with x0 = 0.2, h =
2.27243 and (b) trajectory of the mass (red line), (x(t), z(t)).

In the following step, we consider a beam vibrating with a known time dependence and with a
given frequency, (either taken as a free parameter or coincident with one of the beam’s eigenfre-
quencies). We see that orbits starting close to a given periodic orbit remain close to it. Suitable
phase-space projections show evidence of multiple periodic motion in a wide range of the beam’s
frequency. Finally, we examine the case of a fully coupled system, in which the vibration modes of
the beam are affected by the impacts.
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Condition monitoring of wind turbine gearboxes has attracted an impressive amount of attention
in the wind energy literature [1]. This happens on one side for practical issues: it is estimated
that wind turbines unavailability time is of the order of the 3% of the lifetime [2] and that gearbox
damages account for at least the 20% of it. On the other side, the condition monitoring of gear-based
mechanical systems undergoing non-stationary operation is scientifically challenging.

On these grounds, the present work is devoted to the diagnosis of gearbox damages through a
novel approach, designed exclusively for this study, based on on-site measurements and data post-
processing. The main point of this method is the relatively easy repeatability, also for wind turbine
practitioners, and its low impact on wind turbine operation: actually, the measuring site is not the
gearbox, but it is instead the tower. Longitudinal and transversal accelerations are measured inside
the tower at 7 and 2 meters above the ground.

A real test case has been considered: a multi mega-watt wind turbine sited in Italy and owned by
the Renvico company (www.renvicoenergy.com). Measurements have been collected at the target
wind turbine, where the fault was supposed (on the grounds of oil particle counting) to be occurring,
and at two reference wind turbines, that were supposed to be healthy. The data have been sub-
sequently processed through a multivariate Novelty Detection algorithm in the feature space. The
application of this algorithm is justified by univariate statistical tests of variance (ANOVA) on the
time-domain features selected (root mean square, skewness, kurtosis, peak value, crest factor) and
by a visual inspection of the dataset via Principal Component Analysis.

The main result of this work is that the novelty index [3] based on time-domain features (as for
example the Mahalanobis distance), computed from the accelerometric signals acquired inside the
turbine tower, proves to be suitable to highlight a damaged condition in the wind turbine gearbox,
which can be then successfully monitored.

This system is non-invasive with respect to wind turbine operation and the results of this study
support that it can, in principle, enable to monitor also the damage evolution in time, establishing the
foundations for further works on prognostics, which could optimize the wind turbines maintenance
regimes, ensuring higher reliability and minimal down times.
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Vibration based damage detection methods are typically used in Structural Health Monitoring to 
keep track of the deterioration and identify the presence of damage in civil structures by 
monitoring features extracted from their vibration response [1-3]. 
This paper addresses the problem of identifying structural damage affecting one element of a steel 
truss. The purpose is to detect damages and defects in relation to their magnitude, location and 
extension. A planar model of a damaged steel truss is used to illustrate the procedure. 
The direct problem is addressed by FEM, proposing the local stiffness of a damaged truss element. 
A modal identification was first implemented to obtain dynamic characteristics: natural 
frequencies, damping ratio and mode shape. The global modes were identified by operative modal 
analysis (OMA). 
Damage is described as a reduction of the truss cross section, and defined in terms of its 
magnitude, extent and position. Moreover, a damaged element stiffness matrix has been derived 
and implemented within of a classical FEM procedure to obtain a numerical model used to 
generate a pseudo-experimental dynamic structural response under environmental noise. Then, an 
Output-only modal analysis (Stochastic Subspace Identification [4]) will be carried out to extract 
and identify the main modal parameters related to both damage and undamaged truss system. 
Damage index will be defined to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed procedure. 
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Stability analysis of parametrically excited gyroscopic systems is a topic of both theoretical interest 
and practical importance in rotor dynamics. The role played by gyroscopic terms in this problem, 
however, has not been deeply investigated yet: actually, most studies that can be found in the 
literature contain wrong conclusions (periodic critical solutions with destabilizing effects caused by 
gyroscopic terms, as for instance in [1, 2]), due to an improper application of classical Bolotin’s 
method [3]. In the present work, therefore, a novel contribution is given aimed at clarifying gyros- 
copic effects on the stability of parametrically excited rotor systems, also considering and analysing 
the contextual and not negligible role played by both external (non– rotating) and internal (rotating) 
damping distributions.  

As case–study giving rise to a set of coupled differential Mathieu–Hill equations with both 
gyroscopic and damping terms, a balanced shaft is considered, modelled as a spinning Timoshenko 
beam loaded by oscillating axial end thrust and twisting moment, carrying additional inertial 
elements. After discretization of the equations of motion into a set of coupled ordinary differential 
Mathieu–Hill equations, stability of Floquet solutions is studied via harmonic balance method [4]. A 
numerical algorithm is then developed for computing global stability thresholds in presence of both 
gyroscopic and damping terms. The adopted formulation and numerical algorithm are suitable for 
application to a more general category of gyroscopic systems, including complex shape rotors in 
those cases in which properly condensed finite element models are available. 

The influence on stability of the main characteristic parameters of the shaft is analyzed with 
respect to frequency and amplitude of the external loads on stability charts in the form of Ince–Strutt 
diagrams. As a result, it has been demonstrated that gyroscopic terms produce substantial differences 
in both critical solutions and stability thresholds: the former are generally non–periodic limited– 
amplitude functions, and modifications induced on stability thresholds consist of shifts and merging 
of unstable regions, depending on the separation of natural frequencies into pairs of forward and 
backward values. 
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The model of viscoelastic body is considered. Specifically, a body is termed viscoelastic when-
ever its mechanical response is determined not only by the present status but also on its past history.
The classical viscoelasticity evolution problem is modelled via the linear integro-differential equa-
tion

utt = G(0)uxx +
∫ t

0

Ġ(t− τ)uxx(τ)dτ + f, (1)

in which the kernel G represents the relaxation function, u indicates the displacement while the
history of the material as well as an external force, if present, are included in the term f . The clas-
sical model, when a one-dimensional isotropic and homogeneous viscoelastic body is considered,
prescribes that the kernel G satisfies the conditions:
G ∈ L1(0, T ) ∩ C2(0, T ), Ġ ∈ L1(R+) , G(t) = G0 +

∫ t

0

Ġ(s) ds , G(∞) = lim
t→∞

G(t) (2)

where G(∞) > 0, Ġ(t) < 0, G̈(t) > 0, ∀t > 0. The attention is focussed on the relaxation function
G aiming to consider cases in which requirements it satisfies are weaker than (2).

Specifically, the case of G unbounded at the initial time t = 0 when Ġ /∈ L1(R+) is studied
[1, 2, 3]. When a magneto-viscoelasticity material is considered, coupling the magnetic effects with
the viscoelastic behaviour, both the regular classical case [4, 5] as well as the singular one [7] are
considered. A different generalisation of interest is G continuous, but not derivable [6].
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Nonlinear time history analysis represents the most appropriate structural analysis procedure to ac-
curately analyze seismically base-isolated structures since their dynamic response is typically gov-
erned by a system of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations of the second order in time
[1]. The selection of a suitable time integration method, required to numerically integrate the nonlin-
ear equilibrium equations, as well as of a phenomenological model, required to accurately describe
the hysteretic behavior of each seismic isolation bearing, plays a crucial role in performing such
analyses. Indeed, both the time integration method and the phenomenological model directly affect
the accuracy of the results and the computational burden of the analyses. This paper proposes an
efficient computational strategy obtained by combining an explicit structure-dependent time inte-
gration method and a novel phenomenological model. In particular, the proposed time integration
method, belonging to the Chang’s family of explicit methods [2], has excellent accuracy and stability
properties, does not require iterative procedures and, consequently, does not suffer from convergence
issues. The proposed hysteretic model, belonging to the more general class of uniaxial phenomeno-
logical models developed by Vaiana et al. [3], has an algebraic nature since the device restoring
force, representing the output variable of the model, is computed by solving an algebraic equation;
in addition, it is based on a set of only three parameters having a clear mechanical significance, and
it can be easily implemented in a computer program. Numerical accuracy and computational effi-
ciency of the proposed computational strategy are assessed by performing several nonlinear dynamic
analysis on base-isolated structures and comparing the results with those obtained by employing the
Newmark’s constant average acceleration method and the celebrated Bouc-Wen model [4].
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The description of the local behaviour through estimation of equilibria and their eigenvalues, Lya-
punov exponents and bifurcation analyses does not suffice to unveil the nature of a system with
competing solutions. Indeed, the possible occurrence of multistability requires the computation of
basins of attraction, by definition, the sets of possible initial conditions assuring specific responses
[1]. However, the computation of basins of attraction is useless without classifying and quantifying
both size and shape of the domains. In this perspective, the meaning of the dynamic integrity is to
predict the robustness of the attractors by means of different measures applied to their respective
basins. Coexisting in-well and out-of-well bounded solutions interacts bringing to a mutual erosion
of basins. Thus, a basin loses its safety, i.e. a desired dynamical response, if it presents a highly
intertwined structure and/or it is characterized by fractal boundaries.

In order to improve and generalize the more adopted existing integrity measures, namely the local
integrity measure and the integrity factor, their anisometric conjugates have been recently introduced
[2]. Non-equidistant measures account for inhomogeneous sensitivities of the dynamical system to
the state-space variables. Perturbations act differently between different coordinates in phase-space,
e.g. a more pronounced susceptibility can be observed on velocity rather than to displacement.
Standard integrity measures fail to catch this sensibility leading less confident and targeted iden-
tification of safe regions. Anisometric measures require anisometric parameters. They are ratios
between the sensibilities along different directions on the phase-space. The anisometric parameters
can be a priori fixed or can be deduced from the analysis of basins. The latter approach requires a
large computational effort and an ad hoc efficient hybrid-parallel implementation. Nevertheless, it
resolves for the different sensitivity of the system to specific perturbations as result of the evolution
of anisometric parameters.

This work aims at extracting useful information on the stability of a Duffing-like oscillator by
performing multiple anisometric integrity measures. We found that the rate of change of the safe
area in the anisometric parameter is an index of interwinding tongues. Furthermore, the sequen-
tial evaluation of anisometric integrity measures provides useful insights on the conformation of the
phase-space whereas sudden variations of the anisometric grade predicts the change in the orienta-
tion of the basin.
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The free propagation of elastic waves through periodic microstructures is generally accompanied 
by a transfer of mechanical energy [1]. The present study focuses on the energy transport related to 
dispersive waves propagating through the bidimensional microstructure of non-dissipative beam 
lattices [2]. The dynamic equations governing the linear dynamics of the periodic cell are reduced 
to the minimal space of lagrangian nodal coordinates. Within the framework of linear elasticity, 
multi-coupled interactions among adjacent cells are considered [3]. The linear eigenproblem 
characterizing the free undamped propagation of harmonic wave is formulated according to the 
Floquet-Bloch theory. The complete eigensolution associates the real-valued dispersion functions 
of the propagating elastic waves with the corresponding complex-valued waveforms. First, 
nondimensional quantities (polarization factors) are introduced to qualitatively distinguish and 
quantitatively assess the linear wave polarization, according to a proper energetic criterion [4]. 
Second, a vector variable related to the periodic cell is presented to describe the directional flux of 
mechanical energy, in analogy to the Umov-Poynting vector related to the material point in solid 
mechanics [5]. The physical-mathematical relations among the energy flux, the velocity of the 
energy transport and the group velocity are recognized. A multiparametric perturbation methods is 
employed to asymptotically approximate the wave polarization factors and the mechanical energy 
fluxes, up to the desired approximation order and independently of the model dimension. Finally, 
all the theoretical developments are successfully applied to the prototypical beam lattice 
characterized by a periodic tetrachiral microstructure. The possible physical occurrence and the 
proper mathematical treatment of pathological conditions (singularities) in the perturbation based 
solutions are discussed both for the fundamental dispersion properties (frequencies and 
waveforms) and for the derived dispersion quantities (energy fluxes and velocities). 
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Diffusion in inhomogeneous media is often modeled by means of Fick’s equation

c
∂u

∂t
= ∇ · (D(x)∇u) , (1)

where u is the scalar density field and D is the diffusivity coefficient, that is a positive scalar or more
in general a matrix. The coefficient c > 0 represents a capacity. It is known in the literature [1,2]
that an alternative, in some cases closer to physical reality, is Fokker-Planck’s equation

c
∂u

∂t
= ∇ · ∇(D(x)u) . (2)

In this talk, we report on some recent results concerning the interplay of the two models in cases
when they interact in a finely mixed environment. This means that the the regions where either
equation applies are interspersed, and however the coefficients D and c may oscillate. Our approach
essentially relies on the methods of homogenization theory of partial differential equations and is
aimed at gaining a clearer insight on the applicability of the two models.
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In this study we focus on the non-linear dynamic behavior of a two degree of freedom 

mechanical system, in which a simple superstructure (mass-spring system) is subjected to seismic 

base excitation. In order to provide a certain degree of base isolation, a non-linear viscoelastic 

Rubber-Layer Roller Bearing (RLRB) [1] is interposed between the ground and the superstructure 

(see Fig. 1). The viscoelastic contact mechanics between the rigid cylinders and the rubber layer is 

firstly investigate, allowing to 

determine the non-linear damping 

behavior of the RLRB device. Then, 

the non-linear dynamics of the 

whole system is studied in the 

framework of periodic excitations. 

We show the effect of both the 

excitation frequency, the relaxation 

time of the RLRB viscoelastic 

material, and the rigid cylinder 

distance. Indeed, depending on the 

specific parameters, the operating 

condition of the system may lay on 

the descending portion of the 

damping curve, thus entailing 

strongly non-linear vibrational 

behavior. Moving from these 

results, we performed an extensive 

study by reproducing numerically 

the ground vibration of the Central 

Italy 2016 earthquake main shock [2]. By opportunely tuning the viscoelastic and geometrical 

parameters of the RLRB device, we optimized the RLRB damping behavior with respect to the 

maximum value and root-mean-square value of the absolute acceleration of the superstructure. 

Further, by comparing the non-linear system performance to that of an equivalent linear system 

(where the non-linear viscoelastic rolling damping is replaced by a linear viscous one), we show 

that significantly advantages can be achieved by relying on non-linear RLRB damping.  
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Figure 1 – The physical and lumped parameters systems, 

together with the optimized superstructure displacement 
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A closed-form solution based on the Reddy third-order shear deformation plate theory is 
proposed for the buckling of both flat and stiffened plates, with simply supported on two opposite 
edges. The equations governing the critical behaviour considering the full Green-Lagrange strain 
tensor and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor are derived using the principle of minimum 
potential energy. The general Levy-type approach is employed, and the accuracy and effectiveness 
of the proposed formulation is validated through direct comparison with analytical and numerical 
results available in the literature. The parametric analyses performed for different geometrical 
ratios show that the von Kármán hypothesis holds only for thin flat plates whereas it can 
significantly overestimate buckling loads for stiffened plates, for which the buckling mode entails 
comparable in-plane and out-of-plane displacements.  
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A great part of the Italian built heritage is constituted of historic masonry towers. Such structures, 

due to their intrinsic slenderness, are prone to seismic risk and, like every historic structure, exhibit 

many constructive aspects which are difficult to be estimated from a numerical point of view. 

Among the most common: the restraint condition at their base is not exactly clear as they are often 

embedded in other buildings (such as churches bell-towers); the material behavior can’t be simply 

identified as the masonry walls are often multi-leaf, made of three layers, each one with different 

mechanical characteristics, etc. In this paper, with the aim to include most of the sources of 

uncertainties, to assess the seismic risk of historic masonry towers a probabilistic approach is 

presented. The probabilistic framework, originally introduced by Gusella [1], is herein discussed 

through a specific case study: the Torre Grossa of San Gimignano [2].  

In a first part of the paper some experimental results, accelerations of some level of the tower 

under ambient noise, are employed to identify a numerical model. Subsequently the identified 

numerical model is employed to perform non-linear time history analyses which constitute the basis 

for the evaluation of the tower collapse probability. 
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With the aim to answer to the question about what is the correct notion for curvature to
adopt in constitutive relationships, a geometrically exact beam model is deduced in [1] by
stipulating a relation between one- and three-dimensional formulations, and the possibil-
ity to derive a hierarchy of approximated models from it is explored in [2]. A simplified
model concerning only transverse displacements is analyzed in [3] and a total lagrangian
finite element approach is proposed in [4] to numerically integrate the whole set of partial
differential equations of motion. The present contribution, following [5], is focused on an-
alytical developments, based on the method of multiple scales [6]. In particular, to draw
the frequency-response curves, the exact partial differential equations are analyzed around
frequencies corresponding to certain natural bending modes. Findings, whenever possible,
are compared with existing literature results.
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Tower buildings are very complex systems from a structural point of view. Their detailed design 

requires the formulation of three-dimensional (3-D) finite element models. Mono-dimensional 

reduced models are extremely useful in the preliminary design of a new building, as well as for a 

simplified assessment of the building performances (e.g., wind-induced response). Based on reduced 

models, simplified analytical procedures for the estimate of their modal properties have been 

proposed in the literature [1, 2, 3]. 

The authors have introduced an equivalent shear-shear-torsional beam model able to reproduce, 

in an approximate way, the dynamic behaviour of 3-D shear-type structures [4, 5]. However, slender 

buildings may involve significant global flexural deformation. Thus, a continuous equivalent 

Timoshenko linear beam model embedded in a 3-D space has been recently formulated [6]. The 

constitutive law of the beam is defined based on the equivalence of the elastic energy of the building 

generic cell with the strain energy of the equivalent Timoshenko beam. A coupled elastic law is thus 

obtained, with coefficients defined as functions of the stiffness of the different elements connecting 

the rigid floors delimiting the sample cell. The proposed equivalent model is able to describe mixed 

behaviours, including Euler-Bernoulli and shear-type models as limit cases. 

In this paper, the ability of the equivalent Timoshenko beam model in reproducing the dynamic 

characteristics of tower buildings, including natural frequencies and mode shapes, is investigated. 

Dealing with symmetric structures, the modal properties of the equivalent beam are estimated 

analytically. When the disposal of the resisting elements is non-symmetric, the boundary value 

problem for the modal analysis of the equivalent beam is solved numerically. The dynamic 

characteristics of the equivalent model are compared with numerical results from detailed finite 

element models of the building. 
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Flutter stability analysis of long-span bridges is usually conducted as a damped complex 

eigenvalue analysis, where the aeroelastic (self-excited or motion-dependent) forces acting on the 

bridge deck are expressed as linear functions of deck’s displacements and velocities [1]. In most 

practical applications, among the general three aeroelastic forces of drag, lift, and pitching 

moment, only the latter two are of interest, the former being of little importance for dynamic 

stability. However, it has been shown [2] that, for very long-span bridges like the case of the 

Akashi Kaikyo bridge – the current world record for a single span – all the three components must 

be taken into account to correctly predict the flutter wind velocity. 

The present study aimed at investigating the role played by the description of the drag 

component on the predicted flutter velocity (and frequency) of very long-span suspension bridges. 

The Akashi Kaikyo bridge was selected as a benchmark. To the purpose, a detailed finite element 

model of the central span of the bridge was implemented in ANSYS. The user-defined element 

Matrix 27 [3] was incorporated in the model to define the nodal aeroelastic forces by means of 

element aerodynamic stiffness and damping matrices. Flutter analyses were thus run considering 

the following descriptions of the wind aerodynamic actions: 

1) lift, moment and drag all unsteady (motion-dependent); 

2) lift and moment unsteady, drag steady (motion-independent); 

3) lift and moment unsteady, no drag.  

The finite element results were compared with those obtained by an in-house MATLAB code 

based on a semi-analytic continuum model. The latter includes flexural-torsional second-order 

effects induced by steady drag force in the bridge equations of motion, in addition to the unsteady 

lift and moment actions. 

For the analyzed case, the results confirmed that including the drag force is, in facts, necessary 

to correctly estimate the flutter velocity, but also indicated that good predictions can be obtained 

by combining steady drag together with unsteady lift and moment: in fact, flutter analyses in the 

cases 1) and 2) gave comparable results. 
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The linear aeroelastic behavior of horizontal, suspended, shallow, iced cables is analyzed via a con-
tinuous model taking into account both external and internal damping [1, 2]. Quasi-steady aerody-
namic forces are considered, including the static contribution (i.e., mean wind force). This latter
induces a rotation of the cable (static swing) around the line connecting the suspension points, to-
gether with a deformation of the initial equilibrium profile under self-weight [3].

First, by using perturbation methods, the nontrivial equilibrium configuration is determined as
a nonlinear function of the wind velocity. Then, the motion is linearized around the nontrivial
equilibrium and, consequently, the spectral properties of the cable, as modified by the static forces,
are analyzed by exactly solving a coupled boundary value problem. In particular, the behavior of
the cable close to the crossover points is investigated. Finally, the wind critical value at which
bifurcation takes place is determined by solving a boundary value problem in the complex field.

Numerical investigations are carried out to detect the influence of the static force on the aeroe-
lastic phenomenon, both in non-resonance and in-resonance cases.
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The large amplitude vibrations of thin polymeric cylindrical shell subjected to thermal gradient 
across the thickness direction are experimentally analyzed. The temperature gradient effects on the 
shell dynamic behavior are investigated. 
Shells are widely used in many fields of Structural Engineering. In the middle of the XX century, 
in particular thanks to the aerospace industry, a great effort was done in order to understand the 
dynamic behavior of this kind of structures (see [1]). Recent works on shells, such as [2], confirm 
the great interest of the scientific community on that complex subject, that is far from being fully 
known. 
In this paper, taking advantage of the test setup and findings of [3-5], a shell that carries a top mass 
and clamped on its base, has been harmonically excited in the longitudinal direction. 
When the structure is axially excited by a harmonic forcing with forcing frequency close to the 
natural frequency of the first axisymmetric vibration mode, the interaction between the top mass 
and the shell leads to a parametric excitation and instability arises: a severe top mass dynamic 
phenomena occurs (saturation of the axial acceleration) and large lateral vibrations take place (see 
[6]). 
The aim of the present research is to clarify the role of the temperature gradient in emphasizing the 
nonlinear dynamics of the shells when subjected to a resonant forcing. 
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Innovations in structures and new materials are nowadays pointing out through lighter structures 
that are replacing traditional designs and materials: structures made of composite materials and 
metal	alloys are more and more used in many industrial fields from aerospace industry to 
automotive industry, together with smart materials that allow to control and modify the dynamic 
properties of the structures as piezoceramic macro fiber composites (MFC) patches or 
electroactive polymers. Experimental studies in nonlinear dynamics play a key role and have an 
important implication to validate numerical and theoretical models and to highlight and discover 
complex behaviors of mechanical systems and structures [1]. 
The	effect	of	the	combination	of	electroactive	polymers	within	a	composite	plate	has	been	
experimental	studied	and	results	will	be	presented;	the	incorporation	of	soft	materials	[2],	
like	rubbers,	biomaterials	or	polymers,	in	composite	structure	makes	more	important	to	
provide	experimental	results	due	to	the	intrinsic	nonlinear	properties	and	their	innovative	
applications.	This	study	profits	from	previous	works	and	experimental	techniques	[3-5]	
investigated	by	the	present	research	group	to	deeply	analyze	the	dynamic	properties	of	a	
composite	plate	combined	with	smart	materials	in	three	configurations:	I)	a	single	carbon	
fiber	composite	plate,	II)	a	composite	plate	with	piezoceramic	(MFC)	actuator	and	sensor	
patches	and	III)	a	composite	plate	with	MFC	patches	and	variable	stiffness	polymeric	layer.	
A	comparison	in	the	three	configurations	will	be	presented	and	results	shown.	 	 	
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The present paper is focused on the random vibrations of circular cylindrical shells subjected to 
thermal gradients across the shell thickness; the investigation is fully experimental.  The topic is of 
practical interest in many engineering fields such as: Aerospace, Automotive, Civil, Nuclear. Indeed, 
in real environments the excitations are likely non deterministic, moreover, extreme thermal 
conditions can cause differences of temperature inside and outside the shell, e.g. thermal exchangers. 
Due to the importance of the subject the literature on shell vibration is extremely wide, it is not 
analyzed here for the sake of brevity; however, it is to note that the number of papers containing 
experimental results is not large. 
When a system is excited with random forcing one generally expects a random response of the 
system, the statistical properties of the random response are correlated with the forcing through the 
transfer function in the case of linear systems, or more complicated relationships in the case of 
nonlinear systems. However, in some particular conditions (e.g. internal resonances, parametric 
resonances, ...) the presence of a nonlinearity in the systems can give rise to a surprising 
phenomenon, said synchronicity or entrainment (see [1,2]), which consists in a response made of a 
combination of random and harmonic signals. 
In this work a shell subjected to a random base excitation is analyzed experimentally, the excitation 
is random (flat or limited frequency band). The work take advantage from previous setup and 
experimental techniques [3-5] developed by the present research team. The phenomenon of 
synchronicity is clearly observed for some particular thermal conditions: a strong transfer of energy 
from a broad band excitation signal to an almost harmonic response is experimentally observed, 
confirming the general findings of refs. [1,2]. 
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Moving-load problems are very important in several engineering systems. The moving force model
is still widely used in both scientific and technical field for its relevance and ease of use; it is often
sufficient to deal with problems of practical interest. The nonlinear behavior induced by moving
loads has been addressed in several areas (e.g, [1], [2]) but rarely for nonlinear taut strings.

The taut string is an idealized model of cable with evanescent sag. It is quite accurate when the
natural length of the cable is smaller than the distance between the suspension points (i.e., prestressed
cables). In engineering problems the geometric non-linearity of taut strings is usually addressed for
specific objectives such as the possibility of overcoming the critical velocity (e.g., [3]), otherwise
it is usually neglected. On the other hand, the dynamics of nonlinear strings seems important to
applied mathematics (e.g., [4]). Similar problems are dealt with in the field of traveling tensioned
strings.

Classic perturbation solutions are able to describe weakly nonlinear dynamics only [5], charac-
terized by low values of the parameters governing the problems, i.e. the coefficient of cable elasticity,
the magnitude of the load and its speed. A change of variable involving the nonlinear quasi-static
response allows to overcome the problem by defining new equations of motion in an incremental
dynamic variable. Fulfilling the hypothesis of loading velocity far enough from the critical value,
this work studies the dynamic behavior of the system in terms of the dynamic increment variable,
even in the presence of strong nonlinearities, through different time scales (as, e.g., in the Multiple
Scale Methods). A perturbation solution in the framework of the WKB approximation is being de-
veloped; comparisons with numerical solutions are performing using literature values for the model
parameters.
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Vortex-induced vibrations (VIVs) caused by wind are known since ancient times and constitute 
the main component of the across-wind response of slender structures. Lock-in phenomenon (e.g., 
[1]) usually happens in lightweight and low-damped structures, violating the Strouhal law over a 
specific range of wind speed and leading to oscillations of remarkable amplitude. In 1983 Vickery 
and Basu [2] proposed a fluid-elastic model able to predict the across-wind response of structures 
with circular cross-section, successfully reproducing the lock-in phenomenon. This model has 
subsequently been adopted by several codes of practice to evaluate the structural response to VIV. 
While this model has been adequately verified for prismatic structures (although considerable 
uncertainties remain in its application, e.g. [3]), not many are the works focused on tapered 
structures, including tapered circular cylinders. Concerning realistic Reynolds numbers for civil 
structures, the most complete and documented work about non-prismatic structures remains the 
one developed by Vickery and Clark [4] in 1975.  

The present paper presents the results of a study conducted on a 1.5 m tall tapered circular 
cylinder (8% of taper ratio), carried out by both an extensive wind tunnel campaign and through 
the implementation of a suitable analytical model. The VIV response of the model has been 
investigated using a purposely mounted accelerometer mounted inside the wind tunnel model, a 
hot-wire anemometer placed at four different heights in the wake behind the model and through 
the installation of four rings of pressure sensors around the bottom third of the structure. In 
uniform smooth flow conditions, the maximum experimental response occurs when the shedding 
frequency at almost one quarter of the height of the structure is equal to the natural frequency of 
the model. The measured drag coefficients are lower than values reported in the literature for 
circular cylinders at those Reynolds numbers. The results are critically discussed and the outcome 
of a detailed numerical implementation of the Vickery-Basu model [3] – suitably calibrated to 
simulate the results dictated by the physics of the wind tunnel campaign – is presented. 
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The stick-slip phenomenon is a jerking motion that may occur when two objects are forced to 

slide with friction over each other. There are many situations in which this motion can be observed 

in practice, for example, between the components of different kinds of seismic protection systems, 

such as the slabs of some friction dampers or the sliding elements of some base isolation systems 

[1-3]. Such systems are generally designed to work in a smooth and flawless manner. However, it 

cannot be excluded that in particular situations undesired jerking motions may develop. These 

kinds of situations are widespread in all areas of engineering and may result in very complex 

nonlinear dynamic behavior even when only a small number of degrees of freedom are involved. 

Over the years, several investigations have been conducted to better understand the dynamic 

behavior of systems in which two components are forced to slide with friction over each other, the 

ultimate objective being to identify conditions that may disrupt their proper functioning and 

optimize their performance. The body of literature on this particular topic may be subdivided into 

two main categories. The first is represented by numerical studies performed by means of finite 

element models. The second approach, to which this work belongs, is conducted via simplified 

models which regard the considered system as a mechanical system endowed with a small number 

of degrees of freedom. 

A simple scheme for problems of this kind consists of a rigid block connected elastically to a 

rigid support, while its base is in contact with a moving rough surface. Both the support and 

surface can be assigned a prescribed motion. Despite its apparent simplicity, this model can 

provide some useful indications on the main features of many interesting physical systems. This 

contribution illustrates an analytical study conducted to better understand the nonlinear dynamic 

behavior of systems of this kind, with the objective of identifying the conditions that may disrupt 

their proper functioning. In particular, the equations of motion are solved analytically, the sticking 

and sliding phases are studied, the influence on the solution of some of the system main 

parameters is investigated, and some typical long-term responses of the system are discussed. 

Lastly, some results obtained by means of an expressly developed numerical procedure are 

illustrated. 
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Dynamic substructuring represents one of the most used tool in engineering to design very complex
structures and, preliminarily, to analyse their response in different situations. This procedure was
first outlined by Craig and Bampton [1] and then improved during the following years [2], thus
now it can be implemented for the resolution of many kinds of problems, either in coupling of
substructures to get the behaviour of the coupled system (direct problem) or in decoupling the whole
system to analyse in detail one of its subcomponents (inverse problem). It is very efficient since only
the dynamic information of the subsystems at the connecting points are needed to obtain reliable
results. Moreover, it allows to represent each substructure with a differet type of model that can be
experimental, theoretical or numerical. Classical substructuring methods are well assessed for linear
problems. However, in real cases nonlinearities can play a significant role, thus some modifications
are necessary to account for the nonlinear behaviour in the substructuring scheme.

The objective of this work is to study what happens when two linear systems are connected
through a nonlinear junction, as it can be for two beams with a joint. In order to account for the
substructure nonlinearities, Nonlinear Normal Modes (NNMs) are used. They were introduced by
Rosenberg [3] and they represent the periodic response of a conservative nonlinear system which is
characterized by energy dependent frequency and amplitudes. The proposed method looks for the
NNMs of the nonlinear connecting element, and use them to perform a modal reduction of the sus-
tructure. The NNMs of the complete structure are obtained by coupling the two linear substructures
with the nonlinear connecting one [4]. This work focuses in analysing lumped parameters models,
thus having finite number of linear and nonlinear modes. This model represents a broad range of
situations, in which the systems are approximated by a truncated set of modes. Furthermore, some
analyses are performed considering more than one connection between the two substructures being
coupled. This is closer to the real case considering that in general the conjunction between structures
happens in more than one point. The results obtained with this method will be compared with the
benchmark data for the complete structure to prove its reliability and efficiency.
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A one-dimensional equivalent beam model, embedded in a three-dimensional space, is developed 
for buckling analysis of beam-like structures [1,2], i.e. grilled cylinder, made by a periodic and 
specifically designed three-dimensional assembly of beams. 

It is assumed that the micro-structure is composed of two families of beams, one of which is 
parallel to the cylinder axis and the other belonging to the cross-section plane. The arrangement of 
the second families of beams consists in a rectangular pattern reinforced by diagonal bracing 
elements. 

The equivalent Timoshenko beam model is developed via a direct approach, and the 
constitutive law is deduced through an energy equivalence [3,4]. This latter takes into account for 
the prestress effect by means of a geometric term, representing the work done by the pretension of 
the fundamental state in the second order component of the deformation. The formulation of the 
constitutive law generalizes the results shown in [5] for the case of uniform compression of 
beam-like structures. 

Also the warping of the cross-section caused by shear is taken into account in the equivalent 
model by defining a suitable corrective factor of the true cross-section area.  

The bifurcation analysis for the case of uniformly and not-uniformly compressed 
micro-structured beams, under different boundary conditions, is then addressed and numerical 
results concerning the equivalent model are compared with 3D finite element analyses. Results 
given by the equivalent model are shown to be in a good agreement with that obtainable via much 
more cumbersome finite-element analyses. Different buckling modes [6], including local, 
Timoshenko- and Euler-like, are detected as a function of mechanical and geometrical parameters 
of the grilled cylinder. Finally, some conclusions and perspectives are drawn. 
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A one-dimensional equivalent beam model, embedded in a three-dimensional space, is developed 
for static and dynamic analyses of beam-like structures. These are grilled cylinders, i.e. 
micro-structured bodies, made by a periodic and specifically designed three-dimensional assembly 
of beams. 

The micro-structure of the cylinder is composed of two families of beams: (i) those parallel to 
its axis; (ii) those lying in the plane of the cross-section. These latter are arranged in a rectangular 
orthogonal pattern which, moreover, is reinforced through bracing diagonal elements, thus 
entailing the in-plane indeformability of the cross-section. 

A Timoshenko beam model (coarse model) is formulated in the framework of the direct 1D 
approach, while the constitutive law is determined by a homogenization procedure [1-3]. A linear 
constitutive equation is obtained, with axial force coupled with bending and shear force coupled 
with torsion. The assumption of rigid cross-section is analogous to that of paper [4], where a tower 
building model is considered as a periodic system with rigid floors connected by deformable 
vertical elements. 

In order to consider the warping of the cross-section caused by shear, the concept of shear 
factor, or shear area, is introduced; accordingly, a corrective factor of the true cross-section area is 
determined, which springs from equating the elastic potential energy of the refined model and that 
of the coarse model, once the same macroscopic displacement is given. 

The limits of applicability of the equivalent model are discussed with reference to the linear 
static and dynamic responses of some micro-structured beams, taken as case-studies, for which 
both analytical and numerical tools are used. Numerical results obtained by the equivalent model 
are compared with 3D finite element analyses, in order to show to effectiveness of the former. 
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Cables are weakly damped light structures, and therefore prone to galloping. This aeroelastic 
phenomenon is triggered by a wind flow acting on cylinders of non-circular cross-sections, as 
shallow iced cables. The structure is modeled as a self-excited dynamical system, in which the 
excitation is represented, in the linear field and according to the quasi-static theory, by forces 
proportional to the structural velocity.  

When the system possesses just one degree of freedom (d.o.f.) [1], the critical velocity is 
determined by the condition the total damping is zero. When, however, the system has more than 
one d.o.f. [1,2], an eigenvalue analysis has to be carried out. Such an analysis is not so easy when 
an analytical model is employed. In contrast, such a model is useful to obtain closed-form 
expressions, able to throw light on the bifurcation mechanism.  

In this work a linear continuous one-dimensional model of cable [3], embedded in the 
three-dimensional space, is adopted. The aim is to generalize the results of [2], in which coupled 
translation galloping of sectional models of beams or strings, roughly describing along- and 
cross-wind motion interactions, is addressed. Generalization is referred to the following aspects: 
(i) a cable is considered, in which in-plane and out-of-plane frequencies are mutually related; (ii) a 
continuous model is adopted, in which coupling involves more than two modes of the 
finite-dimensional system. 

 The cable is assumed to be externally and internally damped, according to the Rayleigh 
model, and the aerodynamic forces are described through the quasi-static theory. The exact 
galloping modes are determined through a semi-analytical approach, by solving a coupled 
two-field linear boundary value problem. Then, in order to obtain qualitative information on the 
role of the out-of-plane component, a perturbation procedure is applied to investigate galloping in 
non-resonant, 1:1 resonant and 1:1:1 resonant conditions, reproducing all the occurrence for a 
shallow cable spectrum. It is found that coupling can lead to critical velocities either lower or 
higher than those predicted by the simplified planar model. Moreover, the character real or 
complex of the galloping mode is discussed. 
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There is a growing interest from the railway administration in the safety standards of the ralway 
transport; among the various issues which concern the safety, one important point is to control the 
weight of travelling trains, in particular freight trains. This paper deals with the solution of the 
inverse problem of determining the weight of a train using the measurements of the response of a 
railway to the passing train. In particular, it is convenient to acquire the rail response through 
measurements of strains of the rail; to this scope fiber optic strain gauges are used since they are a 
measurement system which is quite a low cost, easy to set up and readable from a distance. 

First, the direct problem is solved: the response of the rail due to travelling loads is investigated. 
The model of the rail is the one-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam with constant geometrical and 
mechanical properties, resting on a linear elastic foundation with viscous damping and subjected 
to a Dirac delta load travelling at constant speed. Under these assumptions an analytical expression 
of the solution is obtained, which permits to describe the sensitivity of the response to the main 
mechanical parameters. Since strains are the measured quantities in the experimental campaign, 
the time-histories of curvatures are derived and overall compared to their experimental 
counterpart, showing the ability of the model to describe the real phenomenon. It can therefore be 
a reliable interpretative model to be used in the successive identification phase. 

As a second step, the inverse problem of identifying the time-history of loads for a given 
time-history of measured strains is addressed. The solution of the inverse problem is set up as a 
minimization problem where the objective function is based on the difference between the 
experimental and the model response time-histories. Notwithstanding the direct problem is linear, 
the inverse problem based on the observed response quantities is strongly nonlinear and the 
solution is pursued by numerical techniques, which must take into account the ill-conditioning 
character of the problem. 

The procedure proposed is finally applied to experimental strains recorded on the foot of a rail on 
a stretch of line run by freight trains moving with low constant speed. The identified 
time-hystories of loads furnishes an optimal estimate of the train weights; for a selected number of 
trains, these weights are compared to those declared by the carrier, providing satisfactory results. 
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The use of light membrane structures is continuously growing, thanks to their many interesting char-
acteristics: lightness, easiness and velocity of installation, adaptability, ability to cover large empty
spaces etc. Membrane structures include tenso-structures, which are self-standing membranes whose
form is determined by the equilibrium of self-stresses (form-finding), and tendo-structures, that have
a bearing skeleton constituted by light metallic elements to which the membrane is attached. From
an engineering point of view, in the design of these structures dead loads and seismic loads have
almost no influence, while the most important external actions are those due to non conservative
loads (atmospheric water, snow), and to the interaction with air flow. Strong wind is one of the main
cause of failure of these structures.

In petrochemical facilities tendo-structures, employed for temporary uses, need to resist to vapor
cloud explosions that can happen in the vicinity of the tent. Such explosions generate a blast wave
characterized by a peak pressure and by an impulse energy, that, upon impact, interacts with the
structure yielding fast dynamic actions [1]. Although the metallic skeleton usually has a vibration
period much greater than the duration of the blast, the same is not true for the tent, whose eigenperi-
ods are of the same order or even smaller than the duration of the blast. The analysis of the structure
response needs then to accurately account for the interaction between the fluid and the membrane.

Very few analyses of this type are present in the literature, and even fewer are the experimental
evidences. Designers can employ simplified procedures like those recommended by the API 756
[2], that suggest to perform dynamic analyses for a range of simplified load conditions. It appears,
however, that the actions on the structure are largely overestimated, and, in addition, the effects of
the wave passing through the membrane are not analysed, while they can be critical for the safety
assessment of the employees working within the facility.

The paper aims to give contributions on some of the open questions indicated. Within the sim-
plified models proposed by API 756, a comparison will be presented between the response of the
structure disregarding the dynamic behaviour of the external membrane, and the response calculated
considering the interaction between the membrane and the metallic frame. An implicit non linear
fast dynamic analysis will be carried out, with consideration on the stability of the time step.

Similar procedures can be used for light tenso-structres subjected to strong wind, since the wind
pressure on the membrane strongly depends on the shape of the membrane, which is, on its own,
strongly influenced by the loads. A procedure suggested in [3] will be used for generating non sta-
tionary wind actions.
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Although dynamic substructuring is typically applied to time-invariant systems [1], an interesting
subset of time variant systems is represented by those built from time-invariant component sub-
systems subjected to time-variant coupling conditions. For such systems, the classical techniques
developed for time invariant systems can be adapted with few modifications. Typical examples of
such time variant systems are those encountered in contact problems (e.g. when a sliding velocity ex-
ists between two contacting bodies). The analysis of contact problems in the framework of dynamic
substructuring can provide interesting results with relatively low computational effort. For instance,
the macroscopic analysis of the time-frequency behaviour of bodies in relative sliding with friction
can benefit of the substructuring approach. Since time-variant coupling conditions are involved, the
time domain approach is the most appropriate.

The general framework for dynamic substructuring can be extended to time-variant coupling
conditions. Specifically, time-variant coupling conditions due to a sliding contact are considered by
introducing time dependent compatibility and equilibrium conditions. The sliding contact can be
without or with friction. With friction, the set of degrees of freedom to which equilibrium condi-
tions apply includes tangential directions at the contact interface, which are not considered in the
compatibility conditions because of sliding. This is in fact a non collocated interface as defined in
decoupling problems [2, 3]. In previous works [4, 5] the problem was tackled using both primal
and dual assembly in the time domain. Singularity problems arising in dual assembly were avoided
by revisiting the forward increment Lagrange multipliers method [6]. Furthermore a time-frequency
approach was developed to obtain the Time Dependent Frequency Response Functions (TD-FRFs)
using dual assembly.

In this paper, the proposed approaches, previously applied to lumped parameters models, are
extended to a simple finite element model composed by two beams in sliding contact, under the
assumption that the relative sliding motion at the contact interfaces is known a-priori.
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Noise barriers for high-speed train lines are subjected to strong vibrations due to fluid pressure 

generated by moving trains [1]. The pressure dynamic signal is characterized by two main 

impulses, corresponding to the head and tail of the train, connected by oscillations of minor 

amplitude. The barriers, generally made of steel cantilever beams and panels of metal, concrete, or 

transparent material, sustain a large number of oscillation cycles with the passage of each train and 

become vulnerable to fatigue. 

In the vibration suppression field, it is common to connect the structure to be protected with an 

attachment, which has the role of absorbing part of the vibration energy of the excited primary 

structure, thus reducing vibration reduction. Different kinds of attachments have been suggested in 

recent years [2-4]. In this study a strategy is proposed to reduce the barrier vibrations by attaching 

a hysteretic vibration absorber to each column. The absorber is made of a light mass on rubber 

elements; it has the great advantage to combine in one element the elastic and dissipative 

characteristics of the device. 

For the numerical investigations the barrier is modelled as a generalized single degree of 

freedom system and the hysteretic absorber is described by the Bouc-Wen model. An optimal 

tuning of the hysteretic vibration absorber is necessary, due to the dependence of the stiffness and 

dissipative properties of nonlinear device on the oscillation amplitude. The design of the vibration 

absorber, calibrated to behave around the 1:1 internal resonance condition, is illustrated and the 

sensitivity analysis of its constitutive parameters is carried out for the optimal tuning with the train 

passage. To assess the effectiveness of the absorber in the mitigation of the vibration of the barrier, 

a performance index evaluated on the base of the rms of the response is considered. An 

investigation varying the train speed is carried out to evaluate the robustness of the control system 

to reduce the barrier vibrations. The results show that the absorber effectively reduces the 

amplitude and the number of vibration cycles in a wide range of train velocities. Experimental 

tests are underway and the results obtained till now look like encouraging on the effectiveness of 

hysteretic absorbers. 
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We study, via homogenization technique, the thermal properties of a composite material made up of
a hosting medium in which a periodic array of nano-particles is inserted. The microscopic inclusions
are assumed to be perfect heat conductors (i.e. they have infinite thermal conductivity). Indeed, in
practical applications, the heat conductivity of the inclusions is far larger than the one of the hosting
medium. These models are becoming increasingly important in the last years, due to the appearance
in the market of nano-engineered composite materials, produced with the purpose of increasing the
overall thermal conductivity. For example, this is the case in the packaging of electronic devices, in
which a rubber is used to encapsulate them and the need of an efficient heat dispersion justifies the
insertion of highly conductive inclusions into the rubber itself.

From a mathematical point of view, the problem reduces to a heat equation satisfied by the
temperature uε in the hosting medium, while on the boundary of the inclusions (i.e. on the interface
between the two different conductive phases) uε is assumed to be constant with respect to the space
variable and determined by a heat balance on the inclusions, taking into account the heat flux entering
the inclusions themselves. More precisely, on each interface Γεi, the temperature satisfies the non
standard boundary condition λuεt = 1

ε3

∫
Γεi

K∇uε · νεdσ, where λ is a strictly positive constant,
proportional to the specific heat capacity, K takes into account the diffusion properties of the hosting
medium and ε represents the characteristic length of the nano-particles.

The purpose of this investigation is to give a theoretical motivation of heuristic models used by
engineers in applications (see, for instance, [1, 2, 3, 4]).
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The pounding between adjacent systems can occur in different situations typical of civil 

engineering (base-isolated structures with limited seismic gap [1], equipment [2,3] or bridges). The 

acceleration spikes, produced by the impact, can damage acceleration-sensitive equipment or lead 

to severe structural damage. These side effects can be mitigated inserting dissipative and 

deformable shock absorbers (bumpers) between the colliding systems, thus reducing the impact 

stiffness. In this work, the problem was studied considering a base-isolated 

single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system impacting against two symmetrically arranged bumpers, 

under harmonic base excitation [4-6]. Using a shaking table, a parametric experimental laboratory 

campaign was carried out, in which different values of peak table acceleration, total gap (distance 

between mass and bumpers) amplitude and different types of bumpers were considered. From the 

examination of some of the experimental results, it was possible to identify different scenarios that 

can occur varying the investigated parameters. These scenarios were found also numerically using 

a simplified nonlinear model, described in terms of dimensionless parameters. Although the model 

does not include all the nonlinearities involved in the real problem, some of the observations 

emerged analyzing the numerical results have found confirmation in the experimental outcomes.  
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In contemporary technological applications wide interest is devoted to microstructured materials,
characterized by the existence of an internal structure represented by material length parameters,
accounting for the distance between particles, the size of a grain, the length and distance of micro-
cracks, etc., that introduce a scale-dependence in the model governing equations. The mechanical
modeling of microstructured continua meets the main difficulty in accounting for the microscopic
features through suitable constitutive laws. This often calls for the need of non-classical (gener-
alized) continuum descriptions that can be considered as non-local models due to the presence of
internal length parameters and dispersion properties in wave propagation [1]. Within the class of im-
plicit non-local models, a multiscale approach has been presented and described in [2]. The method
consists in the description of the mechanical behavior of a continuum model, i.e. the macromodel,
and of a complex lattice model, representing the micromodel. The field variables at the two mate-
rial scales are linked via an energy equivalence criterion. The obtained model is characterized by the
presence of more field descriptors than the classical continuum, allowing to retain the memory of the
fine organization of the material. The presence of the microstructure plays an important role when
the dynamical behavior of these materials is investigated, especially in nowadays applications where
high frequency excitations are commonly used. In fact, when excitation wavelengths are comparable
with microstructure length, dispersion effects due to the microstructure reveal the multiscale nature
of the material [3]. Within this framework, a model of monodimensional bar of elastic material with
distributed stationary microcracks, derived from a generalized continuum formulation [2], has been
investigated in terms of free wave as well as forced wave propagation. The ensuing, coupled, balance
equations give rise to a higher-order dispersion wave equation as a function of the standard macro-
displacement and of the additional micro-displacement describing the microcracks. The analysis of
the dynamical response of the bar allows us to critically discuss the influence of the micromodel
descriptors, representing cracks density and length. The modification of these parameters entails de-
scription of bars under different levels of damage, and proves to be able to meaningfully alter shape,
velocity, and actual occurrence of propagating waves, with also significant distorting effects of the
macro-displacement response
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It is well-known that linear systems commonly experience synchronous modal oscillations. 

Modal synchronicity implies that all material points reach their maxima/minima at the same instants 

of time, so that in time the motion is fully characterised by a harmonic function, namely 𝑓𝑖(𝐫, 𝑡) =
𝑓𝑖(𝐫) sin(𝜔𝑖𝑡 + 𝜙𝑖), where 𝜔𝑖 stands for the i-th natural frequency. 

Nevertheless, it has been observed that such properties might no longer be valid, provided the 

so-called conditions for modal asynchronicity are met. This feature is evident when localised 

vibrations occur. For such modes, a part of the structure is at rest, which is equivalent to say that on 

that part at least one frequency is null. Following this line of though, localised modes have been 

found in a number of discrete linear systems, such as the ones referred to in [1]. A continuous beam 

under varying normal force has also been regarded [2]. In the latter one, when localisation was 

imposed in the form of quasi-Bessel modes, it was not possible to guarantee continuity of rotation at 

the boundary between the localized vibration region and the one at rest. In other words, it was not an 

exact example of asynchronous mode, although it was asynchronous from an engineering point of 

view, since displacements were very small in a part of the structure. 

In this work, we seek for a continuous system that exhibits a truly exact asynchronous mode. 

With this in mind, we address a simply-supported beam with a cantilever extension, with a TMD 

attached in a certain position. Such a system is described by three differential equations, with 12 

boundary conditions and 12 unknowns. After conditions for modal asynchronicity are imposed, so 

that the cantilever part does not move, the system is reduced to eight unknows and nine boundary 

conditions. The remaining condition is imposed by properly choosing the TMD’s mass or stiffness, 

this leading to the searched asynchronous mode. Finally, we return to the general system, in order to 

determine the order number of such a mode; the lower it is, the more relevant its role will be in a 

typical forced dynamical analysis. 

The analytical results are all validated with the aid of finite-element models. The most relevant 

asynchronous mode found is the third one in the general system. By the way, the TMD and the beam 

oscillate with the same frequency, but in antiphase. This yields null rotation and moment at the 

support on the cantilever’s side, which are the necessary conditions for modal localisation in this 

system. 
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Vibration suppression systems are often crucial to extend the life cycle of the structures in several
engineering fields. In fact vibrations reduce the life-cycle of the components and accelerate the
cracks propagation. During the last decades several passive and active vibration damping systems
have been investigated in order to reduce vibrations. The passive systems are the most commonly
used but their efficiency is low in case of dynamic loads. On the other hand, the active damping
systems may overcome this problem but their cost and implementation are more critical. Since the
external forces acting on a rotating blade may excite several vibrational modes simultaneously, an
active multi-modal damping device could enhance the damping action. The piezoelectric (PZT) ac-
tuators seem to be the most promising for such applications but their positioning plays a crucial role
[1, 2]. The piezoelectric materials show high resolution, large bandwidth, fast dynamic and can be
used both as sensors and actuators therefore many researchers investigated their implementation to
suppress vibrations in mechanical components. A novel strategy for bi-modal vibrations damping in
non-rotating cantilever beams, based on the optimal placement of piezoelectric elements, was pro-
posed in [3, 4]. In this paper, several combinations of bi-modal excitations have been considered for
a rotating cantilever beam. The paper offers new design charts for optimizing the positions of the
piezoelectric actuators. Finally, FEA (Finite Element Analysis) has been used to validate the results
obtained by the theoretical approach.
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Safety assessment of existing structures is a crucial task of many engineering field. Within this
framework, dynamic approaches - mainly concerned with output-only techniques - have been proved
useful to locate and quantify structural damages. When attention is paid to “early warning” systems,
able to activate specific protocols, a robust identifiability of dynamics features of the structure plays
a key role. Despite this increasing interest, structural health monitoring is often addressed in engi-
neering practice relying on simplified rules, where sensors network is established a priori.

Among the approaches dedicated to sensors placement, we may cite the one proposed in [1],
based on improved genetic algorithms, and the work in [2] where attention is paid in searching the
weakest part of the structure in a random context. Several methods for optimal sensors placement
were studied and compared for a suspended bridge in [3].

This paper is dedicated to the identifiability of vibrating uncertain beam structures. In [4], a per-
turbation method has been proposed by some of the authors to derive the asymptotic eigensolution
up to the second order. Then, the statistics of the random parameter have been obtained by means
of an objective function minimizing the difference among analytical and experimental fractiles of
the eigenvalues. Starting from this model, we here propose a technique for obtaining an optimized
solution of sensors placement. The proposed approach aims at exploiting the closed-form asymp-
totic solution of the inverse problem to compare more combinations of number and placement of
the sensors. These comparisons must be intended as an investigation on the minimum number of
sensors beyond which monitoring accuracy (evaluated by an error function measuring the deviation
from the exact solution) increases less than a ‘small’ predetermined threshold. As the asymptotic
nature of the research pattern, the performance of the proposed placement optimization technique
has a low computational effort. The capabilities and efficiency of the technique are shown through
a parametric analysis on a sample case study: a simply supported beam with a random parameter
ruling the evolution of a quasi-localized damage. The relevant results are presented and discussed,
showing which conditions (sensors network) properly characterizes the beam dynamics.
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This paper presents preliminary experimental results from a novel shaking table testing campaign
investigating the dynamic response of a 2DOF system with a grounded inerter under harmonic exci-
tation and contributes a nonlinear dynamic model to characterise the behaviour of the test specimen.

In its ideal form, the inerter [1] is a weightless mechanical element generating a force propor-
tional to the relative acceleration between its two terminals by a constant termed inertance. Several
relatively small-scale inerter devices have been prototyped over the years achieving inertance with
two or more orders of magnitude larger than the device physical mass tailored for vehicle engineer-
ing applications. Recently, numerous analytical and computational studies showed the potential of
inerters for mitigating seismically induced vibrations in large-scale civil engineering applications.
Nevertheless, few experimental tests have been undertaken thus far to verify the feasibility of inerter-
based vibration control for civil engineering applications.

To this end, herein, a damped 2DOF physical model is built on a shaking table consisting of a pri-
mary mass connected to ground through an elastomeric isolator and a secondary mass connected to
primary mass through a second elastomeric isolator. The model is representative of a primary system
featuring a tuned mass damper (TMD) vibration absorber. The physical model is further equipped
with a flywheel-based rack-and-pinion inerter prototype device which connects the secondary mass
to ground. The resulting system resembles the tuned mass damper inerter (TMDI) configuration with
grounded inerter analytically discussed and numerically assessed in [2-3]. The physical prototype is
tested on the shake table under sine-sweep excitation with increasing and with decreasing frequen-
cies and for various intensities. Preliminary results are reported from the experimental parametric
analysis evaluating the influence of excitation amplitude and inertance on the dynamic response of
the TMDI-equipped SDOF system. Furthermore, the nonlinear behaviour of the inerter and of both
the isolators are identified and a nonlinear numerical model able to capture the experimental data is
defined and computationally verified.
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Disc brake systems are a technology widely adopted within the automotive and rail industry, 

especially when high performance is needed. The frictional interaction between the brake disc and 

the pads is responsible for friction-induced vibrations [1], leading often to fastidious noise 

emissions such as squeal [2] and creep groan [3]. In the last decades, many efforts have been 

addressed to brake noise, considered as a major issue in terms of customer dissatisfaction. The 

source of this phenomenon is attributed to unstable friction-induced vibrations due to the contact 

between two solids in relative motion. In particular, the same frictional system can lead to different 

contact scenarios such as stable sliding, with low amplitude friction vibrations, unstable sliding 

with mode coupling instability or macroscopic stick-slip response of the system [4]. Local contact 

phenomena occurring at the contact interface, and resulting in friction noise, can be responsible for 

the triggering of the dynamic instability.  

This work proposes a new method for characterizing friction lining materials, by measuring the 

friction noise coming from the contact between different pad materials and a disc rotor; the 

propensity of lining materials to trigger the squeal instability is analysed by comparing the friction 

noise generated by the investigated materials under identical boundary conditions. The whole 

analysis is performed by means of a dedicated experimental setup (TriboAir), developed in order 

to reproduce and investigate the system frictional response under well-controlled boundary 

conditions and no parasite noise. A laser vibrometer is used to detect local contact vibrations 

without interfering with the contact itself. A parametrical analysis has been carried out with the 

aim of highlighting the influence of the main parameters on the generated friction noise. Finally, 

when testing the same lining materials on a full brake disc system, the measured friction noise 

indexes resulted to be strongly correlated with the squeal occurrence, validating the proposed 

characterization method for the squeal propensity of the lining material. 
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Due to the reinforcement effect and the superior damping capacity provided by carbon nanotubes 
(CNT) integrated in lightweight polymer systems, CNT nanocomposites are being widely used as 
structural material for dynamic devices in several engineering fields [1]. In this work, the peculiar 
nonlinear dynamic behavior of nanocomposite cantilever beams is experimentally investigated, 
modeled and identified. Nanocomposite cantilevers are subject to a transverse harmonic base 
excitation near the primary resonance of their lowest bending modes to obtain the 
frequency-response curves. The experimentally observed dynamic response of the nanocomposite 
beams exhibits two concurrent nonlinearities, softening at low amplitudes and hardening at larger 
amplitudes. While the hardening behavior is justified by the stiffness-augmenting nonlinear 
bending curvature effect, the softening-type nonlinearity is attributed to the stiffness-degrading 
CNT/polymer stick-slip, i.e., an energy dissipation phenomenon occurring at the CNT/matrix 
interfaces [2] whereby the frictional sliding of polymer chains on the CNTs causes both energy 
dissipation and loss of stiffness. To derive the equation of motion of the cantilevers exhibiting the 
hardening nonlinearity, the nonlinear, inextensible Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and the Galerkin 
discretization method are employed. In addition, to model the softening behavior due to the 
nanostructural stick-slip energy dissipation, the reduced-order equation of motion is modified by 
introducing a modal restoring force, shaped up according to a model of hysteresis mimicking the 
Bouc-Wen model [3]. A genetic-type algorithm is employed for the identification of the 
coefficients of the proposed reduced-order equation of motion. Subsequently, a pseudo-arclength 
path following scheme is implemented to construct the frequency-response curves. The agreement 
between the predicted frequency-response curves and those experimentally obtained corroborates 
the capability of the proposed model to capture the nonlinear softening-hardening response 
exhibited by the nanocomposite cantilevers.   
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The method of multiple scales is adopted to investigate the dynamic response of a general family
of nonlinear hysteretic oscillators whose constitutive behaviour is governed by a phenomenological
model. In the context of the multiple scales strategy [1] for the asymptotic analysis of nonlinear
resonance behaviour one of the key points of the formulation is the integration of the hysteretic
response from a differential model to obtain piece-wise closed-form representations of the different
branches. In particular, this is the case with the well-known Bouc-Wen model and its modified
versions (e.g., see [2]). Due to the highly nonlinear nature of the hysteretic response, this often leads
to additional approximations in the problem formulation besides those that are typical of asymptotic
approximations [3].

This limitation is overcome in the present work by adopting the phenomenological model pro-
posed in [4], where the hysteretic response of the so-called exponential model, which matches the
response of Bouc-Wen models, can be expressed analytically. Such a model belongs to a class of
uniaxial models formulated to accurately simulate hysteretic phenomena in rate-independent me-
chanical systems and materials requiring only one history variable. Thus, the present investigation
can be considered sufficiently general and of broad applicability.

Several numerical examples will be provided in order to study the response of the hysteretic
oscillator in terms of frequency responses, and to evaluate its sensitivity to the main constitutive
parameters. The frequency response obtained in closed form allows one to carry out the stability
analysis together with a parametric study leading to behaviour charts characterising multi-valued
softening/hardening responses or single-valued, quasi-linear responses.
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Suspended conductors and guard wires of overhead power lines are prone to Aeolian Vibrations,
triggered by the alternate shedding of vortices in the cable wake. Aeolian vibrations typically occur
under ligth to moderate winds and are characterized by small-amplitude flexural oscillations in the
cross-wind direction. Vibration frequencies can be in the broad range of 3-200 Hz.. Whenever
not contrasted, aeolian vibrations can induce wear damage and fatigue failures [1]. Passive control
devices (e.g. Stockbridge dampers [2]), hence, are often installed along the line spans.

The current technical approach to the assessment of aeolian vibrations is based on the Energy
Balance Method (EBM) [1] and relies on the knowledge of the natural frequencies and modes of the
line. Under the simplifying assumption of mono-modal vibrations, for each frequency, the vibration
amplitude is evaluated by imposing the balance between the power imparted by the wind to the
vibrating cable and the power dissipated within the structure. The latter, in turns, can be regarded
as the sum of the power dissipated in the control devices and in the cables (self-damping [3]). The
reliability of the EBM results can be strongly affected by the criteria adopted to define the input data
(i.e. the wind power) as well as by the modelling assumptions adopted to model the dynamics of
the line. The aim of the present paper is to investigate, within an unitary theoretical framework, the
effect of different modelling strategies on the outcomes of the EBM.

In this work, the line spans are modelled through a dynamic substructuring approach: the me-
chanical impedance matrix of each structural element (e.g. the cables) is defined through a contin-
uum approach and then assembled to lumped components (e.g. the dampers) to obtain the impedance
of the overall system. Natural frequencies and modal shapes are then determined through a forced
vibration method, which allows to easily handle non-proportional damping, typical for the problem
at study. By taking advantage of the inherent modularity of the proposed approach, different struc-
tural models to describe both the cables and the passive damping devices are implemented. Several
different strategies to model the self-damping of the cables are also considered for comparison pur-
poses. The proposed formulation is then applied, within the framework of the EBM, to estimate the
aeolian vibration amplitude of some well documented power lines, for which experimental data are
available in the literature.
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Wire rope isolators are made of two parallel retaining plates or bars, connected through a metallic
cable (wire rope). The cable is often arranged in a nearly-helical shape, altough different geometric
configurations can also be adopted. Due to their good performances as vibration isolators and shock
absorbers, the wire rope isolators have been widely employed in industrial applications to support
equipment and secondary structures [1]. Applications of this technology to the seismic isolation of
lightweight civil structures have also been envisaged and some research on this subject is recently
surfacing in the literature [2].

The dynamic behaviour of wire rope isolators is strongly affected by both geometric and material
non-linearities. The latter are mainly due to the peculiar hysteretic bending behaviour of metallic
cables. Relative displacements between the wires of the cable, indeed, can occur during flexural
vibrations, depending on the value of the vibration amplitude. These internal sliding phenomena are
associated with frictional dissipation, which makes the dynamic response of the device inherently
non-holonomic.

The typical approach adopted in the literature to characterize the hysteresic behaviour of wire
rope isolators (see e.g. [1]) is based on semi-empirical phenomenological models. These models
allow to characterize the response of the devices with respect to simple loading cases (typically
along a set of three coordinate direction, i.e. the vertical, pitch and roll directions [1,2]).

A different modelling approach is pursued in this work. The proposed model is based on a beam-
like description of the wire rope and on a nonlinear formulation of the cross sections cyclic bending
behaviour. At the cross-sectional level, the mechanical behaviour of the wire rope is described by
extending the mechanical formulation for the hysteretic bending of stranded cables developed in
[3], which has been recognized as adequate to represent the local behaviour mainly controlled by
interwire sliding processes. The hysteretic cross-sectional model is then implemented within a coro-
tational beam finite element, to fully account for the geometric non-linearities which characterize
the response of the device. The performances of the proposed model are assessed through extensive
comparisons with the results of well documented experimental tests of the literature.
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Nonlinear vibration absorbers, designed to resonate for a broad frequency band, have received con-
siderable attention in the last decade [1]. Their main advantage with respect to their linear counter-
part, i.e. the tuned mass damper (TMD), is that they are able to interact with more than one resonant
mode of the primary system. In particular, the bistable nonlinear energy sink (BNES), consisting
of a small mass connected to the primary system by a cubic nonlinear and a negative linear springs,
is able to exhibit unique dynamical characteristics. Its main feature consists in possessing a double
well potential, which enables it to have very different dynamic regimes, depending on the energy
level. Namely, it performs linear in-well motion al low energy, chaotic intra-well motions at middle
energy levels and 1:1 modal interaction at high energy [2].

Following a recent study of the authors [3], in this work, the robustness of the bistable nonlinear
energy sink for the mitigation of impulsive excitation of a two-degree-of-freedom (DOF) primary
system is assessed. The performance of the BNES at high energy level are analytically estimated by
the identification of slow invariant manifolds, i.e. high dimensional surfaces relating the absorber
vibration amplitude to the primary system one. In-well dynamical efficiency is also analytically
evaluated exploiting its almost linear nature, while for the analysis of the chaotic regimes combined
analytical-numerical methods are utilized. The robustness assessment is performed varying the dis-
tance in frequency between the two modes of the primary system, in order to study the different
behavior of the BNES for close or distant primary system natural frequencies.

A comparative analysis between the BNES and the TMD is eventually performed. The compar-
ison hinges on the TMD and BNES different capabilities to enlarge their frequency bandwidth: the
latter, by increasing damping, the former, by increasing nonlinearity in presence of small damping.
The obtained results illustrate that analytical techniques can be successfully used to estimate per-
formance of the BNES, while interacting with multi-DOF primary systems. Optimal energy ranges
of efficiency for the BNES are identified and explicit formula for their rapid identification are pro-
vided. The comparative analysis shows that the performance of the two absorbers is not significantly
different. This suggests that the choice between the BNES or the TMD in a practical engineering
application should be guided by the technological requirements of the specific application at hand.
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The tremendous advances in high-resolution and high-speed cameras have allowed improving 
optical measurement techniques enabling extraction of dynamic characteristics of vibrating 
structures [1-3]. These techniques turned out to be particularly useful for vibration observations as 
they are contactless and they don’t interfere with the structural response (as indeed is the case of 
accelerometers installed on a light-weight set-up, with non-negligible additional masses). 

The paper reports the results of an experimental campaign, carried out to verify the accuracy of 
the dynamic displacements measurement obtained with a high-speed camera and the Hybrid 
Lagrangian Particle Tracking software [4], a software based on the solution of the Optical Flow 
equation [5]. The experimental setup includes a 4-dof small-scale steel frame structure excited on a 
shaking table, a high-speed camera able to record images of the motion and five accelerometers. 
From images, a two-dimensional moving field is recorded and the absolute and relative 
displacements are determined. Confidence in the novel developed measuring methodology is 
determined by direct comparison with acceleration measurements and numerical prediction of a 
structural model. Compared to the numerical displacements, the image analysis measurements 
turned out to be sufficiently accurate and the second derivatives of the acquired data are 
compatible with the direct accelerometer measures.  
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Kolovsky [1] published 20 years ago a book linking nonlinear dynamics with the broad 
technological area of vibration protection.

The last two decades have seen the suggestion of devices for passive control and the 
introduction of innovative schemes for semiactive and active control. The former items often come 
with equivalent linearized approximations, while the latter technology is mainly applied to linear 
systems, with control laws either linear or nonlinear.

A critical discussion of modelling versus implementation and design is addressed by this 
contribution. The main finding is to outline the gap between technical solutions and that would 
appear as a sound mechanical idealization. 
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Infrastructure systems represent an important role for economic activity and emergency response 
after a disaster, such as an earthquake. In these infrastructures, bridges are important components 
but are often considered the weak link because of their vulnerability to hazards. Indeed, the 
structural damage of a bridge can create a disconnection in a network or can reduce its 
functionality. For this reason, a probabilistic approach is a natural environment in which to analyze 
a complex network and to carry out in risk/loss assessment and decision-making processes. This 
problem presents various computational challenges and usually, the sampling-based approaches 
are used to account the uncertainty [1]. In this contribution, a non-sampling based approach is 
proposed. The main challenging is to compute the probability of complex system events by simple 
matrix calculations. 
In general, the matrix-based system reliability (MSR) approach is applicable to general system 
events including series, parallel, cut-set and link-set systems and provide the system failure 
probability to facilitate an optimization [2]. 
The MSR method is able to describe component failure probabilities by vectors and also 
estimating the probabilities of complex system events with parameters sensitivities through 
efficient matrix calculations. 
With this method, it is possible to quantify the reliability of the system under seismic action [3]. 
Furthermore with MSR method is possible to compute the probability of disconnection between 
each city and also estimate the conditional probabilities of component failures given the system 
failure. By means of conditional probabilities, it is possible to numerically quantify the 
disconnection events produced by damage or collapse of bridges. Finally, it is possible to evaluate 
the minimum risk path with a linear programming optimization. The problem of linear stochastic 
programming exhibits some similarity that can be found to evaluate the collapse of truss structures 
[4]. 
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Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) is nowadays the most used technique to test structure under 
ambient excitation, for structural health monitoring, for acceptance test and for model updating.  

In Operational Modal Analysis, the modal parameters are obtained only from the measured data 
using ambient vibration as unknown input (wind load, micro-tremors, traffic) and without any 
artificial excitation applied on the structure. Conversely, in classical Experimental Modal Analysis 
(EMA), modal parameters are evaluated by applying a measured input on the system and measuring 
the response of the system. 

The advantage of OMA technique is that it can be used to test big scale structures, impossible to 
test using artificial excitation, and provides a modal model under operating conditions, meaning 
within true boundary conditions, actual force and vibration levels. Other advantages of OMA are 
the velocity and cheapness to make the tests, and the possibility to find close-spaced modal shapes. 

One of the most used methods in OMA is the Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) [1], it 
relies on an elegant mathematical framework and robust linear algebra tools to identify the state-
space matrix from raw data. As a result, non-linear optimization problems are avoided. Moreover, 
the use of well-known tools from numerical linear algebra, such as SVD and LQ decomposition, 
leads to a numerically very efficient implementation. 

To obtain accurate modal parameters estimations, especially damping ratios, some user-defined 
parameters need be properly set [2]. 

In this paper, two user-defined parameters for damping estimation using Data-Driven Stochastic 
Subspace Identification (DD-SSI) method are investigated: the number of block rows in Hankel 
matrix and the selection of the length of the data acquired used in the identification process. In order 
to establish a standardization on the use of those parameters for reliable system parameters 
identification, a sensitivity analysis have been conducted on both laboratory models and real scale 
buildings vibration data. 
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The present paper deals with the dynamic response of linear elastic structures with cracked 

members [1]. For a realistic prediction of the mechanical response of such structures, the 

unavoidable uncertainty affecting the cracked members has to be taken into account. To this aim, 

the crack depths have been modeled as uncertain-but-bounded variables [2]. The objective of the 

study is the evaluation of the time-varying upper and lower bounds of the response of a truss 

structure with multiple cracks with uncertain interval depths subjected to a deterministic 

excitation. 

The analysis is performed by adopting a finite element approach where the crack in a member 

is modeled by introducing a local compliance that produces a discontinuity of the displacements in 

correspondence of the cracked section [3]. The compliance of the cracked member is determined 

by simply adding the compliance of the intact element to the overall compliance due to the crack. 

In order to provide the bounds of the response, an approach originating from [4,5], which 

requires the derivation of the bounds of the interval eigenvalues evaluated as solution of two 

suitable deterministic eigenvalue problems, is followed. A preliminary analysis is conducted to 

provide the two commonest combinations of the bounds of the interval uncertainties over the time 

of interest via a pseudo-static sensitivity approach [6]. 

The proposed procedure is validated through numerical tests on truss-like structures. The 

accuracy is evidenced by the excellent agreement between the response bounds calculated by the 

present approach compared with the exact bounds derived via a combinatorial procedure.  

The application of the method can be straightforwardly extended to frame-like structures with 

uncertain damage. 
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This work deals with the development of an algorithm identifying the optimal geometrical 

configuration of a U-Oscillating Water Column wave energy harvester [1]. As classical oscillating 

water column systems, it is composed by a water column and an air chamber equipped with a 

Power Take-Off (PTO) system (usually a Wells turbine). However, it includes also an additional 

vertical duct located in the wave beaten. This duct allows increasing the inertia of the device, 

which is utilized for tuning the eigen-period of the U-OWC to a desired period. The dynamics of a 

U-OWC is governed by the two coupled nonlinear integro-differential equations describing, 

respectively, the water column oscillations (x) and the air pressure (pc) variations, 
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where it is seen that nonlinear mass, damping and stiffness terms appear. These equations have no 

closed-form solution. Therefore, time-consuming numerical approaches are employed to obtain the 

response of the system. In addition to that, the system parameters are geometry dependent and 

must be determined by solving a related boundary value problem according to the linear water 

wave theory [2]. These facts pose significant challenges during the design process, when a number 

of possible configurations must be analyzed. 
To cope with this problem we propose an analysis based on Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [3], that are 

stochastic search techniques finding iteratively a solution from an initial population of vectors via 

operations of selection and recombination. For solving efficiently the optimization problem, a 

semi-analytical approach is adopted to compute the hydrodynamic parameters of the U-OWC and 

the statistical linearization technique [4] is utilized for estimating to the U-OWC response. The GA 

is used for selecting some U-OWC geometrical parameters under the assumption that the system is 

exposed to the action of a given (fixed) sea state. In this context, the algorithm objective function 

is the electrical power produced by the Wells turbine. The proposed method is validated against 

Parameter Sweep (PS). It is shown that it is able to find the global maximum of the power and 

reduces considerably, more than ten times, the computational time with respect to the PS. 
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Structural identification is a very important task especially in all those countries characterized by
significant architectural and historical heritage and strongly vulnerable infrastructures subjected to
degradation with time and to natural hazards, e.g. seismic and wind loads.
Structural response of existing constructions is usually estimated using suitable numerical mod-
els that are driven by a set of geometrical and/or mechanical parameters that are usually unknown
and/or affected by different levels of uncertainties. Some of these information can be obtained by
experimental tests but it is practically impossible to obtain all the required data for reliable response
estimations. For these reasons it is current practice to calibrate some of the significant unknown
and/or uncertain geometrical and mechanical parameters using measurements of the actual response
(static and/or dynamic) and solving an inverse structural problem [1].
The identification of structural dynamic characteristics (e.g. natural frequencies, mode shapes and
damping ratios) is usually carried out by means of monitoring data provided by Ambient Vibration
Tests (AVT). Ambient vibration sources include wind, seismic micro tremors, pedestrian and traf-
fic, which are not deterministic and can be only described by random processes. In the Operational
Modal Analysis (OMA) technique this input excitation is not measured and it is assumed to be a
stationary white noise [2]. Nevertheless these ambient vibrations can be very far to be stationary:
therefore, tools are therefore needed to take into account all these sources of uncertainties.
In this paper a new robust framework to be used in structural identification is proposed in order
to have a reliable numerical model that can be used both for random response estimation and for
structural health monitoring (SHM). First a tentative FE model of the existing structural system
is developed and updated using probabilistic Bayesian framework. Second, virtual samples of the
structural response affected by random loads are evaluated. Third, these virtual samples are used
as “virtual experimental response” in order to assess the effect of the signal sampling parameters
on the estimation of structural modal features. Finally, the information given by the measurement
uncertainties are used to assess the capability of vibration based damage identification methods [3].
The obtained results will be crucial to follow the structural performance and reliability in - time
(SHM) and to develop suitable damage detection procedures to be used in a early warning frame-
work.
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 Ambient modal identification, also known as Operational Modal Analysis (OMA), aims to 
identify the modal properties of a structure based on vibration data collected when the structure is 
under its operating conditions, i.e., no initial excitation or known artificial excitation. This 
procedure for testing and/or monitoring historic buildings, is particularly attractive for civil 
engineers concerned with the safety of complex historic structures. However, since the external 
force is not recorded, the identification methods have to be more sophisticated and based on 
stochastic mechanics [1].  

In this context, this contribution will introduce an innovative ambient identification method 
based on applying the Hilbert Transform [2, 3], to obtain the analytical representation of the 
system response in terms of the correlation function. In particular, it is worth stressing that the 
analytical signal is a complex representation of a time domain signal: the real part is the time 
domain signal itself, while the imaginary part is its Hilbert transform. Several numerical examples 
will be presented to show the accuracy of the proposed procedure, and comparisons with data from 
virtual experiments of multi-degree-of-freedom systems will be used to assess the reliability of the 
approach.  
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The response of structures under dynamic loadings is often improved by introducing passive con-
trol devices, such as Fluid Viscous Dampers, Tuned Mass Dampers, Tuned Liquid Column Dampers,
Non-linear Energy Sinks. These devices can operate through the dissipation of the input energy or by
changing the dynamic characteristics of the main structure at which they are attached, thus involving
several different physical mechanisms. Nevertheless, the large-scale use and design of these devices
have been limited by the computation difficulties due to the presence of inherent non-linearities in
constitutive laws. To overcome this limitation it is common to replace non-linear equations of mo-
tion of a system equipped with a passive device with linear equivalent ones by using well-established
procedures as Stochastic Linearisation Techniques (SLT) [1]. The conditions of equivalence may be
established in order to preserve some response quantities in statistical sense, when passing from
the non-linear to the equivalent linear system. Most of SLT operate recursively, since the values of
the equivalent linear parameters implicitly depend on response statistics. Hence, the computational
burden required for the analyses increases. Moreover, calculations are very often carried out only
numerically, since analytical solutions for response statistics are available only for a limited class of
problems. Recently, an analytic closed-form model for PSD functions of stochastic representations
of earthquake loads coherent to response spectra suggested by seismic codes has been proposed
[2] and analytical approximate expressions of statistical quantities of the response, such as the first
spectral moments, have been derived [3, 4]. In this study, the aforementioned findings have been ex-
ploited in order to speed up the convergence of the recursive algorithms in SLT procedure by setting
a starting point closer to the final value. Analytic solutions and numerical applications have been
carried out on both Single- and Multi-Degree-Of-Freedom structural systems in order to assess the
validity of the proposed approach and its ability in reducing the computational effort approaching the
design procedure of passive control devices coherently with the provisions of seismic building codes.
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Tuned mass damper (TMD) is the most well-known and widely used passive control device to mit-
igate structural vibrations in civil and mechanical engineering. Several configurations have been
proposed and installed all over the world on real structures, such as bridges, tall buildings, wind
turbines and so on [1].

An extensive literature exists on the design of the optimal parameters (i.e. damping, stiffness
and mass ratio) of TMDs installed on structures excited by random loadings [2]. Only a few studies
have been carried out on the optimal position of the TMD, yet most of them consider multi-storey
shear-type structures [3].

In this paper, the effectiveness of the unidirectional TMD is analysed considering the influence
of its position in three dimensional structures excited by white and coloured Gaussian noises. In
particular, the stochastic dynamic response of an one-storey 3d building controlled by an unidi-
rectional TMD has been determined in closed-form as a function of the epicentral direction of the
ground excitation, the direction of motion of the device, and its position relative to the frame centre
of mass. The analysis is performed under the assumption of negligible axial deformations of beams
and columns and floor diaphragm rigid in its own plane while flexible in bending, so that the frame
motion is determined by three degrees of freedom, i.e. translations in two orthogonal directions, and
rotation about the geometric vertical axis.

The proposed mathematical model enables predicting the optimal parameters and location of the
TMD, and the resultant stochastic dynamic response of the primary structure in closed-form, with
no further requirements for implementing numerical optimisation algorithms. Finally, sensitivity
analyses have been performed to evaluate the influence of changes in mechanical and geometrical
characteristics of the primary structure on the model results, thus identifying its range of validity.
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Structural Health Monitoring systems, complemented by Operational Modal Analysis techniques, 
represent valid tools to assist post-earthquake structural assessment [1]. This task can be achieved 
by exploiting monitoring data in conjunction with a building’s Finite Element Model for response 
simulation [2,3]. The availability of experimental data from Ambient Vibration Tests or long-term 
dynamic monitoring is of aid for getting accurate knowledge of the building and reducing the 
uncertainty related to the parameters characterizing the building’s modal behavior. Monitoring 
records can be used for the FE model calibration and updating, or for tracking the uncertain 
parameters’ evolution due to material’s aging or damage. Especially in the case of masonry 
historic buildings, where the computational burden of FEM simulations is large, surrogate 
modelling can be used to bypass the numerical model when performing damage localization or 
continuous model updating. 
In this context, surrogate models consist of statistical tools for regression analysis that give a 
numerical estimate of modal characteristics (natural frequencies and modal displacements) as a 
function of the uncertain mechanical parameters of the structure [4]. The accuracy of the surrogate 
model can strongly influence the results of damage localization or model updating. For this reason, 
in this paper different metamodels are compared such as: quadratic response surface method 
(RSM), Kriging model and Random Sampling High Dimensional Model Representation 
(RS-HDMR).  
The surrogate models are built with reference to a 41 m high civic tower located in the city of 
Perugia, Italy, named Torre degli Sciri. The tower is equipped with a long-term dynamic 
monitoring system that continuously provides data since December 2107. The tower is made of 
stone masonry, has a quadrangular cross-section and is incorporated into a building aggregate.     
The results of modal parameters estimation obtained with the different investigated surrogate 
models, allow to compare their performance and accuracy and give an insight into the advantages 
and disadvantages of their use for damage assessment of historic buildings.  
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Motivation for this study arises from the optimization of brittle glass in challenging architectural 

works. When glass is used in structural applications, the common belief is that lamination is 

always beneficial, thanks to stress redistribution after breakage of one of more plies. It is well 

known that, for-plastic materials, the more numerous are the elements in which the structure is 

divided, the higher is the improvement in structural reliability [1]. This principle is always 

assumed even more so for brittle materials, although plastic adaptations are not possible. 

The “failure modes” approach [1] is here used to obtain the retro-cumulative functions of plate 

strength for brittle laminated plates composed by a variable number of plies under in-plane or 

out-of-plane bending. Two limit conditions are considered based upon the ability of the interlayers 

at transferring shear stresses among the plies: the layered behaviour and the monolithic behaviour. 

For the sake of comparison, material strength is characterized by different statistics à la Weibull 

[2], implying either a volume size effect or a size effect related to the tensile surface area, as in the 

case of structural glass [3]. A log-normal normal statistics is also considered, for the sake of 

comparison, to model materials that do not exhibit size effect.  

For the same maximum stress in the sound state, lamination is beneficial under any circumstances 

for plate made by a material with volume size effect. The same is true for area size effect only if 

the plate is in-plane loaded, otherwise lamination leads to an increasing of the surface area subject 

to tensile stress. In this latter case, stress redistribution can counterbalance this negative effect only 

for the extreme lower quantiles of the plate strength distribution. When no size effect is present, 

the gain from lamination is only appreciable on the left-hand-size tail of the retro-cumulative 

function, regardless of the type of loading.  

These findings do not confirm the common belief that increasing the number of plies leads to a 

safer design. One should consider the structural reliability as a whole and compare, on a statistical 

basis, what is the real gain obtainable through lamination in terms of probability of survival under 

the applied design load, in order to define the optimal number of plies for any specific application. 
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Several structures, such as micro/nano-devices, long-fiber reinforced composites, beam with external
patches, exhibit a mechanical behavior that cannot be described by classical local continuum model.
For these structural elements, since the long-range interactions cannot be neglected, it is needed the
introduction of an enriched mechanical model that takes into account these nonlocal effects. For this
reason, during the last decades, several scientific efforts have been dedicated to the formulation of
various nonlocal mechanical models [1–5]. Among these formulations, the stress-driven approach
has been recently developed [6, 7]. In addition to overcome some limitations and paradoxes of the
classic integral nonlocality, such recent integral model allows to obtain some closed-form solutions.
Specifically, for bending problems, the stress-driven formulation provides the analytical solutions in
terms of transverse displacement for several static cases [8]. In this work the stress-driven approach
is used to perform the stochastic dynamic analysis of nonlocal beams. The natural frequencies and
the eigenfunctions of nonlocal Euler-Bernoulli beam are evaluated, and the Power Spectral Density
function of the displacement response due to a Gaussian white noise input is provided for different
values of the nonlocal parameters. Such kind of problem is of interest for the applications of nano-
and micro-beams as actuators and sensors where stochastic analysis is needed to reproduce the real
load cases and and the size effect causes the nonlocal mechanical behavior.
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The classical problem of peeling a beam off a substrate is studied through a re-examination of 

Griffith’s fracture criterion in the presence of multiscale random properties [1]. Four types of 

wide-sense stationary Gaussian random fields of the vector {Young’s modulus E, surface energy 

density γ} are considered: Ornstein–Uhlenbeck, Matérn, Cauchy, and Dagum. The latter two allow 

decoupling of the fractal-and-Hurst effects [2]. The need to actually include the fractal-and-Hurst 

properties is motivated by the richness of temporal and spatial phenomena in the real world: 

geophysics, atmosphere, biology, and economy. In particular, fracture mechanics provides 

stepping-stone models to studies of many critical phenomena in geomechanics, where long cracks 

like fault lines in geologically unstable areas are relevant in geotechnical and foundation 

engineering.  

The variance of the crack driving force G with any given type of random field in terms of the 

covariances of E and γ, under either fixed-grip or dead-load conditions, is calculated. In view of 

the non-linear relationship between the random field vector RF {E, γ} and the crack driving force 

G, the exact variance function of energy and its release rate is evaluated by a recently established 

probability transformation method (PTM) [3-4]. This investigation is complemented by a study of 

the stochastic crack stability, which involves a stochastic competition between potential and 

surface energies. Also, the Obreimoff experiment is treated through the evaluation of the 

probability density function of the critical crack length. Overall, we find that, for Cauchy and 

Dagum models, the introduction of fractal-and-Hurst effects strongly influences the fracture 

mechanics results. However, even if Cauchy and Dagum models represent a more realistic 

scenario of RFs, given the same covariance on input, the response on output is strongest for 

Matérn, then Ornstein–Uhlenbeck, then Cauchy and finally Dagum model.  
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In this paper the nonstationary response of a class of nonlinear systems subject to broad-band 

stochastic excitations is examined. A version of the Path Integral (PI) approach is developed for 

determining the evolution of the response Probability Density Function (PDF). Specifically, the PI 

approach [1], utilized for evaluating the response PDF in short time steps based on the Chapman-

Kolmogorov equation, is here employed in conjunction with the Laplace’s method of integration 

[2]. In this manner, an approximate analytical solution of the integral involved in this equation is 

obtained, and the repetitive integrations generally required in the conventional numerical 

implementation of the procedure can be circumvented. 

The proposed approach is developed for one-dimensional nonlinear systems under modulated 

white noise. Further, extension to nonlinear oscillators subject to separable evolutionary broad-

band processes is provided, relying on the approximate model of the system response amplitude as 

a one-dimensional Markov process [3]. Applications to three different nonlinear systems is 

considered. Specifically, results pertinent to a first-order nonlinear system, a Duffing oscillator, 

and a Van der Pol oscillator are presented. Analyses are carried out for several broad-band 

excitations and degree of nonlinearities. Appropriate comparisons with Monte Carlo simulation 

data are presented, demonstrating the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed approach. 

Notably, considering the non-negligible computational cost required by the classical 

application of the Path Integral method, especially for higher-dimensional systems, the proposed 

approach could offer some advantages for an efficient analytical, albeit approximate, evaluation of 

the involved integrals. 
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When dealing with the estimation of mechanical characteristics of masonry belonging to existing
building, one of the problems the structural engineering has to face is that the masonry panels are
covered with plaster. In the case of historical and monumental buildings, the plaster may host frescos,
and therefore they can not be removed to study the masonry. It would be therefore valuable to have a
method to estimate the behaviour of the masonry in such situations, using non-destructive techniques
[1].

In preceding works, the authors have proposed to use thermal images taken with a infra-red
camera in order to recover information on the texture of the masonry panels. It has been moreover
shown that by applying reconstruction techniques it is possible to enhance the quality of the images
and achieve a better representation of the texture [2, 3].

In this paper, we present the results obtained in a test campaign designed to refine the technique,
to explore its limits and capabilities and to validate the obtained results. Three samples with diffe-
rent textures have been used. The textures adopted are: periodic, quasi-periodic and random. The
samples have dimensions 750 mm × 750 mm, are made from blocks obtained by bricks with dimen-
sions 250 mm × 120 mm × 55 mm and with mortar joints having thickness 10 mm. The samples
have been covered with plaster having thickness 10 mm. Thermographic images of the samples have
been taken, the textures have been identified and compared with those obtained with photographic
images and eventually the mechanical characteristic have been estimated numerically by means of
“test-window” approach [2]. In order to validate the obtained results, the masonry samples have
been also tested in laboratory.

The effect of the uncertainties in the parameters involved in the reconstruction of texture from
thermographic image, such has the upper and lower bound of temperature range and the properties
of the kernel used in the image enhancement algorithm, have been studied in order to assess their
influence on the estimated mechanical characteristics.
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Nowadays polymeric materials or composites with polymeric matrices are widely used in a very
wide range of applications such as aerospace, automotive, biomedical and also civil engineering.
From a mechanical point of view, polymers are characterized by high viscoelastic properties and
high sensitiveness of mechanical parameters from temperature. Analytical predictions in real-life
conditions of mechanical behaviour of such a kind of materials is not trivial for the intrinsic hered-
itariness that imply the knowledge of all the history of the material at hand in order to predict the
response to applied external loads. If temperature variations are also present in the materials, a re-
liable evaluation of the response may be performed only if the variations of the material parameters
with the temperature are taken into account. In [1, 2] the response of a fractional viscoelastic ma-
terial subjected to stochastic temperature process and under deterministic loads has been faced up.
In this work we study the problem of a fractional viscoelastic materials subjected to deterministic
temperature history and forced by a stochastic load. It is shown that, if interpreted in the correct
way, the Boltzmann superposition principle is still valid for such a kind of system and its application
leads to a generalized form of the well known fractional viscoelastic constitutive laws. Moreover, by
means of a proper discretization approach [3], it is possible the evaluate the response of the system
also when the load is a stochastic process in order to perform Monte Carlo simulations.
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Beams coupled with periodically attached resonators represent a new and challenging concept for
vibration attenuation. Typically, they are modeled as a continuous-discrete system, where resonators
are mass-spring subsystems coupled with a continuous beam. The continuous-discrete model has
been applied to sandwich beams with embedded resonators [1], beams carrying beam-like resonators
[2], elastic metamaterial beams [3]. Different resonators have been designed with the purpose of
attenuating structural wave propagation over wide frequency ranges [1]-[3].

Most frequently, solutions for beams with periodically attached resonators have been sought in
the frequency domain using the transfer matrix approach. Also, homogeneization techniques based
on defining an equivalent mass per unit length have been used [1] or the Galerkin technique in
presence of non-linearities [3].

With the present study a comprehensive framework is introduced to calculate the dynamic re-
sponse of linearly-elastic beams with periodically attached resonators. The key is to show that a
mass-spring subsystem modeling a resonator can be reverted to an equivalent external constraint
whose reaction on the beam depends only on the displacement of the attachment point, through a
suitable equivalent stiffness. This leads to derive the response of the whole system using the motion
equations of the beam only. Specifically, the beam equations will be solved by a generalized func-
tion approach to handle the discontinuity of the response variables at the attachment points of the
resonators [4]. In this context, exact frequency response functions will be obtained; exact modal fre-
quency and impulse response functions will be also obtained, by a complex modal superposition ap-
proach on deriving suitable orthogonality conditions for the modes. The approach is formulated for
periodically-spaced resonators but can readily be extended to continuously-distributed resonators,
again starting from a pertinent equivalent stiffness. Continuously-distributed resonators are of great
interest to attenuate structural wave propagation in beams over a wide frequency range.
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Determination of the Ultimate Limit State (ULS) domains of reinforced concrete cross sections sub-
ject to axial force and biaxial bending is a conventional procedure based on a deterministic descrip-
tion of the involved constitutive parameters, namely, strength, yield and ultimate strain of concrete
and of the reinforcement bars. Their definition is based on probability density functions so that the
assumed characteristic values present a code-specified exceedance probability. The conventional
nature of such capacity domains consists in the fact that the failure probability of the cross section
is not constant within the capacity surface [1]. In particular, the failure probability relevant to load
conditions in which the bending moments are negligible turns out to be close to the code-specified
exceedance probability. On the contrary, load conditions in which bending is significant present a
failure probability far smaller than the prescribed value because of the correlation between the con-
stitutive parameters. For this reason, the actual capacity of the section is underestimated for most of
the points of the capacity surface.
The latter aspect introduces the possibility of replacing the ULS boundary by surrogate capacity sur-
faces, which are computationally more efficient than the classic algorithms to perform ULS capacity
checks [2], as long as their failure probability does not exceed the code-prescribed value.
The present research presents a probabilistic assessment of a surrogate formulation of the capacity
surface based on the Minkowski sum of ellipsoids [3] in order to determine their failure probabil-
ity. To this end, a fully probabilistic model is adopted for describing the constitutive parameters by
means of correlated random variables. Then, the first-order failure probability of a discretized set of
points belonging to the surrogate surface is computed by a First-Order Reliability Method (FORM).
Finally, the failure probability is compared with the corresponding values evaluated for the boundary
of the classic ULS domain.
The presented result concern two common typologies of cross sections, namely, rectangular and
L-shaped sections, with increasing values of the reinforcement area in order to investigate the appli-
cability of the proposed surrogate formulation.
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Damage in beams can strongly affect their dynamic properties and consequently their response. On 

the other hand, the correct evaluation of the damage intensity is a problem of difficult solution. For 

these reasons, exploring the variability of the dynamic response in damaged beams considering the 

damage intensities as uncertain parameter is a useful contribution to assess the safety of structures. 

Classic approaches require to treat damage as concentrated rotational springs, where continuity 

conditions have to be enforced, and to perform re-analyses varying the damage intensities in a 

desired range. In this paper, two main improvements to this procedure are provided. The first 

contribution is the use of an efficient solution [1] which employs generalised functions to compute 

the dynamic properties of a damaged beam for a limited number of damage configurations; such a 

method avoids the enforcement of continuity conditions at the cracked sections. Then, an explicit 

continuous expression of such dynamic properties as a function of the damage intensities is proposed 

by employing the Sherman and Morrison formula. The proposed explicit approach is verified and 

applied for the evaluation of the dynamic properties of damaged beams; then, via modal 

superposition, the variability of the response associated to time histories is assessed as well as 

frequency-response curves for single and multi-cracked beams subjected to forced vibraions. 
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The stiffness-tailoring capability of Variable Angle Tow (VAT) laminates gives enhanced freedom to
design thin-walled structures. One key advantage of tow steering is the ability to redistribute stresses
improving buckling performance, leading to reduction in material weight and costs. The aim of this
work is to optimise the initial postbuckling behaviour of a recently proposed VAT composite wing-
box [1]. The optimisation process is based on a fibre path parameterisation. It involves seeking
the stacking sequence that minimises the displacements occurring in the postbuckling regime. This
problem is solved by coupling the multi-modal Koiter asymptotic approach implemented within
a solid-shell Finite Element [2] environment through stochastic optimisation strategies [3]. Re-
sults obtained regarding different optimisation scenarios show a much improved performance for
the buckling and postbuckling response of the wingbox with respect to the initial VAT design. Addi-
tionally, manufacturing constraints are readily included in the optimisation program. The possibility
of performing an efficient and robust optimisation process of a complex structure with a multi-modal
Koiter asymptotic approach is demonstrated, showing its viability as a design tool for buckling dom-
inated structures. A parametric study regarding the influence of steering radii shows that overcoming
the current manufacturing constraint on minimum radius is worthy of investigation.
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The problem analyzed in this work is classically known as the von Mises truss (Fig. 1), referring
to the scientist who first analyzed its structural stability [1]. Recently, formulations including two
degrees of freedom for the apex node were developed [2]. Nevertheless, the equilibrium solutions
were derived considering large nodal displacements, moderately small axial components of strain
and a linear elastic constitutive law. Instead, in this work, a fully nonlinear finite theory for the von
Mises truss is derived [3]. Both displacements and deformations are large and the rods are regarded
as hyperelastic bodies composed of a general homogeneous compressible isotropic material. Under
the assumption of homogeneous deformations, the boundary-value problem is formulated and the
relations governing the equilibrium of each body are derived. The global equilibrium of the apex
node of the truss in the deformed configuration is then written and the stability of the solutions is
assessed through the energy criterion. An application to Mooney-Rivlin materials in case of vertical
load reveals that asymmetrical configurations are unstable. Therefore, the instability phenomenon
occurs as a snap-through and no bifurcation takes place.
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Figure 1: von Mises truss
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The 2D Rivlin solution concerning the finite bending of a prismatic solid has been recently 

extended by accounting for the complete 3D displacement field [1]. In particular, the relationship 

between the principal and transverse (anticlastic) deformation of a bent solid has been 

investigated, founding the coupling relationships among three kinematic parameters which govern 

the problem. Later, based on the formulation reported in [1], and making reference to a 
(hyper)elastic material, the formulation has been extended to slender beams by introducing some 

simplifying assumptions [2]. This leads to a challenging relation between the external bending 

moment m and the curvature R0
1 of the longitudinal axis, which involves both the constitutive and 

geometric parameters of the beam. This relation can be viewed as a generalization of the Elastica 

[3]. 

However, such a relationship can be simplified through a series expansion, thus obtaining a 

reliable moment-curvature relation as follows [4]: 
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being a, b, c the constitutive parameters involved in the stored energy function according to a 

compressible Mooney-Rivlin material, whereas r denotes the anticlastic radius of the cross section 

[1]. In eqn (1)1 the radius of curvature R0 depends on the curvilinear abscissa s describing the 

beam axis in its deformed configuration. The rotation  of the beam cross section follows from the 

derivative of the curvature with respect abscissa s, i.e. ’(s) = R0
1(s). Thus, the axial and vertical 

components of the displacement field and the rotation of the beam cross section are found to be 

coupled in a set of three equations in integral form, which is handled in an iterative procedure in 

order to analyse elastic structures exhibiting deformations and displacements both large. 

Some basic structural schemes under both dead and live loads are here investigated, thus 

assessing the deformed configuration and the arising internal forces into the beam. It is found that 
the magnitude of the external loads strongly affects the qualitative distribution of the axial and 

shear forces and the bending moment in the inflexed beam, giving rise to a solution which 

completely differs to that corresponding to infinitesimal strains and small displacements.  
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This paper presents the application of a recently developed uniaxial phenomenological model to 

low-cost Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Isolators (FREIs) in unbounded configuration. Prototypes 

under study represent the subject of a previous experimental investigation performed at the 

University of Naples Federico II [1], through which polyester FREIs demonstrated a very effective 

performance in comparison with carbone ones. A stable roll-over behavior was detected up to very 

large displacements (g=300%) both under monotonic and cyclic loading protocol. An accurate 

analytical model was also provided for preliminary design of the devices. In the present study, an 

uniaxial rate-independent hysteretic model [2] is proposed and calibrated in order to be employed 

in earthquake analysis problems of seismically base isolated structures. In particular, such a model, 

requiring only five parameters to be calibrated from experimental tests, is able to accurately 

reproduce the complex hysteretic behavior displayed by the tested FREIs as the result of combined 

rubber behavior and roll-over process. A satisfactory approximation is obtained up to 100% shear 

deformation, whereas a larger scatter comes out in the case of larger deformations. The paper also 

demonstrates that a very effective an easy to use calibration process is needed in order to 

accurately reproduce the experimental behavior of the tested seismic isolators. Furthermore, by 

implementation of the proposed hysteretic model, significant advantages arise in terms of reduced 

computational effort and processing time with respect to other accurate models available in the 

literature. 
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Resilience is the ability to undergo disruptive events without suffering complete failure and mini-
mizing undesirable consequences thereof. Though various indicators that are helpful to qualitatively
describe these design desiderata have been proposed [1, 2, 3], it is still challenging to develop quan-
titative measures and indicators in order to identify them from a quantitative point of view [4, 5].
They have been conceived as to be useful in comparing and classifying the resilience of different
structures.

In this talk we propose a novel rational and deterministic structural resilience index, based on
a worst-case disruptive event, and making use of a minimalistic kinematics-based mechanical de-
scription. Differently from the previously mentioned approaches, the metrics herein discussed is
based on the kinematic matrix, which accounts for the connections and the constraints of the ele-
ments composing the structural system. Particular emphasis is given to the computation of such a
new structural resilience index for a generic frame structure, it being possible without the use of
automated algorithms and an analytic expression of it has been achieved in terms of the numbers
of ports (modules) and floors. First of all, keeping fixed the number of modules, the resilience in-
dex decreases as the number of floors increases. Secondly, keeping fixed the number of floors, the
resilience index increases as the number modules increases. Finally, we notice that the case with
infinite floors has a lower resilience index with respect to case of infinite modules, which is, as
expectable, more resilient.
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We discuss the energetic and geometric consistency of a one-dimensional (1D) beam model based
on the Saint-Venant three-dimensional (3D) solution of a beam-like solid, with a focus on the effects
associated with shear stresses.

The energetic approach is pursued by enforcing the equivalence of the elastic energy of the 3D
solid model and the related 1D beam model. The geometric criterion is based on the analysis of
the 3D displacement field of the beam-like solid and its comparison with the one pertaining the 1D
beam model.

Each approach allows one to define a flexibility operator, one providing the elastic energy of
the solid and the other yielding the kinematic parameters of the free end section of the beam-like
solid assumed to be a cantilever. To this end we consider an intrinsic expression of the stress and
displacement fields of the solid due to a shear force acting at an arbitrary point of the end section.

While the evaluation of the elastic energy is simply based on the Saint Venant solution, the
definition of a kinematic model requires some additional hypotheses. First of all, in order to remove
the arbitrariness of the rigid body displacements without conflicting with Saint Venant’s hypothesis
of free warping, a weak formulation of the constraint at the root section is considered, following a
strategy recently proposed in the literature [2]. Moreover, we assume the transverse displacements
of the point where the shear force is applied to represent the whole 3D displacement field of the
original beam-like solid.

It is shown that such specific kinematic hypotheses provide a geometric model of the beam that is
consistent with the energetic one, as proved by the coincidence of the relevant flexibility operators.
Actually a unique shear flexibility tensor can be introduced, having both an energetic and a kinematic
meaning, and explicitly involving the point where the shear force is supposed to act.

Furthermore, the vanishing of the shear-torsion coupling allows one to identify the center of twist
as the point of the cross section where the shear force must be applied in order to ensure a condition
of pure flexure. Consequently, the center of twist assumes the role of center of shear both in an
energetic and a kinematic sense and it is recognized as the unique point providing the uncoupling
between shear and torsion, overcoming the traditional energetic/kinematic dualism.
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Laminated glass, composed by glass plies bonded by polymeric interlayers, is used for 

structural purposes thanks to its safe post-glass-breakage response: the shards remain attached to 

the polymer, imparting to the assembly a certain cohesion and avoiding injuries due to catastrophic 

collapse. Thanks to the tension stiffening of interlayer due to the contact with the glass shards, the 

damaged elements exhibit a residual load-bearing capacity, strongly dependent on the amount of 

delamination [1]. Furthermore, experimental studies [2] have demonstrated that the broken 

element can dissipate energy under cyclic loading, due to the cohesive polymer/glass contact.  

This suggests the use of laminated glass panels to increase the load bearing capacity and 

ductility of existing buildings under horizontal actions, as those from an earthquake. To mitigate 

the intrinsic brittleness of glass, the panel may be contoured by a thin steel frame [3]. This kind of 

hybrid glass-steel diaphragm is ideal for the seismic retrofitting of historic buildings, because it 

meets the criteria of minimum visual impact, immediate recognizability and complete reversibility, 

as suggested by the modern principles of conservation and restoration [4]. 

The proposed solution is designed so to remain sound under moderate earthquakes, while it 

may break (in a ductile manner) and dissipate energy under cyclic loading under the most severe 

events. When glass is sound, the in-plane stiffness is governed by glass, while in the 

post-glass-breakage phase the load-resistant scheme is formed by a steel frame confining an infill 

panel, playing the role of a transparent strut diagonal, with a static scheme similar to that of a 

masonry infill panel. Materials and geometry have been optimized to achieve the suitable 

requirements in both the pre- and post-glass-breakage phases. The direct contact between metal 

and glass is avoided interposing a soft material and the corners shall be designed in order to 

prevent stress concentrations. Linear and non-linear numerical experiments have been performed 

to evaluate the structural response of the hybrid cell and its interactions with the existing structure. 
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The implementation, operation and efficacy of semi-active (SA) structural control systems based 
on the adoption of magnetorheological (MR) devices are still object of research. For a such system, 
generally a complex electronic equipment is required to acquire then elaborate then generate signals 
to properly command the smart devices in real time [1]. Given this, the effectiveness of these control 
systems in reducing the seismic response of structures is often called into question. And one wonders 
about the performance of these systems in the long term, i.e. when called to respond to seismic 
actions after many years since their installation. Will the devices be ready to respond? Is their 
dissipative capacity still that exhibited before their installation? 

This work attempts to present a comprehensive description and offer suitable solutions for a 
number of specific aspects that characterise the implementation of SA control systems. Authors also 
highlight undesired and unavoidable effects and provide insights on the way to reduce their 
incidence. The performance of such system is then showed via a shaking table test of a full-scale 
steel structure [2-3]. These tests allowed to measure the actual short-term effectiveness of this 
system. After 10 years of inactivity of those MR devices, these have been subjected characterization 
tests once again [4], in order to assess the evolution of their mechanical behaviour over time and the 
decay of performance. The long-term response in terms of readiness, dissipative capacity and 
reaction force was measured, leading to positive conclusions about the reliability of the control 
system after years of inactivity. 
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Masonry arches, one of the most iconic architectural and structural elements of historical 
constructions, show a pronounced seismic vulnerability, entailing the risk of losing 
important parts of our architectural and cultural heritage. Thus, the problem of the 
dynamic behavior of masonry arches and vaults has gained increasing interest in recent years. 
Anyway, the literature on this important research topic is still quite limited [1], especially for 
what concerns the case of reinforced masonry arches. 
The above motivates the present study, that concerns experimental full-scale dynamic tests on 
unreinforced and GFRCM-reinforced Apulian tuff masonry arches. For the experiments, a 
test bench expressly designed and built has been used. Masonry arches have been dynamically 
excited by a harmonic base motion with fixed amplitude and increasing frequency. During the 
tests, the dynamic response of the examined arches has been experimentally investigated in terms 
of accelerations of the instrumented points of the arches and of base shear and base 
displacements.
The preliminary experimental results obtained are discussed in the light of some 
theoretical works about the dynamic of masonry arches [2-4]. Moreover, the amplification of the 
base motion, the damage and possible collapse modes, and the effect of the interaction 
between FRCM reinforcements and the masonry structures are examined.
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Attaining the sustainability of human activities has become an inescapable challenge. There is 
the rapidly arising need for a “cradle to cradle” approach, in which any kind of process must return 
the materials involved to their original source. This way of thinking guarantees that the next 
generations will have the same amount of resources as we have today, so that their consumption 
can be sustainable.  

In this context, traditional materials, such as raw earth, are re-garnering interest. Since ancient 
times, earth has been used as a construction material in several forms (adobe, wattle and daub, 
rammed earth). Although it is considered one of the first building materials, its mechanical 
characteristics have been delineated only relatively recently: both its local response, at the 
microstructural level, and global response, at the panel level, are still the subject of debate within 
the scientific community [1]. 

Cooperative research carried out at the universities of Pisa and Minho has contributed to 
updating the rammed earth building technique. Inspired by a traditional Italian reinforcement 
technique known as case baraccate [2], herein we propose a composite element formed by 
rammed earth panels reinforced by a timber frame. The paper focuses mainly on assessing the 
mechanic response of the TFP (Timber Framed Pisé panel). As the scientific literature contains 
very few studies regarding the mechanical behaviour of composite structures like those proposed 
here, the study necessarily began with a series of experimental tests in order to collect some results 
on the capacity and stiffness of TFP elements under vertical and horizontal loads. 

Four 1:2 scale TFP elements are loaded quasi-statically in a shear-compression test. The 
vertical load is kept constant at a value determined by assuming the TFP elements to be part of the 
ground-level load-bearing walls of a medium-sized residential building. A monotonically 
increasing horizontal load is then applied to the first specimen, while a cyclic loading protocol is 
adopted in the other three until critical damage of the specimens occurs. The experimental results 
are illustrated and compared to those available in the literature [3] on both reinforced and 
unreinforced elements. In order to better understand TFP’s mechanical response, the experimental 
results are compared with theoretical ones obtained via simplified schemes based on limit analysis 
while accounting for the interaction between the rammed earth and timber frame. 
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New methods are continually being sought to improve wind turbine performance by capturing 

more energy, alleviating loads, and developing lighter, yet more resistant structures, all with the 

ultimate goal of lowering the cost of energy [1]. As several studies have shown, such goal is likely 

to be achieved through the use of advanced materials, a design that optimizes aerodynamic and 

structural performance and suitable load control techniques. One promising passive load control 

approach is bend-twist coupling (BTC) of the blades. This method offers the potential of ‘shaping’ 

the power curve and reducing fatigue damage to the horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) due to 

its effects on the blades’ aero-elastic behavior. This can be achieved by sweeping the shape of the 

blades (geometric coupling) or by changing the orientation of the composite blade’s fibers 

(material coupling), as demonstrated by successful results in several research programs [2].  

BTC and the continuous increase in the size and flexibility of HAWT blades make the 

interaction between the aerodynamics, inertial loads and structural elasticity ever more important, 

and the modeling and prediction of their aero-elastic behavior ever more challenging. For the 

structural part of this modeling, schematizing the blades as beam-like elements currently provides 

the best compromise between computational efficiency and accuracy of results. However, it is 

worth noting that, due to their slenderness and high flexibility, modern blades are likely to undergo 

large displacements during operation. Moreover, the nonlinear geometric coupling between 

bending and torsion can have important effects on the stability and operational lifespan of the 

entire wind turbine. In addition, non-classical effects, such as transverse shear deformation, in- and 

out-of-plane cross-sectional warping, as well as elastic couplings due to material properties may 

prove to be important for structures of this kind [3]. Thus, the development of a suitable model for 

curved and twisted blades undergoing large displacements which accounts for all those factors is a 

fundamental step for accurate aero-elastic modeling of modern HAWT blades. 

The present work addresses the modeling of the mechanical behavior of HAWT blades. In 

particular, after an introduction to the possible approaches for curved and twisted beam-like 

structures, a suitable model for the problem at hand is proposed. The model is based on a so-called 

geometrically exact approach, which allows for three-dimensional strain and stress determination. 

It can be used to analyze large deflections under prescribed loads, as well as aero-elastic stability, 

provided a suitable aerodynamic model is added. 
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The present paper investigates from an advanced numerical point of view the 

progressive damage of the Arquata del Tronto medieval fortress, after a long sequence of strong 

earthquakes that struck central Italy in 2016, plunging the area into chaos for several months [1].  

The fortress, which is a typical example of Umbrian-Marchean Apennines fortified architecture 

of the XIII century, is mainly made by calcareous stone masonry walls made of multiple leafs, 

which can be prone to disintegration under strong dynamic actions. The fortress is in a strategical 

position, located on the border between the Ascoli and Norcia's administrations, and was damaged 

but left standing by the magnitude 6.0 earthquake event occurred in August 2016 that flattened the 

town center. The medieval fortress lost chemin de ronde and was one of the few buildings in the 

town to remain still standing after the main shock. It was then severely damaged by further quakes 

that rattled the region in October 2016, demonstrating a not proper transverse bond for most of the 

masonry walls.  

An advanced numerical model is here utilized to have an insight into the modalities of 

progressive damage and the behavior of the structure under strong nonlinear dynamic excitations, 

namely a Non-Smooth Contact Dynamic method (NSCD) [2] adopting a full 3D 

detailed discretization.   

In the NSCD method, the fortress is schematized as a system of rigid blocks, undergoing 

frictional sliding and perfect plastic impacts. The structure exhibited a complex dynamic behavior, 

because of the geometrical nonlinearity and the non-smooth nature of the contact laws, with a 

focus on the possible non-smooth nature of the dynamic response, which can come commonly just 

before and during the collapse.  

Harmonic oscillations applied to the basement of the fortress is considered first, and a 

systematic parametric study is done, aimed at correlating the global vulnerability to the amplitude 

and frequency of the excitation. Also, from the numerical results, both the role played by the actual 

geometry and the insufficient resistance of the constituent materials are envisaged, showing a good 

match with actual crack patterns and collapses observed after the seismic sequence. Finally, 

the numerical analyses provide a valuable picture of the actual behavior of the fortress, thus giving 

useful hints for the reconstruction and future effective strengthening interventions.  
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The analysis of multi-storey frames by means of equivalent models, introduced in the last century 
[1], is still a current subject since it allows drastically containing the required computational burden. 
Aiming at simulating the static and dynamic behaviour of entire buildings, some recent studies have 
been devoted to formulate beam-like models based on the equivalence of framed structures to 
continuum beam elements [2, 3]. The simplified beam-like approaches proposed in the literature 
usually make reference to uniform homogeneous elements.  

In the present research a simple inhomogeneous beam-like model, suitable for the representation 
of buildings that do not have uniform mass and stiffness distribution along their height is proposed. 

 The model takes into account the floor deformability by means of floor stiffness reducing 
coefficients. Asymmetric distribution of stiffness within the floors, which leads to torsional effects, 
are also taken into account. 

 The equations of motion of the proposed spatial unsymmetrical beam-like model are derived 
through the application of Hamilton’s principle. The linear dynamic behaviour of the 
inhomogeneous beam-like element is then evaluated by discretizing the continuous model according 
to a Rayleigh-Ritz approach based on a suitable number of modal shapes of uniform shear- torsional 
beam models.  

In spite of the simplicity of the proposed beam like model, accurate results have been obtained. 
In particular, frequencies and modes of vibration of the proposed beam-like model have been 
compared to the correspondent results of multi-storey buildings, evaluated by means of 3D FEM 
modelling approach, showing a very good correspondence.  

The capability of the proposed equivalent inhomogeneous beam model to approximate the 
dynamic response to seismic ground motion of spatial frames is also investigated. 
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In the year 2016 Central Italy have been struck by a series of massive earthquakes of significant
intensity, highlighting the need to improve the knowledge on the the dynamic behavior of masonry
structures excited by ground motions in order to develop useful design solutions to mitigate the seis-
mic vulnerability. For this reason, a research program aimed at improve the dynamic performance of
masonry structures by using confined masonry technique was started. A shaking table experimental
investigation has been carried out on both unreinforced and confined masonry building models at the
ENEA laboratory in Casaccia, Rome, in order to compare the dynamic behavior of the two different
construction types.

The masonry models modal parameters characterization has been obtained from full-scale Am-
bient Vibration Tests (AVT) outside and inside the shaking table using classical contact sensors [1].
It is well known that the dynamic identification of a model fixed on a shaking table is a crucial task,
due to the interaction between the complex dynamic actuators system and the model itself produc-
ing similar effects to the well known soil–structure interaction problem [2, 3]. For this reason the
experimental modal parameters of the two masonry models outside the table have been compared to
those obtained when the structural model is bound to the table and subjected to random loads having
almost white noise characteristics.

The dynamic investigation was then extended to gather information on the possible influence of
the damage patterns observed in the two models on changes in the modal parameters (both natural
frequencies and mode shapes). To this purpose, a reference seismic input motion characterized by
significant intensity in all the three directions has been used as input and a series of seismic tests
have been carried out increasing the amplitudes of the chosen reference acceleration records. At the
end of each seismic test, a dynamic characterization test has been carried out applying a white noise
random load.

The obtained results can be crucial for both calibrating reliable numerical models to be used for
static and dynamic non linear analysis and for assessing the ability of the modal parameters to be
used as damage detection and localization indexes.
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   Innovative cementitious composite materials are drawing considerable interest due to their 

substantially improved mechanical properties, as compared to ordinary cement-based materials: 

among the others, higher tensile strength, tensile strain hardening, flexural strength, fracture 

toughness [1] and resistance to fatigue. Their enhanced ductility appears to be promising and 

particularly suited to structural applications under severe dynamic loading conditions (earthquake, 

impact, blast) [2]. Accurate constitutive models to simulate the dynamic behaviour of cementitious 

composites are hence needed, as well as corresponding appropriate testing protocols for their 

experimental characterisation [3]. 

    In this study, the response of cementitious composites to cyclic uniaxial loadings has been 

investigated. Cyclic response is essential to understand the effects of unloading and reloading on the 

material, to examine how it behaves in the transition from tension to compression and to characterise 

its properties in terms of energy dissipation and strain-rate sensitivity. Different loading schemes 

have been considered, including reversed cyclic tension/compression loadings, in order to identify 

the complete stress-strain curve and the transition behaviour, which can occur, for instance, under 

seismic, fatigue and wind loads. Monotonic quasi-static tension and compression tests have been 

also performed, to provide a benchmark for the evaluation of the envelope curve of cyclic response. 

    The experimental campaign was carried out on cylindrical specimens, a standard geometry in 

compression testing of cement-based materials. Several series of homothetic specimens (height to 

diameter ratio fixed as 2) with different dimensions were tested, to evaluate the influence of scale 

effects. Variability and reproducibility of the testing results have been taking into account by 

employing a minimum number of three specimens per loading condition. All the tests were 

performed, under deformation-controlled regime, on an MTS servo-hydraulic testing machine with 

250 kN load cell. The testing machine was customised with accessories designed to meet specific 

test requirements, avoiding instability and bending moments during the alternating phases of 

uniaxial compression and tension. Linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT) and strain 

gauges were used to measure vertical displacements and lateral deformations, respectively. The 

results obtained experimentally represent a reliable basis for the development of constitutive models 

suited to numerical simulation. 
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Reinforced concrete (r.c.)-framed buildings with unreinforced masonry infills (MIs) suffered 

severe damage and in some cases collapse during recent earthquakes (e.g. L’Aquila, 1999), related 

to the influence of the MIs. The types of damage observed for the MIs are usually a combination 

of, or an interaction between, in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OoP) mechanisms. Specifically, the 

IP drift ratio is generally reduced at the upper storeys of buildings, where the OoP drift ratio 

increases due to an increase of seismic acceleration, while significant OoP damage may also take 

place at the lower storeys where the highest values of IP drift ratio are attained. 

The present work is aimed at identifying the effects of IP and OoP damage of MIs on the 

nonlinear seismic response of r.c. framed buildings. To this end, the state secondary school De 

Gasperi-Battaglia of Norcia (Italy) is considered for the numerical investigation. The school is a 

reinforced concrete framed structure with a long-shaped rectangular plan, deriving from the 

ex-post structural linking of three adjacent blocks originally separated by Gerber saddles, and 

regular elevation, composed of a basement and three storeys above the ground level. The structure 

was built at the beginning of the 1960s and designed to comply with the Royal Decree Law (1939). 

The main infill typologies consist of: i) two leaves of clay hollow bricks, with thickness 8 cm, for 

some interior frames; ii) one leaf with solid bricks, with thickness 12 cm, and the other leaf similar 

to the previous MI, for all the exterior frames. Partial height infill walls inducing short column 

effects are also considered along the short side of the perimeter, where the incomplete height is 

attributed to window openings. 

A five-element macro-model comprising four diagonal nonlinear beams and one (horizontal) 

central nonlinear truss for the prediction of the OoP and IP behaviour of MIs [1], respectively, is 

first implemented in a C++ computer code for the nonlinear dynamic analysis of r.c. infilled 

framed structures. In detail, cylindrical hinges are used for restraining the out-of plane rotations of 

the four diagonal beams in the connection points with the central element, while the out-of plane 

rotations of these diagonal elements are allowed in the connection joints with the frame where 

spherical hinges are placed. The proposed algorithm addresses the issue of nonlinear interaction by 

modifying stiffness and strength values of the MI in the OoP direction on the basis of 

simultaneous or prior IP damage. Two three-dimensional models of the test structure are subjected 

to biaxial spectrum-compatible accelerograms, assuming: i) bare structure with non-structural MIs; 

ii) infilled structure with structural MIs. The numerical results prove the good performance of the 

five-element macro-model in simulating IP and OoP failure mechanisms of MIs in the De Gasperi- 

Battaglia school, and highlight the importance of including nonlinear OoP behaviour. 
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The process of implementing a strategy for assessing the state of a structure is
usually referred to as Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [1]. In order to carry
out this process on a real bridge, we have developed a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) consisting  of  MEMS accelerometers  powered by an  energy harvesting
system that uses both environmental vibrations of the structure as well as solar
energy.

The node sensor allows the data to be processed locally and in real-time before
transmitting  it  to  a  central  node  for  storage  and  web  uploading;  in  this  way,
efficient numerical algorithms can be implemented on the sensor to detect damage
[2,3]  and  extract  the  dynamic  properties  of  the  structure,  including  natural
frequencies, modal forms and damping ratios. 

This  system  provides  a  low-cost,  easy-to-install  product,  combined  with  a
robust  remote  control  and  processing  system  for  security  assessment  and
emergency management, available for subsequent large-scale applications [4]. The
results  of  a  long-term  monitoring  campaign  and  the  comparison  with  cabled
conventional accelerometers will be reported and discussed.
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The detection of damages in composite structures due to impacts is a critical issue for any structural 
health monitoring (SHM) strategy. As well known from experience and studied in the recent 
literature, the damage produced during an impact is strongly dependent upon the velocity of the 
impact, namely low-velocity, high-velocity and hypervelocity ranges can be identified. In this 
contribution the authors would like to present the outcomes of some recent research conducted at 
the University of Rome La Sapienza concerning the modeling of high velocity impact on composite 
structures having both planar and curved geomeries. In fact, especially for the high velocity range 
involving aeronautical case studies, the importance of curvature of composite structural elements is 
of paramount importance if one would like to represent accurately the real shapes of either fuselage 
or wing structures.  
Composite structures subjected to high-velocity impacts (HVI) are likely to suffer complete 
perforation, eventually causing the dramatic failure of the overall system. During impacts composite 
targets undergo different damage and energy absorbing mechanisms. During the impact, the kinetic 
energy of the projectile is either absorbed or dissipated by the target via various deformation/damage 
mechanisms.  
The paper proposes an analytical approach proposed by the authors (1) as an improvement of 
previous papers in literature that is able to represent the various damage mechanisms produced 
during the impacts and recent developments for curved geometries (2) in comparison with 
experimental evidences recently published in the open literature. 
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Nowadays the use of reinforced polymeric materials is widespread and the analysis of their 
behavior under environmental conditions, suitably simulated in the laboratory, assumes a 
fundamental role in order to predict their stability / durability even under severe conditions. This 
consideration is especially true if the attention is focused on natural fibre composites already 
applied in many fields [1,2] and much more sensitive to adverse environments, when exposed for a 
long period of time, if compared with composite materials including traditional glass or carbon 
fibres [3,4]. 

Thermoplastic composite laminates, reinforced with one or more different natural fibres (kenaf 
fibres, flax fabric, basalt fabric), were prepared by film-stacking and hot-pressing according to 
different configurations. Specimens of appropriate dimensions, cut from each sample laminate, 
were exposed under pre-established environmental conditions of temperature and humidity to 
accelerate and monitor eventual degradation phenomena by periodic mechanical tests and to assess 
the reliability of investigated materials even under saturation conditions by immersing specimens 
in water.  

Specifically, evaluations of the diffusion coefficient of water and maximum absorption are 
performed by systematic weighing of specimens at predefined time intervals while any influence 
on their flexural and impact behaviour is ascertained mainly by flexural and impact properties.  

Results, averaged on at least five determinations on each sample, combined with 
morphological/structural analyses, can provide, among other, useful information for an optimal 
design and manufacturing of new eco-friendly materials. 
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In recent years, there has been a significant interest toward the use of natural fibres in 
development of lightweight and low environmental impact composite materials. Among these 
fibres, mainly acting as a reinforcement of the hosting matrix, hemp is widely considered given its 
good thermal and acoustic insulation, breathing and prevention of condensation, waterproofing 
and so on [1].  

In light of these peculiarities, many works have been conducted so far on the development of 
hemp reinforced mortar [2], concrete [3] and cementitious [4] matrices focusing the attention not 
only on the ultimate performances of product and variable influencing the same but also on their 
durability in specific environmental conditions: aspect commonly analyzed in terms of residual 
properties and toughness indices of conditioned composites [5].  

In this work, new building materials based on a commercial mortar modified by different 
amounts of hemp fibers, with average variable length, have been prepared and characterized in 
terms of mechanical properties and morphological aspects. Tests have been performed on newly 
obtained specimens and on specimens exposed in predefined environmental conditions (for 
example, wetting and drying under room temperature). In this latter case, evaluations of residual 
flexural/compression strength of weathered samples provided useful information on their 
durability.    
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In the last decades, several tsunamis have interested international coasts and engaged scientific 
awareness to the retrofit of coastal buildings against tsunami loads. 

Structural design under tsunami loads is difficult to model due to the high uncertainties of the 
phenomenon. Also, the retrofit of structures under tsunami actions could be an innovative re-search 
topic for all the international coastal buildings located in areas characterized by a high tsunami risk. 

Local collapse mechanisms of masonry walls, like as out of plane mechanisms [1], have an high 
probability due to flexural actions; a higher flexural capacity can be reached using particular retrofit 
systems; in particular, this paper aims to deepen the behavior of masonry walls retrofitted with 
innovative retrofit systems like as natural fibers applied with inorganic mortar matrices [2][3]. 

The effects of retrofit systems will be discussed in terms of critical inundation depth variations 
before and after the interventions, accounting for different geometrical parameters of masonry walls 
and axial loads. Therefore normalized diagrams are proposed in order to quantify the optimum 
composite mechanical ratio for a retrofit system design. 
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Recent engineering applications demonstrated the innovative strengthening systems [1] to be 
effective for the retrofit of existing masonry buildings [2]. Several types of constituents can be 
used to improve the seismic capacity of masonry elements [3] both for the fibers (synthetic or 
natural) and matrix (organic or inorganic). The inorganic matrix usually replaces the organic 
matrices due to better compatibility with the masonry substrate [4]. Conversely, fibers 
characterized by high mechanical performances like as: carbon, glass, steel and basalt 
demonstrated to be effectives for several types of masonry substrates. However, for poor masonry, 
like as adobe or cultural heritage they could have low efficiency due to the lower mechanical 
compatibility to the masonry substrate [5]. In fact, for poor masonry, high performance fibers can 
be replaced by more compatible systems like as natural fibers. These strengthening systems are of 
great interest in the practical applications due to the low costs and their sustainability. In fact, the 
lower costs compared to the synthetic fibers allow their diffusion in emerging regions. In this 
paper, the impact of matrix constituent on the structural capacity of masonry elements 
strengthened with natural systems has been assessed. Important results have been provided in 
order to improve the knowledge and encourage the development of these systems in many 
engineering applications.  
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Given the high number of masonry buildings on the Italian territory, which was scenario of 
numerous devastating earthquakes, it is clear the importance of the restoration programming. 
Thanks to a renewed technique sensitivity towards sustainable interventions, it is evident that the 
recovery techniques to protect the historical heritage must be carried out with innovative green 
compound materials, such as mortars reinforced with natural fibres [1, 2].  

In the current paper laboratory tests on lime mortars strengthened with raw jute fibres have 
been performed. Workability of the fibre-reinforced mixture has been assessed through shaking 
table tests and the mechanical resistance of tested 40x40x160mm standard specimens has been 
evaluated by three-points bending tests. Given the hygroscopic nature of jute, it has been identified 
the optimal water / lime ratio and the maximum water percentage absorbed by jute fibers.  

From analysis results it has been derived a relationship between the water/lime ratio and the 
spreading of the mixture, the latter being indicative of the mortar consistency. On the other hand, 
from bending tests, it has been noticed an effective behaviour of fibres, which provide a cracks 
seam effect able to make more ductile the behaviour of investigated fibre-reinforced lime mortars. 
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Coffee is the most consumed drinks in the world and therefore, the most important agricultural commodity 

in the world. Coffee worldwide demand is second only to petroleum in global trade activity and value. The 

industrial production of coffee beverage requires several processing production steps. It stars with the 

conversion of coffee cherries into green coffee beans, and with the removal of both the pulp and hull using 

either a wet or dry method. The roasting of coffee beans is a very important step in coffee processing, since 

specific organoleptic properties (flavors, aromas, and color) are developed, and affect the quality of the 

coffee. The entire coffee production process causes serious environmental problems mainly related to the 

huge amount of solid residues generated. The main wastes that need of specific disposal options are two, 

the spent coffee grounds (SCG) and the coffee silverskin (CSS). In particular, SCG is the residue of the brewing 

process, while CSS is the by-product coming from the coffee roasting process and consists of the innermost 

layer of the coffee bean. CSS has high contents of fibres and minerals a marked amount of protein, 

polysaccharides and fats. It shows antioxidant activity probably due to the synergistic interaction among 

chlorogenic acids, caffeine, and melanoidins that are present in its composition. On these bases, CSS can be 

considered a promising waste derived resource and many research groups are focusing on its utilization as 

sustainable renewable energy sources (bio-mass, bio-diesel oil and bio-ethanol); and for cosmetic 

applications. However, CSS could find application as filler especially in polymer matrix composites. There are 

only few papers dealing with the use of CSS as filler in polymer but it may have promising antiaging properties 

due to the presence of antioxidants. The aim of this work is to design and characterize a composite material 

based on a thermoplastic elastomer matrix (Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer) EPDM, filled with SSC for 

metal roofing system application. 

After preliminary characterization of CSS (FT-IR and Scanning electron microscopy), compounds have been 

prepared by batch mixing and vulcanized on steel substrate. Samples have been UV aged according to ASTM  

D4329 – 13 and  tested, before and after aging, by means of FT-IR, Shore A Hardness, tensile test and bending 

test. After aging, SCC filled samples show higher mechanical properties than unfilled samples, confirming the 

possibility to use CSS as filler in polymer matrix composites. 
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Despite its complexity, the accurate structural modelling of masonry still represents an active field 
of research, due to several practical applications in civil engineering, with special reference to the 
preservation and restoration of cultural heritage. The above-mentioned tasks call for very accurate 
analyses of masonry structures, able to capture their peculiar mechanical features in the nonlinear 
range. In this work a comparison of different models and techniques for the assessment of the 
mechanical behaviour of two-dimensional block masonry walls subjected to the static action of 
in-plane loads is presented. Panels are characterized by different height-to-width ratio as well as 
various masonry textures. Brick-block masonry, perceived as a jointed assembly of prismatic 
particles in dry contact, is modelled as a discrete system of rigid blocks interacting through contact 
surfaces unable to carry tension and resistant to sliding by friction, modelled as zero thickness 
elasto-plastic Mohr-Coulomb interfaces. Different approaches and numerical models are 
considered:  Limit Analysis (LA), Discrete Element Method (DEM) and Finite Element Method 
(FEM). Limit Analysis is able to provide fast and reliable results in term of collapse multiplier and 
relative kinematism. Here a non-standard Limit Analysis (non-associative rules) is adopted [1],[2] 
via an own made procedure based on Non-Linear and Non-Convex Mathematical Programming, 
taking into account friction at interfaces, settlements of the supports, reinforcements and/or 
cohesion among stones. Focusing on discrete models, they represent a class of numerical models 
able to study the mechanical behaviour of systems made of particles, blocks or multiple bodies. 
Discrete element models are characterized by two components: elements, considered as infinitely 
rigid or deformable bodies or modelled into Finite Elements frames [3], and contacts. A numerical 
comparison is proposed to evaluate the field and limit of application of the different approaches. 
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Thrust network analysis is extensively adopted to cope with the assessment of masonry vaults and
domes, especially those of historical interest, see e.g. [1, 2, 3]. Surface structures such as shells
are modeled as statically indeterminate networks of vertices and edges of given topology, working
exclusively in compression. The networks are subject to boundary supports and are in equilibrium
with loads applied at the nodes. To assess the safety of an existing structure in the spirit of the lower
bound theorem of limit analysis, a thrust network must be found whose vertices lie between the
intrados and the extrados of the vault, see e.g. [4]. A minimization/maximization problem is formu-
lated on networks of general shape adopting, as objective function, a norm of the horizontal thrusts
and, as unknowns, the independent set of the so–called force densities [5], i.e. the ratio of force to
length in each branch of the network. These can be found computing the Reduced Row Echelon
form of the network’s equilibrium matrix, see e.g. [6, 7]. A suitable set of constraints is formulated
to enforce lower and upper bounds for the vertical coordinates of the vertices of the network, which
are written in terms of the two sets of unknowns, along with compression–only members. Networks
of minimum and maximum thrust can be efficiently retrieved through techniques of mathematical
programming that are generally implemented to handle multi–constrained formulations of structural
optimization [8]. Numerical simulations are shown that refer to masonry-like curved structures such
as vaults and domes. Both horizontal and vertical loads are considered to validate the predictions of
the proposed algorithm with respect to numerical and analytical results available in the literature of
no-tension solids, see also [9].
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Limit analysis-based numerical strategies represent reliable approaches for the investigation of 

the collapse mechanisms and collapse multipliers of masonry structures [1]. 

However, limit analysis does not provide any information about the evolution of the 

displacement field of the structure. Therefore, limit analysis-based solutions cannot be used in the 

framework of displacement-based seismic assessment procedures (e.g. pushover analysis), which 

are the most common and widespread utilized procedures in earthquake engineering.  

In this study, the possibility of conducting displacement-based analyses of collapse 

mechanisms in masonry structures is explored. Particularly, all the nonlinearities of the numerical 

model are lumped into tight zones of the structure suitably defined according to the collapse 

mechanism previously computed through upper-bound adaptive limit analysis [1]. Then, pushover 

analyses are performed, by using various nonlinear constitutive models [2]. Accordingly, the 

collapse mechanism is imposed to the structure and the evolution of the displacement field along 

with the analysis is computed. 
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This article focuses on the study of the so-called “Roman Masonry Stairways” which represent 

a rather common typology in historical buildings particularly in the Neapolitan area. The vaulted 

system of the numerous examples of Neapolitan open staircases consists of the use of the main 

elements of structural support, such as arches and vaults, underlining the close dialectical 

relationship between form and structure. Therefore, the analysis of the vaulted space is carried out 

in relation to functional requirements, materials and construction techniques within the articulation 

of the architectural figure [1]. 

This research proposes an interpretation of the static behavior of this type of staircase through 

simplifications that facilitate its analysis. 

In this paper reference is made to the case study of the stairway of Palazzo Persico in Naples, 

whose structural analysis is carried out in the theoretical framework of the Limit Analysis as 

applied by Heyman to masonries [2]. The main objective of the investigation is to demonstrate the 

static equilibrium of this structure and to understand its mechanical behavior. 

Before dealing with the analysis, the structural process was defined from different points of 

view, by interlocking formal, material and spatial aspects. The formal definition concerns its 

geometric configuration, while the material and spatial one concerns the elements that compose it 

and the relationship existing between them. 

Specifically, the staircase in issue is characterized by a cantilevered structural system with a 

planimetric scheme consisting of a 45° rotated square. Its vertices are rounded off by arches of 

circumference along the sides of which are placed the flights. The flights are cantilevered from the 

walls and connected by small vaults constituting the landings, as common for these masonry 

vaulted staircases. 

The aim of the work is to obtain an equilibrium solution that, being compatible with the loads, 

does not violate the limit condition of the material [3]. In other words, a solution for which there is 

no traction and where the compressive stresses are contained within the masonry. The structural 

analysis was performed taking into account the principles of limit analysis and by applying the 

Safe Theorem. Ultimately a static graphic analysis has been conducted. 
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The study of historic masonry buildings deals with two main issues: 1) understanding their 

structural behavior, by studying the possible states of equilibrium, to assess safety versus applied 

loads, and 2) interpreting the origin and significance of their fractures, evaluating what kind of 

foundation settlements gave origin to the observed pattern of cracks. As it is well known, modern 

theory of limit analysis of masonry structures, which has been developed mainly by J. Heyman, is 

the most reliable tool to understand and analyze equilibrium of masonry structures and a huge 

amount of works treated this subject and developed efficient numerical techniques. More recent is 

the interest in the study of the crack patterns induced by the movements of the masonry structure 

and the development of approximate numerical techniques to evaluate them.
 Let us consider both an assemblage of stone blocks and a masonry body, which can be 

modeled as an assemblage of particles held together by the compressive stresses produced by 

loads. The small size of the bricks, compared to the dimensions of the body, enables it to be 

considered a continuum, instead of a discrete system of many individual particles. However, both 

in the state of incipient collapse and in presence of foundation settlements, in a masonry structure 

appear fractures and the body motion (or the body displacement field in the second case) represents 

a mechanism. Therefore, the displacement field is piecewise continuous and strong discontinuities 

(fractures) appear along lines, when considering the problem in 2D, or surfaces, in 3D, and these 

anyway actually identify separate blocks.  

This contribution first addresses the problem of the unilateral contact between elastic bodies. 

For the sake of simplicity frictionless contact, the so-called Signorini-Fichera problem, is 

considered. We re-discuss two variational formulations based on the search for extreme points of 

quadratic forms defined on convex sets. The first is the classical one based on the minimum of the 

total potential energy; the second formally obtained by the Green functions of the problem has as 

unknowns only the contact pressures that the bodies exchange between them and with the 

constraints [1-3]. In the case of negligible elastic deformations, the quadratic part of the two 

functional vanishes and two linear functional are left which express the work of the external loads 

and of the constraint reactions for the imposed settlements. The discretization of the two problems 

leads to two dual linear programming problems. In this way, it is possible to critically discuss the 

obvious similarities between the limit analysis of masonry structures and the contact problem 

between rigid bodies and, more importantly, underline the profound differences among them. 
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Based on Heymans principles of limit analysis of masonry structures [1], the Thrust Network Anal-
ysis (TNA) is a recently formulated technique for modelling stresses in masonry vaults as a discrete
network of forces in equilibrium with the applied loads [2]. Although the TNA allows for analysing
structures of very complicated geometry [3] subjected to both vertical and horizontal loads [4] the
evaluation of membrane stresses starting from the value of branch thrust is troublesome.

For this reason, the TNA has been recently extended to properly model membrane stresses by
formulating a triangular element that substitutes branch elements of the classical thrust network
model. Renamed Thrust Membrane Analysis (TMA) for obvious reasons [5], this new formulation
employs energetic equivalence between a triangular element and a network of three branches con-
necting element nodes in order to establish a relationship between membrane stresses and thrust
forces within side branches. Accordingly, the proposed strategy modifies assemblage and post-
processing of the TNA, although the set of equilibrium equations and the solving procedures remain
unchanged. Hence, all beneficial features of the TNA are inherited by the new formulation, with the
additional advantage of properly modelling membrane stresses.

After illustrating the main assumptions underlying the TMA, we report on the application of the
method to the limit equilibrium analysis of the domes covering the Roman thermal baths of Baia
(Naples) [6]. In particular, due to their interesting features, we present the cases of the dome of
Mercury, considered to be the prototype of the celebrated Pantheon dome in Rome, and the half-
destroyed dome of Diana, the biggest one in the archeological park of Baia.
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The present paper examines a challenging subject, i.e. the collapse analysis of non-symmetric 

masonry arches under the hypothesis of finite Coulomb friction.  

As is well known, when the Coulomb friction is assumed to be finite, the normality rule 

characterizing a standard behaviour of the material does not hold. When a finite friction is 

assumed, some static admissible solutions identified by the equilibrium approach could correspond 

to a mechanism with relative sliding, and the collapse mechanism is not necessarily unique, except 

for particular cases such as symmetric arches [1, 2, 3].  

The first scholar who studied in depth the collapse conditions of non-symmetric arches has 

been Joaquín Monasterio in his unpublished manuscript, entitled Nueva teórica sobre el empuje de 

bóvedas, an interesting text found by Santiago Huerta [4]. The approach proposed by Monasterio 

differentiates itself from the static one, since the starting point of his analysis concerns the a priori 

identification of some plausible collapse mechanisms, by defining the conditions required for their 

activation; therefore, the procedure can be placed in an upper bound framework.  

A comparison between the kinematic approach proposed by Monasterio and equilibrium 

analysis according to Coulomb’s treatment [5] is performed, by examining the collapse behavior 

of an arch in the presence of finite friction. Although Monasterio’s criterion has only a local and 

not a global validity, it will be shown that also his kinematic approach allows for obtaining a chart 

to identify overall stability of the arch, by taking into account the critical role of the most 

important parameters, that is friction and arch thickness. 
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The masonry structures that constitutes the whole of the Cultural Heritage have been analysed 

by centuries by means of well-established procedures based on statics. It is well known to 

structural engineers that the methods based on equilibrium refers in a certain way to lower bound 

theorem of limit analysis [1]. The limit analysis represents a road to the evaluation of structural 

stability and lends itself well to the study of masonry structures, whether you want to adopt a 

kinematic approach [2], [3], or whether you want to adopt a static approach [4] [5]. 

In this work, the authors propose the study of a masonry arch through the lower bound theorem 

through the implementation of SBR (Static Based Residual) Method and a comparison with known 

results of an experimental test performed by Page [6] and an analysis with cinematic approach by 

Gambarotta [7]. The equilibrated stress is obtained by strain based residuals SBR approach. The 

SBR derive discontinuous finite elements by applying Volterra’s discontinuities to element nodes. 

In particular, one-dimensional arc (1D) is proposed in order to introduce the SBR methodology, 

which is fully useful in the case of two-dimensional and three-dimensional models where it is not 

possible to define eigenstress basis. The application of the static theorem removes the burden of 

having to intuitively search for a possible mechanism of the structure, managing to derive a value 

of the collapse multiplier in a straight form. This involves the possibility of making the method a 

real procedure, lending itself very well to writing the optimization problem in the form of an 

algorithm. Furthermore, the SBR method yields to an effective procedure to analyse the 

self-equilibrated stress field of structures within the discontinuity based stress space. 
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Under horizontal loadings, such as seismic actions, buckling phenomena can strongly affect the
bearing capacity of masonry walls to gravity loads. Indeed, due to the low tensile strength of the
mortar, when vertically loaded masonry members are subjected to bending moments induced by load
eccentricity, out-of-plane collapse mechanisms often prevails on compressive vertical crushing [1].

Many approaches have been proposed in the last decades to simulate the progressive out-of-plane
instability of masonry structural elements. In 1971, Yokel [2] proposed an analytic approach where
the wall is modeled as a continuous homogeneous element, allowed to deformed only in the out-of-
plane direction. By considering an eccentric monotonically increasing vertical load applied at the
top and elastic no-tension material, the nonlinear equilibrium equations under large displacements
are solved and the evolution of wall deflection is described. Numerical methods have been later
developed, often adopting Finite Element (FE) techniques [3, 1]. These rely on the micromechanical,
macromechanical or multiscale approach, distinguished for modeling and analysis scale.

This work extends the multiscale beam-to-beam FE model presented in [4] to study the out-
of-plane stability of masonry walls under eccentric vertical compressive loads. The model at the
macroscale considers a two-dimensional Timoshenko beam that is linked to a repetitive masonry
Unit Cell (UC) at microscale. This is made by the superposition of a single linear elastic brick, a
mortar joint exhibiting a damage-plastic constitutive response and, eventually, a reinforcing layer,
characterized by a piece-wise linear damage-based constitutive law. As opposed to the original
model formulated under the assumption of linear geometry, in this work a corotational formulation
is considered for the beam at the macroscale that accounts for large nodal displacements and P-Delta
effects occurring during instability phenomena. The response of eccentrically loaded masonry walls
is reproduced, comparing the numerical results with experimental data and analytical solutions.
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In order to estimate their behavior as realistic as possible, masonry structures and historical 
complex buildings are frequently assessed with demanding non-linear procedures, whether for static 
or dynamic purposes. However, uncertainties related to the epistemic and aleatory field, especially 
for historical masonry, can widely influence the output reliability and diminish the value of the 
deterministic approach (one input – one output) in a decision making workflow: for instance, the 
necessity for urgent structural interventions or even the possibility to close the building or civil 
object for safety reasons [1], [2].  

This paper aims to show how these uncertainties could be quantified, based on a multi-parameter 
input approach, and consequently handled. In sequence, i) the knowledge, based on the 
state-of-the-art survey of the object (geometry, quality and characteristics of the materials, etc.) and 
scientific or engineering contents (constitutive laws, possible sources of excitation, solution 
methods, etc.) can be put inside a numerical model in order to find a solution for the desired output, 
ii) input parameters could be treated as variables, so that the model space could be explored for 
different sets of values and iii) a probabilistic model or distribution could be adopted for each 
parameter, based on previous known observations. The outputs of such a model will be of statistic 
nature and will have a probabilistic distribution as well: based on this data, produced by the 
numerical model (f.i. a finite element model), a relationship between inputs and outputs could be 
established in an approximated mathematical formulation, the so-called metamodel [3], [4]. In this 
context, the newly generated (meta)model has the following characteristics: i) it has been validated 
as the correct representation of the original model, ii) it is much less computationally demanding 
than the original model, iii) it establishes a direct relationship between the input parameters and the 
output, iv) it can be used both for input parameters calibration, based on new observations, and, 
possibly, for the risk assessment. Based on these considerations, the metamodel could be assumed as 
a fast and validated decision-making tool. An elucidating example is herein discussed with reference 
to a historic masonry tower. 
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Certain materials can only withstand some types of stress. It is generally assumed that the 
admissible stresses must belong to a closed and convex subset K of the space of all 
symmetric tensors of the second order, which is called the stress range. Materials that are not 
resistant to traction, possibly with limited resistance to compression and shear stresses belong to 
this class of non-linear elastic materials. They are characterized, as well as by K, by the elasticity 
tensor C. When C is isotropic, the explicit solution of the constitutive equation can be obtained 
quite easily, as in this case the coaxiality of the stress and strain tensors allows to solve 
the problem in their common characteristic space [1], [2]. Nevertheless, there are several 
applications for which, the model turns out to be more realistic if the different properties of the 
material in various directions are accounted for [3]. In [4] the constitutive equation has 
been generalized to the case where C is orthotropic, a circumstance in which the 
characteristic space of the stress is part of the unknowns of the problem. 
In this paper, a further generalization of the constitutive equation has been proposed which 
accounts for both the anisotropy of the stress range K and the orthotropic elasticity tensor C. This 
equation allows to better model the non isotropic masonry behaviour and to formulate non-
isotropic damage laws [5],[6].
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Failure mechanisms and crack patterns characterizing the nonlinear response of masonry under
both vertical and horizontal load conditions are strongly affected by its intrinsic anisotropic be-
haviour. Moreover, in case of ancient masonry walls, typically constituted by high strength units
(stone blocks or bricks) and weak mortar, texture (i.e. the arrangement of blocks and mortar joints)
is one of the key elements that determine failure morphological features. Some analogies between
this material and fissured rocks can therefore be envisaged: the discontinuities of a rock mass and
their orientation drive failure similarly to mortar joints in masonry walls and in both cases cohesion
and friction characterize the response along these weakness planes. However, peculiar features such
as interlocking due to staggered head joints and the periodic nature of masonry need to be considered
and make its constitutive response more complex.

In this research work the in-plane and the out-of-plane behaviour of masonry walls are analysed.
The adopted constitutive model has been formulated stemming from a pre-existing one, originally
conceived to simulate the behaviour of jointed rock layers, and has been implemented in the commer-
cial code PLAXIS 3D [1]. It is a three-dimensional model based on the identification of preferential
orientation of failure planes, on which a Mohr Coulomb failure criterion holds in conjunction with a
tensile stress cut-off. Elastic properties are derived from a relatively simple homogenization proce-
dure [2] and geometrical characteristics of blocks as well as the effect of staggered arrangement of
head joints are accounted for.

Some case-studies in which masonry is subjected to self-weight and horizontal forces for differ-
ent geometrical configurations are analysed. Results are compared with both experimental evidences
[3] and the numerical outcomes obtained resorting to a different constitutive model in which masonry
is described as a homogenized anisotropic medium [4]. The proposed model is also adopted for the
simulation of a real-scale static soil-structure interaction problem, in which the effects of a landslide
occurring in proximity to a historical masonry building are studied.

The analyses aim at highlighting the capability of the model to describe the structural macro-
scopic behaviour in terms of collapse mechanism and collapse multiplier. In spite of its simplicity,
the proposed approach is able to account for the role of texture with low computational cost and a
relatively limited number of mechanical parameters, obtained from a manageable calibration proce-
dure.
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In this work, masonry vaults are investigated with the purpose of evaluating the role of bricks ar-
rangement in their mechanical behaviour and in relation to the techniques adopted for their construc-
tion.

Attention is focused on a typical typology of masonry vaults built during the nineteenth-century
in the city of Cagliari. They are lowered sail vaults, obtained from the intersection of a spherical cap
with a prism with a square base carved on its base, i.e. with four vertical planes. The peculiarity of
these vaults is that they are built with several brick arrangements. A series of rigorous laser scanner
surveys have been performed on some of these vaults in the Cagliari area, in order to obtain the
effective geometry both at macro-level – the vault shape – and at micro-level – brick patterns.

As it is well known, under membrane theory assumption, stress diffusion in masonry vaults and
its distribution along meridians and parallels is only a problem of equilibrium [1] and is related to
the vault shape [2, 3]. Instead, the distribution of strains is related both to the vault geometry both
to mechanical properties of material, therefore masonry stiffness has to be considered. The different
brick patterns adopted in these vaults may play a relevant role [4].

In the work, the sensitivity to brick arrangement is evaluated. Moreover, some hypothesis about
the constructive techniques that might have been used by masons are investigated: the purpose is to
evaluate if these peculiar brick patterns have been adopted to facilitate the construction of the vaults.

Acknowledgement: This publication was realized as part of the research project funded by P.O.R.
SARDEGNA F.S.E. 2014-2020 - Axis III Education and Training, Thematic Objective: 10, Spe-
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Equivalent frame method (EFM) is a viable modelling option for global seismic analysis of 
masonry buildings in comparison to more refined techniques, such as continuum finite elements 
(FE)[1, 2, 3]. However, said simplified method takes advantage of a building’s geometric 
regularity, the good quality of its masonry and the floors stiffness, since these are the requirements 
for box-like behaviour under seismic loads. On the other hand, typical vulnerabilities in existing 
unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings, e.g. deformable floors, openings too close one another, 
poor quality masonry, isolated pillars and non-vertically aligned walls, limit the effectiveness of 
EFM application for their modelling. 

Recently, many studies have been devoted to expanding the possibilities of applying EFM to 
buildings which don’t meet box-behaviour hypotheses [4, 5, 6].  

The paper describes the procedure for implementing an equivalent frame (EF) model of an 
existing URM building in Midas GEN, a finite element code otherwise purposely thought for steel 
and r.c. design. The equivalent frame (piers and spandrels) consists of a system of 1-D lumped 
plasticity beam elements, as proposed by [7]. In MIDAS Gen the definition of the frame starts 
from existing theoretical criteria [8, 9] adapted to the peculiar characteristics of the building. 

The case study is represented by a brick-and-timber-floors palace, part of Italian cultural 
heritage buildings, placed just outside the old town of Noale (Venezia). Palazzo Carraro complies 
with the main requirements of EFM except for floors stiffness, although horizontal connections 
may be considered sufficient at this level of analysis. 

Possibilities and limits of the specific procedure are here discussed, referring also to other 
state-of-the-art techniques, such as continuum models [10], implemented through the DIANA FEA 
code.. The paper explores the response of the EF model to different modelling choices but also its 
reliability in global analyses. 
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Hysteresis is a well-known phenomenon involving history-dependent response of many struc-
tural (and non-structural) materials. Among the various models that can be adopted to describe it,
the Bouc-Wen model [1] is certainly one of the most widely used, and it is considered the forefa-
ther of an entire class of hysteresis models. During the last decades, the original formulation was
modified to take into account the effects of strength and stiffness degradation, pinching and non
symmetric response [2]. Moreover, issues related to its thermodynamic admissibility were tack-
led [3]. This research presents a discussion on the acknowledged limits of the original Bouc-Wen
model, focusing on thermodynamic admissibility and Drucker’s postulate for hardening materials.
The influence of the parameters β and γ (governing the shape of hysteresis cycles) is highlighted
and a revised formulation of dissipated energy is proposed. Then, an enriched version of the model
is introduced, in which degradation of strength and stiffness is accounted for by means of a single
scalar damage variable. The effect of pinching can also be included resorting to a parallel arrange-
ment of a nonlinear elastic element. Some considerations on its thermodynamic admissibility are
briefly presented and some simple validation examples are reported to show the main features of the
model. The proposed damaging model was implemented in a beam finite element [4] (within the
framework of equivalent frame models) to reproduce, through lumped plastic hinges, the shear and
flexural mechanisms characterizing the response of masonry panels under cyclic in-plane horizon-
tal loads. The repeated excursions into the inelastic range are in fact responsible for both strength
and stiffness degradation accompanied by energy dissipation. Some analyses were performed and
the results here presented show the capability of this model to describe, at the macroscopic scale,
damaging behaviour characterizing masonry structures.
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In historical masonry structures, featured by dry or weak mortar joints, limit analysis of 3D assem-
blages of blocks represents a useful tool for the prediction of failure mechanism and collapse load
[1, 2]. Results of limit analysis, with no-tension and frictional contact interfaces, are based on the
definition of accurate block interface yield domains: experimental and numerical investigations on
the frictional contact conditions are required. Despite the characterization of shear behaviour of fric-
tional contact was widely studied in the past [3, 4], limited research is available on the behaviour of
dry masonry joints implying interactions among shear, bending and torsion moments [5].

This work aims to present an extensive experimental investigation conducted in order to anal-
yse the frictional behaviour of two dry-jointed tuff blocks subjected to loading patterns reproducing
several possible yield conditions. Besides providing fundamental parameters required for limit anal-
ysis formulations, the adopted testing program investigates on 3D yield domains of a single contact
interface though different loading scenarios. Moreover, the experimental analysis is extended on
different interface geometries, as triangular and trapezoidal ones, in order to support the modelling
of more complex stereometry of masonry blocks assemblages (e.g. diagonal ribs of cross vaults)
[6, 7].

The results of each test are then compared with those obtained by a numerical model based on
the assumptions of rigid blocks, which interact through no-tension, featured by frictional interfaces.
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Structural stability is a major consideration in the design of structures. The stability is affected both 
by structure dimensions and by geometrical and mechanical imperfections. 

The intrinsic heterogeneity of historical masonry affects its structural behaviour; the 
identification of the local homogeneity degradation allows to define a new design approach to take 
on the structural rehabilitation of multi-leaf masonry structures. 

In this paper, the imperfection effects on the performances of multi-leaf masonry walls, 
considered as orthotropic material, are investigated using experimental and numerical approaches 
based on modal analysis [1, 2]. Unavoidable imperfections of workmanship, emphasized by 
mechanical orthotropy, affect the application of conventional design approach. 

After a first identification of the dynamic parameters - such as frequencies and modal shapes, of 
different multi-leaf masonry panels characterized by undamaged, damaged and strengthened fill - 
the model updating procedure has been applied to assess the local and global modal shapes. 

A Finite Element Model has been built simulating the fill by mono-dimensional element with 
different unidirectional stiffness between the external layers to distinguish and calibrate the local 
modal shapes and, then, the global response [3, 4]. 

The experimental and numerical data have been compared to analyse the reliability of the applied 
method [5]; the calibrated models have been tested through the non-linear static analysis and the 
results have been compared with the structural performances of the multi-leaf masonry panels 
subjected to the compressive loads. 
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Masonry constructions represent the vast majority of Italian and European Architectural 
Heritage which needs to be preserved for future generations for its immense cultural and historical 
value. In spite of all the researches recently carried out [1], there are not still widely accepted 
approaches for studying the structural response of masonry structures, especially for the case of 
historic masonry vaults.  

Classical Limit Analysis equilibrium approaches [2-3] aimed at the stability assessment of 
masonry vaults are based on the so-called “slicing technique” that reduce the vault to a system of 
arches, neglecting any possible three-dimensional structural behavior. This simplification could be 
admissible for simpler cases as barrel vaults subject to the self-weight but it could strongly 
underestimate the actual load-bearing capacity for vaults with complex geometries (for example, 
characterized by a non-smooth middle surface) or in presence of complex load conditions.  

Recent studies on this issue have tried to overcome the above drawback, proposing Limit 
Analysis equilibrium approaches able to consider the complex three-dimensional structural 
behavior of masonry vaults, and thus to give a substantially better load-bearing capacity estimate 
[4-5-6]. In particular, in [7] the Thrust Surface Method (TSM) is proposed, an innovative 
application of the lower bound theorem of Limit Analysis capable of fully exploring the 
three-dimensional load-bearing capacity of a masonry vault having an arbitrary geometry and 
under an arbitrary load condition. Indeed, since the particular numerical formulation of the 
method, TSM can take into account not only any kind of vertical loads, but also horizontal loads 
like those simulating the maxima inertia effects related to seismic actions. 

In the present paper, TSM is applied to the iconic case of the pavilion vault. By results, a 
discussion on the complex three-dimensional structural behavior and a comparison with other 
approaches in the literature are performed, also when horizontal forces are acting. 
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In this paper the topic of the vulnerability assessment of masonry rigid block arches subject to soil 
settlements is analyzed [1-5]. A novel numerical procedure for detecting the collapse mechanism 
and the limit settlement, already presented in [1] for the case of circular or segmental arches, is 
herein applied to the case of pointed arches. 

The arch is regarded as a system of n rigid blocks and n+1 interfaces, represented through a set 
of three links, two orthogonal to the interface and the third along the interface. Links are 
characterized by a rigid-cracking behaviour with respect to axial forces and a perfectly rigid 
behavior with respect to shear forces. The procedure finds, for any kind of settlement, the only 
structure kinematically compatible and in equilibrium with the applied loads. In particular, by 
means of the combinatorial analysis, the set of three hinges opened in the structure due to an 
applied settlement is identified; then, for each pattern of the three hinges and the settlement, the 
structure is subject to a kinematic test and, only those that are compatible are in turn statically 
analyzed to check if the equilibrium is verified. In so doing, only one structure is identified, which 
is the structure at collapse in an equilibrium condition.  
The limit value of the settlement at collapse is finally computed by performing the analysis in 
finite displacements. The settlement is increased little by little and it is checked if the line of thrust 
within the profile of the arch at each incremental step still holds. The limit value of the settlement 
is attained when the line of thrust becomes tangent to the intrados or extrados of the arch in further 
joints. 

The algorithm to detect the only equilibrated and kinematically compatible structure is based 
exclusively on the solution of linear equations relating to the equilibrium condition and, as for the 
kinematic condition, the assessment of the sign of the determinant of a square matrix of order 2 
that is formulated in the three hinged joints. In so doing, the use of optimization techniques 
required in limit analysis is avoided with a consequent reduction of the algorithm complexity. 
Moreover its computational cost has been estimated as a 6 degree polynomial in function of the 
block number. 

In-scale pointed arch models performed by the authors are tested considering both the 
horizontal and vertical movements of the left impost. Numerical models of such arches are 
analyzed using the procedure above and results are compared to the experimental results in order 
to ascertain the reliability and effectiveness of the procedure. Finally, to investigate the effects of 
geometry on the arch response to an impost movement, the numerical results of pointed arches are 
compared to the results of circular arches with same span, thickness and angle of embrace. 
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The present contribution is aimed at assessing the effect of the shape irregularities on the collapse 

conditions of circular masonry arches in presence of horizontal actions. Actually, historical 

constructions often present structural elements characterized by irregular shapes, which could affect 

their bearing capacity if calculated considering their nominal geometry. Some of these irregularities 

can be ascribed to the arising of deformed states developed over time, or, in other cases, directly to 

technological construction processes. In this sense, the literature present a lack of studies about the 

influence of such geometrical irregularities on the strength of masonry structural elements. 

In previous papers [1,2], the role of geometrical uncertainties on the structural behavior of 

masonry arches have been already investigated. More in detail, in these studies the uncertainties 

have been related to the voussoirs’ stereometry, while deterministic line axes were assumed for the 

analyzed arch typologies. Nevertheless, it is well known that actual structures are generally 

characterized by irregular shapes due to construction flaws or to deformation processes [3]. 

In order to take into account the irregularities due to the constructive process, mainly related to 

the empirical design of the wooden frames known as centrings, a parametric model of a polycentric 

arch has been developed. The procedure allows to generate random geometries, starting from a 

deterministic nominal one, consisting of different circumferential arcs referred to a family of input 

variables and connected assuring the tangent continuity. 

A limit analysis based procedure, referring to Heyman’s theory, has been developed in order to 

evaluate the horizontal loads multiplier, which leads to the collapse condition. In this terms has been 

also studied the collapse state, whose statistical moments up to second order and probability density 

functions have been rated versus a shape parameter. 

The comparison between the results for the nominal geometry and those obtained studying the 

irregular arches highlighted the effects of that shape uncertainties about the carrying capacity of this 

type of structures. 
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The present work is focused on the analysis of the double-cap dome of St. Gennaro Chapel,
in Naples (Italy), whose safety and stability was the object of a heated debate among engi-
neers in the early Eighteenth century. Technical reports dating back to that time displayed
some concerns about cracks found in both the two caps and lead to different strengthening
hypotheses. We consider here the problem under a modern perspective and evaluate the
dome stability applying two approaches, one continuum, the other discrete. The former,
originally proposed in [1] and further developed in [2], consists in searching a thrust surface
entirely contained within the volume of the structure and in equilibrium with the external
loads. Following the Pucher’s approach, the equilibrium problem is studied with reference to
projected stresses onto vault platform, partitioned in two regions, one under bi-axial regime,
where both radial and circumferential stresses are compressive, and the other under uni-axial
regime, with vanishing circumferential stress. The second approach is instead based on a
three-dimensional rigid-block model, with a solution procedure implemented in a MATLAB-
based tool [3]. Applying the two formulations to the static analysis of St. Gennaro dome,
new and reliable results are obtained, extending those discussed in [4] and [5].
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The present paper addresses the problem of determining the safety level under vertical dead loads 

of the sail vault covering a trapezoidal room in the Cavaniglia bastion of Livorno’s “Fortezza 

Vecchia”, a medieval maritime castle eventually fortified in the 16
th

 century by Antonio da Sangallo 

the Elder. The work illustrates some first results obtained by the Pisa University Research Group on 

Historic Masonry Construction within the framework of a research project funded by the university 

itself (PRA 2017, "Architetture toscane rinascimentali: casi studio fra indagine storica, rilievo e 
analisi strutturale"). 

The analysis is performed within the framework of the safe theorem of limit analysis by searching 

for statically admissible stress fields within the vault [1]. The weights of the vault and the overlying 

soil layers have both been considered. According to Heyman’s hypotheses, it is assumed that the 

vault’s constituent material has no tensile strength and that no sliding is allowed between its 

component masonry units. Among the many available solution techniques (for example, see [2]), the 

equilibrium problem is tackled by using the concept of thrust surface, which can be regarded as the 

middle surface of a thin shell under a membrane stress state [3]. It can be shown that if it is possible to 

find a thrust surface that is wholly contained within the thickness of the masonry, over which it is 

possible to define a stress field which is at the same time in equilibrium with the external loads and 

characterized by compressive principal stresses, then the structure is able to withstand the action of 

external loads.  

Working within the framework of membrane theory of shells, we build a suitable set of explicit 

expressions for statically admissible stresses defined over thrust surfaces all wholly contained within 

the vault thickness and compatible with the peculiar vault shape, characterized by a spherical profile 

and trapezoidal plan. More specifically, the analysis aim at investigating how the boundary conditions 

assumed between the masonry sail vault and vertical walls affect the statically admissible solution and 

the corresponding safety factor. In this regard, different contact conditions are assumed; moreover, the 

intrados surface has been carefully reconstructed by laser scanner survey and approximated by means 

of a regular surface that allows for a relatively simple analytical description. The results obtained 

provide a preliminary estimate of the safety level of the vault under vertical loads. 
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The in-plane displacement capacity under alternate loading is a key feature of the mechanical 
response of masonry constructions in view of seismic structural analyses [1], but is very complex 
to be predicted through the application of numerical models. Indeed, the very low tensile strength 
of the joints allows very soon for the activation of rocking mechanisms between the ashlars. This 
strongly influences the mechanical response under dynamic alternate loads, and may render 
masonry constructions capable of withstanding horizontal accelerations considerably higher than 
those predictable by static non-linear analyses [2]. 

In this work, a cohesive-frictional interface model for describing the non-linear behavior of 
masonry plane structures [3] is calibrated starting from experimental results. The latter concern 
both shear tests on triplets for characterizing interface behavior of mortar joints, and a masonry 
arch subject to a concentrated eccentric alternate load applied in displacement control. Then, the 
numerical model is used for analyzing a masonry wall with openings; among them, a large 
opening under a masonry arch. The structural behavior under alternate loading is discussed also in 
terms of displacement capacity. In particular, a parametric study is performed by varying the 
interfacial shear strength, in order to assess the influence of this parameter on the overall behavior 
of the masonry structure. 
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In Italian seismic areas brickwork or stone masonry walls are commonly present in 
historic buildings. In recent years, the strengthening of masonry walls with external 
bonded (EB) fiber reinforced polymers (FRPs) has been increased to give a tensile 
capacity to masonry that it is normally weak to tensile stress [1-2]. Many aspects of this 
strengthening method are not yet thoroughly known; in particular, the debonding 
mechanism of FRP strips needs to be analysed more through experimental data [3-5].  The 
primary object of this work was to investigate the structural behaviour and the shear 
strength of a single-story shear walls built with historic solid clay bricks in scale 1/3rd 
under in-plane loading with and without strengthening by Glass-FRP strips. In the tests 
described here, the model structure was subjected to precompression in the vertical 
direction to simulate the actual loading condition in a building subjected to racking load. 
Two brickwork masonry walls were tested under combined compression and shear 
loading; one was strengthened after damage with EB GFRP strips and then once again 
subjected to the same loading until failure; another one was strengthened with EB GFRP 
strips without damage and subjected to the same path of loading until failure. A 
comparison between the responses of the unreinforced and reinforced model is presented, 
and the failure mechanisms are discussed taking into account the delamination failure of 
the GFRP strips.

The behaviour of experimental walls was also analysed by theoretical FEM modelling 
with non-linear procedure [6], assuming both brick and truss elements, according to the 
macromodelling approach. The numerical modelling of GFRP reinforcement, perfectly 
glued to the masonry support, involves particular regard to the delamination phenomenon 
by the adoption of a bilinear constitutive relation characterized by brittle behaviour. 
Finally, a comparison between theoretical data and experimental results is shown and 
discussed for both un-strengthened and strengthened shear walls.
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It is rather unusual that the vibrations induced by the traffic, even if heavy, cause structural 

damage, whereas they often provoke cracking occurrence or propagation or cumulative damage in 

non-structural elements. In the Cultural Heritage context, there is a great interest in determining 

the influence of the vibrations on artistic elements. The issue is an extremely serious and pressing 

problem in residential areas. It also has some connections with the building protection against low 

and medium-low earthquakes. In particular, historical centres have a high concentration of 

historical heritage that need to be protected by actions that may generate additional stress on the 

structures. A lot of work has been carried out with reference to the structural damage produced by 

traffic vibration [1-4], but very few contributions have been provided so far with reference to the 

damage in the historical artefacts [5]. The problem is worthy to be investigated as many historical 

buildings are located close to important arterial roads and the value of such buildings is often 

given by the historical and artistic surface coatings (frescos, mosaics, plasters, stucco, etc.) rather 

than by the masonry structures that bear them. 

This paper represents a preliminary analysis of the vibrations produced by vehicular traffic and 

of their influence on the artefacts inside the buildings. In fact, such vibrations may be meaningless 

for the main structure, but relevant, even deleterious, especially if repeated continuously for years, 

on more delicate elements. Impact assessment was carried out by monitoring accelerations and 

injuries on plasters of two historical Palaces in Ferrara. 
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Quasi-periodic masonry consist of blocks having different size arranged in such a away that blocks
having approximately the same height are aligned to form horizontal rows; anyway, the length of the
blocks inside a row and the height of each row vary in each sample.

Since the masonry is not a periodic one, the usual methods available in literature to estimate the
failure surface can not be used. One possible approach to overcome this difficulty is to consider the
effective quasi-periodic texture at the micro-scale and estimating a hierarchy of lower- and upper-
bounds of failure surface by means of essential and natural boundary conditions [1]. An alternative
approach is to define an equivalent, in a statistical sense, periodic unit cell [2], for which the failure
surface can be estimated using some of several methods available in literature (for example those in
[3, 4]). In this paper, a different approach is proposed: the effective texture of the masonry is taken
into account, and the upper bound of the failure surface is estimated by means of Discontinuity
Layout Optimization (DLO) [5]. In DLO method, a great number of the possible discontinuities
that can appear in the sample are considered, and the effective pattern of discontinuities at failure
is estimated by minimizing a suitable function, according to usual methods of limit analysis. In
particular, if the function is a linear one, it can be minimized through linear programming techniques.

The DLO appears to be more suitable than other limit analysis approaches when dealing with
quasi-periodic masonry, since these are usually formulated using a representative (periodic) volume
element, while DLO allows to take into account the whole masonry panel. The results here presented
are, as far as the authors are aware, the first time that the DLO is applied to quasi-periodic masonry.
In particular, we consider that the discontinuities can appear only in the mortar joints, according to
a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The results show that the failure multiplier and the associated
mechanism depends on the direction of the action. Several analysis have been carried out in order to
assess the influence of the mechanical and geometrical parameters.
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Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) have been more and more used in the past decades in 
strengthening and retrofitting interventions carried out on existing masonry buildings. The excellent 
mechanical performance, combined with lightness and easiness of application, justify their 
widespread use in the structural field. 
The effectiveness of such reinforcements, demonstrated by several experimental and numerical 
analyses published in the literature, depends on the CFRP-to-substrate adhesion. Several techniques 
have been proposed in the literature to improve CFRP-to-substrate bonding properties. Among 
these, spike anchors demonstrated to effectively increase both the load bearing capacity and the 
global ductility of CFRP reinforcements bonded to masonry elements. 
Most of the papers in the literature, concerning the analysis of CFRP-masonry adhesion properties 
of anchored or not anchored reinforcements, refer to flat surfaces; conversely, limited research is 
devoted to curved masonry elements (arches, vaults, etc.), despite the great interest of the technical 
and scientific community on this field. 
The experimental results reported and synthetized in this paper represent a contribution on this field. 
They refer to an experimental program, partially described in [1,2], concerning anchored and not 
anchored CFRP sheet reinforcements bonded to both right and curved masonry pillars tested using 
a single lap shear test scheme. The experimental outcomes enabled to assess the effects of the 
curvature of the bonding surface and of the position (intrados/extrados) of the reinforcement on the 
mechanical behavior of the specimens. 
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Abstract. In the field of risk assessment and mitigation strategies, knowledge of the vulnerability of 

exposed buildings is a fundamental requirement for estimating expected damage. Studies on the 

collapse mechanisms of masonry buildings represent a useful tool capable of describing the structural 

damage. In the past, the correlation between the structural typologies that characterize Italian 

masonry buildings, the possible mechanisms of collapse in the plane and out of the plane, and the 

acceleration of the ground have been investigated [1]. This work aims to study these correlations 

with reference to further collapse mechanisms out of the plane through the use of the 

kinematic theorem. In particular, the procedure provide to evaluate the horizontal mass multiplier 

for each out of plane mechanism considered, depending on typological characteristics of 

the buildings (geometries, loads, materials and technological solutions). Furthermore, the 

vulnerability curve in PGA relating to the investigated mechanisms is drawn up.  To this purpose a 

buildings casuistry on the basis of typological characteristics is generated by a Monte Carlo 

simulation and, exploiting the SAVE procedure [2], an exhaustive sample for each vulnerability 

class is defined. At the end, on the basis of the relation between the PGA value and the 

horizontal mass multiplier, statistical correlations between PGA and damage are evaluated 

for each vulnerability class and each mechanism of collapse. On the basis of this parameters, a 

vulnerability curve for each mechanism of collapse is defined. Finally, some comparisons with 

empirical vulnerability curves present in the literature are proposed. 
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The lively interest towards the development of accurate numerical models to predict response of
masonry structures is due to their widespread in the architectural heritage of many countries and the
complex mechanical behavior exhibited by masonry material. The main difficulties in modeling are
related to its heterogeneous microstructure, which makes masonry global response strongly affected
by shape, sizes, arrangement and mechanical properties of the constituents. Among the available
modeling strategies, macromechanical models represent a fair compromise between accuracy and
computational cost. These substitute the heterogeneous material with an equivalent homogeneous
medium and introduce proper phenomenological constitutive law involving damage and plasticity
inner variables. Despite isotropic formulations [1] are largely adopted because of their simplicity,
these models neglect the directional mechanical properties characterizing masonry with regular tex-
ture, where bed joints act as plane of weakness [2]. Thus, the most accurate macromodels describe
masonry as an orthotropic material by making use of proper failure criteria which account for in-
fluence of applied stresses with respect to bed joints orientation. It should be also remarked that
macroscopic models based on the classical Cauchy continuum can not describe the non-symmetric
shear behavior along different planes. To this end enriched continua, like the Cosserat model, should
be adopted [3].
Basing on the above considerations, this work explores the use of isotropic and anisotropic macrome-
chanical model with damage for the analysis of masonry structures. In particular, behavior of panels
characterized by different masonry textures is analyzed by using an isotropic and orthotropic dam-
age model. The first [1] introduces damage scalar variables in the constitutive law, which affect in
the same way all components of the degraded stiffness matrix. Conversely, the orthotropic model
adopts a tensorial damage representation, thus distinguishing between stiffness and strength proper-
ties along masonry natural axes. Both models are based on the Cauchy continuum and adopt a nonlo-
cal integral formulation to overcome the mesh-dependency occurring in presence of strain softening
behavior by introducing an internal length parameter related to the brick size. The obtained global
force-displacement response curves and damage distributions are compared with experimental out-
comes or results derived by detailed micromechanical analyses. The purpose is to identify cases in
which the overall response can be satisfactorily captured by adopting simplified isotropic models
and cases where it is required to resort to anisotropic material descriptions.
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The objective of the present paper is to investigate global in-plane mechanisms for ordinary 

masonry buildings under seismic actions with the aim to assess vulnerability functions useful in 

the framework of risk assessment at national and regional scale. 

In a previous paper [1], part of authors developed a study correlating structural-typologies, 

local mechanisms and ground accelerations. In this paper, the latter analysis is extended in order to 

explore the gap between first local and final global mechanism. Since the large amount of data to 

be processed, the procedure finds the compromise between modelling and numerical effort in term 

of computational time. For this purpose, the analysis is conducted following the Heyman approach 

[2] and the numerical tool chosen is the PRD method (Piecewise Rigid Displacement method) [3]. 

Looking for the minimum of the total potential energy of the loads, the PRD method searches the 

minimizer by increasing the horizontal static multiplier until the energy is not bounded from below 

anymore. The solution, beyond a horizontal static multiplier, allows to find a rigid macro-blocks 

partition of the whole domain representing the global mechanism.  

The set of all ordinary masonry structures is subdivided in classes by taking into account 

different typologies characteristics desumed by PLINIVS database. With respect to a given 

vulnerability class, virtual buildings are generated and then analyzed with PRD method. Grouping 

all these results by classes, vulnerability curves correlating the probability of occurrence of a 

global in-plane mechanism and the ground acceleration are determined. 
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The bond behavior of Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) strengthening systems is one of the most 
important topic still object of investigation particularly for applications concerning curved 
masonry structures [1-5]. Indeed, the available studies underline that the geometry curvature and 
the position of the strengthening (in particular at the intrados) could lead to premature debonding 
failures because of tensile normal stresses developing at the FRP/masonry interface. Then, in order 
to improve the bond performance of FRP strengthening systems externally applied to structural 
supports, the use of anchor spikes has been recently proposed and experimentally investigated [6-
9]. The outcomes emerged from these experimental tests underline the role of the anchor spikes in 
improving the bond behavior of the strengthening system and, at the same time, they also 
emphasize the occurrence of failure modes characterized by damages involving a deep portion of 
the masonry support. This behavior, different respect to the case of FRPs applied without 
providing anchor spikes, requires the use of numerical models able to account for both the de-
cohesion phenomenon developing at the FRP/masonry interface and, in addition, the phenomena 
due to the interaction among the anchor spike, the FRP and the masonry. 
In this paper, the author presents two different modeling strategies for the study of the debonding 
of FRP applied to curved masonry substrate throughout both the adhesive layer and anchor spikes. 
The first one is based on a simple 1D-schematization of specimens, previously proposed by the 
authors for applications without providing anchor spikes, based on the use of linear and nonlinear 
spring elements schematizing the support, the FRP, the masonry/FRP interface. Here this approach 
has been opportunely modified by introducing specific constitutive laws for the spring able to also 
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model the local failure mechanisms due to the presence of the anchor spikes. On the other hand, 
the second approach consists of a tri-dimensional micro-modelling FE approach where bricks, 
mortar joints, FRP sheet and the spike anchor have been modeled separately. A Concrete Damage 
Plasticity model implemented into the Abaqus software has been used for the masonry, whilst the 
FRP strengthening has been assumed elastic. 
Both the approaches have been validated by considering experimental tests performed by the 
authors [5]. The obtained results presented in this paper show both the reliability of the proposed 
approaches to capture the experimental behavior and, moreover, their efficacy for investigating the 
role of anchor spikes on the bond behavior of FRP strengthening systems. 
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Snow is a natural material that originates in the clouds and is composed of crystals with complex
shape and variable size, depending on air temperature and excess vapor density on their surface.
It falls on the ground forming the snowpack and the single crystals undergo variations in physical
and mechanical properties, i.e., snow metamorphism. The knowledge of the mechanical behavior of
snowpack is a key requirement to understand snow avalanche triggering processes [1]. In its most
hazardous configuration, snowpack presents a weak layer in-between two more compact snow slabs.

The present contribution presents the results of a campaign performed on an artificial weak layer
made of faceted ice crystals in-between two snow slabs. A specific device has been used for these
tests [2]. To investigate the influence of interface, the shape of the interface between the weak layer
and the slabs, flat and sawtooth-like surfaces were considered [3]. A lateral opening in the testing
device allowed to perform high-speed camera recordings. The micro-mechanical processes were
interpreted through image analysis techniques. In particular, the strain field during the shear loading
was studied by means of digital image correlation (DIC). The failure mechanisms were interpreted
through particle image velocimetry (PIV).

The tests were performed at various confinement pressures in the range 0.5 kPa to 3.3 kPa. The
DIC analysis showed that, during the increase of the shear force, the deformation concentrates in
some points inside the weak snow layer. When strain localization starts, vortices and jamming zones
appear. A sort of disturbance is observed, characterized by a sequence of force chains collapse
– formation of vortices – jamming – dissolution of vortices, similarly to what observed in sands.
This phenomenon continues inside the shear band, also when failure occurs and during irreversible
sliding. The experimental results proved that, as in other natural granular-type materials, such as
sands, a shear band can be identified and the stresses are transmitted only by a fraction of grains
through force chains [4].
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Seepage flow through granular medium may induce detachement, transportation and even deposi-

tion of the fine particles of a granular skeleton. This volumetric process of internal erosion is called

suffusion. Recent experimental studies exploring the mechanical consequences of suffusion has

stated that this phenomenon is the source of volumetric strains, strength reduction, and change in

the density state, from dense to loose [1][2]. These results agree with those of several theoretical

and numerical studies conduced earlier considering suffusion as particle removal [3][4]. Moreover,

the macroscopic poromechanical coupling between seepage flow, suffusion and skeleton behaviour

has been explored modelling suffusion history by means of a new internal variable: the suffusion

induced porosity φer[5]. With the aim of going deeper into the macroscopic modelling of the suf-

fusion effects on the mechanical properties of a granular medium, the present study exposes the

development of an elasto-plastic model of the mechanical behaviour of a suffusive soil. An existing

elasto-plastic model [6] is extended by introducing the internal variable φer as a hardening variable

and a parametrization of the characteristic state. The modified hardening law models changes in

density state, from dense to loose, during suffusion. The porosity driven characteristic state models

the residual strength reduction observed and specifies the nature of the volumetric plastic strain (dila-

tive or contractive) during suffusion. To illustrate the model abilities, numerical integrations of the

elasto-plastic model are carried out for monotonic loading, under drained and oedometric conditions.
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Weakly cemented granular materials (CGMs) with crushable grains are a class of geomaterials which
has recently attracted some interest in various fields of geotechnical engineering, such as, for exam-
plem, deep and offshore foundation design, CO2 sequestration and stability of underground excava-
tions.

The objective of the work is to develop a thermodynamically–based constitutive model for a
particular class of CGMs – i.e., the Apulian calcarenites – whose mechanical behavior can be signif-
icantly affected by mechanical and chemical degradation processes like grain fracture and crushing,
mechanical and chemical debonding, grain dissolution.

These phenomena can be quantified at the microscale, and studied experimentally by means of
modern field measurement techniques such as X–ray Computed Tomography. Recently, Tengattini
et al. [1, 2] have advocated the use of microscopically–based state variables [3] – defined in terms
of particle size and bond diameter distributions – to quantify the effects of the change in microstruc-
ture on the macroscopic material response. The work of Tengattini et al. is developed within the
framework of linearized kinematics. However, the large volumetric and shear deformations which
are typically associated to mechanical and chemical degradation processes, particularly when grain
dissolution effects become significant, may require a fully non–linear kinematic description of the
behavior of such materials in practical applications.

In this work, limited to purely mechanical degradation processes, we follow the approach of
Tengattini et al., extending it to the finite deformation regime by adopting a multiplicative split of
the deformation gradient into an elastic and a plastic deformation gradient. Due to the scalar nature
of the degradation–related internal variables, an implicit integration strategy based on a product
formula approximation of the flow rule can be adopted, in which the elastic predictor stage is solved
exactly, while the plastic corrector stage employs a Backward–Euler approximation in the space of
logarithmic elastic principal strains, as in [4].

A series of representative numerical simulations have been carried out to show the model capa-
bilities and the good performance of the proposed integration algorithm, both at the element level
and in the simulation of engineering problems of practical interest. In particular, the isoerror maps
derived for general rectilinear deformation processes demonstrate the high accuracy of the implicit
algorithm, even for relatively large step sizes. The extension of the present work to the case of chem-
ical degradation process requires the introduction of a third component (the chemical deformation
gradient) in the multiplicative decomposition and is currently under way.
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With X–ray micro tomography it is now possible to acquire 3D full–field measurements of granular
materials at suitable resolutions. In the first applications of x–ray tomography to soil mechanics, the
distribution of porosity was investigated with the aim of analyzing the development of localization
phenomena in a soil specimen. More recently, Digital Image Correlation (DIC) has been used to
determine the distribution of strain in a specimen – in a continuum framework – and/or individual
grain kinematics, i.e., displacements and rotations of individual grains. These works have provided
a deep insight into the micro-mechanics of the processes governing the overall behavior of granular
materials.

The first part of the work presents recent advances in experimental micro (geo)mechanics achieved
thanks to x–ray tomography and digital image analysis. In particular, the attention is focused on
some recent experimental measurements of a 3D fabric tensor and its evolution during shearing of
granular materials. Triaxial compression experiments on natural sands are chosen to investigate the
evolution of fabric. Two different subsets of the specimen are chosen for the contact fabric analy-
sis: one inside and another one outside a shear band. Individual contact orientations are measured
using advanced image analysis approaches within these subsets. Fabric is then statistically captured
using a second order tensor and the evolution of its anisotropy is related to the macroscopic be-
haviour. Some recent results obtained on fabric evolution from triaxial compression of lentils (i.e.,
very anisotropic grains) are also discussed.

The second part focuses on recent discrete element method (DEM) simulations with experimental
comparisons at multiple length scales, underscoring the crucial role of particle shape. The simula-
tions build on technological advances in the DEM furnished by level sets (LS-DEM), which enable
the mathematical representation of the surface of arbitrarily-shaped particles such as grains of sand.
We show that this ability to model shape enables unprecedented capture of the mechanics of granu-
lar materials across scales ranging from macroscopic behavior to local behavior to particle behavior.
Specifically, the model is able to predict the onset and evolution of shear banding in sands, replicat-
ing the most advanced high–fidelity experiments in triaxial compression equipped with sequential
X–ray tomography imaging.

More generally, the work is an attempt to convey the following two messages: 1) to stress that
X–ray imaging is a measurement tool, not only a way to provide fancy images, and 2) to discuss
what sort of modeling applications these rather exotic data can help to inform or inspire.
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The safety of earth dams and river embankments is an important issue in many areas 
worldwide. The failure of these structures can be caused by several mechanisms, e.g. 
macro-instability, overtopping, erosion (internal and external) which are governed by complex 
multiphase interactions and non-linear soil behaviour. Numerical methods are valuable tools to 
study the problem; some of them, such as FEM, are mainly focused to identifying the conditions 
which lead to the onset of failure and are limited to small deformations. However, the study of the 
evolution of the failure process from the beginning, where the displacements are small, to the very 
end after large displacements is important for risk assessment. To this end, a numerical method 
suitable for large deformation problems is necessary. Several methods have been proposed in the 
last decades to overcome the difficulties arising with FEM, e.g. SPH, MPM, ALE etc. This paper 
illustrates the potentiality of the Material Point Method (MPM) for the study of dams and river 
embankments stability. 

In MPM the media is discretized into a set of Lagrangian material points (MPs), which move 
attached to the material and carry all the updated information such as velocities, strain, stresses, 
and history variables. Large deformations are simulated by MPs moving through a computational 
nodal grid that covers the full problem domain. The main governing equations are solved 
incrementally at the nodes of this grid that typically remains fixed throughout the calculation. 

Within the recent years, several hydromecanically coupled MPM formulations were presented 
in the literature to model saturated [1], [2] and unsaturated soils [3], [4]. In this paper two of these 
formulations are presented showing their applicability to study embankment stability problems: 
• The two-phase double-point formulation, which simulates saturated soil with 2 sets of MP, one 

for the liquid phase and one for the solid phase. It is well suited for seepage problems and can 
capture fluidization/sedimentation processes [2] 

• The two-phase single-point formulation with suction, which simulates saturated and 
unsaturated soils with a single set of MP carrying the information of both phases. It is well 
suited for infiltration problems.  
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The micromechanical behaviour of clays cannot be investigated experimentally in a direct 
fashion due to the small size of clay particles. An insight into clay mechanical behaviour at the 
particle scale can be gained via virtual experiments based on the Discrete Element Method (DEM) 
[1]. So far, very few DEM models for clays have been designed, mainly on the basis of theoretical 
formulations of inter-particle interactions with limited experimental evidence.  

This work presents a numerical investigation of the mechanical behaviour of non-active clays. 
The underlying microscale mechanisms were inferred by indirect experimental evidence [2] and 
used in this study to design the constitutive contact laws of a simple two-dimensional DEM 
framework. Clay platelets were modelled as rod-shaped particles made of spherical elementary 
units, designed to behave as single elements. New contact laws including attractive and repulsive 
long-range interaction were designed in order to simulate the positive/negative charge 
characterising the clay particle surface. 

The contact laws were tested against the ability of the DEM framework to reproduce 
qualitatively some aspects of the one-dimensional compression and shear behaviour of clay 
observed experimentally. Specifically, these include the effect of pH and dielectric permittivity of 
the pore-fluid on the virgin loading and unloading-reloading lines, the dependency of the slope of 
the unloading-reloading lines on the pre-consolidation stress, contractive/dilative and 
monotonic/non-monotonic behaviour under shear. Despite the extreme simplicity of the proposed 
model [3], distinct microscale mechanisms could be effectively linked with clay response at the 
macroscale.  
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The shear-wave splitting occurs when a shear wave propagates into an anisotropic medium and 

split into polarized waves of distinctive wave speeds. In geology and geosciences, the detecting 

shear-wave splitting allows one to identify material properties of the anisotropic soil and infer the 

distributions and orientations of cracks or crystals in the medium. Following the multi-field 

formulations for the solution of governing equations of porous media dynamics shown in [1], and 

considering suitable strategies for capturing sharp pore pressure gradient [2]; an improvement of a 

coupled three-dimensional finite element code, GeoMatFem [3], for the solution of 

solid-displacements/fluid-diffusion problems of fully saturated porous material is here presented. 

The aim of this numerical model is to simulate the shear-wave splitting in anisotropic soils and 

rocks. In particular, we want to investigate the behavior of these body waves in materials that 

exhibit coupling effects between the elastic volumetric and deviatoric strain, and the influence of 

considering a non-coaxial permeability tensor. Finally, a comparison between the so-called u-p 

formulation and the u-v-p formulation has done in order to underline the features of the two 

methods.    
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Several concurrent issues, among which the marked anisotropic response - related to the onset 

and evolution of microcracks- and the strong hydro-mechanical coupling, make very complex the 

prediction of rock behaviour in engineering applications. In this context, we propose a coupled 

hydro-mechanical multiscale model of brittle damage [2-3], characterized by nested 

cohesive/frictional faults, according to hierarchical structures [1], and based on the definition of a 

reduced number of material constants. The model turns out to be a very effective tool in capturing 

several important features of the observed mechanical behaviour of rocks [2-3], including the 

reduction of the overall stiffness as the material deterioration increases, brittle to ductile transition, 

strain localization and shear-induced irreversible volumetric deformation. The model satisfactorily 

reproduces both the behaviour of the rocks at the material point scale and at the laboratory scale as 

a boundary value problem. A key aspect of the model is the capability to directly linking damage 

evolution to rock permeability increase, providing a further hydro-mechanical coupling term. This 

feature makes the model particularly suitable to simulate boundary value problems where rock 

failure is induced by hydraulic solicitations [4].  
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In the present study a nonlinear hyperelastic anisotropic model is proposed to reproduce the 

reversible response of soils. The dependence of the small strain stiffness on the current stress and 

the directional character of soils often play a non-negligible role in many geotechnical 

applications, such as the prediction of settlements induced by tunnelling and deep excavations. The 

anisotropic behaviour of soils is a macroscopic manifestation of an oriented internal 

microstructure, such as grains and particles orientation often combined with the presence of voids 

and, in some cases, of fissures or cracks. From a modelling point of view, the strategy adopted 

here is to link these microstructural features to the macroscopic behaviour introducing a symmetric 

second order fabric tensor that can condense all scalar and directional information pertaining to the 

anisotropy of the material. The use of a second order tensor restricts the investigated material 

symmetry to orthotropy. Consistently with the representation theorems for scalar valued isotropic 

functions, a free energy potential that depends on a series of mixed invariants of the strain and 

fabric tensors is presented. The proposed model represents a generalisation of some existing elastic 

laws for soils, while its formulation, based on the definition of a free energy potential, ensures 

thermodynamic consistency. The model can satisfactorily be employed to reproduce the 

anisotropic character of the small strain stiffness and its nonlinear dependence on the current 

stress, as experimentally observed in soils. Its predictive capability is illustrated by comparison 

with accurate laboratory experimental observations, carried out on both clay and sand specimens, 

based on accurate reversible stiffness measurements performed propagating shear waves polarised 

along different planes. 
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In the present study a thermodynamic-based constitutive model is proposed to reproduce both 

the reversible and irreversible anisotropic behaviour of clays. From an experimental perspective, 

both elastic and plastic anisotropy exhibit an evolving character when irreversible strains occur in 

the material. This suggests that both reversible and irreversible anisotropic response at the 

macroscopic level can be described by a unique second order fabric tensor that condenses all 

directional information pertaining to the soil internal microstructure. 

The contribution proposed in this work is developed within the framework of thermodynamics 

with internal variables, according to the hyper-elastoplasticity theory for rate independent 

materials [1]. Two specific existing models are considered in the development: a hyperelastic 

formulation for the elastic anisotropic behaviour and a single surface plasticity model [2], 

originally developed within the classical elastoplasticity theory, for the plastic anisotropic 

hardening one. This latter, characterised by isotropic and rotational hardening laws, is first 

reformulated in a thermodynamically consistent way under triaxial (i.e. axisymmetric) conditions. 

Then an experimentally-based [3] relationship is proposed between the tensorial internal variable 

controlling the anisotropic hardening of the material and the fabric tensor accounting for its elastic 

anisotropy. In such a way, the fabric tensor is no longer constant but evolves by virtue of the 

rotational hardening law of the model, leading to a form of elastoplastic coupling, driven by 

tensorial entities, characterised by a mutual influence between the elastic and plastic behaviour. 

This brings in two remarkable consequences: 1) the resulting thermodynamic-based formulation is 

characterised by a yield surface in the stress space that displays different shapes as compared to 

those of the original elastoplastic model, depending on the degree of anisotropic coupling, 

including non-convex ones; 2) the resulting model has to be non-associated to satisfy the 

thermodynamics constraints. The implications of the elastoplastic coupling on the overall response 

of the model are analysed with reference to a series of numerical simulations. Furthermore, the 

derived formulation is finally used to back-predict the evolution of the elastic anisotropy as 

observed in laboratory tests carried out on a reconstituted clay [3]. 
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Positive excess pore water pressures can develop in saturated fine sands under cyclic loading, 

leading to a progressive reduction of the stiffness and strength of the soil or, in extreme cases, to 

liquefaction. Seismic recordings during past earthquakes have shown either amplification or 

attenuation of surface accelerations, depending on the contractant/dilatant response of the 

underlying saturated sand deposits. Moreover, field observations have shown that geotechnical 

structures, such as quay walls, may experience severe damages due to the generation of excessive 

pore water pressures within the adjacent soil. 

A reliable numerical prediction of seismically induced excess pore water pressures requires the 

development of a dynamic fully-coupled formulation capable of reproducing the solid-fluid 

interaction, together with the adoption of an advanced constitutive model for the soil.  

In this work, an original fully coupled dynamic u-p formulation was implemented in the finite 

element code FEAP 8.4 [1] together with the advanced constitutive model SANISAND [2], which 

was adopted to describe the response of the solid skeleton. The field equations are formulated in a 

fully saturated condition. 

The paper presents the main results of a finite element numerical study on the effects of 

liquefaction induced phenomena on the dynamic response of a saturated sand deposit. The most 

relevant physical factors affecting the dynamic response of the liquefied layer are identified. 

Moreover, key aspects in the constitutive modelling of the mechanical behaviour of sands under 

cyclic loading are highlighted. 
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Constitutive models for soils are traditionally validated against experimental tests assuming 

these represent single (infinitesimal) element tests. However, the boundary conditions imposed to 
the sample with standard laboratory equipment induce non negligible stresses and strains 
non-uniformities. As a result, the observed sample behaviour differs from the true material 
response. As an interesting example of the misconceptions introduced by end restraint effects on 
the observed soil behaviour, a series of undrained triaxial compression tests on reconstituted peat 
samples is presented in this work.  

The experimental results indicate dramatic end restraint effects in the apparent shear strength 
of the tested samples. Moreover, the diffuse fibrous networks present in the peat matrix seem to 
magnify the severity of the end restraint effects, as compared to previous studies on traditional 
inorganic soils, by introducing a characteristic length in the response of the material. Starting from 
the experimental evidence, the triaxial tests have been simulated with a coupled hydro-mechanical 
FE-IGA formulation, incorporating an advanced model for the soil, enriched with a 
second-gradient formulation capable of providing an internal length scale to the material [1].  

The numerical results show the capability of the model to capture the end restraint effects on 
the deviatoric stress-strain response and the development of excess pore water pressures within the 
specimen. The introduction of a second gradient formulation allows reproducing correctly the 
length scale effects observed for samples with different height to diameter ratio. More importantly, 
the results suggest the possibility to link the magnitude of the second gradient stiffness coefficient 
to the characteristic length of the fibrous network in the peat fabric.  
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The study of the interaction between waves propagating in a medium and its structure continues to 
be one of the most active research areas of wave physics. After the introduction of a new class of 
artificially engineered media called “metamaterials” in electromagnetism and acoustics, the idea 
that full control on wave propagation can be achieved through an appropriate design of the 
medium’s microstructure is now widely accepted. In elasticity for instance, several laboratory 
experiments have shown how waves can be stopped, converted or amplified using resonant 
inclusions or periodic arrangement of heterogeneities.  
Also in the field of civil engineering, metamaterials concepts and ideas are progressively gaining 
relevance with the first experiments addressing wave control capacities and feasibility [1,2]. Major 
challenges remain in the upscaling of metamaterial designs and physics to both the long 
wavelength and complexity (P, S, surface waves and other surface layering guided modes) 
characterizing the propagation of seismic waves in the ground. Here we present the latest 
numerical and experimental results on wavefield attenuation by arrays of resonators embedded in 
the soil (using micrometric glass-beads for the experiment) that can be thought as a seismic barrier 
or resonant foundations. This unique study considers both the attenuation of Rayleigh waves and 
that of horizontally polarised shear waves with lateral and vertical incidence direction.  
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